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PART III REEMERGENCE OF PRIVATE ALTERNATIVES8Benefits of PrivatizationAppendix to Chapter 10 235253 This project has taken several years to complete, and a large number ofpeople have either been significantly affected by it or had significant effectson it. I would like to acknowledge as many of them as I can recall. First,I must thank my wife Terrie and daughter Lacey for their ongoing sup-port. They put up with me as I tried to juggle an over-committed researchagenda that ate up many of the weekends and evenings I should have spentwith them.The secretaries at Montana State University and Florida State Universitytyped several very different drafts of the book, transferred various draftsfrom one word processing system to another twice, and fmally, one of themtaught me to do my own word processing. But some of the secretaries alsogot interested in what I was writing and began to comment on it and askquestions about it. Three deserve special thanks in this regard: Anne Phillips,Vickie Garland, and Carol Bullock.Over the course of its evolution, this manuscript benefited greatly froma number of reviews. In particular, Randy Barnett reviewed the first draftof the book, and from the perspective of a legal scholar, he recommendedmuch of the literature on legal theory and history that I have since drawnon extensively. Furthermore, from the perspective of a former prosecutingattorney, Professor Barnett corrected numerous misperceptions I had aboutthe criminal justice process. Finally his extensive comments and organiza-tional suggestions were invaluable.PART IV RATIONALIZING AUTHORITARIAN LAW1112The Legal Monopoly on CoercionAppendix to Chapter 12 291312PART V FROM AUTHORITARIAN TO PRIVATE LAW13



Several other revil'wl'rs Wl'n' also WIV IlI'lpllll III p,lIldlill',tills IHlok'sdevelopment, including Terry Alltit'rsoll, (,onloll 1'1111011,. M:lIshall I,'ril/"Harold Berman, and C. S. Cockburn. 'Ilorry AlldCI.'iIIII, III ItIScapacity asthe Pacific Research Institute's economic advisor, was partll'ularly instru-mental in determining the book's final form and content. With his helpand advice, and with Marianne Keddington's editing of the final draft, thebook was made considerably more readable (and much shorter). Otherpeople affiliated with the Pacific Research Institute provided me with usefulcomments and reference material, including Chip Mellor, Charles Baird,David Theroux, and Greg Christainsen. In addition, correspondence andconversations with Leonard Liggio (and several other people affiliatedwith the Institute for Humane Studies), Murray Rothbard, LawrenceSherman, and Chuck Logan led me to explore useful references that Iprobably would have missed. Encouraging comments by P. 1. Hill and others(again including Gordon Tullock and Charles Baird) on a chapter I wrotefor a Pacific Research Institute book ("Guns for Protection and Other PrivateSector Responses to the Fear of Violent Crime," in Firearms and Violence:Issues of Regulation, Don Kates, Jr., ed. [Cambridge, Mass.: BallingerPress, 1984]) actually led to my further investigation of the issues examinedin this book. Many discussions with colleagues at Montana State and FloridaState, such as Ron Johnson, Merle Faminow, Terry Anderson, Rick Stroup,Dick Wagner, Larry Wollen, Tom McCaleb, Randy Holcombe, DaveRasmussen, and others I apologize for forgetting to mention, also helpedme formulate and sharpen my arguments. Parts of the book were presentedat the Legal Studies Workshop and the Political Economy Seminar Seriesat Florida State University, as well as the Public Choice Seminar Series atGeorge Mason University, the Austrian Economics Colloquium at NewYork University, the Public Choice Society meetings, and the SouthernEconomic Association meetings. Discussion following those presentationswas very beneficial. The Liberty Fund also sponsored a conference orga-nized by the Pacific Research Institute on "Law, Liberty, and ResponsibleIndividuals" in June of 1989. That conference provided me with an oppor-tunity to subject part of my work to critical evaluation by a gathering ofeminent legal and economic scholars.Indeed, much of the book has undergone considerable indirect peerreview. Certain sections draw on earlier publications of mine in the Journalof Libertarian Studies, the Antitrust Bulletin, the Southern EconomicJournal, the Journal of Legal Studies (written with John Baden), the Pacific Re.,nrch Inlltltute IIponllored book FlfYlarm.~and Violence: Issues qt'Regula-lion, edited by Don Kates, Jr .• and in a chapter (written with M. L.Onlcnhut) fbr Amitrust and Regulation, edited by Ronald Grieson (LexingtonBookH, 1986). In addition, materials developed and written for this bookhave already been published in the Madison Papers Series, the HarvardJournal of Law and Public Policy, the Journal of Libertarian Studies, theInternational Review of Law and Economics, the Cato Journal, the Journalof Institutional and Theoretical Economics, and the Southern EconomicJournal. I thank all of these book publishers and journals, their editorsand referees, and my coauthors for their contributions. The SouthernEconomic Journal's choice of my paper drawn from this book ("TheSpontaneous Evolution of Commercial Law") to receive the Georgescu-Roegen Prize as the best article published in the journal during 1988-1989is a particularly pleasing recognition by my peers that my work on thissubject might be worthy of attention.Several institutions must also be acknowledged. My departments anddepartment chairmen at both Montana State and Florida State were alwaysvery supportive. The Institute for Humane Studies provided financial supportin the form of an F. Leroy Hill Summer Fellowship, that allowed me toexplore a number of related issues much more deeply than I might have,and much of the work they supported ultimately found its way into the book.The Political Economy Research Center also supported the developmentof several papers that I have drawn upon for the book. Finally, and mostsignificantly, I wish to explicitly acknowledge the vital contributions madeby people affiliated with the Pacific Research Institute. I have alreadymentioned the valuable reviews and comments on the book from Instituteassociates, but their contributions go far beyond that. To start with, theInstitute's willingness to fund the book was what convinced me that it wasa project worth pursuing. The Institute's continued support of the projectover what turned out to be a much longer period than anyone anticipatedhas involved many people. In particular: Chip Mellor's behind the scenesefforts to keep the project on track, and to provide the kind of technicaland intellectual inputs I needed, were clearly essential (he also proposed,organized, and ran the Liberty Fund Conference mentioned above); TerryAnderson saw to it that the book was written and packaged in a fashionthat would maximize its chances of being marketable (subject to the con-straints arising from the limited abilities of the author); Pam Riley preparedthe market to receive the book; and Linda Clumeck prepared the book for



the market. 1 alll sure that I alll unawUl'C(If Ihe lull C!lltCIIIIlIld illlporlulIl..'Cof the efforts made by these individuals llnd olher" III Ille Inslitllle. Thankyou all for your invaluable contributions. Bruce L. BensonDepartment of EconomicsFlorida State University INTRODUCTIONAnyone who would even question the "fact" that law and order are necessaryfunctions of government is likely to be considered a ridiculous, uninformedradical by most observers. Bernard Herber, in a typical public financetextbook, for example, wroteThe ... function ... of providing domestic stability in the form of law and orderand the protection of property ... could be logically opposed only by anavowedanarchist. Since ... [law and order is] not [a] controversial function ofgovernment, ... [it does] not require a lengthy analysis in the effort to con-struct an economic case for the existence of a public sector for resource alloca-tion purposes'!But even though most academics do not question the logic of governmentdomination of law and the maintenance of order, large segments of thepopulation do. Surveys and polls indicate growing dissatisfaction with allaspects of government law enforcement in the United States, particularlywith the courts and the corrections system. More importantly, citizens areturning to the private sector in ever increasing numbers for services whichpresumably are "not controversial functions of government." Privatelyproduced crime detection and prevention, arbitration, and mediation aregrowth industries in the United States.This study will use economic theory to compare institutions and incen-tives that influence public and private performance in the provision of law



and its enforcement. Some critics Illuy contend th"l low III nol un uppmpriutesubject for "economic analysis," becaulic it III nol prmlucrd und allocatedin exchange markets. To be certain, economics hUlla g,'t'ut deul to say abolltmarket institutions, but its relevance and scope are not so narrowly limited.Economic theory requires only that scarce resources be allocated amongcompeting uses. Clearly, the enterprise of law-the use of police services,court time, and all other inputs in the process of making law and establishingorder-requires scarce resources that must be allocated. Beyond that,economic theory explains human behavior by considering how individualsreact to incentives and constraints.Using economic theory, then, it can be convincingly demonstrated thatprivate-sector (i.e., market or voluntary) institutions are capable of estab-lishing strong incentives that lead to effective law making and law enforce-ment. The resulting legal constraints facilitate interaction and support socialorder by inducing cooperation and reducing violent confrontation. It canalso be shown that public-sector institutions create incentives that can leadto substantial inefficiencies in the provision of these same functions. Infact, our modern reliance on government to make law and establish orderis not the historical norm. Public police forces were not imposed on thepopulace until the middle of the nineteenth century in the United Statesand Great Britian, for instance, and then only in the face of considerablecitizen resistance? Crime victims played the prosecutors' role in Englanduntil almost the turn of the century, and they did not yield to publicprosecution without a struggle.3 The foundation of commercial law wasdeveloped by the European merchant community and enforced throughmerchant courts.4 To this day, international trade is "governed" to a largeextent by merchants, as they make, arbitrate, and enforce their own law; andin the United States, at least 75 percent of commercial disputes are settledthrough private arbitration or mediation with decisions based on businesscustom and practice (customary commercial law).5 Arbitration services,particularly for commercial disputes, have been increasingly used for sometime, but the last few years have witnessed the development of a newindustry-private for-profit courts competing with public courts for a widespectrum of civil disputes.6 Furthermore, there are now over twice as manyprivate police as public police in the United States, as citizens hire moreand more watchmen, guards, and highly trained security experts? Between1964 and 1981, employment by private firms offering protective and detec-tive services increased by 432.9 percent, and the number of firms offeringsuch services grew by 285.5 percent over the same period (see Table 9.3). IndlvldulllN are IlINoIncreallingly Ilupplementing government protectionwith cftbrtll of their own." More and more citizens are buying firearms forpenonal protection; burglar alarms are being installed and guard dogspurchalled. Citizens are barring their windows, learning self-defense,oarrylng whistles and other noisemakers, and buying self-protection devices.There is a growing business in providing bullet-proof cars and security.)lltems for the powerful and wealthy who fear assassination or kidnapping.There are also less costly activities, such as neighborhood or tenant watchesand patrols, and escort groups. A Gallup poll found that during the early1980s, 17 percent of those surveyed reported at least one of these volun-tary crime prevention efforts in their neighborhood.9People turn to the private sector when public police and courts arepresumably available because there is a growing dissatisfaction with public-sector efforts to maintain social order. Citizens' dissatisfaction arises inpart because of a growing belief that the "government is not adequatelycontrolling crime. In 1982, the Figgie Report on Fear of Crime found that"most people perceive crime rates as continually increasing and look atany decline as an aberration, a temporary ebb in the inexorably rising tideof petty theft, armed robbery, murder, and international terror." The reportalso pointed out that crime statistics understate the true level of crime.According to the report, an estimated 60 percent of all personal larcenycases where there is no contact between the thief and his victim gounreported; and less than 50 percent of all assaults, less than 60 percentof all household burglaries, less than 30 percent of household larcenies,and only a little more than half of all robberies and rapes are reported.lOThus, the Figgie Report concluded: "These striking statistics are eithera measure of the lack of public confidence in the ability of the police tosolve crimes or a more realistic appraisal of what is possible. . .. " II Afterall, in 1980 less than 20 percent of reported crimes were cleared by arrest(down from 26 percent in 1960), and in at least one California county only12 percent of those arrested as felons in 1977 were actually convicted,12The U.S. Department of Justice report on crime victimization in 1979foundthat approximately 10 percent of unreported crimes were not reportedbecause people believed that the police "do not want to be bothered."13Dissatisfaction with the public criminal law apparatus extends to the courtsas well. Since 1965 more and more people have come to believe that thecourts have not been harsh enough in criminal cases, rising from 48.9 percentin 1965 to 84.9 in 1978(see Table 1.1);14from 1980 to 1986, this percentageheld fairly steady in the 82 to 86 percent range.15 A 1972 study found that



P'N',fllall' Sa.ylnllGoum Ar, Not Harsh EnoughGallupGallupGallupGallupGSSGallupGSSGSSGSSGSSGSSGSS 3/ 19659/19651/ 19681 / 19693/197212/19723/ 19733/ 19743/ 19753/ 19763/19773/1978 48.959.363.174.474.466.373.177.979.281.083.084.9SOURCE: A. L. Stinchcombe et al., Crime and Punishment-Changing Attitudes in America (SanFrancisco: Jossey-Bass Publishers, 1980), p. 31.82 percent of its survey respondents agreed "somewhat" or "a great deal"that "recent Supreme Court decisions have made it more difficult to punishcriminals." 16The Figgie Report also found that 80 percent of the study's samplebelieved that the courts and prison system were ineffective in rehabilitatingcriminals. More than half of those surveyed (52 percent) thought that theprison sentences currently given do not discourage crime and that the"revolving door policy in the justice system makes a prison term a mereinconvenience for the experienced criminal."17 Plea bargaining now leadsto approximately 90 percent of criminal convictions, implying to many thatcriminals are getting off with light sentences; beyond that, criminals serve,on average, less than half their sentences in jail (down from 61 percentin 1965).18Many also believe that prisons do not fulfill their functions ofdeterrence and rehabilitation, but instead serve as "schools" for the studyof crime. Indeed, a nationwide follow-up study of 78,143 offenders whowere released from prison in 1972found that 74 percent were rearrested.19The courts receive low marks from citizens in the area of civil law aswell. A 1978 survey found that only 23 percent of those interviewed hada high degree of confidence in state and local courts, while over a third ofthe sample expressed little or no confidence. Moreover, 57 percent believedthat "efficiency in the courts" was a serious national problem.20 After all,court backlogs can delay a civil trial for more than five years in some stateS.21 Why I, delay In the public courtl luch a problem when most criminal, •••••••• Itttled by plea bargaining and most commercial disputes are settledr" private arbitration? Why, for that matter, does the system rely so heavily• pl•• bal'llalnlng and private arbitration? Why do citizens think they must~.,tJendbillions of dollars to hire private police officers and establish privateAlurtty systems when the government is already spending billions on a publicforce? Why are local, state, and federal authorities spending taxpayers'an to contract with private firms to build, staff, and maintain prisonsi_n the public prison system already costs billions of dollars? Why do:iviodm. of crimes choose not to report a significant portion of all crimes~itommitted? These questions and others like them can only be answered byIOIIlparing the institutions associated with public-sector law creation and.sbrcement with private-sector counterparts. Neither system is perfect, butfie arowing dissatisfuction with the public sector's performance and increasingflUance on private-sector alternatives indicates that it is time to questionthe presumption that law and order 'must be governmentally provided.In the analysis that follows, I consider such topics as the characteristicsof primitive legal systems and the evolution of common law and other legalI)'.tems. I explore modem law enforcement; the behavior of public police,prosecutors and judges; and political corruption. I also examine current trendsin aovernment "contracting" with private firms for police and prison services,and trends in private-sector provision of arbitration, mediation, and crimeprevention. Issues in legal theory are discussed, such as the role of customIn law and the question of how "law" should be defined. Throughout theanalysis, I liberally use others' thoughts and research findings, demonstratingthat many of the relatively broad conclusions reached using an economicperspective have been reached by others in their complementary, yet relativelymore narrow, approaches. But more importantly, drawing from a large and.eemingly dispersed literature can lead to a more complete understandingof the potential for private-sector maintenance of social order. In this waywe can achieve a more accurate comparison of the effectiveness of the publicand private sector in this vital public policy area.1. Bernard P. Herber, Modern Public Finance: The Study of Public SectorEconomics (Homewood, Ill.: Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1975),p. 22.2. Truett A. Ricks, Bill G. Tillett and Clifford W. Van Meter, Principles ofSecurity (Cincinnati: Criminal Justice Studies, Anderson Publishing Co.,



19M!), p, 5; and Frunk Morn, 'I11t'1~:vC'thtlt N"...",' .\'/""I',¥ (Iilllllllllnilloll, 11l1l,:University Press, 19M2), p. K3. Juan Cardenas, "The Crime Victim in th~ ProlltlcUlllI'lul I'ruCCIIN,"lIl/rwlnlJournal of Law and Public Polity 9 (Spring 19Mb): :'<)1.4. Leon Trakman, The Law Merchant: Thc' Evolution of Commc'f'('ial Law(Littleton, Colo.: Fred B. Rothman and Co., 1983); Harold 1. Berman, Lawand Revolution: The Formation of Western Legal Tradition (Cambridge,Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1983); and Bruce L. Benson, "The Spon-taneous Evolution of Commercial Law," Southern Economic Journal 55(January 1989).5. Jerold S. Auerbach, Justice Without Law (New York: Oxford UniversityPress, 1983), p. 113.6. Benson, "The Spontaneous Evolution of Commercial Law"; Gary Pruitt,"California's Rent-a-Judge Justice;' Journal ofContempomry Studies 5 (Spring1982): 49-57; and Richard Koenig, "More Firms Thrn to Private Courts toAvoid Expensive Legal Fights;' Uilll Street Journal (January 4, 1984).7. Ricks, et al., Principles of Security, p. 13, and Norman K. Bottom and JohnKostanoski, Security and Loss Control (New York: Macmillan PublishingCo., 1983), pp. 31-32.8. See for example, Research and Forecasts, Inc., America Afraid: How Fearof Crime Changes the Uily WeLive, Based on the Widely Publicized FiggieReport (New York: New America Library, 1983). Such actions by individualsare discussed at length in Chapter 9.9. Lawrence Sherman, "Patrol Strategies for Police," in Crime and PublicPolicy, James Q. Wilson, ed. (San Francisco: Institute for ContemporaryStudies Press, 1983), p. 145.10. Research and Forecasts, Inc., America Afraid: How Fear of Crime Changesthe Uily WeLive, p. 105. These kinds of estimates have been made by manyothers, including government sources. See for example, President's Com-mission on Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice, The Challengeof Crime in a Free Society (New York: Arno Press, 1967), p. 22.11. Research and Forecasts, Inc., ibid., p. 105.12. U.S. Department of Justice, Unifonn Crime Reports, for various years (seetable 12.1); Robert W. Poole, Jr., Cutting Back City Hall (New York:Universe Books, 1978), p. 52.13. Research and Forecasts, Inc., America Afraid: How Fear of Crime Changesthe Uily We Live, p. 105.14. A. L. Stinchcombe, et al., Crime and Punishment-Changing Attitudes inAmerica (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass Publishers, 1980), p. 31.15. U.S. Department of Justice, Source Book of Criminal Justice Statistics-1986(Washington, nc.: Bureau of Justice Statistics, 1987), pp. 86-87.16. M. Blumenthal, et al., Justifying Violent Crime: Attitudes of American Men(Ann Arbor, Mich.: Institute for Social Research, 1972), p. 83. 11, MOliollrch"nt! JlllI'tll'IlNIH.IIll', , Am"rit'a A/raid: lIow F"ar of Crimi' Changestll, ~.v Hi- 1.Iv", p, 102,,.. U,S, l)cpllrll11cnl of JUlIliee, Souf'('i,book (?t' Criminal Justice Statistics-1976(WllHhlllgtOI1,D.c,: Bureau of Justice Statistics, 1977).It, J. t, Burkus, Pmtecting 'nmrselj Against Crime, Public Affairs PamphletNt!, '64 (New York: The Public Affairs Committee, Inc., 1978), p. 20.10. \\lnkcluvich, Skely and White, Inc., The Public Image of Courts: HighlightstJ/a National Survey of the Geneml Public, Judges, Lawyers and CommunityLtladers (Williamsburg, Va.: National Center for State Courts, 1978), Table11I.6. p. 25 and Thble IV.1, p. 29.II, Por example, see discussion in Robert W. Poole, Jr., "Can Justice BePrivatized?" Fiscal Uiltchdog 49 (November 1980), p. 2; and William C.Wooldridge, Uncle Sam, the Monopoly Man (New Rochelle, N.Y.: ArlingtonHouse, 1970), p. 1.





CUSTOMARY LEGAL SYSTEMSWITH VOLUNTARY ENFORCEMENTIt INU widely held belief that state governments and law develop togetherand, therefore, that law and order could not exist in a society without theorganized, authoritarian institutions of the state. One means of dispellingthlll perception is to illustrate that a nation-state is not a prerequisite forlaw. First, however, it is necessary to understand just what is meant by"haw," and how systems of law work.If law is simply represented by any system of rules, as some have suggested,!then "morality" and law would appear to be synonymous. Lon Fullercontended that "law," when more appropriately" ... viewed as a directionof purposive human effort, consists in the enterprise of subjecting humanconduct to the governance of rules."2 Law consists of both rules of con-duct and the mechanisms or processes for applying those rules. Individualsmust have incentives to recognize rules of conduct or the rules becomeIrrelevant, so institutions for enforcement are necessary. Similarly, whenthe implications of existing rules are unclear, dispute resolution institu-tluns are required. As conditions change, mechanisms for development ofnew rules and changes in old rules must exist. So, legal systems displayvery similar structural characteristics.3 Fuller's definition of law is acceptedhere, in part because it allows the analysis of law to focus on the institutions11



involved in the production and enforcement or 11.11 rulell, Ilnd on theincentives which both lead to the development or and Ilrille Illl a conse-quence of those institutions. That is, it lends itsel f to un economic analysisof the enterprise of law.Law can be imposed from above by some coercive authority, such asa king, a legislature, or a supreme court, or law can develop "from theground" as customs and practice evolve.4 Law imposed from the top-authoritarian law-typically requires the support of a powerful minority;law developed from the bottom up-customary law-requires widespreadacceptance. Hayek explained that many issues of law are notwhether the parties have abused anybody's will, but whether their actions haveconformed to expectations which other parties had reasonably formed becausethey corresponded to the practices on which the everyday conduct of themembers of the group was based. The significance of customs here is that theygive rise to expectations that guide people's actions, and what will be regardedas binding will therefore be those practices that everybody counts on beingobserved and which thereby condition the success of most activities.sCustomary law is recognized, not because it is backed by the power ofsome strong individual or institution, but because each individual recognizesthe benefits of behaving in accordance with other individuals' expectations,given that others also behave as he expects. Alternatively, if a minoritycoercively imposes law from above, then that law will require much moreforce to maintain social order than is required when law develops fromthe bottom through mutual recognition and acceptance.Reciprocities are the basic source both of the recognition of duty to obeylaw and oflaw enforcement in a customary law system. That is, individualsmust "exchange" recognition of certain behavioral rules for their mutualbenefit. Fuller suggested three conditions that make a duty clear andacceptable to those affected:First, the relationship of reciprocity out of which the duty arises must resultfrom a voluntary agreement between the parties immediately affected; theythemselves "create" the duty.Second, the reciprocal performances of the partiesmust in some sense be equal in value. ... We cannot here speak of an exactidentity, for it makes no sense at all to exchange, say, a book or idea in returnfor exactly the same book or idea. The bond of reciprocity unites men, notsimply in spite of their differences but because of their differences. . .. Third,the relationships within the society must be sufficiently fluid so that the sameduty you owe me today, Imay owe you tomorrow-in other words, the rela-tionship of duty must in theory and in practice be reversible.6 BeCItUMe the !luurec of recognition of customary law is reciprocity, privateproperty rlghhi and the rights of individuals are likely to constitute the mostimportant primary rules of conduct in such legal systems. After all, voluntaryrecognition of laws and participation in their enforcement is likely to ariseonly when substantial benefits from doing so can be internalized by eachindividual. Punishment is frequently the threat that induces recognition oflaw imposed from above, but incentives must be largely positive when custom-ary law prevails. Individuals must expect to gain as much or more than thecosts they bear from voluntary involvement in the legal system. Protectionof personal property and individual rights is a very attractive benefit.Under customary law, offenses are treated as torts (private wrongs orinjuries) rather than crimes (offenses against the state or the "society").A potential action by one person has to affect someone else before anyquestion of legality can arise; any action that does not, such as what a persondoes alone or in voluntary cooperation with someone else but in a mannerthat clearly harms no one, is not likely to become the subject of a ruleof conduct under customary law. Fuller proposed that "customary law"might best be described as a "language of interaction." 7 Facilitatinginteraction can only be accomplished with recognition of clear (althoughnot necessarily written) codes of conduct enforced through reciprocallyacceptable, well established adjudication arrangements accompanied byeffective legal sanctions.James Buchanan asked, if government is dismantled "how do rightsre-emerge and come to command respect? How do 'laws' emerge thatcarry with them general respect for their 'legitimacy'?" 8 He contendedthat collective action would be necessary to devise a "social contract" orllconstitution" to define rights and to establish the institutions to enforcethose rights. But collective action can be achieved through individualagreements, with useful rules spreading to other members of a group.Demsetz explained that property rights will be defined when the benefitsof doing so cover the costs of defining and enforcing such rights.9 Suchbenefits may become evident because a dispute arises, implying that existingrules do not adequately cover some new situation. The parties involvedmust expect the benefits from resolving the dispute (e.g., avoiding a violentconfrontation), and of establishing a new rule, to outweigh the cost ofresolving the dispute and enforcing the resulting judgment, or they wouldnot take it to the adjudication system.Dispute resolution can be a major source of legal change since anadjudicator will often make more precise those rules about which differences



of opinion exist, and even supply new rules hCCilUIiCnn •• .,.nllly recul1ni7AXIrules cover a new situation.1O If the relevant group IlClJCptllthe ruling itbecomes part of customary law, but not because it is coercively imposedon a group by some authority backing the court. Thus, good rules thatfacilitate interaction tend to be selected over time, while bad decisionsare ignored.Dispute resolution is not the only source of legal evolution undercustomary law. Individuals may observe others behaving in a particularway in a new situation and adopt similar behavior themselves, recognizingthe benefit of avoiding confrontation. Institutions for enforcement similarlyevolve due to recognition of reciprocal benefits.Consider the development of dispute resolution procedures. No state-like coercive authority exists in a customary system to force disputants intoa court. Because rules of customary law are in the nature of torts, theaggrieved party must pursue prosecution. Under such circumstances,individuals have strong reciprocal incentives to form mutual support groupsfor legal matters. The makeup of such groups may reflect family (as itfrequently did in primitive societies),u religion (as in some primitivegroups),'Z geographic proximity (as in Anglo-Saxon England),13 functionalsimilarity (as with commerciallaw),14 or contractual arrangements (e.g.,as in medieval Ireland and in medieval Iceland).15 The group members areobligated to aid any other member in a valid dispute, given that the memberhas fulfilled his obligations in the past. Thus, ability to obtain support ina dispute depends on reciprocal loyalty.16Should a dispute arise, reciprocal support groups give individuals aposition of strength. This does not necessarily mean, however, that disputesare settled by warfare between groups. Violence is a costly means of solvinga dispute: if the accuser and his support group attack the accused, theaccused's group is obliged to avenge the attack. Consequently, arrangementsand procedures for non-violent dispute resolution should evolve very quicklyin customary law systems.The impetus for accepting adjudication in a customary legal system (aswell as in an authoritarian system) is the omnipresent threat of force, butuse of such force is certainly not likely to be the norm. Rather, an agree-ment between the parties must be negotiated. Frequently, a mutuallyacceptable arbitrator or mediator is chosen to consider the dispute, but thisindividual (or group) will have no vested authority to impose a solutionon disputants. The ruling, therefore, must be acceptable to the groups towhich both parties in the dispute belong. The only real power an arbitratoror mediator holds under such a system is that of persuasionP If the Ilccu.cd uf1ender ill tound gullty. the "punishment" tends to beIOI,nnmlc In mature: relltitution in the tbrm of a tine or indemnity to be paidto the plalntit~·. Liability. intent, the value of the damages, and the statusof the offbnded person all may be considered in determining the indemnity.Ivory InwNionof person or property is generally valued in terms of property.A judgment under customary law is typically enforceable because ofIn effective threat of total ostracism by the community (e.g., the primitivetribe, the merchant community). Reciprocities between the groups, recogniz-lna the high cost of refusal to accept good judgments, takes those who refuseluch a judgment outside their support group and they become outcasts or"outlaws." The adjudicated solutions tend to be accepted due to fear ofthl' severe boycott sanction.Carl Menger proposed that the origin, formation, and ultimate processof all social institutions (including law) is essentially the same as the spon-taneous order Adam Smith described for markets.1s Markets coordinatelnteractions, as does customary law. Both develop as they do because theactions they are intended to coordinate are performed more effectively underone system or process than another. The more effective institutionalarrangement replaces the less effective one.The evolutionary process is not one of deliberate design. In the case ofprimitive societies, for example, early kinship or neighborhood groups wereeffective social arrangements for internalizing reciprocal legal benefits-aswell as other benefits arising out of cooperative production, defense, religiouspractices, and so on-relative to previously existing arrangements. Otherslaw some of those benefits and either joined existing groups or copied theirluccessful characteristics and formed new groups. Neither the membersof the earliest groups nor those who followed had to understand whatparticular aspect of the contract actually facilitated interactions that led toan improved social order. One example of a primitive legal system is revealedIn Leopold Popisil's work with the Kapauku Papuans of West New Guinea.THE KAPAUKU PAPUANS OF WEST NEW GUINEAIn 1954, Popisil began conducting research among the Kapauku Papuans,• primitive linguistic group of about 45,000 people living by means of horti-culture in the western part of the central higWands of West New Guinea.He discovered that their reciprocal arrangements for support and protectionwere based on kinship. Members of two or more patrilineages, however,typically joined together for defensive and legal purpose, even thoughthey often belonged to different sibs. These "confederations" generally



encompassed from three to nine village!!. with •• uh YUIll' Qonal.ting ofabout fifteen households.The Kapauku had no formal governmental authority with coercive power.Most observers concluded that there was a lack of leadership among thosepeople, but one Dutch administrator noted that "there is a man who seemsto have some influence upon the others. He is referred to by the name tonowiwhich means 'the rich one.' Nevertheless, I would hesitate to call him achief or a leader at all; primus inter pares [the first among equals] wouldbe a more proper designation for him."19 Popisil suggested that to under-stand the role and prestige of the tonowi one must recognize two "basicvalues" of the Kapauku: individualism and physical freedom. For instance,a detailed system of private property rights was evident, and there was nocommon ownership.A house, boat, bow and arrows, field, crops, patches of second-growth forest,or even a meal shared by a family or household is always owned by one person.Individual ownership ... is so extensive in the Kamu Valley that we find thevirgin forests divided into tracts which belong to single individuals. Relatives,husbands and wives do not own anything in common. Even an eleven-year-oldboy can own his field and his money and play the role of debtor and creditoras wel1.20The paramount role of individual rights also was evident in the positionof the tonowi, typically "a healthy man in the prime of life" who hadaccumulated a good deal of wealth. He was, Popisil reported, "an individualwho has a great amount of cowrie-shell money, extensive credit, severalwives, approximately twenty pigs, a reasonably large house, and manycultivated fields."21 Individual wealth almost always depended on workeffort and skill, so a tonowi was generally a mature, skilled individual withconsiderable physical and intellectual abilities. But not all tonowi achievedthe respect necessary to assume leadership. "The way in which capital isacquired and how it is used make a great difference," Popisil concluded;"the natives favor rich candidates who are generous and honest. These twoattributes are greatly valued by the culture."22Each individual in the society could choose to contract with any availabletonowi (availability generally involved kinship). Typically, followers becamedebtors to a tonowi in exchange for agreeing to perform certain duties insupport of the tonowi. The followers got much more than a loan, however:"The expectation of future favors and advantages is probably the most potentmotivation for most of the headman's followers. . .. Even individuals from nl1lhborlna con~derltlon. may yield to the wi!!hes of a tonowi in casebi. help may be needed in the ruturc."23 Thus, tonowi leadership was given,lot taken. and reflected to a great extent an ability to "persuade the unit10lupport a man in Ii dispute or to fight for his cause."24 Thus, this positionof leadership was achieved through reciprocal exchange of support betweenllOnowi and his followers, support that could be freely withdrawn by eitherparty (e.g., upon payment of debt or demand for repayment).25 The infor-.why and contractual characteristics of Kapauku leadership led manyWI.tern observers to conclude that Kapauku society lacked law, but thereIIolear evidence that law was recognized, and that processes for adjudica-tion and change existed in the Kapauku's legal system..cognition. Recognition of law was based on kinship and contractualfIOlprocities motivated by the benefits of individual rights and privateproperty. Indeed, a "mental codification of abstract rules" existed, so thatlIpl decisions were part of a "going order."26 Grammatical phrases orreferences to specific customs, precedents, or rules were present in alllCijudication decisions that Popisil observed. He concluded: "not only does• leaal decision solve a specific case, but it also formulates an ideal-a101ution intended to be utilized in a similar situation in the future. Theideal component binds all other members of the group who did notparticipate in t'1e case under consideration. The [adjudicator] himself turns10 his previous decisions for consistency. In a way, they also bind him.Lawyers speak in such a case about the binding force of the precedent."27'MQudication. The Kapauku "process of law" appears to have been highlyItIndardized, almost to the point of ritual. It typically started with a loudquarrel where the plaintiff accused the defendant of committing a harmfullOt while the defendant responded with denials or justification. The quarrelinvolved loud shouting in order to attract other people, including one ormore tonowi. Close relatives and friends of those involved in the disputeprelented opinions and testimony in loud, emotional speeches. The tonowi•• nerally listened until the exchange approached violence, whereupon hebeaan his argument. If he waited too long, "stick fighting" or even warcould occur, but this was rare (Popisil observed 176 dispute resolutionsinvolving "difficult cases"; only five led to stick fights and one resulted'ft in war).28The tonowi began by "admonishing" the disputants to have patience'If\.'.and then proceeded to question the accused and various witnesses. Hei •• arched the scene of the offense or the defendant's house for evidence.,



Popisil reported: "Having secured the evidence and made up hili mind aboutthe factual background of the dispute, the authority ,dana the awtlvlty calledby natives boko duwai, the process of making a decision and Inducing theparties to the dispute to follow it."29 The tonowi then summed up theevidence, appealed to the relevant rules and precedents, and suggested whatshould be done.When judged to be guilty, a Kapauku was punished. Sanctions variedconsiderably depending on the offense. Despite the use of a wide arrayof sanctions, however, the Kapauku's paramount concern for individualfreedom precluded imprisonment, and neither torture nor physical harmwas permitted. As with primitive societies in general, "economic sanctionsare by far the most preferred ones among the Kapauku."30 PopisH observedseveral cases where the defendant was simply ordered to pay the sumstipulated in a broken contract or to make monetary restitution. Defen-dants were sometimes asked to return loans to their tonowi, thus losingtheir reciprocal arrangement for protection.The Kapauku did resort to physical punishment at times, but in a sense,their use of physical punishment actually reflected the paramount role ofindividual rights. Defendants often had a choice between an economicsanction and a physical sanction, and could weigh the personal and familycosts of the alternatives. One form of physical sanction was beating theoffender's head and shoulders with a stick. The offenders were not con-strained, so they could fight back; but in each instance Popisil observed,they submitted without raising a defense.Economic payment was apparently considered an insufficient sanctionfor a few offenses, but even in these instances, "a heinous criminal or acaptured enemy would be killed but never tortured or deprived of liberty." 31In keeping with the emphasis on individual freedom, the killing generallytook place in an ambush with bow and arrow: ''A culprit ... would alwayshave the chance to run or fight back."32Ostracism took one of two general forms. First, "the most dreaded andfeared of the psychological and social sanctions of the Kapauku is the publicreprimand."33 Similarly, punishment by sorcery or through the shaman'shelping spirits could also be employed, with "disease and death [being]the ultimate (psychosomatic) effect of this 'supernatural' punishment."34Second, when the offender would not accept a judgment that the groupconsidered to be just, the offender could be declared an outlaw. Hisreciprocal arrangements for protection were no longer in force, so anyonein the confederation was obligated to pursue him, either killing him ordriving him from the area (which presumably would also lead to his death). What If I t(mowi wall Ineffective or dillhonest In his legal role? Clearly,Ghana' In leaderNhlp wall posNible; Indeed, one purpose of the Kapaukuprocedure that involved articulation of relevant laws by the tonowi was toachl.ve public acceptance of his ruling. After all, one source of "the affinitybetween legality and justice consisted simply in the fact that a rule articulatedInd made known permits the public to judge its fairness."35Within the Kapauku, "every functioning subgroup ... has its own legalI)'ltem which is necessarily different in some respects from those of theother subgroups. ... Because an individual ... is simultaneously a memberof several subgroups of different inclusiveness (for example, a KapaukuII a member of his household, sublineage, lineage, and political con-ftderacy ... ) he is subject to all the different legal systems of the subgroupsof which he is a member."36 There were also differences between the lawsof these legal systems so an individual was subject to several legal systemswith different laws. It might seem that jurisdictional conflicts would ariseunder such circumstances. Note, however, that a multiplicity of legal systemsII the norm in both primitive and modern state-dominated societies,3?because the spectrum of interactions ranges from intimacy at one end (e.g.,tamily relations) through interactions offriendly strangers (e.g., commer-0111 transactions) to hostility at the other (e.g., enemies, or hostile nations).The nature of the interaction substantially changes from one level to another,10 efficient facilitation of these various types of interaction demands differentlaws and procedures.38Among the Kapauku, an individual could be tried only by a tonowi of• aroup to which he belonged. Thus, a dispute was considered by the tonowiof the least inclusive group that included both litigants as its members.39The status of the tonowi was cumulative, and the designation of tonowi of• relatively inclusive group (e.g., a confederacy) was accorded to the tonowiof the largest constituent subgroup. If two litigants were in the same family,Jurisdiction for the dispute was at the family level; two parties from differ-ent families but the same sublineage were judged by a tonowi from thatlublineage; and so on. The tonowi of a confederacy might be viewed as alort of "chief justice," but there was no appeal from one level to the next10 he only judged cases where the disputants were not from the same lineage.40The types of law adjudicated and the kinds of sanctions that could beemployed varied from level to level.41 Disputes over refusal of economiccooperation, breaches of etiquette, and verbal quarreling, for instance, wereacljudicated only at the family level; war crimes and disloyalty were triedonly at the confederacy level. Thus, rules of adjudication among the KapaukuIncluded clearly specified detailed jurisdictional delineations.



Change. Kapauku law was not static, and Poplill docum.nted two waysthat "legislation" could occur. First, law could ch1nae II cUltom changed.For example, before 1954 an adulterous woman was executed by herhusband. But as the price for wives increased, men-particularly relativelypoor men-came to realize that the sanction was too costly and the punish-ment was changed to beating or perhaps wounding the adulteress. The newcustomary sanction was upheld by tonowi in four adultery cases observedby Popisil during 1954-1955: "Thus what started as a more economicalpractice among the poorer husbands became customary law by beingincorporated into legal decisions."42 In a similar fashion, a law can loseits popular support and be abolished.A second procedure for legal change was observed when a change inone lineage's incest laws resulted from "successful legislation" by a sub-lineage tonowi. Popisil reported: "He succeeded in changing an old ruleof sib exogamy into a new law that permitted intrasib marriages as closeas between second cousins."43 This legislation did not force complianceby others, but its acceptance spread as individuals voluntarily adopted it.First it was adopted by the tonowi, then by young men in his sublineage,and ultimately by tonowi of other sub lineages within the same lineage. Thehead of the confederacy also ultimately accepted the new law, but otherlineages in the same confederacy did not. Thus, incest laws varied acrosslineages within the same confederacy. This legal change was an intentionallegal innovation initiated by a tonowi, although its adoption was voluntary.Law in Primitive Societies: Some Generalizations. Because many socialscientists and legal scholars believe that physical sanctions administeredby a coercive authority are the basic criterion of law, many primitive societieshave been held to be "lawless." The example of law among the Kapaukuclearly denies this view-and it is only one example among many.44 AsHoebel explained, in virtually all primitive societiesthe community group, although it may be ethnologically a segment of a tribe,is autonomous and politically independent. There is no tribal state. Leadershipresides in family or local group headmen who have little coercive authorityand are hence lacking in both the means to exploit and the means to judge.They are not explicitly elected to office; rather, they lead by the tacit consentof their followers, and they lose their leadership when their people begin nolonger to accept their suggestions. . .. As it is, their leadership is confinedto action in routine matters. The patriarchal tyrant of the primitive horde isnothing but a figment of nineteenth-century speculation. ... But primitiveanarchy does not mean disorder.45 Thl Ilillllly.tem evident In Kapauku culture-and In many other primitiveIOCletlell-exhlbitll several characterilltlcs: I) primary rules characterizedby II predominant concern for individual rights and private property;Z) responsibility of law enforcement falling to the victim backed byNclprocal arrangements for protection and support in a dispute; 3) stan-dard adjudicative procedures established in order to avoid violent forms0/ dispute resolution; 4) offenses treated as torts and typically punishable:., Iconomic payments in restitution; 5) strong incentives to yield to pre-."Ibed punishment when guilty of an offense due to the reciprocally•• tablished threat of social ostracism; and 6) legal change arising throughan evolutionary process of developing customs and norms.46By studying the incentives and institutions of primitive law, it becomesIVldent that precisely the same kinds of customary legal systems haveexisted in more complex societies, ranging from medieval Iceland, Ireland,and Anglo-Saxon England to the development of the medieval LawMerchant, and even to the western frontier of the United States duringthe 1800s.47THE BEGINNINGS OF COMMON LAWAnglo-Saxon law prior to the Norman invasion had virtually all theoharacteristics of primitive legal systems. Evidence of the nature of earlyInglish law comes primarily from a few "codes" compiled by kings whorose to power during the late Anglo-Saxon period. In addition, a numberof tracts or custumals were written after the Norman conquest in an effortto compile the customary law of the time, much of which was Anglo-SaxonIn origin.48Sir James Stephen concluded in 1883 that "the general impressionwhich [one such compilation] makes is that [the Anglo-Saxons] had anabundance of customs and laws sufficiently well established for practicalpurposes."49 Similarly, Sir Frederick Pollock and Frederick Maitlandlurmised that "written Anglo-Saxon laws ... are mere super-structures on• much larger base of custom."50The early codes did not define crimes, but they did define as illegal alarge proportion of the offenses that appear in a modern criminal code.51Indeed, Anglo-Saxon laws were very concerned with protection of indi-viduals and their property. In particular, offenses against individuals areminutely provided for by the laws which delineate the economic paymentappropriate for homicide, various kinds of wounds, rape, and indecentiF assaults. Similarly, theft was extensively treated in the codes. The law of



property was unwritten so little specific detail cln be ft)uncl, but rlsht ofpossession was clearly the primary concept of property law:it is possession that has to be defended or recovered. and tu PUBIICSII withoutdispute, or by judicial award after a dispute real or feigned is the only surefoundation of title and end of strife. A right to possess, distinct from actualpossession, must be admitted if there is any rule of judicial redress at all; butit is only through the conception of that specific right that ownership finds anyplace in pure Germanic [and, therefore, Anglo-Saxon] law. Those who havestudied the modern learning of possessory dghts and remedies are aware thatour common law has never really abandoned this point of view.52Note the striking similarity in emphasis on individual harm and propertybetween the Anglo-Saxon and Germanic customary law and the laws ofprimitive societies.The primitive German tribes from which the Anglo-Saxons descendedhad kinship as the basis for reciprocal recognition and enforcement of law.53The kindred was reciprocally responsible for protection and for pursuitwhen an offense occurred, and successful pursuit resulted in payment ofrestitution defined by a system of wergeld or man-price (wer) .54These weremore than just reciprocal policing arrangements, however; they clearlyinvolved a surety responsibility as well. As Lyon noted, the kindred hada "duty to make amends" for the offenses of one of its members.55 TheAnglo-Saxons carried this system to England, and there can be little doubtthat "the kindred is one of the principal bonds of Anglo-Saxon society andone of the foundations of its law. ... [T]he kindred was a group so powerfuland so entrenched by custom and tradition that it never completely yieldedpriority to government."56When the Anglo-Saxons moved into Britain after about A.D. 450, theywere generally led by tribal war chiefs. German tribes were divided intopagi, each of which was made up of vici. Lyon suggested that apagus mighthave consisted of one hundred men or households, while the vici was asubdivision of the pagus responsible for law enforcement.57 Conceivably,these vici were bound by kinship. As J. H. Baker explained, public meetingswere held to... encourage the parties to settle their differences or at least submit them toarbitration. The parties can air their grievances before their fellows, and withcommunal advice perhaps reach a compromise. If the parties cannot agree,the community does not act as a judge or jury, but may agree on the test whichthe parties, or one of them, should perform to establish the truth of the matter. Procedurel of thillort do not evolve throuah coercion, but parties who do notcooperate may be put outside the protection of' the community.58By the tenth century, in much of Anglo-Saxon Britain, there was a clearlyrecognized legal institution called the "hundred." The primary purposesof the organizations were rounding up stray cattle and dispensing justice.59One member of the hundred, the hundredsmann, was recognized as a chiefofficial who was informed when a theft occurred and who informed themen of the several "tithings" that made up the hundred and had a reciprocalduty to pursue the thief. A tithing was not obviously based on kinship (asthe vici may have been); it was apparently a group of neighbors, many ofwhom probably were kin. As kinship reciprocities broke down, perhapsdue to increased mobility, neighborhood groups were probably organized.These voluntary groups were clearly designed as cooperative protectionand law enforcement associations. Stephen characterized them as "the policesystem of the country, and in that capacity [their members] had variousduties, of which the most important was that of raising in case of needthe hue and cry, and tracking thieves and stolen cattle." But their role wentwell beyond policing; they also "made everyone accountable for all hisneighbors."60 The tithing took on the legal functions of the vici.An individual who was not bonded by such a group was effectively anoutcast, forced to be self-sufficient, so individuals had strong incentivesto join a group. Because others in the group provided insurance (credit)for all members, however, they would not accept or keep someone who.was not of good character. Consequently, members of a surety organiza-tion could disclaim someone who committed an egregious wrong,61providingstrong incentives to abide by the law.This healthy systemtended to reduce or preventthe introduction into any societyof anyone who did not have credentials transferred from a previous peacefulparticipation in a surety association. . .. Thus, social relations were maintainedonly with people who shared surety protection.62In effect, everyone who wanted to participate in and benefit from the socialorder was bonded.The tithings and hundreds organizations also performed the local judicialfunction.63Four members of a tithing served as "suitors" of a hundred court,along with four members of all the other tithings within the court's jurisdic-tion. "The court consisted of the suitors collectively, but a representativebody of twelve seem to have been instituted as a judicial committee of thecourt."64 This committee served as an arbitrator in disputes between



members of tithing groups in the area. Dispute" hotwe.n Individual. who
were not in the same hundred jurisdiction were hundled hy • Ihlre court.
All the suitors in the hundred courts within a shire were alMOMuitors in
the shire court, but again a twelve-man committee served the judicial
arbitration function. Above the shire court there was apparently a third
court to handle disputes between individuals who did not reside within the
jurisdiction of one shire.65

The hundreds organization has been characterized as a major innova-
tion implemented by Anglo-Saxon kings before the tenth century, because
the hundreds were described in some of the king's early codes. Lyon has
,argued, for instance, that as their kingdoms grew, kings needed a way to
organize local government, so they supplemented "the duties of the kindred
in protection and policing by introducing ... the tithing."66 According to
this view, authoritarian royal legislation "forced" freemen to join in a surety
arrangement and to exercise the tithings' policing function. As Blair pointed
out, however, this interpretation "mistake[s] the nature of Anglo-Saxon legal
codes which were not so much concerned with promulgation of new law
as with codification of established custom. There is little doubt that the
hundred [and tithing] was functioning as a unit" before they appeared in
any code.67

There are several other reasons to believe that Anglo-Saxon reciprocal
arrangements correspond to those in primitive societies (and in more
advanced ones like Iceland and Ireland). A primary reason for recogniz-
ing reciprocal duty in these systems was that offenses were treated as torts
with economic restitution as the major form of punishment. Thus, potential
victims recognized that in order to recoup their losses when an offense
occurred, they would probably require community support. As a conse-
quence, they were obliged to back others' claims in a reciprocal fashion.

A well-established set of rules arose some cent.uries before there were
written records.68 When a dispute arose, it was subjeCt to arbitration ending
in a prescribed payment to the winner.69 Monetary payments could be made
for any offense if it was the first offense committed by the aggressor,7o ''A
deed of homicide," for example, "can be paid for by money ... the offender
could buy back the peace he had broken."7! Refusal to submit to arbitra-
tion would result in a legal right for the accuser to take the life of the
accused.72 Likewise, refusing to accept the monetary fine put the accuser
outside the law.73Refusal by either party to yield to the court's decision,
thus, led to outlawry and the potential of a "blood-feud."

lomo hlllltorhtnllhave viewed outlawry Rnd the blood-mud as the primary
I.pl •• nctionN prior to efforts by kings to force acceptance of economic
".Ututlon,74 In all likelihood, however, given the incentives arising in
.Ultomllry legal systems and the resulting institutions of primitive law, the
blood-feud was a valid recourse only after an attempt had been made to go
10 trial, long before kings became active in law. In this way, the potential
~r .uch violence was used to force compliance with the monetary sanction
•• forth by the COUrts,75Furthermore, because the earliest written codes
Wire articulations of existing customs, the wergeld system probably preceded
their appearance. As with primitive law in general, the threat of violence
WII used to create incentives that could lead to a peaceful settlement. In
Iddition, an outlaw was ostracized by the society in general and physical
.ribution became the responsibility of the entire community. The threat
of aocial ostracism would seem to have been quite severe, providing very
ItrOna incentives to submit to and abide by the rulings of arbitration.

Institutions were developed to avoid violence even when a person was
unable to pay his fine. For certain offenses involving especially large fines,
(or example, an offender was apparently given up to a year to pay,76But
chere was another option as well. "Slavery was a recognized penalty when
che thief was unable to make restitution. This ... might be regarded as
handing over the debtor's person by way of compensation rather than a
punishment in the modern sense."77

By the time laws began to be recorded, ealdormen (later called earls)
had become a king's appointed representatives in a shire, and by the ninth
Otntury, part of the aristocracy. The appointed position probably evolved
from a tribal or kinship arrangement involving a well-respected individual
(.lder) whose opinion carried particular weight in the community (e.g., like
I tonowi among the Kapauku),78 Early codes make it clear that "the
II1dorman, and the king at need, may be called in if the plaintiff is not
Itrong enough himself; in other words the contumacious denier of justice
may be dealt with as an enemy of the commonwealth."79 Thus, the ostracism
process by which an offender was made an outlaw was backed by the most
powerful members of Anglo-Saxon society. A strong offender might resist
If he had little to fear from his neighbors, but when his entire society backed
che ostracism it was probably a very significant threat. In fact, if a victim
had to call upon an elder (and ultimately an ealdorman or king), the monetary
cost to the offender would increase considerably. He would not only have
to pay monetary restitution (wer) to the victim or his kin, but also to the



individual (wite) who used his power to brll1j Ilbtlut •• ,eU,ment. Once
kingship evolved, there were actually three kind" of nn,,,:

The fines were called wer, bot and wite. The wer was a price set upon a man
according to his rank in life. If he was killed the wer was to be paid to his
relations. If he was convicted of theft he had in some cases to pay the amount
of his wer to his lord, or the king. If he was outlawed his sureties (borhs) might
have to pay his wer.

Bot was compensation to a person injured by a crime. It might be either
a fixed rate (angild); or at the market price of the stolen goods (ceafgild).

Wife was a fine paid to the king or other lord in respect of an offense.8o

It should be stressed that kings and ealdormen had no sovereign powers
to coerce compliance. The king's "business is not to see justice done in
his name in an ordinary course, but to exercise a special reserved power
which a man must not invoke unless he has failed to get his cause heard
in the jurisdiction of his own hundred:'81 This institutionalization of a king's
role in the justice process, and in particular a payment to the king for per-
forming his role (wite), was one of the first steps in what would soon be
a rapid extension of the king's role in law.

By the ninth and tenth centuries, England was a kingdom (or at times
several kingdoms) and Anglo-Saxon kings were clearly recognized, but these
institutions did not develop initially for the purpose of seeing justice done.

Around A.D. 450 Saxon or Jutish chieftains led the first of the Germanic
raiding parties into Britain; others quickly followed. Chieftains were war
leaders whom freemen chose to follow,82and their tenure was temporary
unless warfare was continuous. For those Anglo-Saxons who moved into
Britain, however, warfare apparently became virtually permanent, as efforts
were continually being made to expand landholdings. Thus, successful war
chiefs became more or less permanent leaders and their land holdings
expanded. Of course, the primary reason for voluntarily following a war
leader was the anticipation of gains, partly in the form of land. Whenever
voluntary associations arise, reciprocal benefits must be significant.

The word "king" derives from the old English work cyninge, and the
earliest historical records refer to ceosan as cyninge, which means "choose
as king."83 The "office" of kings was not necessarily hereditary, and
appointment of a successor was not automatic; nor was a kingship con-
sidered a position for life. Kings apparently tried to establish a system of
life tenure and hereditary succession very early in the Anglo-Saxon period,
but these efforts were never completely successfu1.84

KlnaNhlp required rcclprocttl recognition of duty. reflecting the solid
o()ntrltctuul foundation of leudership during curlier periods. War chiefs
provided fbllowers with buttle equipment. tood, and war booty (including
land) In exchange thr their support in war. Anglo-Saxon kings were expected
to help protect the rights and property of the citizens of their kingdoms
In exchange tor their loyalty.8sInterestingly, it was not until the tenth century
that there was a clear expression of a requirement that freemen had to swear
In oath of fealty to their king; kings' oaths to their subjects are recorded
tor much earlier periods.

Through shifting contractual arrangements, the land area associated with
• particular lord could change, and at some earlier time when many
kingdoms existed, freemen could probably shift from one king to another
when a particular king proved to be a poor leader.86 Significantly, the rights
and well-being of freemen declined considerably as the power of kingship
Increased. Blair noted that "the one generalization about the Anglo-Saxon
qrarian community upon which all seem to agree is that the condition
of the peasantry was markedly worse in the later part of the period [of Anglo-
Saxon rule] than it had been in the earlier .... [I]t should be recognized
that the position of the seventh-century ceorl [agrarian freeman] as an
Independent freeman of some substance is mainly derived from the posi-
tion he held in the law."87

Why did freemen's freedoms and well-being gradually diminish as the
powers of kings expanded? Because the Anglo-Saxons were virtually in
• constant state of war, they required strong war chiefs. Military ability
won a small group of war chiefs prestige and land, and their accumulated
wealth allowed some to set themselves apart as kings. If a king's successor
was endowed with military ability, his kingdom would last; and if the king
could establish a blood descendant as his successor and that descendant
had similar skills in warfare, precedent for a hereditary dynasty would be
established. As long as a hereditary descendant was a good leader, followers
had little reason to dispute his "right" to be king.

Between 450 and 600, the number of kingdoms declined until reasonably
well established dynasties existed in seven fairly well defined regions of
Britain. Throughout this period, the primary function of kings was in
warfare. They apparently did not presume to be law-makers, and law
enforcement remained in the hands of local reciprocally established groups.
The next 250 years saw further consolidation, with three kingdoms
(Northumbria, Mercia, and Wessex) moving to positions of dominance.
During most of this period, warfare was between the various Anglo-Saxon



kingdoms. In the late eighth century, however, Vlkln •• blpn to raid the
English coast.

None of the Anglo-Saxon kingdoms was prepared to meet the Viking
attacks. The English seaboard was simply too long to defend without a
greater concentration of military force than any of the kingdoms controlled,
and the Scandinavian invaders ultimately destroyed the dynasties of all the
kingdoms except Wessex. Alfred, King of Wessex, fortified south England,
and began the gradual unification process by retaking London from the
Danes. His son, Edward the Elder, continued the reconquest of Danish
holdings and by 917 had recovered the former kingdoms of Mercia and
East Anglia. During the next three years he established himself as the most
powerful ruler in all of Britain. By 937, "the older political system had
perished through the disintegration or destruction of several once indepen-
dent kingdoms upon which that system had rested and its place had been
taken by the single kingdom of England."88

By the early eleventh century, many of the relatively localized functions
of ealdormen (e.g., within a shire) had been taken over by royal appointees
(sheriffs). The earls who remained, by now clearly designated as royal
appointees, were lords over much larger areas (several shires) than the typical
ealdorman of earlier times. Thus, the aristocracy that survived the long
period of warfare was quite strong and relatively concentrated.

At the same time, the well-being of non-noble freemen in England
declined considerably. In the ebb and flow of the wars, crops were con-
stantly destroyed and farms burned. Men frequently left their lands to protect
their area from raids and invading armies. "These and other factors,
including the growth of powerful fumilies among the nobility, tended towards
the depression of many of the less fortunate, especially in the later part
of the period ... [and] had produced semi-servile communities in many parts
of the country."89

Events occurred during the late tenth century that hastened the decline
of the non-noble classes of freemen. In 980, the Danes began raiding
England again, and local areas were left to their own defenses. Some lords
paid the Danes to spare their lands and the king followed their lead, paying
the raiders a large tribute (Danegeld) to leave his kingdom alone. During
the next few years, large sums were raised through taxation to pay more
Danegeld. The burden of these taxes further reduced the well-being of the
English peasantry.

A Dane, Canute, took the throne in 1016. He appeased the Anglo-Saxons
by confirming their customary laws, establishing a close rapport with the

Al\llo-Slxon urIHtocrl"'Y.und lIuppurting their church, actually ruling as
1ft Analo-Suxon.9o While Canute's reign (1016-1035) was a peaceful one,
hi' Ions viewed England as a foreign source of revenues. They extracted
U much from the English as they could, further reducing the status of Anglo-
"xcn freemen. In 1042, the crown fell to Edward the Confessor, who
lurrounded himself with Norman advisors and appointed Normans to rich
IGclCliastic positions. Actual control of England fell to the most powerful
"Che Anglo-Saxon earls, who possessed vast land holdings.91 In 1066 when
Idward died, Harold, the dominant member of aristocracy, was chosen
II his successor, despite stronger hereditary claims to the throne. It was
Harold who was killed on September 28, 1066, at the Battle of Hastings.

This very brief discussion of the development of the Anglo-Saxon
klnadom emphasizes that the reason for the development of the institution
of kingship was not a need for establishment of law or maintenance of
tlttfrnalorder. Rather, government evolved due to external conflict (warfare).
Throughout the decades of warfare and the growing power of the aristocracy,
kinaship as an engine of war also acquired important legal ramifications.
Anslo-Saxon kings saw the justice process as a source of revenue, and viola-
tions of certain laws began to be referred tp as violations of the "king's
peace."92 Well before the Norman conquest, outlawry began to involve not
only liability to be killed with impunity but "forfeiture of goods to the
Idna."93 The codes of the later kings indicate that the attractiveness of such
revenues was apparently quite strong. As Pollock and Maitland stressed,
one of the

bad features of pecuniary mulcts was the introduction of a fiscal element into
the administration of criminal law. Criminal jurisdiction became a source of
revenue; "pleas and forfeitures" were among profitable rights which the king
could grant to prelates and thegns. A double process was at work; on the one
hand the king was becoming supreme judge in all causes; on the other hand
he was granting out jurisdiction as though it were so much land.94

The stage was being set for the king to take over many aspects of law
production and enforcement.

The concept of the "king's peace" traces directly to Anglo-Saxon law
In the sense that every freeman's house had a "peace"; if it was broken,
the violator had to pay. Initially, the king's peace simply referred to the
peace of the king's house, but as royal power expanded, the king declared
that his peace extended to other places. First it was applied to places where
the king traveled, then to churches, monasteries, highways, and bridges.



Eventually, it would be "possible for royal omcol'!lMuch IUI .herlM to proclaim
the king's peace wherever suitable. Even included were fe"tlval".nd .pecial
occasions of the year such as Christmas, Lent, Easter, and WhltHuntlde."95

Violations ofthe king's peace required payment to the king. The expan-
sion in places and times protected by the king's peace meant greater potential
for revenue. Kings also gradually added offenses against others that required
payment of wite to the king. As revenues greW from such operations, the
king could "buy" additional support for such arrangements by granting
the right to parts of those revenues to others (e.g., earls and sheriffs). The
populace did not always accept these changes gracefully, because they meant
that the true victim of an offense claimed as a crime against the king received
little or no restitution.96 As Pollock and Maitland indicated: "There is a
constant tendency to conflict between the old customs of the family and
the newer laws of the State; the family preserves archaic habits and claims
which clash at every turn with the development of a law-abiding common-
wealth of the modern time."97

Although Anglo-Saxon customary law was giving way to authoritarian law,
the development of medieval commercial law, lex mercatoria, or the "Law
Merchant," effectively shatters the myth that government must define and
enforce "the rules of the game." Because the Law Merchant developed
outside the constraints of political boundaries and escaped the influence
of political rulers for longer than many other Western legal systems, it
provides the best example of what a system of customary law can achieve.

With the fall of the Roman Empire, commercial activities in Europe
drastically declined.98 From the sixth to the tenth centuries, commercial
trade was almost nonexistent. But by the eleventh and twelfth centuries,
rapid expansion in agricultural productivity meant that less labor was needed
to produce sufficient food and clothing to sustain the population. Agricultural
commodities were produced at levels that stimulated greater trade, and the
population began to move into towns.

One consequence of (and one impetus for) the increased agricultural
productivity and urbanization was the re-emergence of a class of profes-
sional merchants to facilitate trade. Customary law had traditionally been
the source of the rules of trade and commerce, but by the tenth century
merchants' customary law had been highly localized.99 Thus, there were
substantial barriers to overcome before inter-city, inter-regional, and

laflmatlonal trade could develop. Merchants spoke difrerent languages and
IlleS dtMlrent cultural backgrounds. Beyond that, geographic distances often

, prIVInted direct communication, let alone the building of strong inter-
"nonal bonds that would facilitate trust. Numerous middlemen were
.utrect to bring about an exchange, including buyer's agents, seller's agents,
8ld Ihipplng agents. All of this "gave rise to hostility towards foreign customs

, •• they ultimately led to mercantile confrontations."loo
",k During this period, "the basic concepts and institutions of modern
~;.tern mercantile law-lex mercatoria ('the Law Merchant')-were
_ed, and, even more important, it was then that mercantile law in the
_.t first came to be viewed as an integrated, developing system, a body
"law."lol By the end of the eleventh century, the Law Merchant had
developed to such a degree that it governed virtually every aspect of com-
•• relal transactions in all of Europe (and in some cases outside Europe).
II flet. the commercial revolution of the eleventh through the fifteenth
Mnturies that ultimately led to the Renaissance and industrial revolution
tould not have occurred without the rapid development of this system of
privately adjudicated and enforced customary law.

Rulers who sought by means of national law to rigidify this free commerce
would inhibit the success of exchanges in the market place-to the loss of both
the foreign and the local merchant community. The only law which could
effectively enhance the activities of merchants under these conditions would
be suppletive law, i.e., law which recognized the capacity of merchants to regulate
their own affairs through their customs, their usages, and their practices.102

How could merchants from such far-ranging backgrounds produce law?
What is the source of recognition? Fuller suggested that free trade and
Oommerce itself is the source, because traders

enter direct and voluntary relationships of exchange. As for equality it is only
with the aid of something like a free market that it is possible to develop anything
like an exact measure for the value of disparate goods ... Finally economic
traders frequently change roles, now selling now buying. The duties that arise
out of their exchanges are therefore reversible, not only in theory but in practice.

This analysis suggests the somewhat startling conclusion that it is only under
capitalism that the notion of moral and legal duty can reach its full development.'03

The reciprocity necessary for the recognition of commercial law arose due
to the mutual gains generated by exchange.



The Law Merchant evolved into a univel1iallcgatl.yllletn IhI'UUlh I procCNN
of natural selection. As merchants began to tranNactbUtdn.,•• IONIi. political.
cultural, and geographic boundaries, they transported trude practices to
foreign markets. Those previously localized customs that were discovered
to be common to many localities became part of the international Law
Merchant. Where conflicts arose, practices that were the most efficient
at facilitating commercial interaction supplanted those that were less effi-
cient.l04 By the twelfth century, mercantile law had developed to a level
where alien merchants had substantial protection in disputes with local mer-
chants and "against the vagaries of local laws and customs."105

The laws that were adopted "reinforced rather than superseded the cycle
of business practice .... Moreover, [these laws] generally avoided complex
legal forms and mandatory controls over business which had not already
been sanctioned either in custom or in commercial habit."106 Complexities
that might hinder communication and thereby inhibit trade were avoided.
Agreement was the overriding force in regulating business conduct.107

Commercial law coordinated the self-interested actions of individuals,
but it also coordinated the actions of people with limited knowledge and
trust. Medieval commerce involved traders traveling to fairs and markets
all over Europe, exchanging goods about which they knew little with
unfamiliar people. From 1000 to UOO (and especially from 1050 to 1150),
the rights and obligations of merchants developed to handle this uncertainty.
In their dealings with each other, merchant law "became substantially more
objective and less arbitrary, more precise and less loose." 108

Furthermore, as the norms of commercial law became more precisely
specified, they were increasingly recorded. These written laws were not
in the form of statutory codes (although many governments ultimately
adopted privately created mercantile law in their commercial legislation),
but took the form of written commercial instruments and contracts.109Fuller
explained that "the term contract law ... refers primarily not to the law
of or about contracts, but to the 'law' a contract itself brings into exis-
tence. . .. If we permit ourselves to think of contract law as the 'law' that
parties themselves bring into existence by their agreement, the transition
from customary law to contract law becomes a very easy one indeed."l1O

When it is recognized that individuals had to voluntarily enter into a
contract, it becomes clear why the Law Merchant had to be objective and
impartial. Reciprocity in the sense of mutual benefits and costs is the very
essence of trade. Each party enters into an exchange with expectations of
obtaining something that is more valuable than what is given up. But the

lqal principle of reciprocity uf rlghtH, Ull it waNdeveloped during the late
"Mnth and early twelfth centuries and is still understood today, involves
• •.• than mutual exchange. It involves an element of fairness of exchange.111
Thul, fraud, duress, or other abuses of the will or knowledge of either
party In an exchange meant that the transaction would be invalidated in
• mtrcantile court. Beyond such procedural issues, however, "even an
_hallie which is entered into willingly and knowingly must not impose
II lither side costs that are excessively disproportionate to the benefits
'. b. obtained; nor may such exchange be unduly disadvantageous to third
"rUes or to society generally." 112Fairness was a required feature of the

·Ww Merchant precisely because obligation to obey it arose voluntarily from
JIOOsnition of mutual benefits. No one would voluntarily recognize a legal
~.tem that was not expected to treat him fairly.

Merchants "governed" without the coercive authority of a state by forming
th.lr own courts to adjudicate disputes. As Wooldridge explained, merchant

court decisions were generally respected even by the losers; otherwise people
would never have used them in the first place. ... Merchants made their courts
work simply by agreeing to abide by the results. The merchant who broke the
understanding would not be sent to jail, to be sure, but neither would he long
be a merchant, for the compliance exacted by his fellows, their power over his
loads, proved if anything more effective than physical coercion.ll3

Merchant court decisions were backed by the threat of ostracism, a very
effective boycott sanction. If a merchant court ruled that a London-based
merchant had breached a contract with a merchant from Cologne at a trade
fAir in Milan, for example, the London merchant had strong incentives to
pay the compensation the court judged appropriate. If he did not, other
merchants would no longer trade with him. But this sanction, while a real
threat, was not often required. "Good faith was the essence of the mercan-
tile agreement;' Trakman concluded. "Reciprocity and the threat of business
Ilnctions compelled performance. The ordinary undertakings of merchants
were binding because they were 'intended' to be binding, not because any
law compelled such performance." 114

Merchants established their own courts for several reasons. First, royal
law differed from commercial law. For instance, the king's courts typically
would not consider disputes arising from contracts made in another nation.
Nor would royal courts honor any contractual agreement involving the pay-
ment of interest, considering any interest usurious. Common-law courts
would not consider books of account as evidence, even though merchants
held such records in high regard.



Second, merchant courts developed to resolve commercial dllputes
involving highly technical issues. Merchant court judge" were choNen from
the relevant merchant community; when technical issues were Involved,
the merchant courts used judges who were experts in that area of commerce.

Third, speed and informality were important in adjudicating commer-
cial dispute.l1S Merchants had to complete their transactions in one market
or fair and quickly move to the next; even if!they did not move on, they
frequently dealt with others who did. A dispute had to be settled quickly
to minimize disruption of business affairs. Speed and informality could
not have been equitably achieved without judges who were knowledgeable
about commercial issues and concerns and whose judgments would be
respected by the larger merchant community. Participatory adjudication,
therefore, was a necessary characteristic of the Law Merchant. The adjudi-
cative procedures, institutional devices, and substantive legal rules adopted
by merchant courts all reflected the Law Merchant's concern for facilitating
commercial interaction.

For the same reason, rules of evidence and procedures were kept simple
and informal. Appeals were forbidden to avoid undue delay and disrup-
tion of commerce.116 Lengthy testimony under oath was avoided; notarial
attestation was usually not required as evidence of an agreement; debts
were recognized as freely transferable through informal "written obligatory;'
a process developed by merchants themselves to simplify the transfer of
debt; actions by agents in transactions were considered valid without formal
authority; and ownership transfers were recognized without physical
delivery.II? All of these legal innovations were validated in merchant courts
despite their illegality in many royal courts, but they promoted speed and
informality in commerce and reduced transactions costs, so merchant courts
accepted them.

By the early thirteenth century the Law Merchant was an integrated
system of principles, concepts, rules, and procedures. Berman concluded
that, "a great many if not most of the structural elements of the modem
system of commercial law were formed in this period."118 Consider, for
example, the development of credit devices. By the twelfth century, barter
trade had been virtually replaced by commercial middlemen who bought
and sold using commercial contracts involving credit. The main forms of
credit extended by sellers to buyers were promissory notes and bills of
exchange. When such commercial instruments "became common in the
West in the late eleventh and twelfth centuries, they not only acquired the
character of independent obligations, like money itself, but they also acquired

another Chltracterhltlc of money. numely. negotlnbllity." I 19 The practice of
"'Iotlability of credit Inlltrumentll wall "invented" by Western merchants
hoaulle of the need for an improved means of exchange as COmmerce
dlY.loped llnd because the rise of the Law Merchant generated sufficient
IOnf1dence in the commercial system so that a reservoir of commercial
0fId1t could be established,12°

Credit instruments became the means of exchange that allowed trade to
flourish and the commercial revolution to take place. The Roman commer-
tla1 .ystem had functioned because of the availability of money to facilitate
trade; but with the fall of Rome, a currency that could be trusted to main-

, tIin Ita value disappeared, and so did commercial trade. With no sound source
of money, merchants had to develop their own exchange medium.

Many kinds of credit instruments developed, and all became part of the
Law Merchant. Credit was extended from sellers to buyers in the form
of negotiable instruments, and buyers extended credit to sellers through
the use of various contracts for future delivery of goods. Third parties
(•••.• bankers) extended credit to buyers, and devices such as mortgages
of movables were developed to protect these creditors against default. In
Chi. way, creditors retained a security interest in goods that required payment
before they could be resold; and if payment was not forthcoming, the goods
oould be taken for resale in order to satisfy the debt.

Other aspects of the Law Merchant could be examined to emphasize
Che Integration of a wide variety of principles, concepts, rules, and pro-
oldures into a system of law. The Law Merchant's

development was quite rapid, not only in its formative period but thereafter,
In the thirteenth, fourteenth, and fifteenth centuries .... [T]he objectivity of
mercantile law, the specificity of its norms, and the precision of its concepts
Increased over time; its universality and generality, its uniformity, increasingly
prevailed over local differences; reciprocity of rights became increasingly
Important as contractual opportunities expanded; adjudication of commercial
disputesbecame increasingly regularized; and the degree of integrationof com-
mercial law increased."I2I

Commercial law grew and developed, changing and adopting in response
to new conditions in commerce.122

Hayek suggested that the rules that emerge from customary law will of
necessity possess certain attributes that authoritarian "law invented or



designed by a ruler may but need not possess, nnd Ire Ulctly eo po.sess
only if they are modelled after the kind of rules which Ipr1na from the
articulation of previously existing practices." 123The attributes of customary
legal systems include an emphasis on individual rights because recogni-
tion of legal duty requires voluntary cooperation of individuals through
reciprocal arrangements. Such laws and their accompanying enforcement
facilitate cooperative interaction by creating strqng incentives to avoid violent
forms of dispute resolution. Prosecutorial duties fall to the victim and his
reciprocal protection association. Thus, the law provides for restitution to
victims arrived at through clearly designed participatory adjudication
procedures, in order to both provide incentives to pursue prosecution and
to quell victims' desires for revenge. Strong incentives for both offenders
and victims to submit to adjudication arise as a consequence of social
ostracism or boycott sanctions, and legal change occurs through spontaneous
evolution of customs and norms,124But nation-states have taken on a substan-
tial role in the creation and enforcement of law. Why, given the apparent
effectiveness of customary law systems? The answer has been suggested
in the brief discussion of the rise of kingship in England. A more com-
plete answer is provided in the following chapter.
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~.THE RISE OF AUTHORITARIAN LAW

When government becomes involved in the enterprise of law, both the rules
of conduct and the institutions for enforcement are likely to change. The
primary functions of governments are to act as a mechanism to take wealth
from some and transfer it to others, and to discriminate among groups on
the basis of their relative power in order to determine who gains and who
101C8. The theory of government implicit to this contention (explored in
IOme detail in Chapter 4) assumes that the actors in the process are motivated
b)' their own interests. This includes both those who demand transfers and
those who grant them. Government officials attempt to enhance their own
well-being with transfers to themselves and to others who are powerful
enough to affect the decision-makers' well-being. I will "test" this theory
of government using historical data. Before beginning the test, however,
• few implications of the theory must be recognized.

Consider the basis of power for determining wealth transfers. In inter-
.overnmental competition, power is a function of the ability to use force.
That same source of power can be an important discriminatory criterion
in determining internal wealth transfers as well, although a group's political
power may also be a function of its economic power, the number of its
members, and its ability to effectively organize and voice its demands in
the political arena. These factors are important because intra-governmental
competition often involves an exchange process. Political decision-makers



discriminate between competing groups on the bUNINof whl&lthl)l can sive
to the politician. In early kingdoms, powerful individuulH could exchange
military support for special privileges, rights, and property from the king.
As kings centralized the military function, however, military power became
relatively less important in intra-governmental competition, and other forces
became increasingly relevant.!

The self-interest motives of government decision-makers must be
recognized in the context of a transfer theory of government. Kings
demanded transfers for their own benefit when they had sufficient power
to do so. Even when they entered an exchange, thereby transferring to others,
the support gained generally enhanced their own wealth and power. In this
light, the effort by those in government to reduce the power of other groups
(and vice versa) becomes clear: those other groups may threaten sources
of wealth for decision-makers.

Some wealth transfers are at least superficially obvious. Taxes are
collected and the resulting government outlays indicate at least some of
the benefactors of the transfer. The major benefactor of such transfers during
the development of kingship was often the king himself. Indeed, an important
purpose of internal transfers was to strengthen the king in warfare, the
external function of government. Another fairly obvious transfer occurs
when property of some kind is confiscated, and given to or used for the
benefit of others.2

Some transfers are less obvious. In particular, property rights can be
altered through authoritarian changes in law. The fact is that authoritarian
rights modifications "have a dual nature: The recognition of granting a
right to A means the exposure ofB, and visa-versa; the resulting A-B rights
conflict is ubiquitous. For A to have a right is for Pls interests to count
and B's not to count, pro tanto."3 An important implication of a transfer
theory of government is that there will be a "train of readjustments through
time" as a consequence of a modification in property rights.4 Some of these
changes are predictable. For instance, a rights modification tends to increase
the incentives of unorganized losing interests to enter the political arena,
so we can expect political demands for rights modifications to grow over
time.5 There are other reasons to expect growth in political demands, as well.
After a group is organized, for example, the additional costs of demanding
more benefits are relatively low and the group may become interested in
issues beyond its earliest concerns. As organized power increases, goals
expand-whether that power is accumulated by a government seeking to
expand its borders or an interest group demanding wealth transfers.
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BeeaUNC Ituthorlturlun 11IW INintended to produce an involuntary transter
of wCltlth, it only needN the support of a politically powerful minority of
the people affected. Luws are relatively more likely to change when they
are 14 rellection of shifting and growing political demands than when they
mUlt be voluntarily adopted by all the affected parties. Evolution of
authoritarian law, therefore, can be much less gradual than the evolution
of customary law.

The time and resources of government decision-makers are limited, so
increased political demands ultimately force delegation of responsibilities.
There are at least three consequences of such delegation. First, competi-
tion between bureaucracies for rights to enforce certain laws and the
accompanying budgets, power, and prestige becomes prevalent.6 Second,
II these bureaus increase in number or size, the ability of decision-makers
to monitor their actions decreases. Third, as bureaucratic discretion increases
Ind bureaus grow in size, they generally become active political interest
,roups, demanding more rights modifications enforced to generate wealth
transfers to bureaucrats in the form of larger budgets and greater prestige
Ind power.

Property rights provide incentives that condition behavior, so a change
in rights is likely to change behavior. Because customary legal systems
emphasize private property and individual rights, authoritarian rights
transfers at least initially imply restrictions on private property and individual
rights. When such rights are significantly altered, individuals will quit
performing functions that were previously worthwhile. If the function is
demanded by politically powerful groups, government will either try to
force the previous behavior or directly produce the function.

Furthermore, when reciprocity does not provide the underpinnings of law,
it will not provide the basis for law enforcement. Enforcement of authoritarian
laws requires relatively more coercion, while customary legal institutions
evolve to facilitate voluntary interaction. As the effective purpose of law
changes, a different set of institutions is required to replace those that cannot
effectively facilitate involuntary transfers. Similarly, government institutions
cannot be as effectively employed to facilitate voluntary interaction as the
institutions of customary law that have been replaced or altered.

Government institutions and laws have evolved to build upon or replace
private institutions and customary law. This does not prove that laws and
institutions are necessary for maintaining social order or for supporting
a system that emphasizes individual freedom and private property.
Authoritarian government laws and institutions are likely to do precisely



the opposite, since their function is to facilitate involunhuy tl'lnll~", ruther
than voluntary interaction.

EARLY DEVEWPMENT OF AUTHORITARIAN LAW

The Anglo-Saxon Roots of English Royal Law. Remember that Anglo-Saxon
England gradually yielded to consolidation and centralization of power.
As the king's military power increased and his church-supported divine
rights were accepted, his role as a lawgiver was also gradually established.
The king's earliest law enforcement function was to support an individual
who was unable to induce some relatively powerful offender into the private
hundred court. The king collected a portion of the offender's fine for the
service, which developed into a payment to the king (wite) for any viola-
tion of the "king's peace." The "profits" from enforcing the king's peace
accrued only to the king or those to whom he had granted an "unusual
favour."7 Law enforcement and its profits became something the king could
exchange in the political arena.

Ealdormen were granted special status as royal representatives within
shires; they received "one third of the fines from the profits of justice" and
one-third of the revenues from tolls and other duties levied by the king.8
In exchange, the ealdormen mustered and led men into combat, represented
the king in shire courts, and executed royal commands. By the tenth century,
a few powerful families provided all the ealdormen in England. Under Canute,
the very small number of ealdormen, now called earls, had obtained a great
deal of national political power. When single ealdormen began to represent
the king in groups of shires, the office of sheriff was created in each shire.9
In exchange for his services, a sheriff received grants of land from the king
and the right to retain some of the profit from the royal estates he super-
vised. Furthermore, "by the reign of Edward the Confessor judicial profits
had come to be lumped in with the farm of the royal manors and all these
had to be collected by the sheriff"IO in exchange for part of the profit.

The king's attending household developed substantial "opportunities both
for personal advancement and for exercising influence on decisions of all
kinds." 11 In origin, the Anglo-Saxon royal household was military, however,
and this function continued to dominate until the Norman invasion, but
other functions also began to developP In particular, as the king's land
holdings and legal role increased and his finances became more complex,
he began to delegate certain administrative, fmancial, and judicial functionsP

Durlna the curly Anglo-Suxon period, the witan or king's council
".blbly conHllitedof local headmen or elders, and early royal law always
IMludcd recognition of consent of the group of "wise men of the nation."
ftUI, the earliest "codes are in fact not so much the introductions of new
plnelpleH us the declarations of the customs or common law of the race,
Uttns from far beyond the existence of written record, preserved in the
.lIIIt\orles of the wise and kept for the most part in constant general experi-
. ," 14 Later, the king's household, the earls, and the church would be

_ented in the witan, and some authoritarian laws began to reflect the
relts of these groups. More important, their interests were closely
rtwlned with the king's interests because of the grants and privileges

received. In this way, codes began to reflect the desires of the king.
~lJttle substantive change from customary law was made in the definition
~If offenses. The most significant changes were probably in the specifica-
"*-n_ of wite for kings and lords and the designation of increasing numbers
If offenses as violating the king's peace.

.rly Norman Rule. Because England's Norman rulers were almost always
Involved in military struggle, political power remained in the hands of those

,Who had military power. A major recipient of transfers under Norman
tina_hip was the king himself. William seized virtually all the lands of
;' _land, bringing a system of feudalism. In turn, he granted fiefs to

Norman vassals (barons) and the church in exchange for various payments
IIId services.

Although the Normans were in no position to simply overturn Anglo-
; laxon customary law, some important institutional changes occurred

lInmediately. Saxon kings had gradually been concentrating and con-
IOUdating power through reciprocal arrangements with earls, sheriffs, and
the church. As Pollock and Maitland noted: "The chief result of the Norman
Conquest in the history oflaw is to be found not so much in the subjection
of race to race as in the establishment of an exceedingly strong kingship." IS

The Norman kings used law and law enforcement to generate revenues
needed to finance their military operations, to enhance their own wealth,
and to buy the support of powerful groups.t6 In this regard, one of the
.arliest and most significant changes the Normans made in English law
was replacing the old restitution-based system of bot, wer, and wite with
• Iystem of fines and confiscations along with corporal and capital punish-
ment,17This change had significant implications for the institutions oflaw



enforcement, because it substantially reduced citlzen,,' In".ntlv •• tu main-
tain their reciprocal arrangements for protection, pursuit, prolocutlon, and
insurance and to participate in the local court system (hundreds). Thus,
Norman kings had to establish a law enforcement and judicial apparatus
in order to collect their profits from justice.

The first permanent tribunal representing the king consisted of Henry I's
financial administrators:

Twice a year this group, taking the name of "the exchequer," sat round the
chequered table, received the royal revenue, audited the sheriffs' accounts and
did incidental justice. From time to time some of its members would be sent
through the counties to hear the pleas of the crown, and litigants who were
great men began to find it worth their while to bring their cases before this
powerful tribunal.J8

By 1135, the exchequer court had developed its own legal tradition; it
imposed swift justice on royal debtors and assessed substantial fines on
anyone who did not meet his financial obligation to the king.

Very early in the Norman period, the office of chancellor supervised
the royal chapel, which served as the writing office, guarded the seal,
produced all documents the king desired, and developed a law enforce-
ment role for itself. A writ issued by the chancellor was a royal command
purchased by a plaintiff in a civil dispute which ordered the accused to
surrender certain lands, property, or money. When this command was
ignored, litigation in a royal court followed; thus, the profits of justice were
extended to the civil arena.

Barons, prelates of the church, and members of the royal household were
obliged to attend court to consider matters of law, war, and justice. This
curia regis reflected the opinions of the most powerful members of Anglo-
Norman society and was a source of backing for the king in his relations
with the pope and other foreign powers. In addition, "the curia regis was
first of all a feudal court governed by Norman feudal custom and pro-
cedure."19 Cases of high treason were considered by the royal court, as
were civil disputes between the "great men" of the realm.20 The curia regis
had some independence, and occasionally the barons ruled against the king's
wishes and the king might be forced to concede. Clearly there was a
reciprocal arrangement between the king and his vassals; each required
the other in order to advance their own ends.

The term curia regis also referred to the fairly permanent court or small
council that assisted the king in the general routine of governing. Constantly
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In Ilttenduncc to the king, thiNHl1ulllgroup wus the core of the larger council,
but it often served as a court. It should be emphasized here that the
exchequer was also part of the curia regis, so the barons of the exchequer
who comprised its court should be viewed as the curia regis sitting to
hilI' financial cases.

"The greatest contribution of the Normans," Lyon judged, "was in the
o1ole surveillance established by the central administration upon local organs
of iovernment."21 The Anglo-Saxon shire became the Norman county, and
Iheriffs quickly became the most important local officials in the Norman
.)lltem. Sheriffs' legal functions were numerous; they were the king's
permanent judicial representatives, presiding over the county court, and
were responsible for ensuring the attendance of members of these courts
and those summoned to appear. They empaneled inquisitional juries for
the king, enforced the royal courts' decisions, led the pursuit of law offenders,
made arrests, and carried out the orders of royal writs.22

When the sheriffs got too greedy and siphoned off too much revenue,
or tried to take it all through revolt, the king took away their power to
consider the king's pleas and replaced them with residential justices, who
were also soon replaced by itinerant justices traveling from county to county .
But the struggle for power between local and central authorities was far
from over.

A major reason for the need for local arms of the king's justice was
that the hundreds and tithings became much less important than they had
been during the Anglo-Saxon period. Apparently many of the hundreds
ceased functioning altogether under William. As the business of justice
increasingly became the accumulation of royal revenues, voluntary parti-
cipation in the justice process naturally declined. In this light, the Normans
also instituted a local arrangement called the frankpledge. With similar
functions to an Anglo-Saxon tithing, the members of a frankpledge were
expected to pursue and capture thieves and perform court duties. Based
on requirements of feudal obligation rather than reciprocities, the frank-
pledge was ordered to ensure the appearance of members in court. If a
frankpledge failed, the group could be fined; similarly, if a frankpledge
did not assist in pursuit the group was subject to a fine. There is evidence
that entire communities were so fined.23

Early Norman Law. Beginning with Henry I, authoritarian legislation
became increasingly important.24 During Henry's reign, an attempt was
made to translate and state the codes of the Saxon king, Edward. Three



other law books were added to the translations to produoe the Liber
Quadripartitus. "These law books have ... one main theme. '" An offimse,
probably some violent offense, has been committed. Who then is to get
money, and how much money, out of the offender."25 Revenues from law
enforcement were obviously the most important consideration in royal law.
By this time, fines had become very complex. "The claims of the lords,
the claims of the church, the claims of the king are adding to the number
of various fines and mulcts that can be exacted, and are often at variance
with each other ... the old law ... is falling to pieces under the pressure of
those new elements which feudalisnihas brought with it."26 Most offenses
under the early Normans were still defined by Anglo-Saxon custom, but
those offenses that were considered to be violations of the king's peace
were significantly expanded: "In the growth of this list we may be certain
that although the king's concern for law and order was a cause, another
interest was need of money; to increase his income the king only needed
to use his prerogative and throw his jurisdiction over another offense."27

In order to expand the profits to be made from justice, the Norman kings
and their justices began to permit appeal to a royal court. The appellor
could accuse the wrongdoer of violating the king's peace along with
committing the actual offense, and the accused could not deny breaking
the king's peace. "By the creation of this fiction, practically any offense
could be interpreted as breach of the king's peace and so brought before
the royal court."28 Significantly, this also tended to undermine the recognition
of the obligation to behave in accordance with customary laws, since appeal
implied that royal law was superior to customary law.

The Norman kings also brought the concept of felony to England, by
making it a feudal crime for a vassal to betray or commit treachery against
a feudal lord. Feudal felonies were punishable by death, and all the felon's
land and property were forfeited to the lord. Soon felony began to develop
a broader meaning: "Again royal greed seems to be the best explanation
for the expansion of the concept of felony. Any crime called a felony meant
that if the appellee was found guilty his possessions escheated to the king.
The more crimes called felonies, the greater the income, and so the list
of felonies continued to grow throughout the twelfth century."29

As the discretion of the kings and their courts increased so did the
arbitrariness of punishment:

The outlaw forfeits all, life and limb, lands and goods .... The king may take
life and choose the kind of death, or he may be content with a limb; he can
insist on banishment or abjuration of his realm or a forfeiture of chattels. The

mlln who hall cnmmlttcd one of the bad crlmelll which have been causes of
outlawry III not regarded UII having a right to .lust punishment. Under the new
Norman kings, who are not very Iltraightly bound by tradition ... the kings could
livuur now one und now another punishment.30

Law enforcement differed in many ways under the Norman kings from what
had existed in Anglo-Saxon England, but it does not follow that it was more
Ujust." When justice becomes discretionary it becomes arbitrary.

c THE EVOLUTION OF ROYAL LAW INSTITUTIONS

Many foundations of the modem English system of law were laid during
the reign of Henry II, a man who was "hungry for political power, both
abroad and at home."31 He developed the system of public administration
1ft England begun under his predecessors by greatly increasing the functions
and powers of permanent, professional, central governmental departments.32
waal innovations frequently credited to him include a permanent court
of professional judges, frequent regularized missions of itinerant judges,
lfiquisitional juries, and use of the "original writ" as a regular part of the
Iftachinery of justice.33

".II,nry II's Institutions of Law Enforcement. When Henry II came to power,
!at consolidated and expanded his revenue-collecting system, making the

'U!egated judicial function of the curia regis much more pronounced and
·~nitive.34 The king's court moved quickly to take on many of the functions

Co t had historically fallen to county and hundred courtS.35 The judicial
• 0 nctions of the exchequer also evolved rapidly, and the barons of the
fCChequer began considering cases that had nothing to do with disputes

"".arding royal finances, except that they generated royal revenues. The
Y~per exchequer became a royal court that considered the same kinds of
fleas as the small council of the curia regis.36 Yet, it was now considered
;IIa separate court, "the first of the great common law courts to split off
from the royal court,"37 and by 1165, the ministers of the exchequer were

;lWerred to as justices.
e By 1168, circuit tax collectors and itinerant justices had become another

""areat subdivision" of the royal court. The itinerant justices conducted royal
Inquests regarding financial issues and issues of justice, and they transmitted

i JOYalcommands to counties and hundreds. The justices also amerced
hnkpledge groups that failed to or refused to fulfill their policing duties,



fined communities that did not form all men into t'rnnkplld,. ,roups, and
amerced both communities and hundreds that failed to pursue criminals
or to report all crimes through inquest juries. Such amercements were
increasingly important, implying that the positive reciprocal incentives of
the populace to participate in law enforcement were extremely weak.

The growing scope of royal justice created a backlog of cases for the
king and his council, so in 1178 Henry established a permanent curia regis
court to hear all suits except those that required his attention. This court
met throughout the year and almost always at Westminster, becoming the
first centralized king's court. The treasurer always sat on the ten- or twelve-
man court, indicating the vital role of justice in revenue collection.
Noblemen were sometimes absent, reflecting Henry's competition with them
and efforts to reduce their power. Canon law had developed more rapidly
than royal law as a system of administered authoritarian law, so two or th~ee
bishops lent their expertise to the court.38These men helped convert Engl~sh
law into a system that would ultimately rival canon law, gradually reducmg
a need for a separate canon system and incorporating various elements of
it into royal law. Pollock and Maitland have suggested that "Henry's greatest,
his most lasting triumph in the legal field was this, that he made the prelates
of the church his justices."39 But, Lyon suggested that

the system of royal jurisdiction developed by the Angevins must take a place
second to the procedural innovations. Herein lie the originality of the common
law system and the reason why the royal courts so quickly snuff~d out rival
competition. The success of this procedure stemmed from two royal Instruments
-the writ and the jury.40

Through their chancellors, kings had been issuing writs for some time
at the request of a complainant, directing an adversary to appear before
a court. Under Henry II, precedents regarding different types of writs were
established and legal forms were developed. By developing new writs, Henry
and his bureaucrats inaugurated new civil trial procedures and almost
continually established pleas that could be tried only in the royal courtS.41

All the various writs were "exposed for sale; perhaps some of them may
already be had for a fixed price, for others a bargain must be struck. As
yet the king is no mere vendor, he is a manufacturer and can make goods
to order."42

The juries that Henry II used were

intimately connected with royal power. Not only do the king and his officers
make the freest use of [the jury] in the form of "an inquest ex officio" for the

pUrpONl'lof' obudnlna any Infbrmotlon that they want about royal rights, local
cUNtomlior other mutter!! in which the king has an interest, but, as a part of
leaal procedure, civil and criminal, the jury spreads outward from the king's
own court:u

The jury's primary functions were to inform the king's justices on various
. matters and make accusations. Sheriffs made the appropriate arrests and
, •• tablished jails to contain those accused by the juries. Trial was not "by
. Jury" however: it was by ordeal.

The development of the accusational juries and the growth of the king's
oourt were not independent events. The use of itinerant judges in an attempt
to centralize judicial power led to the development of the local juries. Henry

, was also searching for revenues, and an important source was that compo-
'nent of the justice system that was concerned with violations of the king's
peace. It should be noted that "the king got his judicial profit whether the
accused was found guilty or innocent."44 If guilty, hanging or mutilation

, and exile, plus forfeitures of all goods were typical punishments; if the
, accused was found innocent, the plaintiff was heavily amerced for false

accusation. Of course, this further reduced the incentives of crime victims
and frankpledge groups to report crimes. Royal courts, sheriffs, and inqui-
.tional juries were necessary innovations if the king was to collect his profits.
~'.'.Henry and his judges defined an ever-growing number of actions as
i:'9tolating the king's peace.45 These offenses came to be known as "crimes,"
IDd the contrast between criminal and civil causes developed, with criminal
•• uses referring to offenses that generated revenues for the king or the

eriffs rather than payment to the victim. There were clearly strong
entives for freemen to have an offense considered as civil, and "the

lemma 'criminal or civil' is offered to every plea."46

agna Carta. The king's drive for revenues and power caused considerable
<1It.content, particularly during John's reign. In 1215, powerful barons
. flnounced their homage to the king and revolted, demanding a document
·that would specify the laws and customs that would govern them.

On June 19, 1215, John put his seal on the Magna Carta, which is widely
eived as a significant foundation of Anglo-American constitutional

ernment. '~ccordi'ttg to the great justice Sir Edward Coke and others,
i, &gnaCarta had saved England from the rule of tyrants, had consecrated

.ic civil and political rights, and had germinated English Constitutional
ernment."47 The thirteenth-century barons were depicted as men seek-
to secure the rights of all men, not just the nobles. In fact, the charter



reflected an effort by barons and other powerful lilrnupli(.,." tho Bnalish
Church) to regain their power and privilege that kinSII lIubllequent to
Henry I had been eroding. The revenue-taking of the kings in many forms,
was now considered illegal, and Magna Carta re-established the barons'
feudal right to confiscate felons' land. In addition, "no free man shall be
taken or imprisoned or disseised or outlawed or exiled or in any wise
destroyed, save by the lawful judgement of his peers or the law of the land."48
This passage is widely interpreted as a guarantee of trial by jury for all
Englishmen, as a prohibition or' arbitrary imprisonment, and as a grant
of equal justice for all (due process). In fact, it was intended to force
King John to guarantee trial for barons before their peers under existing
feudal procedure, and it established the "germ" of due process for the
feudal aristocracy.

From this very early period of government expansion in law and law
enforcement, legal "reform" was carried out in the context of the govern-
ment institutional system of the time. This should not be surprising. Those
institutions were developed to transfer wealth to powerful groups; the barons
would likely retain them, anticipating their own benefit.

Three powerful groups combined in competition with King John to force
him to affirm Magna Carta. In addition to the barons and the prelates of
the English church, the merchants were eager to translate their growing
economic power into political power. Magna Carta guaranteed freedom
of travel, for instance (a privilege merchants had had for some time),
merchants were freed from "evil and excessive tolls," and the boroughs
were guaranteed the liberties and privileges already granted.49 None of these
really represented significant changes, but most of Magna Carta was
backward-looking rather than forward-looking, re-establishing rights and
privileges that barons had once enjoyed.

Parliament. John died in October of 1216,leaving nine-year-old Henry III
as heir to the throne. The government was dominated by powerful barons
and prelates for several years, and by the time Henry III and then Edward I
took control of the throne, the king's biggest problem was money. The eco-
nomic and political power in England had shifted considerably; wealth was
no longer exclusively linked to feudal rights and political power was no
longer totally dominated by military power. Control of military forces by the
barons remained vital; but the king and the barons increasingly sought sup-
port from the knights of the counties and the merchants and their boroughs,

oa. wealth WitS Increuslng. In return, the knights and merchants were
Yen recognition In pollticul decisions. The thirteenth century witnessed
tontlnuous struggle tor control of government institutions, especially for

trol of government taxing and spending, so the barons and the king found
maelves competing with each other for the support of the new sources
wealth. The parliamentary institution developed out of this struggle.
The word parliamentum first appeared in the records of the King's Bench
1236 to describe meetings of the curia regis. By the end of Edward's
n, the term could mean more: "from political and economic necessity
king was beginning to augment his great and small councils with men

o represented the lesser aristocracy and freemen of the counties and
burgesses of the boroughs."50 These additions to the king's council would
ome permanent in the fourteenth century and the resulting assemblies
Id be called parliament. But it is during the thirteenth century that we

• the impetus for and beginnings of parliament.
. Both Henry III and Edward I had to seek approval of the great council'.r most substantive law-making and for extraordinary taxes. In fact,
,thirteenth-century kings typically had to negotiate directly with the group
."tng taxed. In 1254, Henry, at war and desperate for funds, assembled
'lbe great council, with two knights representing each county and clergy

m each diocese. This was the first assembly of knights in conjunction
y_ith the great council. In 1258, during a baronial insurrection, both Henry
( II'ld the barons summoned representatives of the county knights to assemblies
In an effort to gain their support. The barons sent out the first call, then

'Henry sent his summons, "seemingly ... attempting to sabotage [the barons']
meeting with one of his own."51

The barons defeated Henry in 1264, and their leader called an assembly
consisting of the barons and four knights elected from each county. In 1265,
he called another parliament, "apparently hop[ing] to gain a wider base
of support from the county gentry and borough middle class."52 He
assembled five earls, eighteen barons, two knights representing each county,
two burgesses from each of the boroughs, and two canons from each
cathedral chapter, bringing together for the first time all of the elements
that would ultimately make up the parliaments to come-earls, barons, and
prelates of the church who would form the House of Lords, and knights
and burgesses who would constitute the House of Commons. Once the king
regained power, however, Henry and Edward continued to simply call upon
those whose support they felt was required for a particular action.



Some seventy "parliaments" would be called between 12~" and 1300,
with only nine including representatives of the county knlghtll and the
borough burgesses.53 One, assembled by Edward in 1295, is often cited as
the "model parliament." It was not a model by intentional design. Edward
had a tremendous need for money, and he assembled representatives from
all the powerful groups in the kingdom to secure consent for a large, broad-
based tax. It was the largest medieval parliament ever assembled, containing
all the elements found in later parliaments. But Edward called twenty more
parliaments during his reign and only three had this form.54 The model
parliament did reinforce a precedent in the minds of the various groups
it represented: kings could not arbitrarily collect taxes from powerful
political groups without their consent.

In U97 a war-beleaguered and desperate Edward forced a few barons
to approve a tax on all barons, knights, and burgesses. He then seized wool
assembled for export, promised to pay for it later, assessed a tax on the
clergy with no negotiation, and left for the French war. As soon as he
departed, the powerful groups of England rose up and refused to send any
money until Magna Carta was expanded and confirmed. In November,
Edward conceded in his Confirmation of the Charters, which guaranteed
that the king would not levy extraordinary or direct taxes without the
consent of the affected powerful groups in England. In the fourteenth
century, "bargaining and concessions for supply became the theme of
parliamentary history. By securing control of the royal purse strings, the
community [made up of those with political power] of the realm discovered
that it could limit the king."55

Edward's parliaments were embryonic in more than form. Summoning a
parliament implied that the large and small councils were ready to do justice
as a court, and summoning the knights and burgesses meant that the king
was going to request taxes. Various groups could present petitions to the
king, but the negotiation and exchange element of taxing was clearly relevant.
In addition, the parliament might approve-or demand-a statute declared
by the king. But the king was still the recognized source of legislation.
Politics, legislation, and taxation would become the focus of parliament
only after the barons took control of the small council from Edward III,
and joined with the knights and burgesses to convert parliament's role.

The Common Law. By the thirteenth century, the king and his councils
were clearly in the business of law-making, but the busiest law makers during
Henry Ill's reign were judges.56 Henry gave his judges free rein in devising

new ruleNtlnd wrltN, lInd pmfuNNlonali7.edthe judiciary. The term "common
law" waNnot yet In wide usage among practitioners of royal law, but the
Idell of an evolutionary judge-made law based on precedent and custom
.tem" to have been recognized. Edward I did not appreciate the way judge-
made law grew, so he and his parliament began, through statutes, "to rigidify
many points of law which judges and lawyers, however clever, cannot
oircumvent or modify."57 The growth of the common law was substantially
Ilowed, and judge-made law would lose ground relative to statute law from
ScIward's reign onward.

Courts. By the middle of the thirteenth century, the king's high courts
were moving toward the institutional structure that would last into the late
nineteenth century. The Court of the King's Bench, the Court of Common
Pleas, and the Court of the Exchequer became identifiable entities with
klentifiable jurisdictions. Itinerant justices were commissioned to administer
'IU types of royal justice on their judicial eyres to the counties, but their
mlijor duty continued to be amercing counties, hundreds, and tithings for
failure to perform their assigned policing and governmental functions. Com-
plaints were widespread, and Henry reduced the frequency of the itinerant
visits, replacing them with judicial commissions whose only business was
justice. These commissions substantially reduced the need for itinerant
justices, as assize commissions considered increasing numbers of civil cases
and as the gaol and oyer and terminers commissions took on larger criminal
caseloads. Initially, local residents (knights and barons) had a substantial
part of the judicial business of the commissions, but gradually these com-
missions were transferred to the central justices, so that common law was
Increasingly administered locally by royal justices from the central courts.

Lawyers. There were well-formulated reasons why the "evolution of the
class [of legal advisors] has been slow, for it has been withstood by certain
ancient principles."58 Individuals not skilled in the art of pleading were
less likely to be able to conceal their guilt. Furthermore, one litigant might
be unable to hire a skilled spokesman while another could. Thus, rather
than give one litigant an unfair advantage, custom developed whereby
professional councillors and pleaders were not allowed. By the early
thirteenth century, however, pleaders had begun to appear. The earliest
records of a pleader identify John de Planez as pleading on behalf of
Henry n, and Richard had a permanent contingency of pleaders. As with
other legal developments under the English kings, the legal profession was
developed to give additional advantage to the king.



By 1268, Henry III had a number of men under permanent fltalner to
act for him in his cases. The king gained an advantage in his own suits
and was able to sell the same privilege to others. Edward I had a large
number of "servants or sergeants at law" under retainer and a large number
of "apprentices" who were their pupils. By 1292, these legal practitioners
had clearly "acquired some exclusive right to audience."59 More impor-
tantly, in that year Edward ordered his justices to provide for a sufficient
number of attorneys and apprentices in each county so the king and the
powerful might be well served .~o

London began to license two distinct groups of legal professionals-
attorneys and pleaders-in 1280, but the king's justices took control of the
licensing function in 1292 and severely limited entry into both branches
of the profession: "apparently a monopoly was secured for those who had
been thus appointed."61 The legal profession had begun to take shape.
Attorneys and counters had become licensed court appointees and quickly
evolved into an organized professional group. Common law was becoming
case law; those who wished to learn the profession joined guilds or frater-
nities that eventually developed into the Inns of Court, the English law
schools.

These professional lawyers had an immediate effect. Legal procedure
became much more complex than it had previously been, and as Lyon noted,
"It is hardly necessary to say that [lawyers] prolonged justice almost
endlessly."62 In addition, lawyers, rather than ecclesiastical clerics, became
the primary candidates for royal judges. The resulting insulation from
Roman law "permitted the common law system to become a confusing
puzzle of undefined principles. It became cumbersome and ill equipped
to keep pace with the new demands made upon it by political, economic,
and social change."63

Jury Trials. Most civil cases were jury trials by the reign of Edward I.
These juries, which consisted of men of the community who presumably
had witnessed or had knowledge of the facts, were empaneled by the sheriff
to hear the pleading and render a verdict.64 Trial by ordeal effectively ended
for criminal cases in 1215, and "neither the law nor the lawyer knew what
to do about the indicted men overflowing the inadequate jails."65 Writs
had developed for obtaining jury trials in a few criminal cases, but not
for most criminal trials. For instance, an accused could obtain a writ to
have a jury determine whether the accuser had made charges because of
malice or to determine whether an inquisitional jury had acted maliciously.

Th•• , Juricli were cnlled petty juriclI to distinguish them from the grand
, or lnquillitional Juries. This set the stage for criminal jury trials.

The prevailing opinion of the day was that trial by jury meant a guilty
,Wrdlet, so there was considerable resistance to acceptance of a jury
""II. The justices began to search for ways to force defendants to accept
'. Jury trial. Some defendants were locked in prison for a year and a
.• with little food and water, but still many refused the trial. In 1275,
, ..' first statute of Westminster declared that those accused of a felony
..1'10 refused to accept a jury inquest would be "put in strong and hard
:lmprisonment." Accused felons were loaded with heavy chains and

nes, placed in the worst part of the prison, given a little water one day
a little bread the next, until they agreed to trial by jury or died. Many

thole to die. If found guilty in a trial, the accused would be executed
.1Dd forfeit all property to the crown. Death under "hard and severe
'pre.sure" meant that he was not convicted and his property went to
Iti. family.

The composition of the petty jury gradually began to change toward the
end of the thirteenth century. Rather than the same men setting as an
inqUisitional and petty jury, the grand jury was augmented by men randomly
ohosen from neighboring communities. Occasionally, such juries would
IYen reach not-guilty verdicts. The witness-bearing character still dominated,

,however, and throughout the thirteenth century petty juries were groups
f awarn to tell what they knew about a case. The presentment jury and petty
: Jury would not be completely separated until the mid-fourteenth century,

and it would be another five hundred years before juries could be character-
lied as impartial.66

. Summation. By the end of the reign of Edward I, the basic institutions
f of government law had been established, and in many instances older custom

had been altered or replaced by authoritarian rules to facilitate the transfer
of wealth to relatively powerful groups. "Public interest" justifications for
• government-dominated legal system and institutions must be viewed as
IX post rationalization rather than as ex ante explanations of their develop-
ment. Rather than continuing an analysis of the entire evolutionary process
between the thirteenth and the twentieth centuries, let us focus on inter-
jurisdictional competition between common law and merchant courts, and
on some of the consequences of the replacement of the restitution-based
legal system by criminal law.



INTERJURISDICTIONAL COMPETITION AND
THE ABSORPTION OF THE LAW MERCHANT

The absorption of the Law Merchant into royal law began around the twelfth
century, as most governments in Europe began systematically collecting
and codifying the customary rules of the Law Merchant.67 England was
no exception with its codification of the Carta Mercatoria in the fourteenth
century. Nonetheless, the merchflnts continued to enforce their own law
through their own courts, and they had to be induced to take their disputes
before royal courts.

Transferring the Cost of Enforcement. One reason why the Law Merchant
was absorbed into common law appears to be that governments demonstrated
a willingness to enforce merchant law.68 When merchants judged and
enforced their law, they had to bear the full cost themselves; if the royal
authority was willing to enforce merchants' own law and bear part of the
enforcement cost, then the merchants would benefit. The shifting of enforce-
ment cost onto the government is consistent with the increasing political
power and political activity of merchants. Indeed, the overall trend in
economic regulation of the period was primarily motivated by merchant
demands for monopoly rights.69

Undermining the Recognition of Duty to Obey the Law Merchant. During
the fourteenth century, kings began to produce laws that made merchant
courts relatively less attractive. In England, for example, the Statute of the
Staple of 1353 codified custom by declaring that "merchant strangers" were
to be given protection in the fourteen major trading centers for "staple"
products-mainly wool, leather, and lead. The statute actually dictated that
disputes involving these foreign merchants would be settled under mercan-
tile law, but appeals could be taken to the chancellor and the king's council.
By giving merchants access to royal appeal, the appearance of royal backing
of the Law Merchant was created, and a role for the royal courts in enforc-
ing commercial law was established. More importantly, the Law Merchant
was made to appear to be the less decisive law. Through a gradual process
of absorption by creating more attractive governmental enforcement arrange-
ments and by undermining the recognition of the Law Merchant, common
law institutions became more acceptable to the merchant community.

The Statute of Staples also began a process of concentrating foreign trade
flows to make them easier for the state to control. Most foreign trade was

oompolled to pllNNthrouah u few important towns and special courts were
Ifllted in these "staple" towns to administer the Law Merchanpo These
IOUl'tMconsisted of the town's mayor, two constables, and two merchants.
Appeal could occur from these staple courts. Fairs and markets still held
their own merchant courts.

i Competition Between Courts. During the fifteenth century, common law
: Clourtsbegan to attract more and more commercial cases. Merchant courts

remained available for commercial disputes until the early 1600s. But royal
oourts gradually took more cases away from the merchant courts because
It was in the financial self-interests of judges who were paid in large part
out of litigation fees?! Merchants remained free to choose between their
own courts and the common law courts through the sixteenth century, so
the fact that merchants chose the royal courts in increasing numbers implies
that those courts must have been successfully applying the Law Merchant.
There was always the threat of competition from private merchant courts,
and if the royal courts wanted the merchants' business they had to enforce
law to the merchants' satisfaction.

The competitive relationship between royal and merchant courts was
altered substantially in 1606. In reviewing a case previously judged under
private arbitration, Lord Edward Coke pronounced "that though one may
be bound to stand to the arbitrament yet he may countermand the arbi-
trator ... as a man cannot by his own act make such an authority power
or warrant not countermandable which by law and its own proper nature
i. countermandable."72 In other words, the decisions of merchant courts
could be reversed by the common law courts because an arbitrator's
purpose was to find a suitable compromise, while a judge's purpose was
to rule on the merits of the case. In essence, Coke asserted that the Law
Merchant was not a separate, identifiable system of law, but "part of the
law of this realm."73 This was interpreted to mean that merchants were
bound to submit to the jurisdiction of the common law courts and subject
to those courts' procedures. In effect, Coke's ruling withdrew the guarantee
in the Statute of Staples. As a result, "merchant courts at fairs, guilds and
market towns were abolished, or alternatively, they were integrated into
the common law system."74

The Subjugated Law Merchant. The Law Merchant changed during the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, becoming less universal and more



localized as it began to retlect the policies, interest, and procedure" of t~e
state. Still the Law Merchant survived for a good reason. Custom sUll
prevailed in international trade, and England was a great trading nati?n.
English judges had to compete with other national c.ourts ~or ~he atte~tlOn
of international merchants' disputes. To attract cases mvolvmg mternational
trade they had to recognize commercial custom. There was some fragmen-
tatio~ in the form of the Law Merchant across Europe, but there was little
difference in its substance. Trade between these geographically contiguous
countries had become vital, and they recognized that there was substantial
benefit associated with "free trade unimpeded by needless legal restraint."75
The Law Merchant remained vital in international commercial law, however,
and eventually reemerged as a significant influence on common law,
particularly in the United States.

THE EMERGENCE OF CRIMINAL LAW
Victims' resistance to the development of criminal law, along with the
resulting loss of restitution and its accompanying incentives, meant t?at
English citizens had to be "forced into complian~e by a slowly ~volvmg
carrot and stick policy."76 For example, royal law Imposed coerCIve rules
declaring that the victim was a criminal if he obtained restitution before
he brought the offender before a king's justice where the king could get
his profits.77This was not a strong enough inducement, so r~y~ law created
the crime of "theftbote," making it a misdemeanor for a VIctim to accept
the return of stolen property or to make other arrangements with a felon
in exchange for an agreement not to prosecute. In delineating the earliest
development of misdemeanor offenses, Pollock and Maitland only discussed
"crimes" of this type. They suggested:

A very large part of the [king's] justices' work will ind.eed co~sist o~ p~tting
in mercy men and communities guilty of neglect of pollce dutIes. Thl~, I~ we
have regard to actual results, is the main business of the eyre: .. the J~st~ces
collect in all a very large sum from hundreds, boroughs, townships and t1things
which have misconducted themselves by not presenting, or not arresting
criminals ... probably no single "community" in the county will escape without
amercement,78

More laws were added. For instance, civil remedies to a criminal offense
could not be achieved until after criminal prosecution was complete; the

IWner of titolen goods could not get his goods back until utler he had given
evidence in u criminal prosecution; and a fine was imposed on advertisers
or printers who advertised a rewardlbr the return of stolen property, no
qUI.tlons asked. Coercive efforts to induce victims and communities to
puraue and prosecute criminals were not successful, however, and govern-
ment institutions have gradually taken over production of these services.

.IUltic:es of the Peace. An early development in the evolution of public
poUcing and prosecution was the explicit creation of justices of the peace
11 1326. At that time, JPs were simply "assigned to keep the peace," but
tn 1360 they were empowered "to take and arrest all those they may find

. ., indictment or suspicion and put them in prison."79 Most JPs were local
landholders appointed by royal commission for each county; and as with
much of the local apparatus of justice, these men were expected to perform
their functions without monetary compensation.80 Through over thirty
ltatutes issued from the late fourteenth to the middle of the sixteenth
•• ntury, three basic functions in the criminal process were assigned to JPs:
1) the taking of presentment or indictment, 2) the conduct of jury trial,
and 3) the power of summary conviction for lesser offenses.81

Victims or their support group continued to be responsible for pursuing
ttiminals and prosecuting most cases. But after a 1555 statute, JPs were

C obliged to take active investigative roles in felony cases; to organize casesa,r prosecution, including examination documents; to assist the assize judge
in coordinating the prosecution at trial; to bind over for appearance all

, relevant witnesses, including the accusers and the accused; and to act as
• back-up prosecutor when a private citizen was not available.82 A public
element had been introduced into the prosecution.83

International military involvement served as a major impetus for the
development of public prosecution and police during the eighteenth and nine-
teenth centuries (as well as prisons and other public institutions of criminal
Justice). The economy-and particularly the London economy, because it
was strongly influenced by government demand for war materials (or lack
of demand, as employment often declined immediately after a war)84-could
not quickly absorb the large influx of veterans following a war. Furthermore,
according to many observers, the soldiers were "unaccustomed to ordinary
labor and were unwilling to take it up again when they came home:'85 Instead,

the conclusions of wars in the eighteenth century brought "a great harvest of
crime;' as was said in 1819. ... The peace brought back to England large numbers
of disreputable men who had spent several years being further brutalized by



service in the armed forcell, without any provillion beina made fur their reentry
into the work force. The same complaint was voiced after every war.86

The failure of the existing crime control apparatus was in part a function
of the kinds of crime the returning veterans generally committed. They
had had considerable on-the-job training in organized violence. "It is hardly
to be wondered at that some might employ these same skills at home if
it seemed necessary. It was the power of such men in gangs ... that frightened
so many commentators."87 Large-scale gang crime was a new phenomenon,
and it was this type of crime that proved to be the most difficult for the
criminal justice system to handle.

Victim participation in criminal justice was getting expensive at the same
time that gang crime was developing. When a victim filed a complaint before
a JP, for instance, he might have to pay for subpoenas and warrants if his
witnesses and the suspect were not present. Other fees were incurred for
the recognizances in which he and witnesses were bound over for trial,
for the clerk of the peace or of the assize for drawing up the indictment,
for the officer of the court who swore the witnesses, for the doorkeeper
of the courtroom, for the crier, and for the bailiff who took the prosecutor
from the court to the grand jury room.88 Beyond these fees, the level of
the cost of attending court was uncertain, because the length of the wait
for an appearance before a grand jury and the timing of the trial were not
known. A victim often had to bear costs of food and lodging for both himself
and his witnesses. The declining incentives for victim participation in crime
control in the face of fluctuating urban and growing gang crime made public
policing and prosecution inevitable.

As early as 1729, the central government began to support local law
enforcement in Middlesex, where the seat of government and the residences
of most government officials and parliamentarians were located. The self-
interest motives of these government officials in shifting the cost of law
enforcement onto taxpayers certainly comes into question. They were the
first to benefit from such expenditures, while the rest of the citizenry
was forced (under statute) to provide their own policing and prosecutorial
services. In 1729, the government chose to fmancially support one Middlesex
JP to provide criminal investigative and prosecutorial services; he became
known as the "court JP." Similar arrangements developed in London
soon thereafter.89

Sir Thomas deVeil was the first court JP from 1729 until 1746. Little
record remains of his tenure, but it was clear that he was active in pretrial

IXImlnut!nn and as a cOInrnlttlll ()t~lcer. DeVeil was succeeded by Henry
Pleldlng, who along with his successor (his brother John), appears to have
hid a dramatic effect on law enforcement in the London area.

Fielding's investigations had contrasting tendencies. On the one hand, he was
trying to cast a wider net by following up on leads and by encouraging greater
evidence for trial at the old Bailey. This side of the job anticipated what became
the Criminal Investigation Division of Scotland Yard. On the other hand,
fielding was also sifting and discharging cases that would not stand up, if sent
on for trial, and in this respect he was the forerunner of the judicialized pretrial
committal officer of the nineteenth century.90

Many forces set in motion by the original development of the justice of
Che peace were accelerated during Fielding's tenure, and several interrelated
Institutional developments followed. All of these separate developments
were intertwined, feeding on and aiding one another.

Confessions and "Crown Witnesses": The Beginnings of Rules of Evidence.
The "crown witness" program arose as a result of JP's growing discretion
regarding the decision to prosecute after his pretrial investigation. One gang
member was admitted as a crown witness and excused from prosecution
In exchange for testimony against his fellow gang members. This became
the primary strategy for combating gang crime. What may seem to be a
rather innocuous innovation (particularly in light of the use of the same type
of programs in criminal prosecution today) appears to have been a major
fbrce leading to the development of rules of evidence for criminal trials.

Criminal court judges recognized a problem with the crown witness
program almost immediately. In an 1837 precedent-setting ruling, it was
noted that "the danger is that when a man is fixed, and knows that his
OWnguilt is detected, he purchases impunity by falsely accusing others."91
A criminal had incentives to commit perjury, which clearly affected the
reliability of his testimony. As a result, "the crown witness system led to
one of the earliest manifestations of what came to be the laws of criminal
evidence, the corroboration rule."92 In trials before 1735, Langbein noted,
"evidentiary rules that later came to distinguish Anglo-American trial
procedure were scarcely to be observed. By [the mid-1700s] ... the tone
of the criminal trial began to change in subtle ways that, in retrospect, appear
to us to foreshadow the rise of adversary procedure and the law of
evidence."93 The beginnings of the corroboration rule was one of these
changes. By 1751,a mandatory corroboration rule was in place as a directed
verdict standard, and judges dismissed cases without hearing the defense



if the prosecution was solely founded on uncorroborut.cel crown witness
testimony.94The precedent for the rule was Rex v. Atwood & Robbin,\' (1788),
which made such evidence admissible "under such directions and observations
from the Court as the circumstances of the case may require, to say whether
they think it sufficiently credible to guide their decision in the case."95 Here
we see the beginnings of what has developed into the often detailed instructions
to the jury by judges regarding the rules of evidence.

A standard practice under ti}e crown witness program was to set up a
competition between suspected criminal gang members. The one who offered
the most evidence against the largest number of potential criminals would
win the competition and receive exemption from prosecution; the losers
generally had to admit guilt. The courts became concerned over the use of
such confessions and in 1783 ruled that they would give "no credit" to a
confession "forced from the mind by the flattery of hope, or by the torture
of fear."96 This case provided the precedent for the confession rule, which

presaged the future of the Anglo-American law of evidence. It was an "exclu-
sionary rule." Like most of the rest of the remarkable structure that would be
erected in the name of the law of evidence over the next decades, the confession
rule worked by excluding from the trial jury concededly probative information
for fear that the jury lacked the ability to evaluatethe reliability of the informa-
tionproperly.Howeveraccustomedwe havesincebecome to this wayofhandling
criminal adjudicationwe must remain awarethat it was a recent invention... and
one whose origins have yet to be explained.97

The explanation lies in forces set in motion hundreds of years earlier and
is reflected in the transformation from a system of privately enforced
customary tort law to publicly produced criminal law. Each change initiated
by government created problems that required additional change. When
law is deliberately designed, whether well-intended or not, there will always
be manifestations that the designers did not anticipate. When some of those
manifestations prove to be undesirable, new rules are designed, which will
also have unanticipated consequences.

Criminal Trials. By the mid-sixteenth century, familiarity with the crime
was no longer required to be a jury member.98 Langbein suggested that
"this transformation of the active medieval juries into the passive court-
room triers is among the greatest mysteries of English legal history, still
no better understood than [a century ago] ."99But it really is no great mystery
when we realize that the recognition of duty to perform law enforcement

functlon!i Wll!inrlglnully built on reMtitutlon and reciprocity. Widespread
orlmlnallzation under the Norman kings ultimately undermined even the
klni'" jury system.

Even as trial by jury developed, such trials were not at all like what
W. see today: "well into the eighteenth century when the old Bailey
[London's criminal court] sat, it tried between twelve and twenty felony
0.'1'8 per day, and provincial assizes operated with similar dispatch. . ..
How could the Old Bailey of the 1730s process a dozen and more cases
to full jury trial in one day, whereas in modem times the average jury trial
requires several days of court time?" 100

In 1730 London, it was common to empanel two twelve-man juries to
try all the roughly 150 felony cases in a session of Old Bailey (royal assizes
typically empaneled a single jury that heard all cases). The juries' sittings
were staggered so that one could hear evidence on a series of cases while
the other was out deliberating on other cases. Many cases lasted only a
few minutes, with little evidence presented, and little dispute. Most jurors
were experienced, having served before, so judicial instruction of the jury
was perfunctory.IOI

Judges had a great deal of control over the juries and the trial in general.
A judge often acted as an examiner, questioning the accused and the
witnesses and commenting at will on the merits of a case. Jurors ques-
tioned the accused and witnesses and made observations about facts, the
oharacter of witnesses, and so on. There was also a good deal of com-
munication between the judge and the jurors. A judge could terminate
• case prior to a verdict and remit the accused to jail if he believed that
the jury was leaning toward an improper verdict or if it was clear that
relevant evidence was not being provided. Judges could also direct' 'the
Jury to find a special verdict. "102 The jury might not follow the judge's
directions, but in issuing such a statement the judge opened up new
options. For instance, "it was open to the judge to reject a proffered
verdict, probe its basis, argue with the jury, give further instruction and
require redeliberation. "103 There are records of juries deliberating further
and altering their verdicts as well as of juries persisting in their original
finding. This judicial power did not imply that juries were forced to find.1 the judge wanted, but they had a second chance if the judge disagreed
with them.

Evidence was likely to be accurate in seventeenth- and eighteenth-century
criminal trials since it was not unusual for a trial to take place within a
week of the crime when witnesses' recollections were relatively fresh. Also,



the accused will virtually always be the most efficient puulhlo wltn••• at a
criminal trial. Even when he has a solid defense, the accused hilI ullulllly been
close to the events in question, close enough to get himself prosecuted.104

The accused had no option but to speak in his own defense, because there
were no defense lawyers to speak for him,105which brings us to the major
explanation for the pace of criminal trials before the mid-eighteenth century.

The accused was forbidden counsel. ... The victim or other complaining
witness, sometimesaided by constableand by the justice of the peace, performed
the role we now assignto the publicprosecutor,gatheringevidenceand presenting
at the trial. As a result,jury trial was not yetprotractedby the motions,maneuvers
and speeches of counsel that afflict the modem triaJ.1°6

The entry of lawyers into criminal trials would be a major factor in altering
virtually all of the characteristics that facilitated the rapid disposition of
criminal cases.

Criminal Lawyers. Lawyers where employed by the government as
prosecutors in a long series of "State Trials" involving political crimes like
treason, and also in some important criminal cases. By the mid-1730s,
victims had begun to employ private prosecution attorneys. Prosecution
counsel were not used in great numbers, and they did not significantly change
the character of criminal trials, but there was a significant consequence
to their participation.107 Judges began to allow defense counsel if prosecution
counsel was employed, and defense counsel had a tremendous impact on
the criminal trial.

The primary defense counsel role was in cross-examination,108 and a
number of structural changes in criminal trials are directly traceable to
that process. First, access to the accused was sharply limited. Second, the
counsel had to know what the case for the prosecution was in order to defend
his client. Consequently, "In place of the rambling altercation that had
persisted into the practice of the early eighteenth century, the criminal trial
underwent that articulation into prosecution and defense 'cases' that so
characterizes adversary procedure."109 Third, the demarcation of prosecution
and defense cases meant that the burden of "proof could be recognized
and defense motions for directed verdict at the conclusion of the prosecu-
tion case could come into play."110Fourth, the possibility of remaining silent
to avoid self-incrimination became an option and ultimately a privilege.
The idea that a defense was not necessary unless the prosecution had fully
demonstrated guilt was forming.I1l Finally, excluding evidence became a

llanltlcant l!ulUe:"the ntct'.'I,\'ury con,'It'qutnce of (allowing defense counsel]
WI. that objections to the admissibility of evidence were much more
hquently taken, [and] the attention of the judges were directed to the subject
of evidence." 112

The two judicial changes of rules of evidence and defense counsel quickly
Mlan to feed on one another. Defense counsel called on the existing rules
of evidence and questioned the admissibility of evidence not covered in
1M 8rst rules. At the insistence of defense counsel, judges' attention became
IIcreasingly focused on issues of evidence; and the rules of evidence began

; "evolve into the complex result we rely on today. "These adaptations were
.Iant as patches, applied for the purpose of repairing the inherited

" .,.tem .... No one could have foreseen that adversary procedure harbored
; an inner dynamic toward complexity so relentless that it would ultimately

finder criminal jury trial unworkable as a routine dispositive procedure." 113
Alternatives to the jury trial became necessary.

",a Bargaining. Beginning in 1586, a gradual increase in guilty pleas
appears in the assize records. Many of those pleas involved altered indict-
ments to allow for less severe punishment than would have been required

.\U1derthe original charges.Il4 Cockburn has proposed two reasons for what
•Illy have been informal plea bargain arrangements. First, the government
,.WlI trying to avoid loss of forfeitures as a consequence of acquittals, so
". and judges preferred to obtain a conviction on lesser charges. Second,
"the assize system, with its fixed schedule and inability to guarantee the
attendance of trial jurors and local magistrates, was peculiarly incapable
·fII absorbing increases in judicial business. When such increases occurred
IUddenly, as they apparently did on at least three occasions in Elizabeth's
"tan, traditional trial procedures came under intolerable pressure."Il5 On

ithe other hand, in London before the end of the eighteenth century, "so rapid
was trial procedure that the court was under no pressure to induce jury

, .ivers. We cannot find a trace of plea bargaining in the Old Bailey in
Ch.se years." 116In all likelihood, the same cyclical forces that put pressure
on all the other aspects of the criminal justice process led to some plea
bargaining, but it is also likely that the summary character of criminal trials
meant that plea bargaining generally was not necessary. The question
becomes, why has widespreaduse of plea bargaining developed rather than
tome other solution to the problem of crowded court dockets?

In Anglo-Saxon law, the victim prosecutor was free to pursue and
, prosecute, but he was also free not to. Even after criminal law mandated



that individuals prosecute, some simply chose to ignore such uuthorltarian
law. As public officials, particularly JPs, began to do pre-trial preparation
of prosecution, the discretion to pursue prosecution appears to have passed
to them. Under the crown witness competition, for instance, JPs could
exempt guilty criminals from prosecution in exchange for testimony. It was
a relatively small step to exempt a criminal from prosecution for some crime
in exchange for a guilty plea to another crime.ll7

Another factor in the natural selection of plea bargaining was the long
tradition of the guilty plea. Indeed, under Anglo-Saxon law, the fine paid
was less if an offender admitted his guilt than if he tried to conceal it. Given
prosecutorial discretion, however, "the guilty plea had an intrinsic con-
venience that pointed the Anglo-American system towards a nontrial
procedure once jury trial had undergone the transformation that stripped
it of its former efficiency." 118

Another factor leading to plea bargaining was the insistence on trial by
jury rather than by judge. Recall that juries initially were resisted as they
were used to expand the power of the kings, but distrust of judges also
was substantial. In the context of the criminal law as it developed to assist
the kings, mistrust for one of the kings' institutions, juries, was clearly
not as great as mistrust for another, royal judges. Juries became widely
viewed as the only potential safeguard against the further manipulation of
law enforcement for the political or financial benefit of the kings.

One other factor helps explain the ease with which plea bargaining was
adopted. Thomas Green suggested: "One might conjecture that so long
as the Crown had a monopoly on punishment, that punishment would be
very severe."1l9 Indeed, "as the emphasis shifted from restitution to the
victim ... to punishment for alleged crimes committed 'against the state,'
the punishment exacted by the state became more and more severe." 120Facts
in capital cases that involved restitution in pre-Norman times, such as
unplanned homicide and nonviolent thefts, were frequently manipulated
by inquisitional juries to prevent capital punishment, thus blunting royal
criminallaw.l2l Jury mitigation continued and became particularly impor-
tant during the seventeenth century political trialS.122Jury mitigation reflects
a longstanding precedent for reducing the severity of punishment in certain
cases. Plea bargaining was another way to mitigate punishment.

There was considerable conflict over what punishment should be. Many
judges and juries showed reluctance to impose severe physical punishments;
others advocated such punishment. Lon Fuller pointed to the fact that restitu-
tion had two important consequences that promoted social harmony and

matinwlnod Nuclalorder: I) It tended to reNtore the victim and eliminate his
de.ire thr violent revenge, and 2) it benetited the offender in that he bought
back the "peace" and his place in society.123Indeed, the creation of criminal
law appears to have generated greater social disorder precisely because victims
were no longer "restored" to their original level of satisfaction and therefore
became more likely to demand severe physical punishment.

Punishment by Imprisonment. Prisons, or gaols, were used on a small
Icale as early as the tenth century to detain individuals accused of an offense
but awaiting trial. But the Anglo-Saxons did not consider prison to be an
appropriate punishment. It would force the offender to be idle, making it
difficult for him to pay his restitution, and it would be costly to the
community. By Henry II's time, detention prisons were becoming quite
oommon as trials increasingly had to wait for the arrival of an itinerant
judge. Henry III used prisons to prepare an offender to pay a fine. Indeed,
Imprisonment as a form of punishment arose chiefly in conjunction with
the refusal to pay an amercement. Prisons were also used to force those
accused of crimes to plead. Such individuals were put in prison and piled
with chains and stones until they either agreed to plead or died.

Jails were not publicly financed. Sheriffs or others who obtained the
rlght to run a jail, frequently by paying a fee to the crown, earned their
Income by levying fees on prisoners and selling them special accommoda-
tlons.124As the use of prisons expanded, in many cases the king's justices
no longer needed to threaten imprisonment to generate revenues. In these
oases, of course, the profits from justice arose by keeping someone in prison.

"Houses of correction" were first established under Elizabeth to punish
and reform able-bodied poor who refused to work.125A "widespread concern
tor the habits and behavior of the poor" is often cited as the reason for
the poor laws regarding vagrancy and the establishment of facilities to
Ilreform" the idle poor by confining them and forcing them to work at hard
labor.126But Chambliss reported that "there is little question but that these
ltatutes were designed for one express purpose: to force laborers (whether
personally free or unfree) to accept employment at a low wage in order to
Insure the landowner an adequate supply of labor at a price he could afford
to pay."127Such laws clearly reflected the transfer function of government.

The evolution of imprisonment is closely intertwined with the rise and
. decline of transportation. A 1597 Elizabethan act established the transpor-

tation option, and transportation of some criminals to various British colonies
loon followed. Pardons could now be granted subject to the acceptance



of transportation, and merchants transported healthy criminuhl to lell them
into indentured servitude. After 1670, however, the system began to run into
a number of problems. The colonies protested as the number of convicted
felons sent to them increasedPs The transportation system was easily
interrupted during periods of war, and j ails were so small that interruptions
in the system caused significant overcrowding.

A postwar crisis in crime arose in 1713,1714, and 1715,at the same time
that a change in the character of government occurred. The new govern-
ment was anxious to gain support of powerful political elements, many of
which were concerned about crime. Faced with a rising number of criminals,
the new regime was "strong enough, both politically and financially, to
ensure that any new powers they were granted could be put into effect.
One result was the Transportation Act of 1718."129England had undergone
a significant "financial revolution" during the previous twenty years that
had substantially expanded the government's revenue sources and its ability
to tap them. Thus, the new government was willing to commit funds to
crime control in order to meet the demands of powerful political interests.
In fact, the eighteenth century witnessed a gradual increase in government
financing of many aspects of criminal law, as it declined as a revenue source
relative to other forms of revenue and as crime problems grew. Finally,
the 1718Transportation Act committed the treasury to pay for transporting
criminals to the American colonies.

The transportation of criminals reached its peak in the 1750s and 1760s,
and faith in its deterrent effect began to wane in the face of a series of wars
and crime crises. Houses of correction had been used to "reform" vagrants
and some criminals by subjecting them to hard labor, and influential voices
advocated that such arrangements be used more extensively for criminals.
On top of the growing political pressure, the American Revolution suddenly
completely closed the American colonies to transportation. Parliament
approved confinement at hard labor for prisoners liable to transportation
in 1776. The London merchant community was a major supporter of the
bill because convicts were to be used to dredge sand and gravel from the
Thames to improve navigation on the river. The prisoners were to be housed
on ships in the river, called hulks.

The hulks program was hardly imprisonment in a pure form; it had undoubtedly
grown out of the experience of transportation of which it was conceived as a
temporary substitute. . .. Nevertheless it was a form of incarceration with hard
labor, and many of the practices established to punish and manage the convicts

on bonrd tho !lhlp~anticipated fundamental u!lpect~of the penitentiary as it was
to be conceived 10 both theory und practice within a few years.130

Prisoners wore uniforms, for example, whipping was allowed for misbehav-
Ior, ~nd inmates could earn early release for good behavior.

Pnsons were soon seen as institutions that did more to corrupt men than
to reform them, and demands were made for prison reform. The Peniten-
tiary Act of 1779 was passed, supposedly because conditions in hulks had
become "hideous" and the mortality rate was quite high. Perhaps a more
important factor, however, was the security problem; battles between pris-
oners an.d their ~e~pers had erupted, and several men had escaped.B1 But
the act dId.no~eliminate or change conditions on the hulks, which remained
the o~y sIgmficant alternative to transportation. The legislation dictated
that pnsons be const~cted ';herein 'prisoners could be held in solitary con-
tlnement, thus re~ucm~ the mt~raction between prisoners and reducing the
cha~ce. of orgamz~~ nots. Pnsoners were to be subject to hard labor,
dlsclplI~e, and relIgIOUSinstruction. But the prisons were not built.

, S?ldiers returning from the American war brought another crime crisis,
puttmg tremendous pressure on the existing system of punishment. The
hulks and houses of correction were expensive to operate, and costs were
riling. The hulks could not absorb the "skyrocketing" convictions of the
"riod and penitentiaries were not being built.B2 Finally, in 1786, political

. J'ressure forced the. government to act. Despite heavy costs, the cabinet
obose to transport pnsoners to Botany Bay in New South Wales Australia 133
~d transportation again became the most important pUnishme~t altemati~e.
1 ~ut go~e~ent had demonstrated a willingness to bear large costs to
;~msh cnmma1~ and to use prisons as punishment. What was required was
i .larger economIC resources and more concentrated and activist political
power and ... [even] greater participation of the state in the administration
of, . "134 B. J~stIce. y the early 1800s, imprisonment was the major form of
'pums?ment for felons, and parliamentary actions in 1823, 1865, and 1877
•.ItfeCtIvely transformed England's system of punishment into a public prison
.,I)'stem financed by tax revenues.

,,"hlic Police. Pursuit of criminals and protection from them remained
.• duty of all private citizens, perhaps with the assistance (or the coercive
_ing) o~semi-o~ficial s~eriffs and IPs, at least until the nineteenth century.
(Iut ,as ~~e and mcome mcreased, private citizens began hiring specialists.
\legmmng m about 1500,private individuals or organizations paid watchmen,



and private "thief-takers" (bounty hunters) pursued and captured onenders
and recovered property in order to obtain rewards offered by individuals
and private groups.135

The reliance on private policing changed modestly in 1737 when George
II began paying some London and Middlesex watchmen with tax monies.
In addition, Henry Fielding's system required people to seek out and
apprehend suspects, assist in the retaking of goods, patrol, and infiltrate
gangs. In the early 1750s, he began <,>rganizinga force of quasi-professional
constables who came to be known as the "Bow Street Runners. "136Because
Fielding was a magistrate of the court, this group had some "public"
status, and their income came from rewards for criminal apprehensions.
By 1792, seven other magistrate offices in the London area had organized
similar operations, and in 1805 the Bow Street organization formed a
horse patrol for areas on the outskirts of London. William Wooldridge
observed: "Fielding continuously agitated for governmental financial
assistance so his platoon could be regularly salaried ... [but] Englishmen
opposed on principle the idea of public police during Fielding's lifetime.
They feared the relation between police and what is known now as the
police state. "137

In 1822, Robert Peel was appointed Home Secretary. Peel believed that
"you cannot have good policing when responsibility is divided,"138 and
that the only way to consolidate responsibility was through government.
But it took Peel some time to actually set up a public police department.
Even after Parliament gave Peel the authority and financing to form a London
metropolitan police department in 1829, there was substantial opposition
from the populace. Englishmen knew that the French public police,
established in 1667, had always provided the king with detailed informa-
tion about citizens and that, even after the Revolution, police had opened
mail, controlled the press, and made arrests and imprisonments without
trialP9 Napoleon ultimately grew to fear the power of his minister of police,
but the system remained intact through much of the nineteenth century.
In an effort to alleviate the fears of the English, Peel's police officers wore
identifiable uniforms so they could not secretly spy on citizens. But citizens
remained concerned, and they were apparently justified. Between 1829 and
1831, for example, 3,000 of the 8,000 public police officers hired were fired
for "unfitness, incompetence, or drunkenness." 140The officers were referred
to as "Peel's bloody gang" or "blue devils."141

Once the institution of public police was in place, it was gradually
transformed. A plain-clothes detective unit was established after ten years,

und by 1863 the visible truncheon had been udded to the policeman's attire.
Public police were in other cities and boroughs by 1835and were established
in the counties between 1839 and 1856. Substantial opposition prevented
the full-scale development of public police for some time, but support
gradually increased in the face of cyclical upsurges in crime. And once
powerful individuals and groups began to see that they could shift the
cost of their own protection to taxpayers, special interest support for public
police began to groW.142Public police were not nearly as effective as their
supporters had hoped, however, so private citizens still relied on private
police and protection.143

Public Prosecution. Englishmen also resisted public prosecution because
"a private prosecutorial system was necessary to check the power of the
Crown. If not so limited, the power of criminal prosecution could be used
for politically oppressive purposes."144 Gradually, central government
officials expanded their power in prosecution of "political" crimes, and
by the late nineteenth century a "limited system of governmental prosecu-
tion" was in place.I45 The Public Prosecutions Office was formed, which
began playing a small role in criminal prosecution. But even today only
a small portion of criminal cases are actually prosecuted by that office;
most of its work is reviewing the charges that the director approves prior
to prosecution.

Considerable power in prosecutorial management had accrued to JPs
during and after the Fielding era, but they apparently preferred not to
personally perform the trial prosecution function. That role remained largely
in victims' hands, and JPs tended to delegate their evolving trial prosecutorial
or testimonial duties to constables. Of course, private victims received no
restitution, and they bore substantial costs in fees, time, and trouble. It
was not surprising when many citizens became willing to yield the prose-
cution role to someone else. Fear of public prosecution was primarily
directed at the central government, so a localized bureaucracy was the natural
government organization to take on such duties. Thus, "police departments
instituted the policies of receiving the complaints of crime victims, inves-
tigating the charges, and if prosecution was believed appropriate, bringing
the charges against the offender and managing the prosecution within their
own office." 146Police officers were soon conducting prosecutions in court,
including presenting charges, examining witnesses, addressing the magi-
strate, and arguing with the defense counsel.147



Public prosecution in England required a legal t1etlon. however. Under
common law, prosecution is still private: "English common law maintains
that police officers are not distinct from the general body of citizens ...
therefore, when a police officer initiates a criminal proceeding he is legally
acting not by virtue of his office but as a private citizen interested in the
maintenance oflaw and order." 148Theoretically, then, the vestiges of Anglo-
Saxon law's reliance on private prosecution remains.149

CONCLUSIONS
The common law system we have inherited was largely shaped, not by some
desire to organize society in the "public interest," but by the self-interested
goals of kings, their bureaucrats, and powerful groups in England. One
response to this might be: "So what? We now live in a representative
democracy; there is no longer a powerful king, so our representatives can
now shape the legal system to benefit the public at large." There are two
problems with this argument.

1) Imposed Order vs. Spontaneous Order. Under customary law, "the
spontaneous order arises from each element balancing all the various factors
operating on it and by adjusting all its various actions to each other, a balance
which will be destroyed if some of the actions are determined by another
agency on the basis of different knowledge and in the service of different
ends." 150The common law system that our representative democracy
inherited was already flawed by a long history of "direct commands" that
were intended to be "in the service of different ends." Furthermore, legislated
rules determined on the basis of incomplete knowledge continue to alter
the natural evolution of law and order. We have examined only a small part
of the transition from customary to authoritarian law, and the most dramatic
changes may have occurred in the twentieth century. Berman contended,
for instance, that basic customary postulates are being undermined as
Western societies have turned toward collectivism in the law, with an
emphasis on state or public property, limitations on contractual freedom,
and so on.151Entirely new areas of government law have come into being
during this century, such as labor-management relations, securities regula-
tion, public housing, and social security. So pervasive are the processes
of government rule creation that Lon Fuller was led to conclude:

Now the tendem..;, IN to cunvert every lbrm of !Iocilllorder into an exercise of
the authority of the state. '" legislation. adjudication, and administrative
direction, instead of being perceived as distinctive interactional processes, are
all seen as unidirectional exercises of state power. Contract is perceived, not
II a source of "law" or social ordering in itself, but of something that derives
Its whole significance from the fact that the courts of the state stand ready to
enforce it. Custom is passed over in virtually complete silence... and is viewed
by legal scholars as becoming worthy of attention only when it is recognized
by the courts and thus has been converted into "law."152

This may seem surprising in light of historical events leading to the estab-
lishment of an independent nation in the United States. But when the

, 'Western countries rejected the power of the monarchy, they did not reject
the idea that government was the supreme source of law, and therefore,
of social order.

2) Facilitating Interaction vs. Facilitating Transfers. The fact that govern-
ment law has taken over as much as it has is not a reflection of the superior
efficiency of representative government in making or enforcing law that
facilitates interaction. It is, rather, a reflection of government's general
purpose of transferring wealth to those with political power. Government
power to coerce is needed to accomplish transfers. Under customary law,
individuals had reciprocal incentives to recognize their rules of obligation
and to participate in enforcement of such rules. The adversarial nature of
authoritarian law that pits group against group in the taking/transfer process
promotes disorder rather than order. Indeed, under government law,
individuals have incentives not to participate in a cooperative effort to main-
tain order.

The expressed aim of government officials in a representative democracy
may not be the accumulation and centralization of power, but that is a
necessary consequence of the process as it has evolved within the institu-
tions developed by medieval kings. Whether the government producing law
is a totalitarian king or a representative democracy, power is centralized
and coercion is used to impose rules beneficial to some upon the rest of
the population. Government is still a wealth transfer mechanism.

1. Military power is still a major consideration in many places (e.g., the
Philippines, Nicaragua, EI Salvador, Lebanon), and military-liketerrorism
is an important political factor.
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LAW AND JUSTICE AS A
POLITICAL MARKET

Many of the public institutions of our modern enterprise of law were
developed to facilitate monarchs' efforts to centralize and consolidate their

!power. These institutions operate today in a representative democracy.
Nonetheless, government actions still reflect responses to the demands of
politically active pressure groups. This claim is not new. Indeed, the political
nature of and interest group influence on the justice system have been
recognized by many.! James Eisenstein reported:

One point should be unmistakably clear: the legal process is an integral part
of the political process. It not only displays the major characteristics of the
political system in recruitment, operation, and impact, but appears to playa
particularly crucial role in shaping patterns of who gets what. Because it is
intimately bound up in the legitimate use of coercive force in society, it lies
at the heart of politics.2

Because the legal system allocates costs and benefits of the political system,
parties in interest have strong incentives to try to influence the inputs to
and outcomes of the legal system.

Political pressure groups playa significant role in determining legal policy
emanating from the legislative process. In fact, as Rhodes pointed out, "as

. far as crime policy and legislation are concerned, public opinion and
attitudes are generally irrelevant. The same is not true, however, of
Ipecifically interested criminal justice publics, particularly in the politics



of legislation."3 What gets defined as criminal hchuv\or hy "ttltute, for
instance, is the result of a political process. One must underHtand this
political process in order to understand crime.4

Interest group pressure influences more than the legislative definition
of criminal activities and sanctions. All areas of law are subject to interest
group manipulation through the legislative process. Furthermore, once laws
are passed, the administration of justice is also influenced by interest groups.
After all, the mere legislative passage of rules does not provide any guidance
or incentive for enforcement. Attempts will be made to influence the courts,
the police, the prosecutors, and the rest of the administrative system to
assure that the laws each group desires are enforced.

Special interest views of government have been around for a long time,
but it has only been recently that attempts were made to develop any formal
rigorous theory of special interest government.5 George Stigler's work was
probably one of the most influential contributions, although he drew his
thoughts from many previous examinations of the political process.6 Stigler
described government regulation as a supply-and-demand process, with
interest groups on the demand side and legislative representatives and their
political parties on the supply side. Several theorists have expanded on this
perception by examining the demand or supply sides of the exchange. One
question of interest is what is being demanded by interest groups and
supplied by the government.

Those who adopt the interest group theory of government assume that the
object of interest group demand is a transfer of wealth? This view might
be somewhat misleading if it is interpreted to imply that individuals become
involved in interest group activities only if they can gain or. avoid losing
monetary or physical wealth. Many who are active in the political arena
gain little or no personal monetary wealth from their efforts. Rather, they
gain considerable satisfaction by influencing the outcome of the political
process so that it more closely meets their view of what the "public interest"
should be. Of course, if "wealth" is more broadly defined to mean well-
being or satisfaction, there is little cause for confusion. Nonetheless, let
us define the objects of interest group demand and the functions of govern-
ment law as: 1) the assignment of property rights and 2) enforcement of
each property rights assignment.s Property rights specify the "norms of
behavior" that persons must observe while interacting with one another.9

In duing HU,thoy "convoy the right to benetit or harm oneself or others." 10

In other WOrdH,property right8 dictate the distribution of wealth and changes
in property rights transrer wealth. In addition, the concept of property rights
encompasses all law, even criminal statutes, which defme or attenuate various
IIhuman rights" as well as rights over material property. Governments govern
by creating and enforcing rights and by modifying and changing rights as
wealth transfers are instituted.ll

. INTEREST GROUP DEMANDS

·lcialer contended that interest groups demand favorable treatment from their
political representatives. This political market distributes favors to those
with the highest effective demand. A small interest group with a large per
OIpita stake tends to dominate a larger group with more diffused interests
because of the relationship between group size and the cost of obtaining

. t.vorable political treatment. Two costs are involved. The first is the cost
1, of infonnation. Voting for legislative representatives is infrequent and usually

ooncerned with a package of issues, so individuals must incur costs to
become informed about particular issues and politicians. This investment

,A. not worthwhile unless the expected gains in rights, or the potential loss
'Of rights due to the demands of other interest groups, are relatively largeP
. There are also costs of organizing. Individuals must first recognize their
Interest (obtain information) and then organize to express that interest to
politicians and bureaucrats. The expression of interests includes mobiliz-
IDa votes and money as well as informing government officials of the group's
.sires and political strengths (lobbying). These organizing costs tend to
rile faster than group sizeP

Posner added to Stigler's interest group theory with a more detailed
discussion of the costs of organization in the context of the theory of cartels
and the free rider problem.14 There are two major costs of cartelization:
1) arriving at an agreement and 2) enforcing an agreement. Potential

i members of an interest group view the cost of organizing to seek beneficial
rtahts assignments as an investment. Individuals are likely to make this
investment if they do not have a more attractive alternative investment. Thus,
the expected net per capital gain from participation in interest group activities
wUl be compared to other investments by individuals.

Once a potential interest group has reached an agreement on objectives
and strategies, each member has the incentive to avoid paying his full share,
lither monetarily or in terms of time. Such organizations tend to break



down because of the free rider problem.'~ The free rider problem explains
the observation that small groups may be effective in obtaining regulatory
benefits while large groups may not be effective. It is easier to organize
an effective interest group and disperse the costs if the interest group is
small. If a potential benefactor refuses to participate in the cooperative effort,
the effort will generally collapse: "Thus all will tend to participate, know-
ing that any defection is likely to be followed promptly by the defection
of the remaining members of the group, leaving the original defector worse
off than if he had cooperated."16

The cost of arriving at an agreement tends to be less when the potential
interest group has homogeneity of interests, so groups with a very narrow
focus are often successful. But groups can be effective even if they have
heterogeneous interests. Stigler pointed out that some members of a group
may have incentives to take the initiative in forming a coalition or in seeking
benefits, despite the lack of support by other benefactors when there is
significant asymmetry among the membersP Laws and criminal enforce-
ment policies can take a variety of forms and can affect potential members
of the interest group differently. Some individuals, therefore, will have strong
incentives to press the group's interests to reflect their views. Stigler argued
that even though small groups can generally organize easier than large
groups, with asymmetry a large group of individuals may be effectively
represented by a few individuals with strong interests.

Pressing this point even further, James Q. Wilson classified the demand
for regulation into three categories. First, with "interest-group politics"
both costs and benefits are narrowly concentrated so groups on both sides
of an issue organize and compete. Second, "client politics" applies when
benefits of a policy are concentrated but costs are widely dispersed, so only
one group makes demands on the political system. Finally, "entrepreneurial
politics" describes a situation in which benefits of a policy are dispersed
but a "skilled entrepreneur" serves as a "vicarious representative of groups
not directly part of the legislative process."18

While such a breakdown is useful for a more complete understanding
of the political process, the term "interest group" will be used here to refer
to all organizations that apply political pressure in an effort to generate
a governmental change in property rights. This does not mean that all interest
group members or their representatives are motivated solely by selfish
interests. In fact, while potential self-interest motives can often be iden-
tified for groups seeking changes in law, many firmly believe that the changes
they demand are in the "public interest." As Wilson noted, "a complete

theury of regulation polltlcM-lndeed, a cumplete theory of politics
•• nerally-requires that attention be paid to beliefs as well as interests."19
Of course, the "public interest" is a normative concept. It is what each
individual believes it to be, and his perception is often affected by his own
,elf-interests. Nevertheless, using "interest group" to describe all political
pressure groups should not imply any negative judgments about the members
of such groups.

How do interest groups make their demands effective? Posner listed three
bases for interest groups' political strength: 1) favorable treatment can be
rewarded by the members' votes; 2) monetary payments (i.e., campaign
IOntributions) can be made to obtain favorable rights assignments; and
3) rights are "awarded to groups that are able to make credible threats to

....retaliate with violence (or disorder, or work stoppage, or grumbling) if
:lOciety does not give them favorable treatment."20 Interest groups with
··,ufficient monetary backing may also effectively obtain their desired ends
through litigation. For example, interest groups that turn to the judicial

. process often believe they do not have enough political power to obtain
Ihe rights assignment they desire from a legislature or bureaucracy. Initiated
~hanges through the courts may yield the desired rights directly, or they
.Ilay indirectly force legislative action.21

Other factors should also be noted. First, Peltzman observed that
.ore than one interest group can obtain benefits from a particular policy,
and interest group coalitions may arise.22 Second, Hirshleifer pointed

t that the enforcement bureaucrats themselves constitute an interest
oup that benefits when laws are passed that must be enforced, and
oae bureaucrats may demand changes.23 Government employees' unions

also likely to playa considerable role in the policy-making process.
gulatory bureaucracies appear to have an advantage over other interest
oups in terms of organizing and lobbying costs because they can often
propriate a portion of their budget to cover some of the costs. 24

hey also have ready access to elected officials who pass laws and
lit budgets, so lobbying costs appear to be relatively low. Public employees'
unions are also at a relative advantage because of their ability to disrupt

rvices that only they can legally provide. Finally, an interest group
y be forced to organize and demand retention of the status quo in
er to avoid losses due to potential changes that benefit another

terest group.25 Thus, the number of interest groups seeking rights
change over time, and the politically dominant interest groups

n change.



Interest groups may target their efforts at several levels of the legal system.
including the legislature, the enforcement bureaucracy, and the judicial
bureaucracy. In theory, these governmental organizations might be expected
to respond to interest group demands in different ways. Peltzman assumed
that the utility-maximizing behavior of politicians could be predicted by
viewing them as majority maximizers.26 He concluded:

1. The legislature will tend to favor the most politically powerful interest
groups.

2. More than one organization may be favored at the expense of others.
3. When there are differences between members of an interest group, the

benefits (or costs) to members that result from a particular rights assign-
ment will differ among members.

4. The favored interest group will not be favored to the extent that it could
be; a legislature never acts as a perfect broker for a single interest group.

Because legislators wish to meet the marginal conditions of the political
exchange, Stigler and his followers argue that this transfer process should
efficiently accomplish what it is designed to do. Posner concluded:

A corollary of the economic theory of regulation is that the regulatory process
can be expected to operate with reasonable efficiency to achieve its ends. The
ends are the product of a struggle between interest groups, but ... it would be
contrary to the usual assumptions of economics to argue that wasteful or
inappropriate means would be chosen to achieve those endsP

So, the interest group theory of government implies that legislators attempt
to efficiently allocate political favors. The political efficiency desired by
legislators is not equivalent to economic efficiency. The theory implies that
the legislature attempts to efficiently meet desires that are in the interests
of small powerful groups rather than the public at large.

Considerable evidence in support of the predicted legislative efforts for
political efficiency has been found in the case of economic legislation.28

Legislators have established many organizational and institutional arrange-
ments in an attempt to achieve this political efficiency. For example, a
legislature could make all decisions itself, as a committee of the whole.
But legislative bodies have high decision-making costs that rise sharply
as the number of decisions increases. Bargaining among a large number
of individuals involves high transactions costs, which rise sharply as the

.lUmber of bargainerN incretlNcN.~uTheret'iJre. a legislature cannot respond
""'clontly by increasing its size. Legislatures delegate primary decision-

king powers to their committees; and political efficiency is improved.
o number of bargainers involved in making each decision is reduced,
d legislators are allowed to specialize. A small number of legislators
orne relatively well versed in a few areas, and they are able to better

tormine the relative strengths of interest groups and group demands. The
ittee system facilitates the logrolling process that is vital for efficiently

pplying interest group desires.
Enforcement (and often rule-making) powers are delegated to bureaucratic
ncies for the same reason that legislatures delegate decision-making
ers to committees, because of the high transactions costs of decision-
'ng in a large group. Of course, when enforcement and rule-making
ers are delegated to agencies, the bureaucrats' incentives must be

mined to see if they prefer to regulate efficiently. These authorities can
seen as firms producing a service-the enforcement of legislatively deter-
ned property rights assignments. Niskanen's model of the exchange of
reaucratic services for a budget has been modified to fit the supply of
perty rights in the context of the special interest theory of government.30

e model predicts that bureaucrats generally have incentives to over-enforce
d to produce any level of enforcement inefficiently. Legislators, in turn,
auld attempt to force bureaucrats to produce in a politically efficient
nner by using various control devices.
The term "over-enforcement" is not intended to imply that the law

. forcement bureaucracies are arresting too many criminals and punishing
om too severely. It means that whatever rights assignments are supported
powerful political interests will be over-enforced. For example, if powerful

terest groups obtain more rights for the accused or for prisoners, those
hts will be enforced more diligently than the legislature would prefer.
is could mean fewer arrests and less severe punishment than is politically
timal from the legislature's point of view. Bureaucratic agencies also will

try to inefficiently enforce rights by spending a larger budget per unit of
nforcement than is necessary, if they can appropriate part of the budgets
located by the legislature for their own benefit. A bureaucratic manager
ight use a portion of his discretionary budget, for example, to improve

is office environment or enlarge his staff.
Constraints do exist to force relatively efficient behavior among

bureaucrats. Assume that legislators have only two functions: 1) choos-
ing the appropriate rights assignments and 2) controlling enforcement



bureaucracies. Legislators' time and staff must be allocated between these
two functions while attempting to maintain political support. In this case,
a typical legislator's majority is a function of the amount of time he
spends assessing demand conditions to determine rights assignments, the
property rights assignments he selects, and the net benefits to favored interest
groups (net ofthe losses to others) that result from the enforcement of the
rights. The net benefits are a function of the level of enforcement that the
legislature allows.

A legislator's choices are not quite this simple, but the implication is
that a lawmaker's vote-maximizing efforts are subject to constraints. Actual
budget allocations approach politically optimal allocations as more of a
legislator's time is directed to controlling bureaucrats. Time available for
assessing relative interest group demands decreases, however, as a legislator
spends more time scrutinizing bureaucratic performance. Therefore,
legislators face a trade-off, and some bureaucratic inefficiency and over-
enforcement is anticipated. As one former state legislator remembered:

When, as a young man, I went to the state legislature as a freshman member,
I was utterly confounded by the amount of time devoted to sorting out special-
interest legislation. . ..

In any stable of interest groups an individual legislator must please, there
are two types of horses: those whom he must not actively antagonize and who
can be induced to support or at least be neutral about his candidacy and those
who actively help his election either by delivering voters or by delivering money
that can be used to deliver voters.

In the service of the second group, the average legislator uses up all of his
personal credit, political credit and most of his creative energy and time. . ..
It is not possible to initiate programs; the most we can expect is for legislators
to react to programs.3!

Clearly, monitoring the performance of bureaucrats is not high on the typical
legislator's list when it comes to allocation of his time and effort.
Nonetheless, there should also be evidence oflegislative efforts to control
law enforcers.

One important legislative control device is the maintenance of alternative
sources of enforcement. When the legislature has different enforcement
authorities to choose from, then bureaucrats are forced to compete for the
enforcement budget. In effect, each agency faces relatively elastic demand.
In this case, the bureaucrats' budget requests and enforcement levels are
closer to the legislators' optimal budget and enforcement.

One other impliclIllull nf thl. thlOrctlcal model of property rights enfurce-
ment must be streliNed. Becaulle bureaucratic salaries or perquisites are
directly related to output level and budget size, it follows that bureaucrats
often find it rewarding to shift their own demand. This leads to two impor-
tant implications. First, bureaucrats may be willing to use some of their
own resources or their discretionary budget to influence the legislature.
That is, law enforcement bureaucrats constitute interest groups that demand
laws. Second, bureaucrats have incentives to inform lawmakers of the
ttrength and wishes of other interest groups, so they serve as an important
lOurce of information for the legislature.

Of course, because legislatures often delegate rule-making power to
~ureaucrats, interest groups directly pressure bureaucracies for favorable
nahts. The enforcement budget still comes from the legislature, however,
10 bureaucrats must inform the legislature of changes that occur in the
WOrkloadas a consequence of meeting interest group demands. Thus, interest
,roup pressure on bureaucrats is relatively ineffective unless bureaucrats

· Oln persuade the legislature to expand the enforcement budget as a conse-
· quence of such pressure.

The Niskanen type of bureaucratic model only considers the incentives
of the bureau manager to be important and ignores the incentives of the
tank-and-file civil servants. Furthermore, bureau managers may come from

,.¥try different circumstances and have very different goals. In this light,
lames Q. Wilson chose to categorize regulators into three distinguishable
tJut often overlapping groups: 1)careerists "who identify their careers and
·rewards with the agency" so that "the maintenance of the agency and their
,osition within it is of paramount importance"; 2) politicians who "see
themselves as having a future in elective or appointive office outside the
qency" so the enhancement of their image outside the agency provides

, their primary motivation; and 3) professionals whose rewards depend "on
their display of professionally approved behavior and technical competence"
to "organized members of similar occupations" in and outside the agency.32

These considerations can provide insights for understanding bureacratic
, performance, but they do not change the primary predictions of Niskanen's
. model. Wilson's careerists, for instance, are assumed to be most concerned

with avoiding scandal, which is likely to be the only threat to their posi-
tion and their agency. If a careerist is in a position of power, however, he
does not wish to be accused of doing nothing, so he will "proliferate rules
to cover all possible contingencies." Wilson observed that "critics of



regulatory agencies notice this proliferation of rules und lIuppolle that it
is the result of the 'imperialistic' or expansionist instincts of bureaucratic
organizations [a la Niskanen]. Though there are such examples, I am struck
more by the defensive, threat-avoiding, scandal-minimizing instincts of these
agencies."33 So, the same outcome arises but for a different reason. If an
agency has both Niskanen bureaucrats and Wilson careerists, their incen-
tives will complement each other, leading to too many rules that require
a larger bureaucracy and more resources. Furthermore, Niskanen bureau-
crats will strive to avoid scandals. Wilson "politicians" are like Niskanen
bureaucrats in that they will tend to be "energetic advocates of regulation."

Adding Wilson's "professionals" makes a modest contribution to the
predictive power of Niskanen's theory. Professionals in the criminal justice
area, for example, may include lawyers in prosecutors' offices and police
officers. Many attorneys in prosecutors' offices are young and ambitious,
and, Wilson contended, they seek the "maximum display of legal acumen.
The lawyers' opportunities to prove their legal talent in the courtroom or
in other negotiations substantially enhances their market value" for both
prospective private sector employers and other public sector employers.34
These lawyers, therefore, have incentives to "prosecute vigorously," but
they also tend to prosecute certain kinds of crimes and avoid others. Wilson
argued that professionals in law enforcement favor 1) simple cases that
can be investigated and prosecuted in a reasonably brief time in order
to maximize the number of convictions and 2) cases that are designed
to meet the demands of some relatively vocal individual or group.35 If
an agency is dominated by such professionals, laws will be vigorously
enforced if they are easily enforced or if some interest group demands
that they be enforced.

Courts made up of long-term appointee judges can be characterized as a
bureaucracy.36 The constraints and incentives may be different for these
judges than for the police and other law enforcement agencies, but the same
general model can be applied. Judges who are elected for short terms and
are frequently up for re-election may face incentives similar to those of
elected representatives. As West Virginia Supreme Court Justice Richard
Neely observed: "The lower the level of the judge and the shorter his or
her term of office, the more intense his or her political involvement tends
to become:'37 Courts may be very attractive avenues through which to pursue

',••• rellt group goals. They are much less expensive to use and more
>IOClolllllblethan legislatures, so litigants increasingly use courts to initiate
;~ change. Such cases "cause courts to become a terrifying political force
~•• host of vested interests."38
,f' Because the advantages that courts can generate for an interest group

be lost if the judge in power does not favor that group's position, interest
ups actively pursue favorable judicial appointments. As Judge Neely

plained, ''Any concept of merit selection-that is, selection based
lusively on objective standards rather than politics-is chimerical. '"

the final analysis, interest groups are not looking for brilliant lawyers,
are looking for lawyers who will decide cases in their favor."39Courts

t only fit into the special interest/bureaucratic view of the legal system,
f t they are also an integral part of that system.

Most judges are appointed for long tenures, so their incentives are not
'4Ulllke those of other civil servants. Neely contended that "there are four
,"rsonal advantages a ... [judgeship] can offer: income (including all fringe
benefits); power; prestige; and leisure. A fifth may be intrinsically interesting
or worthwhile work, but I would subsume this under the category of
power."40This characterization sounds much like the Niskanen bureaucratic
tDodel, except for the importance of leisure (something easily added to
;triskanen's model as one of the perquisites of office). As Neely explained,
, lawyer's reputation and income depend on winning cases, but a judge's
•• Iary is paid "regardless of whether he is good, mediocre, or abjectly
Incompetent."41 Like civil service bureaucrats, a judge's income is not based

!,onthe quality of his work, and his incentives to efficiently provide quality
,JUstice are relatively weak.

Legislatures, courts, and police are like any other public property; when
ownership rights are not assigned to a good or resource and prices are not
charged to ration its use, the resource is overused and inefficiently allocated.
Publicly owned property is available on a first-come, first-served basis, with
no user charge to discourage those whose desires for using the property
aenerate relatively less welfare than those of others who might come later.
Typical examples of the "tragedy of the commons" include the near extinction
of the buffalo and the whale, the destruction of the eastern forests during
the 1800s, and the crowding of, littering on, and deterioration of public parks,
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beaches, :roadsides, and waterways. The same type of tragedy applies to
legislatures, police, and courts.
Legislation. Laws and bureaucratic enforcement policies are frequently
shaped to reflect the demands of special interest groups, and there is a high
cost associated with organizing most groups. Thus, one might conclude
that the potential benefits must be very large if the group is able to organize
and voice its demands. The commons problem arises once a group has
been organized and the largest cost of applying political pressure has been
overcome. The marginal cost of demanding more laws is extremely low
relative to those initial organizational costs. Thus, organized groups are
likely to demand many more laws that generate far fewer benefits than would
have been sufficient to induce them to organize. Auerbach observed that
laws "have proliferated so rapidly as to suggest (even to lawyers) that
American society is choking from legal pollution;'42 which is to be expected
when the public sector provides a service for which a rationing price is not
levied. This is exemplified in the area of criminal law by the "over-
criminalization" of so-called "victimless" crimes. As David Friedman put it:

People who want to control other people's lives are rarely eager to pay for the
privilege. .., And those on the receiving end-whether of lawsagainst drugs,
laws against pornography, or laws against sex-get a lot more pain out of the
oppression than their oppressors get pleasure. .., So compulsorypuritanism-
"crime without victims'~should be much rarer if [those demanding the laws
have to pay the full cost of the laws].43

Laws against marijuana use, pornography, and prostitution may be on the
books because the laws could be obtained at virtually a zero price, while
the costs of the laws (including enforcement) are shifted to others.

Police. Blumberg argued that approximately 80 percent of police resources
are used up in "social-worker, caretaker, baby-sitter, errand-boy" activities.

44

Many of these activities clearly generate benetit'! fur individuals, but because
the individuals do not bear the ful1 cost, they tend to overuse them. It is
doubtful that people would be as quick to call the police to quiet noisy
neighbors or get cats out of trees if they were responsible for the full cost
of the resources that taxpayers incur, More significantly, there can be
substantial negative externalities from uMlnapolice services in that manner,
because police are then unavailahle Ihr whit may be far more valuable uses.

The seriousness of the commonMprublem with police services is evident
in the direct links that individuulM,nd bUIlne••es have between alarm systems

and the police. MONlIlludl••• of lu"h .y.temN tind a false alarm ratc .
r 95 percent,4:lI,nBeverly HIlIII,California, fur example, a surve o~ 1~~~

. arm calls to whIch police responded found that 99 4 y,rra red 46 Th . percent were not
n. ese false alarms have been attributed to several factors

lUding problems with equipment and subscriber error.47 But the analysi~
re suggests a~other reason. Those using alarm systems do not a
It ~f each polIce response s~ they have no incentive to minimiz~ ~~~:
Ita. therefore, they have no mcentive to minimize the number of f: 1r;:" If,~e u~,rs were liable ror sucb costs. subscribers WQuldm':u:

w~r errors and the alarm companies would see that their e ui
~tbfad~ ~ss frequeutly. B~I the real cusl of these fulse alarms~o~;
th e~n T e outlays fo.rpolIce labor and equipment used in responding

e c s. he opportumty cost of those resources is the alternative mor
uable uses to which the resources could be put to d' e. d . - respon to real
~rge~~Ies; to feter cnme, to produce other goods and services (that is

ce e SIze 0 the tax-supported police system). '
,.. These example~ suggest that the public sector law enforcement s stem
Ilust be large relative to what an optimal system provI'd' 'mil y .uld b S . . mg SI ar servIces

e. peclalmterest groups will demand laws (and th' l'.r h' h h . elr enlorcement)
w IC t e SOCialcosts exceed the social benefits Th

P
o d b 11 . . e government

n s y a ocatmg resources to enforce those laws In dd't' d
the corom bl . . . . a 1 lOn, ueons pro e~ ansmg WIth enforcement resources-the fact that
me governme~t-provlded resources are diverted from uses for which th

ht be more hIghly valued-additional resources will have to be ProVid~
try ~o ~eet ~emands of. the interest groups (including, presumably

man s lor cnme preventIon and protection). '

Durts. Among many others, Chief Justice Burger has complained that
e c.ou~8are overcrowded and that there is an excess demand for the courts'
rvlces. In respons~ ~osuch observations, Mabry, et a1. noted that when

, queue of people waltmg to consume the good is observed that d .
nadterPrice

d
d.

1
49It is ?ecause courts are supposedly available free ol~~argI:

court e ays anse.50

[S]ince demand for free court services exceeds su I "

=~::,::::~~:~;~=~~;~:,e~~::~:f£~;~:E=::
most urgent need to httgate. '"

Since a place in line cannot be sold or exchanged all rr t
essentially ~he.s~me price for use-a price that bears' no r~l~~~:n:h~u~~~~~
urgency of mdlvldual needs or the importance to the p bl' Pu IC.



In the civil courts customers come in competitive pllr., , ,whore the olter-
natives available to at least one of the pair are significantly Ie•• attractive than
the product that can be obtained free from a court. Often the attractiveproducts
that the court delivers free are delay itself or a forum that provides the stronger
litigant with an opportunity to wear out or outgun the opposition ... the nature
of the adversary system leads then to the irrational and needless consumption
of private resources. Whenever opposing sides can match expenditures, enor-
mous amounts of money are spent that secure no improvement at all in the
basic product. When one side cannot match his opponent's expenditure, the
financial power of the stronger side will usually determine the result.51

The waste and inefficiency associated with common access is considerable,
but its consequences for justice are also significant.

One example of the commons problem with the courts is the rapid growth
of malpractice suits. As the size of awards has increased, so have the
incentives to bring suit. The resulting increase in litigation has generated
the external costs of higher legal fees, higher insurance rates (and higher
fees by physicians and others susceptible to malpractice suits), and court
crowding. The plaintiffs in such cases clearly bear only a portion of the costs.

Litigants not only do not pay the full cost of the court's services, but
they often do not pay the full cost of the privately held resources that are
consumed in the process of litigation.52 A plaintiff in a civil suit may pay
his own lawyer's fees, but he does not always pay the defendant's legal fees,
even if the defendant wins. Furthermore, the time associated with such
a case can be more costly than direct legal fees, and a defendant who may
be in the wrong can drag a case on for a long time, forcing higher legal
fees and other costs to the plaintiff. Mabry, et al. concluded that the legal
system encourages trials involving weak cases for plaintiffs and discourages
trials where the plaintiff's case is strong but his anticipated gains or the
resources available for pursuing the case are small. Similarly, suits against
defendants are encouraged where the plaintiff wants to force an out-of-court
settlement. Such cases clearly do not promote justice.

Rationing court services according to willingness to wait creates incen-
tives to misuse the judicial system. "Since parties who are in the wrong
do not want to pay money or be enjoined to do something, disputes are
concocted so that the court will get bogged down and delayed in extracting
payment. ... There are endless examples of nondisputes that are in major
courtS."53 Such considerations led Mabry, et al. to advocate a "loser-pays
rule" for court proceedings, in effect, to alleviate the commons problem.54
Neely apparently agreed, but he also noted that many groups have con-
siderable vested interest in maintaining an inefficient court system:

The waytodUY'NIllwycrN,bUNineN!l-pcoplc,and political community do business
bl predicated on a court Nystemthat allows anyone who alleges a dispute to'0 to court. Anyone who suggests the alternative-that those who abuse the
process be punished-threatens to turn the world of lawyers and their clients
upside down. But the status quo of free access has much more going for it
than just [these] self-interest[s]. . .. What in fact the whole concept of penaliz-
ing frivolous litigation does is threaten the existing distribution of wealth.55

'Thus, reform in the pricing of court services is unlikely.
The same problem applies to criminal cases. A loser-pays system should

·4i.courage criminals from dragging court cases out and discourage
prosecutors and police from bringing cases where evidence is clearly
Insufficient to warrant prosecution. It is not particularly surprising that the
present criminal justice system suffers from the same commons problem
that the civil system faces. In most states and in the federal system, the criminal
court and the civil court are actually the same institution. The excess demands
on the civil court system due to non-price allocation must spill over and
affect the criminal system because they compete for the same resources.

Government Failure. Those who advocate government production are quick
. to point out the externalities associated with markets but, as Thllock pointed

out, the externalities generated by the government process are often ignored.56
The argument presented here is that public production of law and order pro-
duces negative externalities. Police are inefficiently used to produce services
that do not warrant the costs, too many laws are passed, and too many court
cases are brought. The private-public issue is not simply one of detailing the
potential inefficiency of private law and order and opting for public provision.

When the commons problem of public law enforcement services is com-
bined with bureaucratic tendencies to over-produce and inefficiently produce
the resulting output, it becomes obvious that the public production of law
and order is not an efficient substitute for market production. Bureaucratic
over-enforcement precludes political efficiency which, if it were achieved,
would not translate into economic (or allocative) efficiency because of the
commons problem. Beyond that, it must be remembered that government
institutions of law have a different purpose than the institutions of customary
law. Customary law and its institutions facilitate voluntary interaction; govern-
ment law and its institutions facilitate involuntary transfers.
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THE DEMAND SIDE OF THE
POLITICAL MARKET

The proposition that the formation and application of law is largely designed
to meet interest group demands has been made numerous times, particularly
with regard to criminal law. Richard Quinney, for example, stated that
"criminal definitions describe behaviors that conflict with the interests of
the segments of society that have the power to shape public policy," and
"since interests cannot be effectively protected by merely formulating
criminal law, enforcement and administration of the law are required. The
interests of the powerful, therefore, operate in applying criminal defini-
tions."1 Similarly, William Chambliss and Robert Seidman observed:

Deviancy is not a moral issue, it is a political question. No act, nor any set
of acts, can be defined as inherently 'beyond the pale' of community tolerance.
Rather, there are in effect an infinite number and variety of acts occurring in
any society which mayor may not be defined and treated as criminal. Which
acts are so designated depends on the interest of the persons with sufficient
political power and influence to manage to have their views prevail. Once it
has been established that certain acts are to be designated as deviant, then how
the laws are implemented will likewise reflect the political power of the various
affected groups.2

Judge Neely's view is not quite so all-encompassing, as he pointed out that
Anglo-American common law has always made a distinction between
customary law crimes (such as murder, robbery, and rape) and positive-law
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crimes, which "have become crimes exclusively because some group lost
a political battle."3 Developments in criminal law are just as political today
as they were when the breaking of basic customary law was declared a
crime against the king so he could collect revenues. Today the objectives
of criminalization are somewhat less clear because of multiple demands
of special interest groups, but "criminal law is in every regard political."4

INTEREST GROUPS AND THE PASSAGE OF
CRIMINAL LEGISLATION

Chambliss and Seidman argued that "every detailed study of the emergence
oflegal norms has consistently shown the immense importance of interest-
group activity, not the public interest, as the critical variable in determining
the content of legislation."5 Historical studies of legislation tend to agree
with the conclusion. When Chambliss examined the origins of vagrancy
laws in England, he concluded that vagrancy laws were created and later
altered to protect the interests of such specific groups as landowners and
merchants.6 Hall's study of the growth of modern theft laws and Platt's
examination of the rise of the juvenile court in the United States reached
similar conclusions? Joseph Gusfield's examination of the Volstead Act
concluded that temperance advocates represented the interests of a relatively
small segment of the population.s

Recent Changes in Criminal Statutes. More recent research on statutory
changes in criminal law indicates that the determinants of such laws remain
political. Perhaps the most significant investigation is the empirical study
of changes in the California Penal Code by Berk, Brackman, and Lesser.9

The researchers found that during the early 1950s, the making of criminal
law in California could be characterized as an "agreed bill" process that
involved only a few major criminal justice lobbies, generally the California
Peace Officers Association (made up of district attorneys, sheriffs, and police
chiefs), the American Civil Liberties Union, and the State Bar of California.
Legislators did not initiate or shape criminal law policy; they simply reacted
to the demands of the 10bbies.1O

The agreed-bill process is one wherein lobbyists and a few members
of relevant legislative committees negotiate directly in making significant
decisions.u The important part of the legislative process takes place behind
closed doors, and most open legislative debate is simply rhetoric for public
consumption. This domination by lobbyists in setting legislative agendas

II not unique to criminal law iIiIlUt'!lor to California. Judge Neely, a former
We.t Virginia legislator, wrote that because of tremendous demands on
It.illlators' time and resources,

the most we can expect for legislators is to react to programs ... paid lobbyists
on all sides bang out the compromises and refine legislation long before a
leaislator is required to take a position on it. The development of comprehen-
lIve, politically acceptable legislative packages requires scores of man-years
of work, and no single legislator or even group of legislators has resources
like that at their disposal. '"

When my court proposes changes to the legislature, we have a completed,
polished bill already drafted and ready for introduction by members of each
house. The same is true of every other organized interest group that is aggres-
sively seeking positive legislative actionP

During the 1960s, criminal law in California began to involve a wider
range of groups than were active in the 1950s, but the process did not
change,13The most active groups continued to be the ACLU (and its oft-times
ally, the Friends Committee on Legislation), the CPOA, and the Bar
Association; but small vocal groups of citizens also appeared to initiate
attempts to alter the Penal Code. Often they allied themselves with the law

. enforcement interests or the ACLU. Several established interest groups
, whose original purpose was not directed at criminal justice also supported
an established criminal justice lobby. For example, the ACLU often enjoyed
tupport from the state NAACP, the Mexican-American Political Associa-
tion, the Northern and Southern California Council of Churches, the
Association of California Consumers, and the Federation of the Poor.14

Berk, Brackman, and Lesser went beyond other studies of interest groups'
impact on changes in criminal justice to provide statistical support for the
contention that this influence. is extremely important. They looked at the
Itrength of the law enforcement lobby (LEL), primarily the CPOA, and
the civil liberties lobby (CLL), primarily the ACLU and FCL, recogniz-
ing that these principal groups often worked with others. "Effective
influence" was identified in a number of ways. Using newsletters and
journals published by the interest groups and information from journalists,
politicians, and criminal justice professionals, the three researchers made
independent evaluations of how effective lobbyists were in shaping the Penal
Code. Their statistical analysis used both zero-order correlations and
multivariate analysis. They found that year by year, the LEL achieved signifi-
cant changes leading to increasing criminalization, more severe penalties,



and more resources and powers for police. The LEL also had a significant
negative impact on rights for defendants, judicial discretion, and, to a lesser
degree, the rights and resources going to corrections officials. The CLL's
efforts were positively correlated with substantial gains in defendants' and
corrections officials' rights and in judicial discretion; it had a negative impact
on criminalization, penalty severity, and police powers. The two groups
were not in direct and constant opposition in all instances, however, and
their agendas and impacts were somewhat different. The LEL apparently
emphasized criminalization and penalties, while the CLL was more
interested in limiting police powers and expanding judicial discretionP

The multivariate analysis reinforced the zero-order correlation results,
showing that both lobbies were effective, but in different areas. The civil
libertarians may have been more effective when the two groups were in
direct conflict, because the CPOA's "core concerns" involved procedure,
an area in which the CPOA was relatively ineffective.16

The Berk-Brackman-Lesser study also found that "public opinion" played
no identifiable role in Penal Code revision. Moreover, legislators did not
develop and seek support for their own criminal justice agendas; they simply
responded to the interest groups that were concerned with such legisla-
tion. They concluded that criminal law was unquestionably enacted for the
benefit of interest groups rather than for the public good.

Nonetheless, no one interest group got everything it demanded. As the
interest group theory predicts, there was clear evidence of legislative efforts
to balance the costs and benefits when conflicts arose. Furthermore, "the
horse-trading endemic to the legislative process produced criminal law that
at least diluted and often distorted original intent. ... [W]hat might have
begun as incipient law soon became a hybrid whose content reflected what
was politically acceptable."17

These findings are not unusual. For instance, when Pamela Roby
examined the 1965 revision of New York State's prostitution statutes, she
found that different interest groups contended with each other during the
revision process.1S The civil libertarians and welfare groups appeared to be
the winners over business and police interests, since prostitution was reduced
from a criminal offense to a "violation," and patronizing a prostitute was
declared to be a violation. Subsequent to passage of the new statute, however,
Roby found that police and business interests were able to get enforcement
policies adopted in which prostitutes' patrons were rarely arre~ted. Ro?y's
study emphasized two important points: first, bureaucrats (l.e., pollce)
themselves may be an important interest group, and second, interest groups
can apply pressure at the bureaucratic as well as the legislative level.

LAW EN~'ORCEMENT BUREAUCRATS AS
POLITICAL INTEREST GROUPS
Pollee are traditionally very active in the political arena, acting as lobbyists
and frequently employing tactics common to labor unions, such as strikes,
demonstrations, and protests. Police strikes are often illegal, but "blue flu"
ha. a long history and is increasingly giving way to outright strikes. Thus,
·'It should come as no surprise ... to learn that police have a profound impact
on the content of law-as-applied. They have both the opportunity and motiva-
tion to make countless decisions that have a direct bearing on who gets
What from the legal process."19

Enforcement personnel are in a unique position to create social disorder,
10 they often have a great deal of political power relative to their numbers
(for voting) and financial resources. The managers of enforcement bureau-
oracies also are in a unique position. Daniel Glaser observed: "the leaders
of a law enforcement bureaucracy have special advantages for promulgating
their views because of their ready access to the heads of the executive and
legislative branches of government, their ability to issue official reports
and call news conferences, and their consequent control over public infor-
mation on the effectiveness of the law and need for it."20

Howard Becker's study reinforces the claim that law enforcement bureau-
cracies may apply pressure for changes in criminal statutes.21 Because of
pressure from the Narcotics Bureau of the Treasury Department, for example,
the Marijuana Thx Act was passed in 1937. The bill encountered considerable
.fesistance from users of hempseed oil and from the birdseed industry, who
Irgued that hempseed was a vital ingredient in many birdseed mixtures. These

. Interest groups managed to stall passage of the bill until it was amended
to exempt hempseeds from control. The legislature tried to efficiently balance
the demands of conflicting interests, following the theoretical prediction that
It never acts as a perfect broker for a single interest when conflicts exist.

Judges also wield political influence in the legislative arena. As Judge
Neely noted:

Every state court system has some centralized administrative authority, even
if it is only the state's highest court itself. In the federal system the Department
of Justicehas an entire bureau devotedto administeringthe federaljudiciary. .,.
It is through either the Justice Department or the state courts' administrative
offices that the courts sponsor legislationas an organized, collectiveintelligence.
In addition, of course, localjudicial associationsmay concoctbills and urge their
adoption, but these are usually concerned with improvingpay,perquisites,work-
ing conditions, or systems of judge selection-basically private interest bills.22
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Government law enforcement employees use their pUllltlnnllMndInfluence
to lobby for laws they can enforce, as well as for issues regarding pay and
perquisites. But their goals can go well beyond these private interest
objectives. Judges may lobby for "public interest" court reforms that they
expect to improve the efficiency of the judicial process, and police may
similarly apply political pressure in support of their perception of the public
interest. All these bills have impacts on the size, power, level of work, and
prestige of the bureaucracy, so self-interest motives may at least influence
the "public interest" arguments presented by bureaucrats.

The Legal Service Corporation. There are times when the political
activities of public law enforcement officials may even violate the law by
using public funds or publicly purchased labor, time, and resources. One
well-documented case of such abuse involves the Legal Services Corpora-
tion (LSC), an "independent private corporation" set up by Congress and
funded by federal tax dollarsP It is a bureau in all aspects except its name.
The LSC's statutory function is to "provide equal access to the system of
justice ... to those who would be otherwise unable to afford adequate legal
counsel." In setting up this quasi-bureaucracy, however, Congress specifi-
cally outlawed political activity. In addition, Congress mandated that no
LSC funds may be used

to supportor conduct training programs for the purpose of advocatingparticular
public policies or encouraging political activities, labor or antilabor activities,
boycotts, picketing, strikes, and demonstrations, as distinguished from the
dissemination of information about such policies or activities except that this
provisionshall not be construed to prohibit the training of attorneysor paralegal
personnel necessary to prepare them to provide adequate legal assistance to
eligible clients.

to initiate the formation, or act as an organizer, of any association, federation,
or similar entity, except that this paragraph shall not be construed to prohibit
the provision of legal services to eligible clients.24

These passages from the Legal Service Corporation Act of 1974 are
instructive for two reasons. First, there is the implication that Congress
felt compelled to include such explicit prohibitions of political activity
because they had strong reasons to expect LSC officials would engage in
them. Second, LSC management and employees have obviously undertaken

•_tenllve polltlcul uctlvlty In direct violation of tho act. Bennett and
"DiLorenzo found thut "under the ruse of providing access for the poor
•• the justice system. taxpayers are being forced to tinance social and
. onomic policy changes that many of them would oppose. In short. thoNe

ho are connected with the LSC are pursuing their own interests with
taxpayers' money."2S For instance, LCS provided a $61,655 grant to the

position 9 Task Force, an organization whose purpose was to deteat
_ ifornia's Proposition 9. The funds went through the Western Center on

wand Poverty, Inc., an LSC Los Angeles affiliate that also had tour
lstered legislative lobbyists and administrative advocates in Sacramento.
irty other local legal service programs supplied staff for voter registra-
n and media relations. The grant was illegal, as were the activities of
• participants.26
When President Reagan was elected, a "survival task force" was estab-

.hed within the LSC to "develop a campaign that would nullify the effects
of any changes in LSC operations that the Reagan administration might

; attempt to implement." The task force director was particularly concerned
that the new administration would try to place "control on social activism
'tf legal services staff who are engaged in aggressive advocacy."27 The tusk
force strategy was composed of three elements.
, First, the Coalition for Legal Services was formed, with active participa-
tion by LSC officials, as an outside lobby on behalf of the LSC. Many
. those actively involved in this lobbying organization had direct links to
fthe LSC as grant recipients, and LSC grant funds found their way into the
Coalition.28 This was not the only LSC-supported lobby effort on its own

half, however. Joseph Lipofsky of Legal Services of Eastern Missouri
ived an LSC grant; his letter accompanying the application stated that the

'Coalition for Sensible and Humane Solutions' purpose was:

1. To publish a handbook for the "People's Lobbyists."
2. To... continue training of community activists in both substantive issue

and the processof communityeducationand action, legislativeand administrative
advocacy as well as their relationship to litigation.

3. To research and to publish a "People's Alternative" to budget cuts and
tax issues on a state and local level.

4. Todevelopan ongoing bimonthly communicationon a statewidebasis to
focus on budget and tax questions and ways to impact them.29

This LSC-funded lobbying organization was formed as a direct result of
Reagan's 1981 budget message.



Second, the LSC survival task force organized u netwnrk of II•••••• roots"
lobbying campaigns directed at congressmen. Every LSC ••••Ionll office
and local affiliate designated "survival coordinators;' and each state had
a coordinator. The network had four objectives: 1) to produce a flood of
letters to congressmen advocating re-authorization of LSC; 2) to stimulate
newspaper editorials supporting the LSC; 3) to pressure local bar associa-
tions to pass resolutions supporting the LSC; and 4) to set up meetings
with congressmen to lobby for re-authorization.30 When the General
Accounting Office ruled that such activities were illegal, the president of
the LSC agreed to make "changes," but "rather than ceasing political activity,
LSC officials decided that alternative organizational structures had to be
developed to carry out activities that Congress had expressly prohibited
and activities that were likely to be prohibited in the future."3l

Third, the LSC began to set up "mirror corporations" to "launder funds
so that congressional restrictions on political advocacy and representation
could be subverted."32

In 1982, when President Reagan appointed new LSC board members
and officers, many files in the corporation's Washington office were
destroyed, apparently in an effort to prevent the new appointees from
obtaining evidence of illegality. A major media campaign was also organized
to discredit the new members of the board. The smear campaign appears
to have worked. Congress continues to fund the LSC with larger budgets,
and "despite abundant evidence of blatant wrongdoing, virtually nothing
has been done to correct LSC's abuses of its mandate."33

Political activism is common among government employees, be they
firefighters, school teachers, welfare workers, or military officers. The
preceding examples make it clear that employees involved in our justice
system, from police, to judges, to legal aid lawyers, are just as politically
active. Political pressure may be mounted for obvious self-interest motives
(higher salaries or job security) or for what civil servants see as the "public
interest." Whatever the reason, the end result is that the political character
of law and order is enhanced.

INTEREST GROUP PRESSURE ON LAW
ENFORCEMENT BUREAUCRACIES

Interest groups often go beyond influencing legislation and attempt to
influence the enforcement oflaws. In the courts, for example, "groups which
judges support support judges."34 Jack Peltason contended that groups

Ittempting to lnlltl,l. wider roles tor federal judges are typically those that
consider their chances to be small when it comes to influencing selection
of legislators and administrators who will represent their interests.35He listed
leveral examples of this kind of interest group including Federalists, slave
owners, industrialists, trade unions, racial minorities, and civil libertarians.

Peltason's view of the court's role in the interest group form of govern-
ment is consistent with the position taken by Landes and Posner, and
IUpported empirically by Crain and Tollison.36 These researchers argued
that benefits gained through legislative actions are easily taken away if the
beneficiary group is unable to maintain its position of strength. But it is
more difficult for opposition groups to change rights assignments made
by the courts, even if opposition groups become politically superior. Thus,
as Peltason contended, groups that are not confident in their ability to obtain
or maintain legislative support may attempt to gain their ends through the
courts. Of course, one should not carry this argument too far. Court
assignments of rights are not necessarily guaranteed. As Peltason noted:

No Governmental agency necessarily has final word in any interest conflict.
In this case of legislation or administrative agencies this is clearly recognized.
. . . Yet a court decision is no more conclusive of interest conflict than a decision
of other agencies. The constitution, or anything else, is what judges say it is only
when the judges represent the dominant interest within the community.37

In the context of an interest group form of government, even the court's
rulings are not permanent.

One of the most obvious channels of influence by interest groups is in
the recruitment of judges. Eisenstein found that bureaucrats, lawyers, bar
associations, and various other organized interest groups actively seek to
influence judicial appointments at all levels of government.38 The recent
special interest circus involving the attempted appointment of Judge Bork
to the Supreme Court was unusual only in the degree to which the activities
of special interest groups attracted so much press attention.

There are good reasons for interest groups to try to influence judicial
appointments. Some judges do not face reelection or reappointment, for
instance, so typical political tools of influence are relatively ineffective.
Thus, deciding who holds the office is a relatively more important avenue
of political influence for judges than for legislators. Appointees may not
wish to offend those who contributed to their past success. In fact, judgeships
are often "political rewards" for individuals who have demonstrated sup-
port for the desires of powerful interest groups. Those judges who do face



reelection or reappointment or who aspire to hilitho.'ttppuintm.nt 1'IC0inize
that they will need the support of powerful groUpN.NOthey allo tend to
maintain the interests of their political sponsors. "In fltct." Blumberg
observed, "the easy decision is the one that is politically inspired."39

The frequency of the involvement of organized interest groups in litiga-
tion is well documented. Several studies have focused on celebrated Supreme
Court decisions and found interest group support from the outset.40 Others
have documented comprehensive patterns of group involvement by examin-
ing amicus curiae briefs in the Supreme Court.41 Interest groups plan their
use of litigation just as meticulously as their legislative lobbying efforts.
The factors affecting success include the makeup of the court bureaucracy,
the status (or power) of the group, and the skill of the group's presenta-
tion.42 Interest groups: 1) find a person willing to break a law in order to
set up a test case and challenge the constitutionality or applicability of a
law; 2) arrange for a plaintiff and a defendant to have a friendly suit in
which the group's lawyers prepare the arguments for both sides; 3) have
a member act as a plaintiff to enjoin administrative officials from enforc-
ing a statute; 4) fIle class action suits; 5) help a non-member who is already
involved in litigation that touches on the group's interests; and 6) fIle an
amicus curiae brief.43 In each instance, the group must have sufficient
financial resources to retain skilled lawyers. As Murphy and Pritchett noted,
a favorable judicial decision can produce considerable benefits, but litiga-
tion is an expensive and time-consuming process. Thus, an interest group
with sufficient resources to retain a permanent legal staff with relevant
expertise has a definite advantage over another litigant with limited finan-
cial resources.44

Interest group activity through the courts can have numerous goals. The
group's purpose may be to use judges as a source of legislation-to create
new property rights or change existing rights structures. For example, in
1967 the NAACP's Legal Defense and Education Fund initiated class actions
to block all executions in Florida and California, and subsequently secured
delays in virtually all executions in the nation pending the resolution of
various constitutional issues. The LDF successfully secured a "de facto
moratorium" on all executions for several years.45 The LDF's efforts have
been supported by several church groups, the National Council on Crime
and Delinquency, the American Civil Liberties Union, and the American
Correctional Association and the Ethical Culture Society. The American
League to Abolish Capital Punishment has taken an active role.46 Interest
groups may have very commendable goals, but it is important to remember

that Jnor;t Amerlclanl IUppart thl de.th penalty.47 Thir; is clearly a case of
interest group rule rath.r thin majority rule.

Interest group" may ule the courts to alter the nature or severity of law
enforcement. For example,

the fight over enforcement [of environrnentallaws] is viewed by the offending
industries as a legitimate battle for survival. The real fight is a political battle
over income shares. How long shall polluters have to clean up their processes?
Who pays the cost of pollution control? As long as enforcement is slack the
income share of polluters and their employees rises because existing plants can
still be used.48

In an effort to thwart enforcement, the interested party may challenge
procedural issues through courts, thereby delaying or limiting the implemen-
tation of the offensive laws. Or an attempt could be made to limit the ability
of the enforcement authority by limiting the resources available. It is often
easier "to scuttle enforcement appropriation" than to "scuttle" the passage
of a statute.49

Efforts to influence law enforcement clearly reach beyond the courts.
In his examination of eight communities, Wilson found that police law
enforcement activities are governed by the dominant values of the local
"political culture."5o Eisenstein, Nimmer, and others have reached similar
conclusions.51Melvin Sikes calls the police "pawns of politics and power."52
And Bruce Smith found that

Political manipulation and law enforcement seem always to have been closely
associated in the United States. . .. The political influences are so numerous and
so varied that their effect is kaleidoscopic. Sometimes they are so diametrically
opposed that they tend to offset each other. Usually, however, either some one
political interest is able to dominate or conflicting partisan interests are reconciled.53

Gordon Tullock found two problems with governmental definition and
enforcement of property rights. First, government is used as an instrument
for changing people's property rights, which means that government can
also be used to transfer benefits to those with sufficient power to influence
those changes.54Second, the government production of law and order creates
external costs.

Because the costs of forming an interest group can be high, strong incen-
tives (high per capita gains) are probably required to induce individuals



to overcome them. The benefits accruing to u purtl"ul.r ,",up t'rompllI!lage
of a law that provided the initial incentive to organl:tA.\"1'1 probably very
large, but the additional cost of demanding further statutory changes m~y
be very small. In other words, the "price" paid tor additional laws IS

effectively zero, and laws are supplied to active interest groups because
they press their demands. Furthermore, the laws that are supplied need
not generate sufficient benefits to even cover the cost of their enforcement,
since those demanding laws do not have to pay for enforcement.

Under this institutional arrangement, enforcement requirements arising
from the quantity of laws demanded and instituted through legislation should
exceed the limited supply of enforcement resources. The legislature and
the courts can pass laws at fairly low cost, of course, so the commons
problem is really reflected in the allocation of enforcement resources. Laws
that generate relatively low value when enforced will compete for the
attention of law enforcers with laws that can generate relatively greater value.
Allocation of enforcement resources according to willingness to pay would
mean that the laws producing the greatest value would typically be enforced.
Still, interest groups have a great deal of input into the rationing of law
enforcement. In addition, "first come first served" is an important rationing
mechanism, so police may find themselves responding to a call regarding
a prostitute, a gambling operation, or a marijuana u~er, while ~ murder,
assault, rape, or robbery is in progress. Furthermore, gIven non-pnce means
of allocating prison space, relatively early release of potentially violent
criminals in order to accommodate incoming marijuana users or other
criminals without victims becomes a distinct possibility.55 There is an
increasing trend to criminalize more and more activities. For example, Cole
reported that an important

factor in the crisis of criminal justice is the "law explosion''-the increasingly
complex and demanding pressures placed on law and legal instit.u~ionsto r~s~lve
conflict in ... society. ... [Included] has been the tendency to utilIZe the cnrmnal
law to perform a number of functions for society outside the traditional concerns
for the protection of persons and property.56

These functions are typically associated with so-called victimless crimes
or with the provision of "community services;' but they appear to be taking
up larger portions of the resources of the crimi~al justice system, le~ving
relatively few resources available for control of VIolent and property cn~es.

Decriminalization of victimless crimes and "the consequent reductIon
of pressure on police, courts, and correctional services would have a massive

impact on the crlmlnal.lultlcllyltem,"1'7 In fact. one reason for the failure
of police to apprehend mOlt criminals, as well as for criminal court delays
and prison overcrowding. is that an estimated 30 to 50 percent of the criminal
JUltice system's resources are employed against people who have not harmed

,persons or property.'s Large amounts of resources are devoted to the
apprehension, prosecution, and punishment of prostitutes, drug users,
pmblers, pornography salesmen, and others who have no identifiable
Victims. Clearly, a reduction in the criminalization of such crimes would
-free up resources that could be redirected at the control of violent and

perty crimes. For instance, in 1971, the Los Angeles district attorney
aan filing all marijuana possession cases as misdemeanors rather than
felonies. As a direct result, approximately 10,000 fewer felony cases were

lIed during 1971-1972 than during the previous year, cutting the system's
610ny caseload by 25 percent.59 If decriminalization has th!is effect, then
,Increasing criminalization should have the opposite effect; more "crimes"
'to enforce means relatively fewer resources devoted to protecting against
.or solving violent and property crimes.

Interest Groups and the Commons Problem for the Courts. Advocates of
urt reform have typically pressed for a larger and "better" version of
e existing system. "Most active members of institutionalized 'law reform'

ups;' Judge Neely concluded, "particularly the bar association, are
yers who have devoted their lives to mastering the current system. This

ct alone encourages all improvement to be predicated on making a bigger
d better model of the current system."60 But why are their demands not
11ymet, given public sector responsiveness to organized pressure groups?
e answer is that there are even more powerful interest groups that benefit

. m the inefficiencies in the court system, and that, therefore, resist changes.
Neely pointed out that

every effort at court improvement has from the perspective of some political
interest group negative components. .., While the political establishment in
most places is genuinely against murder, armed robbery, and dope peddling ...
that same establishment is less enthusiastic about prosecuting consumer fraud,
antitrust violations, or political corruption, because they are often involved in
these activities themselves .. ,. Efforts to increase staff for prosecution of
violent crime ... becomes impaled on the well justified fear that the same prose-
cutorial staff that can do a number on the longhaired denizens of the under-
world can also do a number on all our well-manicured country-club friends
who engage in an occasional payoff, rigged election, or a little consumer fraud.61



Because court and prosecution resources are common pool relourcell, they
can be used for a wide variety of enforcement function •. Polltical demands
and the self-interest motives of judges and prosecution bureaucmts are some
of the factors that will determine how the new resources will be rationed.
A tremendous amount of additional resources would be required to eliminate
all excess demand (rationing by waiting would still apply, of course, although
queues might be shorter), so the solution may threaten some whose "crimes"
currently go unnoticed.

Economists often suggest that the solution for a commons problem is
allocation by willingness to pay-that is, price allocation. This would reduce
litigation by discouraging the frivolous, low-valued use of the justice system.
But several justice groups would vehemently resist such a change. For
example, "lawyers are reluctant to accept any rules that discourage litiga-
tion, since litigation is their bread and butter. While the tragedy of the
common may have a disastrous effect on litigants, it is a bonanza for tens
of thousands of new lawyers who graduate from law schools each year."62
Actually, not all litigants view the consequences of the allocation system
as disastrous. There are special interest groups who benefit substantially
because they can use the judicial system with its current rationing mechanism.
Neely cited some of the "endless" number of examples of such "frivolous
disputes" or "non-disputes."63 For instance, in most landlord and tenant
disputes the only issue is back rent, and the court will ultimately decide
that the landlord is right and the tenant is wrong.64 The tenant can refuse
to pay and threaten to go to court, however, forcing the landlord to bear
court costs, which may be greater than the benefit of gaining the back rent.
So the landlord simply gives up. If the loser of such cases had to pay the
court costs of the winners, fewer cases would be threatened or brought.

In the insurance industry, if a company wants to reduce its settlement
when a house and its contents have been destroyed by fire, then the company
can demand proof of the fair market value of the house's contents, forcing
litigation for full recovery.65In order to avoid the court costs, the policyholder
may be forced to settle for less than he is legally owed. One of the most
significant court costs arises directly from the commons problem, as
rationing by waiting leads to court delay. Sufficient delay substantially
reduces the value of the ultimate award and benefits some groups.

The longer a loser can delay a decision in a civil case, the longer he
can use the money he will have to pay. Given that judgments do not include
the full cost oflitigation, many litigants who expect to lose have incentives
tll lit igate. This can be a substantial benefit for insurance companies, but

it can also be signit1cant for nther political interests. For example, slightly
over one-fifth of the civil CUNCN concluded in New York City in the 1979-1980
fiscal year were brought against the city government.66 Neely reported:
"New York City cannot afford an efficient court system because it would
be bankrupt beyond bail-out if all the suits go to trial in one or two years."67
When faced with several years in delay, a plaintiff may also have strong
incentives to settle out of court for much less than he might otherwise

eive. This benefits insurance companies, New York City, and many others
ho face large liabilities. Delay may also benefit guilty criminals, because
rosecutors have incentives to settle and reach an agreeable plea bargain.

e longer the court delays, the stronger is a criminal's bargaining position.
Political pressure to maintain the common pool character of the courts

and, more generally, the entire justice system comes from many sources,
'. nging from business interests to governments to those involved in the legal
',rocess to those outside the law. In fact, there are many "special interests

at actively seek mediocre, if not downright incompetent, court perfor-
mance."68 Any change in the current system makes the transfer of wealth

m some group to another more (or perhaps less) efficient, and someone's
terests suffer. The public sector justice system will continue to be ineffi-

lent because it will continue to be part of the political battleground over
. e allocation of property rights and wealth.

efficient Political Compromises. Conflicting political pressures often
fce the implementation of laws or law enforcement procedures that are
latively inefficient in achieving a particular end. Perhaps the most visible
t of inefficient enforcement procedures are those resulting from the exclu-
onary rules. The Supreme Court's rulings on acceptable evidence reflected

efforts to protect civil rights and individual liberties from abuse by law
forcement bureaucracies. But the only tool available to the courts was
eir power to exclude evidence, which, as Neely observed, is like "trying
do brain surgery with a meat ax."69
Citizens, judges, police, and prosecutors all decry the set of complicated

rocedural rules and the frequent release of obviously guilty criminals.
he National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and
oals, for example, found that one major factor contributing to increases
serious crime is that courts have applied more stringent standards for

dmitting evidence without adequately justifying the changes, and often
ithout providing sufficient guidelines for obtaining admissible evidence?O

c'limilarly, David Jones reported that lower court judges and prosecutors



generally complain that the extension of exclusionary rules has !lhackled
their ability to bring the guilty to justice,71

A significant consequence of exclusionary rules is that the intended goal
of protecting civil liberties has not been effectively achieved, particularly
where the rights of the innocent are concerned. For instance, if the police
enter a person's home, destroy or damage his property, and find nothing
incriminating, exclusionary rules do not protect him. His only recourse
is to file a damage suit with its accompanying costs to recover.72 Further-
more, such damage suits are frequently not successful, as many states require
proof of vicious intent or prior knowledge of innocence before damages
will be paid. Thus, "there is little effective remedy against the police
available to those who are not guilty," and "for every search that produces
contraband there are untold scores that do not."73 The exclusionary rule
protects criminals, not innocent victims.

Exclusionary rules have also led to a fairly costly method of protecting
the rights of the guilty. For example,

Twenty years of court decisions on search and seizure, the warrant require-
ment for certain types of arrests, and police interrogation have spawned an
entirely artificial system of procedural rules that even lawyers find difficult to
master. When a five-judge state supreme court after three months' delibera-
tion splits three to two on whether a particular search was within the narrow
exceptions to the warrant requirement, how can the average police officer be
expected to decide the issue correctly in the approximately fifteen seconds
allotted to him out on the street?74

These complexities have resulted in additional demands on the court and
prosecutory system and a considerable expenditure in additional police
"training" so that officers can understand the complex procedural rules
for obtaining acceptable evidence.

It should be noted that, given its goals, the court system had little option
but to establish an exclusionary rule. Rules of evidence are under the court's
control, but more efficient means of achieving the desired end are not.
The court does not actually require release of felons whose rights have
been violated; it simply has dictated that release will be the solution until
another means of protecting civil rights is established75 But Congress and
state legislatures have not taken up the problem because, as Neely explained,
the logical remedy would require a civil fine on the offending officers or
their government departments76 Nevertheless, such remedies are much more
likely to achieve the protection of civil rights, especially of the innocent.

"Every serious stud,nt ul' the oxclu8lonary rule," Neely observed,
tl, •• agrees that the exclullunary rule Is a limited deterrent to the most
persistent forms of pollee bullylng."77 The exclusionary rule provides no
direct sanction against police, and the only personal cost to a police officer
tor improperly obtaining evidence is indirect. Should an officer consistently
violate the rights of criminals so that convictions cannot be obtained, then
he might expect a lower salary or loss of his job. Even these sanctions are

.extremely tenuous when an officer is protected by his union and when firing
!I civil servant is virtually impossible. At some point, the officer may be
passed over for promotion, but such possibilities are so uncertain that they
provide little perceived threat.

If sufficiently direct sanctions were applied, then police "bullying" would
be significantly reduced without any exclusionary rule. There would be
more direct incentives to perform properly if police departments and govern-
.ments were liable for damages any time police violate a citizen's rights.
Neely argued that damage awards of no more than five hundred dollars
plus attorney fees and any property damage would affect local budgets
enough to cause policy-makers to deter police abuse78 The assumption here
ila that budgetary pressure would translate into pressure on police officers
10 "clean up their act." A more direct course would be to make officers

emselves liable for such damages by requiring monetary payment to their
Victims. In either case, Neely contended that if a state legislature was to

ct a comprehensive compensation system for all citizens with reasonable
ges for all unconstitutional police intrusion and simultaneously prohibit

e exclusionary rule in the state's courts, the Supreme Court would be
rced to reconsider its exclusionary rules,79
No state legislature is likely to seriously consider such a law. The political
er of police organizations would be mobilized so quickly that any

gislator supporting the bill would be in considerable trouble. Local govern-
ents would also strongly oppose the legislation because, at least initially,
t would be very costly. From the point of view of local government officials,

In exclusionary rule is inexpensive. It does not cost tax dollars to release
uilty felons. From the point of view of legislators and executives at the

"local, state, and federal levels, an exclusionary rule has other political
advantages as well. Citizen or interest group outrage over the government's
failure to successfully convict and imprison criminals to a large extent is
directed at the courts and "their" rules of evidence. This is one factor that
has led to the recent demand for stricter penalties: "These grass-roots groups
Ire expressing their anger and frustration at judges who hand down lenient



sentences, at parole boards who free violent otl'endll'll to oommJt mayhem.
at prosecutors who plea bargain serious offenses down to minor charges.
and at laws that allow the guilty to go free on legal quirks or small police
errors."80 Their "frustration" is not with legislators or executives, but with
judge-made laws, even though the laws are in force because legislators have
chosen not to overturn them. And the frustration is not with police, who
benefit when such outrage is directed elsewhere. In fact, the police have
frequently justified larger budgets to cover the cost of additional training
and other needs that arise from the complex procedures associated with
the courts' rules of evidence.

While the exclusionary rule is an inefficient and ineffective means of
protecting civil rights, it is not likely to be changed because it is a politically
attractive "solution." It demonstrates an effort to protect individual rights,
but more importantly it does so without the large negative impact on police
and politicians that more efficient procedures would have. Many other
inefficiencies arising from political compromise could be cited, but few
are as obvious or notorious as the exclusionary rules.
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THE SUPPLY SIDE OF THE
OLITICAL MARKET

Two conclusions of the theory of bureaucracy have now been supported
.Au criminal justice bureaucracies. First, police bureaucrats and judges

&temptto expand the size and power of their agencies. Second, criminal
alice bureaucrats act as interest groups. Considerable support also exists
r the conclusion that a strong incentive of bureaucrats is to increase the

(i.e., level of rights enforcement) of the bureaucracy. This chapter will
ide a few examples of such incentives and, perhaps more significantly,

mine the consequences of such incentives on the effectiveness of the
·IOurces allocated to public sector provision of law and order. But first,

effective have bureaucrats been in expanding their budgets?

ROWTH IN THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM

Curing the 1960spublic sector law enforcement personnel per capita increased
'It Zl percent while expenditures per capita for public law and order increased
,_ 70 percent. During the same period the purchasing power of the dollar
·.lined by only 21 percent. Between 1960 and 1969, the number of law

nforcernent personnel employed by all levels of government grew by 42
percent, while the population only increased by 12 percent,! These trends
hive continued, as evident in the growth in employment (Table 6.1), payroll
(Table 6.2), and total expenditures (Table 6.3) for the various components
or the public criminal justice system.



Table 6.1 Full Time Equivalent Employees in Federal, State and Local Criminal Justice Systems, 19'70-1979. a

Legal

Total Services and Public
CorrectionsJudicial Prosecution Defense

lear Employment Police

489,367 95,524 38,171 3,063 148,044
1970 774,551 3,510 179,961

861,766 528,594 107,129 39,725
185,7931971 4,155

898,305 547,555 111,686 43,789
196,2791972 5,178

945,305 575,142 115,490 47,304
213,1971973 6,119

1974 1,011,205 607,913 125,129 52,215
224,520

1,050,503 625,045 131,988 55,364 6,357
239,2931975 7,255

1,079,892 628,347 137,451 59,306
255,0081976 8,104

1977 1,131,780 645,015 150,546 63,902
265,5038,268

1978 1,157,288 655,720 149,336 69,234
276,5499,081

1979 1,177,263 653,579 155,707 73,189

% change 0% 91.7%
1970 79 52.0% 33.6% 63. 0

. . . S .' (W: h· t DC . US Department of Justice, Bureau of Justice Statistics, Various Years.)
a. SOURCE:Sourcebook of Cnmmal Justice tatlStlCS as mg on, .'. ..

0rNr

582
2,857
5,326
5,916
6.621
7ZJ!IJ&..2.
9.1l15,...
9.u1

Table 6.2 Payroll for the Month of October ($ thousand) for Federal, State, and Local Employees of the CriminM ••••••
System, 19'7O-1979.ab

Legal
Total Services and Public

lear Payroll Police Judicial Prosecution Defense Corrections DIller

1970 604,203 388,015 76,686 34,420 2,715 106,655 711
1971 714,873 445,289 88,698 37,922 3,439 136,810 2.:JIi
1972 804,241 501,277 97,634 43,925 4,367 152,299 UII
1973 912,176 570,871 107,916 50,978 5,728 170,405 ~
1974 1,043,104 645,612 124,817 59,585 7,201 198,462 7J18
1975 1,158,872 708,888 141,122 67,695 8,213 224,635 •••
1976 1,277,120 772,867 154,466 77,140 9,821 252,890 'JIll
1977 1,426,801 846,197 178,918 89,734 12,219 287,924 II'"
1978 1,540,955 908,221 190,541 101,288 12,529 314,864 11,,&:19
1979 1,681,947 973,276 211,109 114,623 15,247 355,247 12••••

% change
1970-79 178.4% 150.8% 175.3% 233.0% 461.6% 233.1 % 1641.•

a. SOURCE:Sourcebook of CrimilUll Justice Statistics (Washington, D.c.: U.S. Department of Justice, Bureau of Justice Statistics, Various Years.)
b. Perhaps it should be stressed that these figures are for one month's payroll, rather than for total annual payroll-that month being October in each case.
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the quality of goods or services that consume", dOlllft, It.private security
firm is hired to protect a home or business, then thllt tlrm will have incen-
tives to prevent crime through watching and wariness. Private individuals
who join neighborhood watch groups do so largely to set up patrols that
deter criminals and thus prevent crimes. But public police must produce
arrest statistics and have no strong incentives to watch or patrol. Public
police have incentives to wait until a crime is committed in order to make
an arrest. Prosecutors have similar incentives to bargain for convictions
on lesser charges, perhaps with concurrent sentences, in order to generate
conviction statistics. All such incentives arise because these bureaucracies
are not market institutions.

Once again, public sector bureaucrats are not by nature bad people, but
like most people, they respond to incentives. Judge Neely noted: "The point
is not that human failings playa central part in the breakdown of the courts
but rather that courts as an institution tend to breed many of the observed
failings."2 Life tenure or long elected terms for judges, he observed,
encourages "arrogance and indolence," while occupations such as working
as a salesperson tends to mask them.3 Salespersons compete in markets
for the expenditures of consumers, while judges supply a service within
an institutional setting that requires potential consumers to compete for
their attention.

Bureaucratic Discretion. Public law enforcement bureaucrats also have
tremendous discretion in the allocation of bureau resources. As Bent noted:

With upwards of 30,000 federal, state, and local statutes to uphold, the average
policeman is faced with a monumental task of applying these laws evenly and
performing his duties in a set standard of behavior. Theoretically the multiplicity
of laws may be construed as a traditional administrative device to define
conditions of illegal or disorderly behavior that the policeman may encounter,
thereby precluding any discretionary responsibility on the part of the individual
police officer. In actuality, however, the overload of statutes has made imprac-
tical the mechanical application of law by police. Instead, this overload invites
the influence of prejudices of individual police officers ... resulting in the law
being administered unevenly and selectively.4

With such discretion, police can choose which laws to enforce strictly and
which not to enforce at all. In fact, this discretion is an important ingre-
dient for meeting the demands of powerful special interests; police can not
only choose which laws to enforce, but which laws to enforce for whom.

A perRon's chances ()f ptlULlIprotection correspond closely to his position
In the "geography of political power.'" Much more attention is paid to the
robbery of an important political tlgure than to the murder of an out-of-
work, uneducated member of a racial minority.

Commons problems in the courts generate similar discretion for prose-
cutors and judges. To a large extent, court time is rationed by waiting time,

. but prosecutors can also decide which cases to prosecute and which to plea
, bargain and judges can decide which cases deserve consideration and which
do not. "The point is frequently made as a tribute to our society that ours
I.a government of laws and not of men," Judge Neely observed. "Yet the

',decision regarding ... the disposition of each case [is] entirely within the
discretion of the prosecuting attorney in the first instance and the judge
later on."6

Monitoring could sharply curtail this bureaucratic discretion, but monitor-
Ing incentives are very weak. An individual voter or taxpayer recognizes
that he has relatively little to gain from monitoring, because he bears all
the cost of such an effort but must share the benefit with many others.
Furthermore, each individual has relatively weak incentives to cooperate
,with others in a joint monitoring effort, because if the group is successful
ithe individual can share in the benefits without bearing any of the costs.

reaucratic Inefficiency. Producers in private markets provide commodi-
es in hopes of making a profit. Because profit is the difference between

enues and costs, private profit-seekers have strong incentives to minimize
e costs of producing the quantity and quality of the commodity that
nsurners demand. Public sector producers, however, typically cannot claim

profits that they generate. If revenues (the bureau's budget from tax
lIars) exceed operating costs, then the excess revenues are simply returned
the general treasury. Thus, bureau managers' incentives to monitor

uction and prevent excess costs may be considerably weaker than those
private entrepreneurs. Bureau managers may gain personal satisfaction
m the power they wield and the prestige their position enjoys. Larger
reaus imply greater power and prestige, of course, and relative bureau
e is typically measured by relative budgets. A true budget maximizer

ay actually have incentives not to minimize costs-that is, to produce
efficiently-in order to spend a larger budget.
We now turn to an examination of the performance of various justice sector
reaucracies. The main emphasis will be on whether or not bureaucrats
spond to the incentives they face. Consider first the public police.



Police. After an extensive study of pollee pertbrmlnce, Lawrence
Sherman, director of the Police Foundation, concluded: "Inlltead of watchinJ<
to prevent crime, motorized police patrol [is] a proCCNIIof merely waitinJ<
to respond to crime."7 Sherman noted that the budget process rewards those
who successfully dispose of cases after crimes are committed more than
those who quietly prevent crimes. Police policy-makers are "preoccupied"
with the questions of how many police are needed and how big the police
budget should be. Of course, the answers to these questions depend on
what police must do, so police lobby for more budget and personnel in
order to reduce response time and catch more criminals.s Efficiency con-
siderations would dictate that the additional cost of such resources be justified
by improved performance of at least equal value. Is this a valid assumption?

A 1976 study by the Police Foundation and the National Institute of Law
Enforcement and Criminal Justice found that cutting response time by
seconds or even minutes makes little difference in whether or not a criminal
is apprehended.9 The study meaSUred the impact of police response time
on the chances of intercepting a crime in progress and making an arrest.
The difference in the probability was nil when comparing arrivals of between
two minutes and twenty minutes. The main reason is that citizens take such
a long time to report a crime that the criminal is gone long before the police
arrive. The average victim of a crime where the victim and criminal confront
each other delayed calling the police for fifty minutes. Sherman concluded
that these studies suggest three options in terms of the allocation of resources
to police work: 1) maintain current levels of police and response time while
trying to educate citizens to call police more quickly; 2) reduce the number
of police drastically since the current response time is unnecessarily rapid;
or 3) re-allocate existing police so they are employed in systematic watching
efforts rather than in waiting to respond.lO In other words, police manpower
is being inefficiently allocated. Studies of police on duty have found that
about half of an officer's time is spent simply waiting for something to
happen. Police officials claim that this time is spent in preventative patrolling,
but systematic observation has discovered that such time is largely occupied
with conversations with other officers, personal errands, and sitting in parked
cars on side streets. Few police officers aggressively "watch" when there
are no calls to answer.l1 Sherman lamented: "In general, as the level of
crime prevention watching has declined, the level of crime has risen, and
so has public dissatisfaction with public police."12

Inefficient use of police goes beyond the inappropriate emphasis on
response time. For instance, police officials contend that patrol cars should

hive two offlcerN becltullc they elln more cftlciently deal with criminal
Incidents llnd are less likely to be 1'Csistedor harmed. A year-long Police
Poundation study of one- versus two-man patrol cars in San Diego, however,
contradicts these claims. The report found "clearly and unequivocally it
I,more efficient, safer, and at least as effective for the police to staff patrol
cars with one officer."13 The overall performance of the 22 two-man car

, lample and the 22 one-man car sample was about the same in terms of
calls for service and officer-initiated activity. The primary differences were
that two-man cars wrote several more traffic tickets, one-man cars received
tar fewer citizen complaints, and one-man cars were far more cost effec-

.11ve. The total annual cost of two-man units was 83 percent greater than
,for one-man units. One-man units called for back-up more frequently, but
not nearly enough to make up for the cost differential. Furthermore, there
were fewer cases of resisting arrest and assaults on officers in one-man
units than in two-man units.

Do police departments use appropriate cars? Many cities still use large
cars for police patrol even though there is an estimated 33 percent per year

. lavings in operating costs when compact cars are used. But police officials
argue that compact cars simply are not adequate for police work. John
.Christy, executive director of Motor Trend magazine, designed seven separate

aluations for the Los Angeles Sheriff's Department in 1977, including
low- and high-speed performance, ease of maintenance, radio suitability,

fuel economy, and human factor checks. The vehicle that performed best
'OVerallwas a compact, followed by two intermediate-sized cars. The tests

ere designed to assure that the highest scoring vehicle would be "not only
e best-suited but also the most cost-effective" according to L.A. Sheriff
epartment Captain W. F. Kennedy.14
Abraham Blumberg reported in 1970 that there is a

bureaucratic fetish ... to ferret out ... those cases which can be most easily
processed. Often this becomes the major consideration in expending limited
resources and personnel. As a result, we have spent much of our limited
resources ... [to arrest] addicts, alcoholics, prostitutes, homosexuals, gamblers,
and other petty offenders, simply because they are readily available and produce
the desired statistical data that indicate "production."15

Blumberg's findings reinforce the contention that statistical indicators of
; performance are a major bargaining chip in bureaucratic efforts to obtain
more resources. These indicators are expanded when violators of "victimless
crime" statutes are arrested rather than participants in violent crimes. Thus,



the over-criminalization I'CIsultof Intel'Cllltgroup preliMureMIn tho context
of the commons problem is exacerbated by the enforcement Incentives of
police. And, of course, over-criminalization is a major factor in providing
police with sufficient discretion to allocate resources in the fushion indicated
by Blumberg.

Arrest statistics may be the primary statistical indicator of police perform-
ance, but it is not the only important statistic used in bargaining for larger
police budgets. Milakovich and Weis noted that police have a "vested interest"
in keeping crime rates relatively high. If crime rates drop too much, then
support for more police and larger budgets declines; and "like all bureau-
cracies, criminal justice agencies can hardly be expected to implement policies
that would diminish their importance." 16Thus, additional funding need not
lead to a substantial decrease in reported crime rates, since high crime rates
are clearly an important element in arguments for expanded criminal justice
budgets. This reinforces the incentives police face because arrest statistics
are viewed as an indicator of performance. In order to keep crime rates
up and make growing numbers of arrests, for example, police have strong
incentives to seek criminalization of increasing numbers of activities.

The Commons Problem and Police Manpower. There is a commons
problem arising directly from the allocation of police services, and naturally
police administrations cite the consequences of non-price rationing and
excess demand as justifications for larger bureaus. Police typically ration
patrol responses on a first-call-first-served basis, so some calls receive no
response until it is much too late to do anything about the crime. Investigative
services also must be rationed, and the discretionary powers that result
have led to many crimes (e.g., burglary and other property crimes) receiving
relatively little attention. And relatively large amounts of police resources
are allocated to the pursuit of arrests for "easier" crimes to solve (e.g.,
prostitution and drug use).

Is increasing the size of the police bureaucracy likely to solve these
problems? Consider the impact of increasing the size of the police depart-
ment in New York City between 1940 and 1965. Over that twenty-five-year
period, the number of police in the city was increased from 16,000 to 24,000,
but the total number of hours worked by the entire force actually declined.17
The 50 percent increase in personnel was more than offset by shorter hours,
longer vacations, more holidays, more paid sick leave, and longer lunch
periods. The taxpayers of New York received no benefits from the large
increase in police manpower. If this is true elsewhere (and with increasing

unionization of police, It app'arJI to be), then expanding the police
bureaucral..j' doeR not appear to lIolve the problems in public police service

. artalng from non-price mtionlng. This is not surprising. Commons problems
Ire rarely solved by additional resources. In fact, such additions typically
lead to increases in effective demand, as many who would have chosen
not to use the service because of congestion decide to seek services. This
.will become clearer after examining common pool problems with the courts.

secutors'Discretion and Plea Bargaining. In his detailed examination
plea bargaining, David Jones found that prosecutors' incentives are tied
maximizing the number of criminals convicted.1s Such behavior is

ertainly predictable when prosecutors are considered in light of Wilson's
aracterization of "professionals" in the bureaucracy.19 The dominant goal
r such professionals is to demonstrate their legal talent in order to enhance
eir future market value. Therefore, they "prosecute vigorously" but

.electively. According to Wilson, such professionals should favor simple
cases that can be investigated and prosecuted in a short time so that they
can maximize their number of convictions.20 Interestingly, the criminals
that are easiest to prosecute are frequently not the criminals that are easiest

apprehend. Victimless offenses divert police resources because they
nerate easy arrests, but prosecutors routinely dismiss such cases.21Judges
d juries take most victimless crime less seriously than murders and
bberies. In addition, police efforts to enforce drug possession laws lead
em to violate constitutional prohibitions against unreasonable search and
izures,22making convictions difficult to obtain because of the exclusionary
Ie. So police have incentives to arrest people who prosecutors are not

ikely to prosecute. Other than some relatively minor deterrent effect that
olice harassment might have, police resources devoted to such arrests are
argely wasted; they are not going to have much impact at all on criminal

behavior or the level of criminal activity.
Eisenstein found that because the conviction rate is the main concern

of most prosecutors, it is more important "not to lose than to win."23 As
a result, many prosecutors dismiss a case or plea bargain, giving them a
large number of convictions at a low cost in terms of their time and effort.
.Criminals are generally convicted on fewer or lesser counts and receive
lighter punishment, of course, but guaranteed conviction statistics more

I than make up for that. Furthermore, due to widespread plea bargaining,
the process has become easier since "cases are processed in a routine
bureaucratic manner."24



A plea bargain is an exchange. and it might be expected to Improve the
efficiency of the criminal justice system. Indeed. pica bar'lllning appears
to relieve some of the pressure on the prosecutorial and judicial systems
arising from non-price allocation and the resulting court delay and waiting
time rationing process. This is, in fact, the typical justification for the
widespread use of plea bargaining. But there is a significant difference
between the goals of those participating in a market exchange and those
participating in plea bargaining. The criminal who agrees to a plea bargain
gains since his punishment (or perhaps legal expenses) must be less than
he expects it to be if his case goes to trial. Prosecutors gain since their
conviction statistics increase and their workload decreases. Judges benefit
as pressure on the court docket is relieved.

Notice that there is no advantage for crime victims in these exchanges.
After all, the only potential benefit accruing to victims under the current
system might be the satisfaction of revenge, knowing that the perpetrator
is being punished for his crime, or that he will be prevented from commit-
ting another crime for a significant period of time. Plea bargaining generally
leads to shorter and concurrent sentences. The victim often feels violated
by the justice system as well as by the criminal because of plea bargained
forgiveness of crimes. These exchanges make bureaucrats and criminals
better off, but it is not clear that they enhance justice.

How much do prosecutors bargain away in their plea bargaining? It
probably depends on the jurisdiction, but a New York study found that
most people arrested as felons are not prosecuted and convicted as felons.
The odds that a person arrested for a felony would be sentenced to prison
were one in 108.25 This startling figure represents more than just plea bargain-
ing, however. Over 84 percent of New York felony arrests in 1979 (88,095
out of 104,413) were simply dismissed.26 Prosecutors pointed to a lack of
staff and to police failure to secure items of evidence or lists of witnesses.
And many cases are routinely dismissed because convictions are difficult
to obtain. In addition, a 1971 study of the New York City bail system
discovered that almost one-third of the city's criminal defendants simply
disappearedP Some were ultimately recaptured but many were not. Even
more significantly, 29 percent of those who disappeared were not out on
bail; they disappeared while in the custody of the city's Correction Depart-
ment. In 1979, of the more than 15 percent of the felony arrests (16,318)
that led to indictments, 56 percent resulted in guilty pleas to lesser felonies,
16percent ended with misdemeanor guilty pleas, 12 percent were dismissed
after indictment, 3 percent resulted in some "other" disposition, and
13 percent went to trial. Significantly, the largest number of sentences that

did not involve u prhlon term IroNe due to prosecutors' willingness to permit
lblons to plead guilty to lellller charges.28

It is not clear that the efficiency gains in reduced common pool problems
through plea bargaining are significant. The large caseload and backlog
are the most widely cited justifications for the "need" for plea bargaining.
However, Jones found that guilty plea rates are not a function of caseloads.
In fuct, he contended that prosecutors and judges have apparently established
an "artificial quota" on the proportion of felony cases pending that can
be taken to trial during any time period. The quota varies across juris-
dictions, but it is generally less than 10 percent. Furthermore, these quotas
have remained at virtually constant percentages for perhaps as long as
'70 years,29

Plea bargaining is also rationalized on the grounds that rising crime rates
necessitate the practice, but the historical data cast significant doubt on
that argument. Even though crime rates increased steadily for the last thirty
years of Jones' study, guilty plea rates remained almost constant for more
than 70 years.30Of course, prosecution and judicial bureaucrats have every
incentive to claim that plea bargaining at its current (and historic) level
i. necessary because of the higher crime rates and caseloads that tax the
bureaucracies' limited resources. In this way, they can apply pressure for
increased budgets and add leverage to their other demands. As H. H. A.
Cooper observed, plea bargaining is "less an independent ill than a
Iymptom. More properly it is part of a collection of symptoms of a general
lickness. It is but one manifestation, albeit a significant one, of a system
which is not operating properly."3!

The conclusions that Jones and other analysts reached may be too strong.
'Clearly, plea bargaining is a function of the court backlog, as judges and
prosecutors claim-just not in the way that they claim it is. Because those
Whobring cases do not pay prices that cover the full marginal cost of trying
those cases, the commons problem arises and court congestion results. Price
il an allocating mechanism and when price is not used other discriminatory
rationing mechanisms take over.

It is the congestion problem resulting from non-price rationing that gives
,prosecutors and judges the discretionary power to selectively ration trials
and plea bargains. This does not deny the conclusions reached by Jones
and others: it simply requires that they be reinterpreted. The evidence

,indicates that although plea bargaining occurs because of the case backlog,
increasing resources allocated to prosecutors and the public courts to reduce
the backlog are not likely to affect the portion of cases settled through plea
bargaining. The congestion problem will not go away, at least not without



a tremendous influx of resources, given tho relatively low price of litiga-
tion (relative to costs). Besides, the bureaucratic Incentives for expansion
mean that the existence of delays and plea bargaining provide "justifica-
tions" for larger budgets and bureaus. Adding more personnel has never
changed the ratio of plea bargaining cases to tried cases, as Jones
demonstrated, and it is not likely to do so in the future.

Judicial Discretion and the Rationing of Court Time. Pretrial delay does
not arise exclusively because of increasing crime and case1oads, and research
on both federal and state courts has failed to uncover a link between criminal
case loads and the pace of litigation.32 Church, et al. found very little con-
nection between processing time and either the number of felony filings
per judge or the number of pending felonies per judge. They concluded
that both speed and backlog are largely determined by "established expec-
tations, practice, and informal rules of behavior of judges and attorneys."33
In other words, like plea bargaining, pre-trial delay is a rationing device
that is largely controlled at the discretion of the bureaucrats in the criminal
justice system. Indeed, "all proposals for reforms predicated on the sup-
position that expanding personnel, streamlining procedures, or increasing
the number of courts will cure the courts' problems are naive and doomed
to failure."34 Under the current system, which is dominated by rationing
by waiting, many individuals opt out because the time costs are too high.
One implication of rationing by waiting is that "the people who can afford
to stand in line the longest are not necessarily the people who have the
most urgent need to litigate."35 In fact, those with the lowest value of time
are most likely to wait. Shortening the wait by increasing judicial resources
will bring some people back into the court system who would have opted
out, and the wait will quickly return to what it was before the resources
were added.

For example, Judge Neely described a four-county rural circuit in West
Virginia that was served by a single judge prior to 1976.Roughly 1600 cases
were filed during his last year in office. After he retired, the legislature
added a second judge to the circuit. By 1979,case filings had risen to 2400
even though there had been no significant change in the area's population
or economy. Neely concluded: "It was merely the prospect that cases would
be heard quickly and disposed of conveniently (since there were more sittings
each year in each county) that encouraged the greater number of filings.
Since human conflict is almost limitless, I infer from my experience that
given the current system, which encourages litigation, the volume of work

will alwayN preliN .lI.ln.1 the ulplelty of any existing judicial machinery
to get work dono."M1 When price. Ire not uHedto equate quantity demanded
and supplied, exeesli demand arises. All markets eventually clear, however,
because alternative rationing systems arise. In the case of rationing by
waiting, the time cost of waiting means that potential litigants opt for
settlement without trial. The supply of additional court time will not lead
to satisfaction of all excess demand unless the expansion in the court system
is so substantial that quantity demanded equals quantity supplied at a zero
price. In the absence of a tremendous influx of resources, court delay is
likely to remain roughly as it is, reflecting the willingness of a large number
of people to wait roughly the amount of time they now wait in order to

, litigate. "Even if every judge in the system worked fourteen hours a day,
six days a week, and the budget for supporting services were doubled, the
courts still would not perform significantly better than they do now."37

There is little doubt that the levels of both plea bargaining and court
delay are at least in part functions of the incentives arising in bureaucratic
institutions of the criminal justice system. These rationing mechanisms

, benefit bureaucrats by providing arguments for expanding bureaucratic
budgets and resources and, in the case of plea bargaining, provide a means
of generating conviction statistics without the danger of losses when cases
;10 to trial. Criminal justice resources must be rationed, of course, because
they are not allocated by a pricing mechanism and willingness to pay.
Without such rationing mechanisms, congestion and delay would be even

reater. Therefore, they often appear to be desirable. But as we will see
Chapters 9 through 13, other techniques could be chosen.
Judges and prosecutors have other incentives that are similar to some

ced by police. Police may prefer that crime rates not decline too much,
r instance, for fear of losing support and budget. Similarly, judges and

rosecutors may fear substantial drops in delay. In Cook County, Illinois,
uring the 1970s, for example, the criminal court system was expanded and
e prosecutor's office began to indict people for burglary and auto theft,
imes that had previously been plea bargained.38 Court congestion was
aintained but the make-up of the caseload changed significantly. One
plication of this example is that prosecutors have considerable discre-
n over the allocation of court time and the disposition of cases due to

e tremendous excess demand for law enforcement.
" Judges often determine which cases will be heard and which will be
tsmissed. They quickly indicate what type of cases will attract their

ntion, and those are the cases that lawyers pursue.39The primary criterion



lbr allowing a case to come to trial, according to one nbllerver, III that judges
"ration justice by turning their backs to comparatively weaker claims and
defenses that require additional judicial time to resolve fairly. By dismissing
these 'weaker' claims and defenses, the overworked judge disposes of such
time-consuming matters and moves on to the stronger (i.e., easier) cases,
where the claims or defenses are more obvious and compelling."40 In this
way, judges can consider more cases, of course, and have more free time.
This may have the ring of efficiency, but it should be noted that one argu-
ment presented as a justification for public provision of courts is that private
courts will not produce sufficient precedents because they have a "public
good" character.41 If judges choose to consider the easy cases as their
incentives dictate-that is, the obvious cases given existing law and
precedent-while dismissing those cases that are going to be difficult or
time-consuming, then it is likely that the public courts underproduce
precedents whether private courts do or do not. The difficult cases are the
ones that are likely to require precedent-setting decisions.

If judges have the same incentives as prosecutors and police, then the
motivation for choosing the easy cases and avoiding the difficult, time-
consuming ones might be to increase some statistical measure of perfor-
mance. But it is not at all clear that this is the only, or even the primary,
reason for such behavior. In this instance, the judicial bureaucracy may
appear to differ from police and prosecutors. But remember that police
rely on more than just arrest statistics to justify their budgets; high crime
rates are also an indication of greater need for police services. In the case
of judges, the tremendous excess demand for their services may be a more
powerful argument for an expanded budget than a statistical measure of
output. Under these circumstances, indication of some "adequate" level
of output given expectations baSed on historical performance may be desired,
but production beyond that level could imply less need for additional
resources. Therefore, "since jUdges can blame the court system's failure
on others-on society's lack of consensus or society's parsimony in funding
supporting services-there is no gnawing sense of shirked responsibility
on the part of the judiciary. This is a convenient attitude; a gnawing sense
of inadequacy would suggest a great deal of very hard work."42

Do judges actually respond to the incentives they face and use their discre-
tionary control of court time to Work less? There is at least some evidence
that they do. According to Judge Neely, when the fee system in West Virginia
for county justices of the peace was eliminated and replaced by salaries,
the number of hearings per day handled by each judge dropped dramatically,

the quulity of cuurl ptlperwl1rk deteriorated. and minor court dockets got
crowded.4J When .IuMllctlll n( the pellce were paid by the case, they had
incentives to dispONeof CIUIOIl quickly to make way for more cases. The
justices of the peuee ulso made fewer mistakes in the accompanying paper-
work, presumably to avoid spending additional time on the case.

Bureaucratic Discretion and the Rationing of Prisons. The over-criminal-
ization aspect of the commons problem for legislation manifests itself in
many ways. Excess demands for police services and courts have been
emphasized, but there is also tremendous excess demand for prison space.
Thus, a major constraint on sentencing is the shortage of space in correc-
tional facilities.44 The commons problem with prisons means that limited
space must be rationed, so judicial discretion extends to sentencing. As
a consequence, "the amount of variation in sentencing that exists and that
is not related to the apparent facts of the case or the nature of the defen-
dant is substantial."45 One lCJ7? study found that the average sentence for
robbery in Baltimore was 56.5 months while a 25.1-month sentence was
the average in Chicago.46Whether or not these differences can be explained
in terms of differences in prison crowding is not clear, but that is not the
point. The commons problem means that rationing of prisons is required,
and one rationing mechanism is judicial discretion in sentencing.

Another obvious means of rationing prison space is plea bargaining,
which generates smaller penalties than guilty criminals can expect if they
choose to go to trial. Potential demands on the prison system are also reduced
when prosecutors choose to dismiss cases rather than bring charges.

Other rationing devices also play major roles in allocating limited prison
space. Parole boards, for instance, have considerable discretion in deter-
mining how much of a sentence is actually served, whether the sentence
comes from plea bargaining or a trial judge. Waiting time is important in
many jurisdictions, as criminals sentenced to state prisons sit in county
jails queuing up for limited prison space. All these rationing mechanisms
are apparently inadequate. As of 1983, 41 states and the District of Columbia
were either under federal court order to alleviate problems of or in litiga-
tion as a consequence of inhuman treatment of prisoners, arising to a very
large extent from prison crowding.47

Some might argue that plea bargaining and judicial sentencing discretion
are necessary because rationing of prisons must occur, but there are other
options. Under the current system, a crowded prison may include several
"criminals" convicted of victimless crimes, forcing judges or prosecutors



to plea bargain or limit the sentence of more serioull ~rlmln.l •. Or pcrhups
a relatively insecure city or county jail is forced to hold 1I0lnlOnCconvicted
of violent crimes because a marijuana user has been assigned space in the
relatively secure state prison. In this light, perhaps non-violent or non-
repeat offenders could be fined or put in supervised work projects while
violent or repeat offenders are put in prison. Or restitution could be made
an alternative to prison. The point is that when there is excess demand
there must be some means of rationing. The potential number of rationing
mechanisms is typically quite large. In the case of rationing public sector
law enforcement resources, the rationing techniques we observe reflect the
demands of interest groups and the incentives of public bureaucrats. But
they are not necessarily the only or the most efficient options available.

The Political Requirements of Bureaucratic Discretion. Judicial (as well
as prosecutorial and police) discretion is an inevitable and necessary
component of a government dominated by interest group politics. Judges
must be free to discriminate among potential cases for consideration by
congested courts in order to favor those pressure groups that have supported
the judge. An interest group competes to have judges appointed who hold
positions that will favor that group's positions. Then, because of judicial
discretion, it follows that "much of law really reflects the political judgments
and emotional passions of judges."48

It should be clear by now that poor performance by the courts and police
results from complex political causes and not simply from the observed
symptoms of those causes, an apparent shortage of staff and funding.49 The
political nature of the justice system manifests itself in many ways. For
example, both academic researchers and the press frequently complain about
bureaucratic efforts to protect the inner workings of the system from outside
scrutiny. This, too, has as its source the political character of the process
of law and order.

Perhaps the most important conclusion of the theoretical analysis of interest
group government and bureaucratic performance is that government policies
represent the private interest of politically active pressure groups rather
than the public interest. This implies that politicians and bureaucrats do
not want their policies and procedures to be easily understood by the general
public.50 A number of studies of criminal justice bureaucracies have found

burcllucratlc HOcrcl.')' k) be commonplace. Alan Benttbund "the police have
Ions pructiced bureuucrlltlc IIcere,,')' to the exacerbation of relations with
the community. . .. True to the bureaucratic practice of maintaining barriers
between itself and the public, police officials have resisted investigations
of their internal affairs and attempts to impose controls over their
activities."51 Similarly, Eisenstein reported that secrecy and resentment
toward outside interference generally prevail in the operation of courts where
most actual work occurs in private.52 Much of what the public sees is little

'more than a ceremony culminating private negotiations.
Such secrecy does have some "legitimate" purposes within the institu-

, 'Ional setting of this political market. In order to successfully accomplish
, the law enforcement function as mandated by the political process, some
'·'lCtions must be taken that will not meet with the approval of all citizens.53
Por example, a prosecutor recognizes that a legitimately honest witness
will not handle himself well on the stand, thus risking acquittal of a guilty
criminal. Therefore, the prosecutor decides to plea bargain, which many

'J citizens might find unsatisfactory. If the reason was made public, however,
the criminal might refuse to bargain. In this case, the prosecutor's secrecy
I,a necessary part of his job, in the same way that a lawyer in a civil case
would be justified if he settled out of court rather than risked a loss because
of his client's poor demeanor. Similarly, police must protect the identity
f undercover agents and informants in order to make legitimate arrests.

But bureaucratic secrecy does much more than serve "legitimate" actions.
It also makes it difficult for non-interest group members to discover what
bureaucrats are doing and "who is getting what" from the government.

rthermore, bureaucratic secrecy is an obvious attempt to limit the effec-
,ttveness of legislative monitoring and control of bureau production. This
I expected in light of the prediction that enforcement bureaus typically

'desire a higher level of enforcement than is politically optimal.
One reason for bureaucratic secrecy is the police incentive to "solve"

crimes that can most easily be processed.54 In fact, "law enforcement
l8encies have applied the principle of 'benign neglect' to certain types of
.crime ranging from teenage extortion of money from younger children,
.to bicycle and other property theft, and even breaking and entering."55 Many
police departments tend to ignore property crimes as they concentrate their
resources on easier cases or on more highly visible crimes that the media
and interest groups are likely to demand be solved. Clearly, however, this

" 11 an aspect of the criminal justice system's operation that bureaucrats would
",prefer to keep quiet, particularly if the laws they choose to enforce relatively



. orously can be traced to political pressure thllt Wltll orlulnlllly appliedv~ .,
by the same bureaucrats actmg as mterest grmlpN.

IMPROVING BUREAUCRATIC PERFORMANCE

The theoretical presentation of bureaucratic pr~~uction suggests one way

t . prove bureaucratic performance: competItion for law enforcement
o 1m 11 d h' I"bureaus. Legislators have libera . y use t IScontro devIce m an effort to
force politically efficient productIon on the system. For e~ple, Frederi~k
Kaiser reported that in 1980 ~ore than 110 federal agen.cI~s ~o~peted m
overlapping police, investigatIOn, and !~w e~f~rc~m~nt JUrI~dICtIOns.56.In
addition, of course, virtually every polItical JUrISdIctIOn?as Its own pO~Ice

d urt bureaucracies. With the large number of competing bureaucracIes,
~e :ght predict that the system should be operating reasonably efficiently.
But three points must be made.

F· st even if law enforcement agencies produce efficiently, they produce
If , f . I .

output that meets the desires 0 spe~Ia mterests rather t~an the public
interest. The purpose of government IS gener~ly the coerCIve tra~sfer of
property rights, so discontent by the unorgamzed general populatIon that

I in the transfer process can be expected.oses . . h fSecond creating more bureaucratic agenCIes as an e fect on the political

d nd a~d supply process. The number or size of public sector bureau-
ema . . d Th d d <:. • • al'cratic interest groups also ISillcrease. ~s, eman lor more CrIrmn lZa-

f will be stronger, and non-government mterest groups will have relatively
l:~ power. This brings us to another problem with expanding public sector
I enforcement. Bureaucrats become so powerful as interest groups that
aw laws appear to be designed primarily to increase their power and
many 'al .. f' G . .. ther than to protectthe potentl VIctImS0 cnme. overnment aCtiVItySIZera d .
in law enforcement, therefore, ecreasmgly serves the private sector,
including private sectorinterest ~roups. Consequently, such interest groups

'11 be unhappy and will contmue to apply pressure.
WIThird even if the output produced by law enforcement agencies was
efficiently produced in the sen~eof ~nimizing the cost of production, the

tual output produced will bemefficlently chosen because of the commons
ac blem. People who donot pay a user fee obtain police and court services

tPhrotenerate personal benefitsof lesser value than potential services would
ag . .<:. th . bee f .generate for other userswho WaItor .lorgo e servlc.es ause 0 congestIon.
When these three pointsareadded to the undemable fact of bureaucratic

inefficiency, one cannot help but be sympathetic to Smith's conclusion:

IIPrmn such as theile, tho nbllorvor turnN away in disgust and very likely
with the conviction thut no police syNtem can remotely approach its
objectives."57

CRIME VICTIMS AND AUTHORITARIAN LAW'0 far, a major component of the crime picture has been almost completely
. nored: the victims. Why? Simply because they have been almost com-

tetely ignored by the politicized criminal justice system. "In contemporary
merica," McDonald reports, "the victim's well-being and fair treatment

not the concern of the criminal justice system or any other institution.
he victim has to fend for himself every step of the way."58This is in stark

'ontrast with the legal system's historical concern for obtaining restitution
.for victims. And because ofthe incentives arising with restitution, victims
.Willingly pursued and prosecuted offenders. But the politicization of crime
'ibas led to an ever-diminishing role of and concern for victims. Let us
Consider the effects that removing victims from consideration has had on
,both victims and law enforcement.

Bureaucratic Treatment of Victims. Consider first how the incentives that
ureaucrats face (and apparently respond to) affect victimization. The police,

Who have incentives to wait and respond rather than watch to prevent, in
ct create victims. When arrest statistics are important, then crime victims

rmust be created. Furthermore, "the criminal justice system's interest in
l1hevictim is only as a means to an end not as an end in himself. The victim
~I a piece of evidence. The police want to know 'just the facts.' "59

Similarly, the relative ease of making arrests in cases of victimless crimes
;'tends to divert police resources away from controlling crimes that have
Victims. Because crimes with victims receive relatively less attention than
they would with less criminalization, fewer of these crimes are solved and
deterred and there are more victims. Little wonder that citizens are increas-
ingly dissatisfied with the public crime control process and are increasingly
turning to the private sector for crime prevention. But the victim is at a disad-
vantage there as well. In their interest group role, police have consistently
raised strong opposition to many private efforts at crime prevention. Thus,
a victim who takes a self-protection initiative faces significant risks of
violating the law. And, of course, "when a victim's self-protective measures
do lead him to violate the law, it is no defense to say that police protection
was inadequate."60



Conviction statistics arc of primary concern tu pru.lOutor., 110 the roll'
that victims play in prosecution is generally contlelved In terms of their
function as witnesses.61 If the victim is likely to uppcllr unconvincing or
unsympathetic, if he has "done something stupid" and appears to deserve
what he got, or if he has a criminal record, the prosecutor will dismiss
the case or plea bargain in order to generate a conviction or avoid a loss.
There is one perverse implication of this tendency. Lower-income individuals
are victims of a disproportionate number of crimes but are also more likely
to have criminal records themselves and to make less articulate witnesses.
"Thus, it is more likely that these cases are given away by prosecutors than
those of higher income victims."62 Ironically, of course, one rhetorical
justification for public prosecution is to ensure that poor victims receive
the same justice as rich victims would be able to purchase if private
prosecution still existed. Instead, the opposite has occurred. Under private
prosecution, rich and poor victims acted as prosecutors themselves and
were generally on a relatively equal footing.

The characteristics and aspirations of the lawyers in the prosecutor's office
also affect victims. Recall that many lawyers use the public prosecutor's
office as a stepping stone to higher political office or to private law firms, so
turnover among assistant prosecutors is very high and a prosecutor's office
is usually staffed with young relatively inexperienced lawyers. This "means
that the prosecutors must use an assembly line organization for their
work. . .. [D]ifferent prosecutors are stationed along the various stages of
the process and handle all the cases that reach the processing stage. '"
[T]his means that the victim, who may have already explained his case to
several different police officers now has to retell it to each new prosecutor."63

The victims' cost of cooperating with prosecutors can be staggering. In
addition to the initial loss to the criminal, victims face the costs of transpor-
tation, babysitting, and parking. More importantly, they can lose wages
and they endure seemingly endless delays and continuances. There are also
considerable emotional and psychological costs of having to confront an
assailant, for example, or enduring a defense attorney's questions.

Why would a victim choose to bear such additional costs beyond the
original loss due to the crime? In the case of property crimes, perhaps they
hope to recover some of what they lost. In the case of personal crimes,
the hope may be that the criminal will be put in prison so that he cannot
attack someone else. But the portion of reported crimes that are ultimately
cleared by arrest is only about 20 percent and is declining (see Table 6.4).
More significantly, only a small portion of arrests result in convictions.

Table 6.4 Percentalll! 01 Oft'lnul Known Cleand by Arrest.--------_ .._-~.~_.-.-----~.,-~~~
Mum,r und

Total Vio/t'11t Non-Negligible Forcible Aggravated
Crime * Crimt's" Manslaughter Rape Robbery Assault

19.2 43.6 72.3 48.8 23.8 58.7
21.0 44.7 78.3 51.3 27.0 63.5
21.0 47.6 86.5 56.4 29.1 64.9
24.6 90.5 64.0 37.6 72.9
26.1 92.3 72.5 38.5 75.8

92.7 78.6 42.8 77.4
93.8 80.3 43.5 76.6

SOURCE: U.S. Department of Justice, Unifonn Crime Reports, Federal Bureau ofInvestigation,
various years.
·The values for the Aggregated Crime Index were not reported for 1950 and 1955.
·*The Aggregated Violent Crime Index was not reported for 1950, 1955, 1960, and 1965.

Alameda County, California, for example, 98,218 felonies were reported
the police during 1973.64The police arrested 13,695 adults and 6,798

uveniles that year, but 2,377 of the 13,695 adults were released because
f insufficient evidence, and misdemeanor complaints were filed against

" ,315 of them. Of the 10,043 felony complaints filed, the district attorney's
Ice found that only 4,946 had sufficient evidence to warrant pursuing.

he municipal court dismissed or processed as misdemeanants 2,714 of
e 4,946; 2,232 were sent to superior court for felony trials, and 1,656
f those were convicted of felonies. That means that 1.7 percent of all
. ported felonies and perhaps 0.8 percent of all actual felonies (because
t least half are not reported) ultimately led to felony convictions. And
is ignores the fact that many of those felony convictions may have been

. chieved through plea bargaining so that the punishment was for a lesser
rime than was committed.

But the story does not end here. Only 329 of the 1,656 convicted felons
actually went to prison, a few went to state mental institutions or youth
authority facilities, and 1,172were given local jail sentences. Of those 1,172,
about half went to jail for less than a year and were given probation, 62
,ot straight jail terms, 3 paid fines, and roughly half received only proba-
tion. These kinds of figures are not atypical. A 1977 study found that less
than 30 percent of the felony arrests in Washington, D.C., resulted in any
kind of conviction.65

At the federal level the lengths of sentences have been increasing, but
actual time served has been decreasing (see Figure 6.1). A 1973 study of



Figure 6.1 Average sentence for, and averuK' tlm. IIrwd by, n •••t releuNClN
from federal institution, 1965-1975
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SOURCE: U.S. Department of Justice, Sourcebook ojCriminalJustice Statistics, Bureau of Justicl'
Statistics. 1976.

property crime estimated that the probability that an adult burglar will be
sent to prison for a single offense is .0024; the risk for a juvenile was .0015,
Furthermore, if an adult was actually sent to prison, he or she spent an

average of only 26,8 months; juvenile. wore Institutionalized tor an average
of about nine months.66 Any hope that cooperating with police and
prosecutors will protect the victim or others from the same criminal is a
false one, Over 70 percent of the offenders released from prison are re-
arrested for committing another crime.67 The major reason for victim
cooperation appears to be the potential satisfaction of knowing that the
oriminal who violated the victim's person or property is being punished .

Wilson explained, there are few offsetting benefits for the cost of
operating in prosecution except a desire for revenge, since stolen property

I often not recovered, money loss is not restored, and there is generally
compensation for injury.68
Suppose victim cooperation is successful and a criminal is arrested and

onvicted. Here, too, the criminal justice system shows little regard for
e victim. The victim's views on sentencing are not represented to the

Udge, even though "defense counsel will be allowed to appeal to the judge,
beg for mercy, to try to sway the judges' emotions, and to recount in

pathetic details his client's tragic childhood." Yet, recent political demands
. have victim representation at sentencing have been met with the argument

at it would be "improper, because the victim would play on the emotions
the judge."69

\. It should be clear that the typical crime victim has little to gain from
articipating in the criminal justice system. "If anything, the victim is
ploited by criminal justice officials and defense attorneys to serve their

ersonal and organizational self-interest."7o But victims have not simply
nored such abuse. Many have simply chosen not to participate in the

secution process, and others have begun to organize politically and apply
ressures for changes in the criminal justice system .

56
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ctims Opting Out. It is estimated that about one-half the FBI Index crimes
e not reported to police?! The Figgie Report estimated that 60 percent
personal larceny cases where there is no contact between the thief and

is victim go unreported and that less than half of all assaults, less than
o percent of all household burglaries, less than 30 percent of household
arcenies, and only a little more than half of all robberies and rapes are
ported.72 Non-reporting is a natural reaction to the high cost of victim
volvement with the criminal justice system, a reaction that has been

ommon since the inception of criminal law. The avoidance of additional
i osts that exceed the personal satisfaction of seeing the criminal punished
s not the only reason for not reporting crimes. The U.S. Department of



Justice report on crime victimization in 1979 found thut In approximately
10 percent of unreported crimes victims believed that the police did "not
want to be bothered."73 This belief is probably justified given that many
crime reports receive little or no attention by police departments facing
common pool problems. Fear of reprisal is another factor, but this also
reflects victims' perceptions that the criminal justice system is failing74

The role of the victim in the publicly provided crime control process
and his subsequent treatment within that process provide significant disincen-
tives for him to report crimes or cooperate in the prosecution of criminals.
Many victims respond to those incentives by opting out, which clearly
reduces the effectiveness of the public sector in achieving criminal justice.
After all, "to the extent that there is less victim involvement than there
would be if other sorts of remedies were available-such as restitution-
then fewer crimes will be reported, fewer criminals will be successfully
prosecuted, and more rights violating conduct will result."75

Political Actions by Organized Victims. The second response by victims
has been to organize. A number of victim-oriented pressure groups have
been formed over the last few years, such as Parents of Murdered Children
(POMC) and Mothers Against Drunk Drivers (MADD). These groups "are
expressing their anger and frustration at judges who hand down lenient
sentences, at parole boards who free violent offenders to commit new
mayhem, at prosecutors who plea bargain serious offenses down to minor
charges, and at laws that allow the guilty to go free on legal quirks or small
police errors."76 They demand tougher sentencing laws, victim compensa-
tion, the right of victims to testify prior to sentencing about the effect of
crime on their lives, and numerous other reforms. For instance, the Stephanie
Roper committee (named after a Maryland College student who was raped,
beaten, shot, set afire, and partially dismembered by two men who were
sentenced to life in prison but who would be eligible for parole after less
than 12 years), with some 11,500 members and 92,000 signatures on
petitions, persuaded the Maryland legislature to require a minimum of
20 years in prison before parole can be considered in a capital crime, to
eliminate drugs and alcohol as mitigating circumstances in violent acts,
and to mandate that a written victim-impact statement be provided to judges
before sentencing.77They have also lobbied for judges to be given the option
of imposing life sentences with no parole and for in-person testimony by
victims prior to sentencing, as well as notification of victims and their
families before a criminal is paroled.

SocietY'N LCllilUI:lAllldnlit Mulelltatlun (S.L.A.M.) was organized in
Cnlifhrnill t()lluwing the liexul1lturture and murder of a two-year-old child
by u pedophile with u 20-year history of violent sexual abuse. S.L.A.M.'S
Initial efforts in Sacramento were ineffective, but they returned the next
year with 500 people and 60,000 signatures on a petition.78 A number of
new laws were the result, including mandatory prison terms for repeat
molesters or violent first offenders, elimination of the hospital treatment
program th~t freed the murderer whose crime led to the group's forma-
tion, and access by organizations to criminal records of anyone seeking
ajob that brings them into close contact with children. In 1989, S.L.A.M.
had 75 chapters in 43 states, which lobby for legislative change, actively
,monitor court cases, and provide counseling for victims and information
for parents. California established a victim-assistance program in 1965 and

I by 1986 thirty-seven states and the District of Columbia had followed suit
(most since 1979)79 The National Organization for Victim Assistance now
coordinates the lobbying efforts of about 25 groups in Washington, nc.80

It is important to remember that this reform legislation often reflects
a compromise between potential conflicting interests and is often designed
.to achieve the self-interest goals of a group that does not obviously benefit
,from the statute. Consider public compensation for crime victims, an integral

art of several states' victim relief programs. The American Bar Association
as actively pursued such a program, even at the federal level. Why? Most
deral bills, as proposed, include a payment of the victim's lawyer by the

ompensation board whether the victim's claim is successful or not.81
imilarly, several state victim compensation programs mandate a 15 percent
egal fee from a victim's award, which produced enough revenues to support
bout 1,000 full-time lawyers in 1975.82

Lawyers are not the only non-victim advocates of victim compensation.
I he International Association of Chiefs of Police have supported such legisla-
tion since 1966. In attempting to produce the political compromise necessary
to pass federal compensation legislation, such bills have been joined with
proposals for federal payments to policemen and firemen killed in the line
.ofdUty.83Of course, police may support victim compensation out of concern
for victims or out of recognition that victims would then have greater
ncentives to cooperate in generating arrests and convictions, but the linkage

.ofthe two pieces of legislation together suggests strong self-interest motives
as well.

Other bureaucrats have also consistently advocated victim compensa-
tion programs. The Department of Justice would administer the federal



compensation commission and the program fundM,which "would account
for the LEAA study, which pushed for adoption of the program, claiming
that the cost would be trivial."84 The LEA A study estimated annual com-
pensation of about $25 million, allowing roughly $1,000 payment to perhaps
2 percent of the victims of reported crime with injury at that time. Roger
Meiners suspected that the federal government would be forced to cover
the true costs of the program, because congressmen would find it difficult
to vote for reduced benefits to innocent crime victims.85 Therefore, by
underestimating costs, the bureaucracy might achieve its ends and then be
able to maintain its new position and power.

Victim compensation is like so many other programs that characterize
the criminal justice system. It appears to be a desirable program, but "in
reality, victim compensation threatens to emerge as another tentacle of
leviathan, encompassing far more in territory and dollars than ever
envisioned."86 It is just another example of a policy chosen because it benefits
bureaucrats, lawyers, and other political interests and expands the role of
existing institutions. It is becoming apparent that the political approach
to the problems of victim alienation is no better than simply opting out.

There is one more important response that victims and potential victims
are making to the political criminal justice process. The private sector offers
numerous alternatives to the use of public police and courts for crime
prevention and protection of property rights. These are not considerations
that are likely to get much attention in the political arena, but are being
increasingly adopted by private citizens.
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lC:ORRUPTION OF LAW
NFORCEMENT OFFICIALS

IlChicago Cop Goes Undercover to Crack a Police Dope Ring," "This Judge
Is the Defendant," ''A Federal Judge Goes on Trial in Nevada on Bribery
,Charges," "More Miami Cops Are Arrested," ''A Prosecutor on Trial,"
Wailed U.S. Judge Resists Resigning."} This sample of headlines from news
,magazine and newspaper articles only touches the surface of the corrup-
'tion problem among law enforcement officials. Political corruption has been
.a fact of life since government got into the business of law enforcement.
.Corruption is actually just a black market for the property rights over which
politicians and bureaucrats have allocative power.2 Rather than assigning
rights according to political power, rights are sold to the highest bidder.
If bureaucrats are not monitored closely, then self-interest motives may
really take over and corruption is likely. To get some idea of the level of
corruption in law enforcement, we must examine the opportunities for
corruption and the institutionalized incentives to carry out corrupt acts that
face public sector law enforcement officials.

Corruption is a direct consequence of discretionary authority by govern-
ment officials. When common pool congestion arises, public law enforcement
bureaucrats have tremendous discretion in allocating limited bureau resources
among competing demands. For example, overcriminalization enhances the



possibility for corruption. as police arc in*, pUMI""neo ohoo •• which IUWH

to enforce and which to ignore. This power Invltell corruption. Commons
problems also generate considerable discretion for judie" and prosecutors.
Court time is to a large extent rationed by waiting time. but prosecutors
can also ration court time by deciding which cases to prosecute, which
to plea bargain, and which to drop; judges similarly decide which cases
deserve consideration and which do not. The discretionary power to allocate
many rights because of the commons problem of overcriminalization
combines with bureaucratic secrecy to enhance opportunities for corruption.

For example, where government has modified a rights structure to prevent
a competitive market and has, consequently, created incentives for an illegal
market to arise, the potential illegal transaction can often be easily detected?
As a result, successful underground markets require illegal transactions
to have the appearance of legality or have agreements with officials that
the law will not be enforced. Perhaps the property is durable and immobile
(e.g., land subject to zoning), or the property is subject to close scrutiny
by government officials (e.g., liquor license requirements). Under .such
circumstances. an illegal property rights modification must be accomplIshed
through the actions of a government official. As a consequence, land use
and building regulations appear to generate considerable opportunities for
political corruption.4 Corruption need not go as far as outright changes
in statutes or regulations. Public officials may simply ignore violations or
make it easy for individuals to find their way through the red tape quickly.
In 1972, the Knapp Commission to Investigate Alleged Police Corrupti.on
in New York City discovered that the second largest source of polIce

corruption was

legitimate business seeking to ease its way through the maze of City ordinances
and regulations. Major offenders are construction contractors and sUbcontr~c-
tors, liquor licensees, and managers of businesses like trucking firms and parking
lots, which are likely to park large numbers of vehicles illegally. If the police
were completely honest, it is likely that members of these groups would seek
to corrupt them, since most seem to feel that paying off the police is easier
and cheaper than obeying the laws or paying fines and answering summonses
when they do violate the laws.5

There is a closely related opportunity for corruption that has clear and
direct applications to criminal law enforcement. In instances where illegal
activities could be prevented or severely limited through relatively inexpen-
sive enforcement efforts (e.g., gambling, prostitution), public officials have

• vllluubic lIel of' pruporty ri.htll that may be Hold. They can allow certain
lndlviduWHor gruup. tu operate lIIegally while preventing other potential par-
tici~ants from entering the market. That is, they can sell monopoly rights to

. • prIvate ~ector underground market and then enforce that rights allocation.
Schelh~g argued that organized crime is really monopolized crime, and

both Rubm and Anderson contended that criminal firms possess market
power because there are economies of scale in buying corruption from police

d ot~er governmental officials.6 Demsetz, however, explained that
'lConOimes of sc~e. are not s~fficient for such monopoly pricing? Exploiting

monopoly pos~tIon reqUires entry restrictions, typically arising from
aove~ental polIcy..In the case of underground markets, all entry is illegal;

t If enforcement is easy, corrupt public officials can sell the right to
'produce to selected illegal firms. In this instance, an underground market
"forgovernmentally controlled property rights may be required for a private
.ector .underground market to operate. Not surprisingly, the Knapp Commis-
:110ndiscovered that "organized crime is the single biggest source of police
'Oorruption" in New York City.s Similarly, Charles Ashman reported that
Ilorganized crime cannot function without organized justice."9

The potential for government corruption arises for precisely the same
ason that underground private markets can exist. Legal rights modifications

revent a competitive allocation of resources, creating opportunities for
ark~ts that are designed to avoid the laws. Under many circumstances,
ese illegal markets must involve corrupt law enforcement officials in order

to e~ist, particularly when the market requires rights over which public
ficlals have allocative discretion. But corruption requires more than

pportunities; it requires a desire to take advantage of them.

eci~ions are made on the basis of information and incentives, and public
ficlal~ reac~ to incentives just as private individuals do. Thus, relatively

trong mcentIves to become corrupt are likely to result in relatively more
orruption. The relevant incentives are those that Becker delineated in his

,con?mic theory of crime: the size of expected payoffs relative to a public
ficial's ~lternatives, the likelihood of being detected and punished, and
e seventy of the potential punishment.lO

e Payoffs to Corruption. The attractiveness to a public official of the
pected payoff from corruption depends on a number of factors. The



potential returns to corruption will be weighed .,&llnllt return. to. l~ther
activities that may have to be foregone if the ofl1chtl Cht101leNto partIcIpate
in an illegal market. Of course, law enforcement ot't1cialHcannot capt~re
profits when they abstain from corruption and concentrate on enhancmg
efficiency in the production oflaw enforcement services. They may be able
to move to a better-paying public sector job, but few public officials receive
large salaries. Officials may also gain satisfaction from the prestige and
power they acquire, but "some experts note that judicial virtue has been
tested more than usual of late by failure of salaries to keep pace with the
earnings of private attorneys."ll Furthermore, many public officials are
severely constrained as to how and how much they can legally obtain beyond
their public salaries. Thus, assuming that public sector employment was
chosen because it was an official's best alternative, any reasonably large
expected payoff from corrupt activity may be tempting.

The magnitude of the potential payoff from corruption is determined
by several factors. The expected value of the rights that the official is able
to allocate is a prime determinant. Thus, the greater the market distortion
created by the laws being enforced, the greater the potential payoff to officials
doing the enforcing. Strict building codes or rigorous and geographically
expansive zoning laws, for instance, generate the potential for large payoffsP
In addition, when a market is entirely outlawed (e.g., drugs and prostitution),
the potential payments to public officials for protecting a black market's
monopoly are enormous. The Knapp Commission found evidence of payoffs
to a plainclothes police officer from gambling interests in New York to
range from $400 to $1,500 per monthP But this is small-time compared
to narcotics-related payoffs, which run into the hundreds of thousands of
dollars. In 1982, for example, ten Chicago police officers were convicted
of taking $250,000 in protection money from narcotics dealers,14 In 1986,
a federal prosecutor was charged with receiving payments of $210,000 and
a boat in exchange for tipping off a drug smuggler to the evidence-gathering
activities of U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration officers,15 Similarly,
if an official has allocative power over a number of different rights, the
payoff could be large even though no single right has tremendou~ value.
The Knapp Commission found that "while individual payments to umformed
men were small, mostly under $20, they were often so numerous as to add
substantially to a patrolman's income."16

When the discretionary power to allocate rights in a common pool is
concentrated in the hands of a few officials, the corruption payoff to those
individuals can be extremely large. Judges, for example, have near-monopoly

control over the dlNpCnll&ltlonof caHes that corne before them. One of the
tbur judges found guilty aN of January 20, 1986,as a consequence of "Opera-
tion Greylord" (a federal undercover operation to detect corruption in the
Cook County court system) was convicted of, among other things, accepting
bribes totaling $400,000 in cash and eight automobilesP A New Jersey
Judge was convicted in 1982 of taking $22,000 to release one convict from
prison and put another on probation.1s Investigating officers have similar
monopoly powers. If an investigator puts together a case against a particular
criminal, then he is in position to extort money or accept a bribe from
that criminal. The Knapp Commission found that investigating detectives'
"shakedowns of individual targets of opportunity" frequently "come to
leveral thousand dollars."19

If the power to influence a rights assignment is widely dispersed and
..difficult to coordinate, however, the payoff to anyone official is likely to
be relatively small. Organized crime may have to pribe several police
officers, for instance, to assure the relatively unmolested operation of their
underground markets in drugs and prostitution, but this means that the
payoff to anyone police officer will be relatively small and less acceptable.
Similarly, if a buyer of illegally allocated rights has several alternative
lources (competitive corruption, if you will), then the return to anyone
corrupt seller is likely to be small. A pimp, for example, may be indifferent
as to whether his prostitutes work in one or another of several geographically
contiguous political jurisdictions.

An obvious determinant of the payoff to corruption is the private buyer's
Willingness to pay for an illegal governmental rights allocation. Naturally,
buyers in the underground market for governmentally controlled property
rights react to the same kind of incentives that participants in any illegal
activity do. Is the potential return relatively large or small? Is the action
likely to be detected? How severe might the punishment be if the activity
.is detected? Given the evidence of police and judicial corruption, a substan-
tial number of private sector individuals find the potential returns from
illegal dealings with officials to be high enough to be worth the risk.20

.The Probability of Detection. If there is a high probability that an illegal
rights allocation will be detected and that a corrupt official will be identified
and prosecuted, then an official is less likely to become corrupt. There
are several ways to monitor law enforcement activities. Individual citizens
in general and taxpayers and voters in particular might make efforts to
monitor individual officials. But this is far from a major threat because



of rational ignorance and the free-rider problem. A "IURn'l 'hare of the
benefits derived by eliminating one corrupt official I" 10 Imall relative to
his costs that he has virtually no economic incentive to act as a monitor.
Monitoring costs are quite high and simply learning enough about the inner
workings of a single bureaucracy to be able to identify a corrupt official
can take a tremendous investment in time and effort.

Furthermore, a citizen has little incentive to join in a collective effort
to monitor government, because he can share whatever benefits such a
collective action may generate without bearing any of the costs. There are
several fairly active government watch organizations, of course, and they
may pose some threat to potentially corrupt officials, but it is likely that
these efforts will be relatively unsuccessful because they simply will not
be able to attract sufficient resources to be effective.

The common pool characteristics of law enforcement cast a slightly
different light on the typical explanation of free-rider incentives. There
are incentives to overuse common pool resources, but there are also strong
incentives to underinvest in maintaining the common pool. Those who
harvest whales have few incentives to replenish the stock so that others
will be free to harvest those new animals. In much the same way, individuals
have little incentive to invest in maintaining the integrity of public officials
so that others will be free to share the benefits of the investment. In fact,
the probability of any direct benefit of such an investment will be very
small. What is frequently characterized as a free-rider problem, then, may
be a common pool underinvestment problem.

The news media is another potential source of monitoring. News does
have some public good (or, more accurately, externality) characteristics,
so there is a potential free-rider problem. But because consumers of news
pay indirectly through advertising, the undersupply of news services is not
likely to be a significant problem. Nonetheless, there are reasons to expect
that the news media will not be a major threat to most corrupt officials.
Few members of the media devote much time to trying to detect corruption
of criminal justice officials. Corruption exposed by others is certainly
reported, but there are relatively few instances in which news personnel
have actively sought out illegal activity. This is partly because newspapers
and other media require daily output, and most reporters must concentrate
on news that can be obtained easily and quickly. Detecting corrupt officials
and proving their guilt are generally difficult and time consuming, and such
efforts are likely to take place only when the potential payoff is substantial.
A reporter might be willing to spend considerable time trying to demonstrate

that un important public offlclal ill corrupt because the potential payoffs
are large (e.g., front page headlines, recognition by peers and citizens, and
.reater income opportunities), but he is unlikely to invest much time and
'effort in detecting corruption by a police patrol officer.

Peers can be a source of monitoring. Most governmental institutions have
established self-monitoring systems and have actually discouraged (and in
lome cases even prevented) monitoring from external sources. Police depart-
ments have their internal affairs divisions, for example, and court systems
have judicial review boards. But such monitoring is not likely to be very
'effective. No matter what the goal of a government official might be, he
,has strong incentives not to expose corruption or inefficiencies within his
i.overnmental unit. Suppose that a police official derives his satisfaction
'by working for what he believes is the "public interest" and is convinced
that what his bureau is doing is vital. If he reveals that his colleagues are
'corrupt, the unit's effectiveness may be jeopardized. This public-spirited
individual may try to suppress corruption internally, but it seems likely
that he would prefer not to know about the corruption at all.

The Knapp Commission attributed police officers' extreme reluctance
to bring evidence against or to effectively investigate fellow officers to
"intense group loyalty." This in turn supposedly manifested itself in a "public
spirited" concern for the effectiveness and morale of the department which
produced suspicion and hostility directed at any outside interference with
the department. This mixture of hostility and pride created the most serious
roadblock to a rational attack on police corruption: a stubborn refusal at
all levels of the department to acknowledge that a serious problem exists.21

. Police are not the only bureaucrats with strong tendencies to protect their
own. Most states have judicial review boards that involve judges monitoring
other judges. "Some critics complain, however, that judges cannot be

, counted upon to act against their own colleagues ... the idea of firmly rooting
out judicial corruption remains an especially sensitive one ... [with] worries
about the manifest danger of losing public respect."22 It is interesting to
note the similarity between the justification for not revealing police cor-
ruption and the justification for not revealing judicial corruption.

It must be emphasized that the kind of incentives and behavior discovered
by the Knapp Commission (and many other investigative commissions) can
easily be attributed to self-interested motives rather than public-spiritedness.
For the public official for whom power and prestige are major sources of
satisfaction, for example, corruption within his organization may lead to
reductions in budget, discretionary power, and prestige. Finally, an official



who may be corrupt or who wishes to kccp tho oorruptlon option open
obviously does not want to attract attention to the corruption potential or
his position. This explanation is particularly compelling in the Knapp
Commission case because "police corruption was found to be an extensive,
department-wide phenomenon, indulged in to some degree by a sizable
majority of those on the force."23

It is not surprising, therefore, to find that in the few instances in which
an official has reported corruption he has generally been ostracized by
colleagues and superiors, denied promotions, and ultimately forced to resign.
When honest officials face such potential costs, it is evident that corrupt
officials probably have little to fear from their peers.24Thus, "with extremely
rare exceptions, even those who themselves engage in no corrupt activities
are involved in corruption in the sense that they take no steps to prevent
what they know or suspect to be going on about them."25

Another source of potential detection comes from other governmental
units. One function of elected representatives is to monitor bureaucracies
to see that they are doing what his constituents want them to do. This
monitoring could conceivably be very effective (assuming that the represen-
tatives themselves are not corrupt) if there are relatively few officials to
monitor and relatively few rights over which those officials have allocative
powers. But as more time and resources are spent in monitoring, less are
available for determining the nature and strength of constituencies' demands,
meeting those demands through legislative enactment, and taking advantage
of outside income sources and benefits associated with legislative service.26
So, even if there were relatively few officials and rights modifications to
be monitored, it would not necessarily follow that legislative oversight would
substantially reduce corruption.

A legislature may choose to delegate the monitoring function to some
other governmental unit. Results of the Federal Bureau of Investigation's
corruption detection efforts, for example, have been evident. Similar efforts
by state and local criminal justice agencies are also possible. Operation
Greylord, for instance, produced initial expectations of indictments of 30
court officials, including ten circuit judges, on charges of fixing cases,
bribery, extortion, mail fraud, and racketeering in the Cook County court
systemP But this was the culmination of a three-and-one-half year under-
cover investigation. Law enforcement officers are expected to enforce a
wide range of laws with limited budgets. Expensive police efforts appear
to involve a few, possibly spectacular arrests (e.g., Operation Greylord),
perhaps in the hopes that the visibility of these actions will lead potentially

IOrrupt officials to overestimate the risk of detection (but also because they
often follow a highly publicized scandal that results in a temporary political
ctommitment to provision of investigative resources). This may have the!,••Ired impact over the short term, but it may not work for long. Thus,
\relources devoted to corruption detection should not pose a great threat
to the overwhelming majority of corrupt officials.
, In many cases, the officials' incentives for monitoring their counterparts

separate government bureaus are quite weak. Prosecutors' offices, for
i stance, might appear to be in a good position to investigate police cor-
,ruption, but "in the case of the district attorneys, there is the additional
,roblem that they work so closely with policemen that the public tends
'''' look upon them-and indeed they seem to look upon themselves-as
allies of the police."28 The Knapp Commission found citizens had a general
mistrust of the district attorneys primarily because of those close ties. One
implication of this distrust, of course, is that many prosecutors were also
involved in the corruption.29

This brings up a relevant point. When a government official has the
responsibility of preventing corruption by other officials, he also has a
potentially valuable right to sell: the right to be corrupt. He faces the same
kinds of incentives as officials who are supposed to prevent private sector
underground activities. Thus, it should not be surprising that public officials
payoff police officers in order to practice corruption.30

Another reason for corrupt officials to be relatively unconcerned with
potential detection is that investigations are costly. Operation Greylord
required over three years of undercover work, and the cost ran into the
millions of dollars.31 New York State had a staff of 45 monitoring judges
in 1983 at a cost of $1.5 million a year,32but most states, counties and cities
cannot commit such resources to the monitoring of public officials. They
rely on existing law enforcement bureaucrats to monitor themselves and
each other, at least until a major scandal erupts. But common pool problems
provide those bureaucrats with a ready excuse for not actively searching
out corruption. In a situation where bureaucrats face excess demand and
have substantial discretion to choose how to allocate their resources, they
can frequently justify ignoring corruption, particularly if it is not brought
to the public's attention. Whether the public is better served by use of those
scarce resources in pursuit of corruption or in the provision of other services
does not appear to be a question that is raised.33

There have been numerous instances where a major corruption scandal
has been exposed and a special commission or task force has been appointed



to investigate the problem. But there are prohlcm. with tho ".candal reac-
tion" approach to corruption control. Any alternative rea1me that does not
address the fundamental institutional issues-the infurmation and incentives
generated-is unlikely to be successful over the long run. First, those who
are corrupt can appeal to a concentrated constituency for campaign funds.
Second, and more important, without changes in the fundamental institu-
tions the replacements for those who are convicted, forced to resign, or
defeated in an election are likely to degenerate into corruption themselves.34

In New York City, the Knapp Commission reported that their "findings
were hardly new. As long ago as 1844, when the State legislature created
the New York police department as the first in the country, historians record
an immediate problem with extortion and other corrupt activities engaged
in by police."35 The city has since been hit periodically by major corruption
scandals followed by special investigations, revelation of large-scale cor-
ruption, official expressions of outrage, and finally "reforms"; but in each
case "the basic pattern of corrupt behavior was never substantially affected
and after the heat was off, it was largely back to business as usual."36 A
major investigation of police corruption seems to take place about every
20 years in the city.3?

New York is certainly not unique in this regard. A major investigation
of police corruption took place in Chicago between 1970 and 1976,38but
the corruption did not end. Over twenty Chicago officers were at some
stage of investigation (arraignment, indictment, or conviction) for drug-
related charges in July of 1982.39 Charles Ashman has concluded that
"scandalous corruption seems to be contagious among judges in certain
states."40 Corruption does not end when the "rascals" have been thrown
out. They are probably no more "rotten" by nature than any other typical
resident of the same city or state. The institutional setting creates the oppor-
tunity and incentives for corruption, and discretion occurs because of the
excess demands on common pool resources (e.g., over-criminalization).
As Ashman noted, "the argument that there are just as many crooked
television repairmen or auto mechanics and the like doesn't hold up. No
repairman or mechanic or anyone but a judge has unlimited control over
the freedom and property of each member of his community."41

The Severity of Punishment. One other potential source of disincentives
for corruption is the severity of the punishment that arises when that
corruption is detected. The impact of punishment is difficult to assess,
however, since severity is a subjective concept. An official who obtains
satisfaction from a prestigious position may view the embarrassment of

public exposure thr corruption and the loss of a job as severe punishment;
another with attractive outside alternatives might view exposure as an
inconvenience. The same can be said of punishment as a deterrent to private
sector illegal activity, so at least some inferences can be drawn from a
comparison of the types of punishment that corrupt officials face relative

. to punishment given criminals in the private sector.
If it is correct that officials who detect corruption in their own organiza-

tions are likely to suppress information and downplay its significance, then
any internally generated punishment is likely to be relatively mild. Mild
punishment should make the corruption appear to be relatively less signifi-
cant to those outside the organization (e.g., legislators and private sector
government-watch groups), thus minimizing the attention that exposure
might attract. Judicial disciplinary boards hear more than 3,500 complaints
of misconduct each year, many on such charges as favoritism, abusive
language, and other forms of overt misbehavior.42 While some complaints
are unfounded, coming from persons disgruntled over losing a case, many
are valid. Through the 1970s, however, review boards dismissed virtually
every complaint, taking some action against only about a dozen judges per
year.43The number of cases found for complaintants increased during the
early 1980s, but even so, of the 152judges found quilty in 1981,only 16were
forcibly removed from office and 11 were suspended. Another 55 were
officially reprimanded, but 70 simply resigned while under investigation
and received no official punishment. Of 89 grievances fl1ed against federal
judges, 11 resulted in unspecified "corrective action" and one ended with
a judge's retirement.44

Retirement or resignation are the routes frequently taken when a corrupt
. official is identified.45 A May 14, 1970, letter from the Law Department of
the City of New York to the mayor recommending formation of the indepen-
dent investigative committee (the Knapp Commission) pointed out, for
instance, that

under present law a city employee is required to give 30 days' notice before
his retirement becomes effective. The Police Department has found that in many
instances this time period does not permit a proper investigation and disposition
of charges of corruption against members of the police force, particularly if
criminal charges are under investigation. Other city departments have encoun-
tered similar problems with regard to allegedly dishonest employees seeking
to retire and obtain their pension benefits.46

Punishment of a corrupt official could be relatively severe when the
conviction is as a consequence of detection by another organization or a
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private government-watch group. One might even OXpl"t Much punishment
to be relatively severe if the strategy is to make examples of the officialN
who are caught in order to deter other potential corruption. But this is not
an appropriate deduction. Although there is little statistical evidence, public
officials (particularly high-ranking officials) seem to receive relatively short
prison terms and to be paroled relatively quickly. During the four and one
half years following the Serpico incident (beginning in 1968 and ending
in the middle of 1972), for instance, the five district attorneys' offices in
New York City initiated 136 police corruption cases involving 218 officers,
including 158 patrolmen, 39 detectives, 9 sergeants, 11 lieutenants, and
1 assistant chief inspector. Sixty-three of the defendants pleaded guilty, and
28 were convicted after trial; 46 were acquitted or dismissed and 81 were
still awaiting trial when the Knapp report was issued. Eighty of the 91 officers
found guilty had been sentenced at the time of the Knapp report: 49 were
either freed or given suspended sentences and 31 received jail terms, 14of
which were for less than a year. The

Bronx County District Attorney ... testified before the Commission that light
sentences were common in cases involving police officers. .,. It is clear that
the risks of severe punishment for corrupt behavior are slight. A dishonest
policeman knows that even if he is caught and convicted, he will probably receive
a court reprimand or, at most, a fairly short jail sentence. Considering the vast
sums to be made in some plainclothes squads or in narcotics enforcement the
gains from corruption seem to far outweigh the risks.47

Interestingly, from 1970through 1973there was also a 90 percent turnover in
the rank of captain and above, apparently due to retirement, but almost every
criminal charge was brought against those holding the rank of lieutenant
or below. The obvious implication is that punishment for police corrup-
tion is likely to be relatively light and is likely to decline as the official's
rank increases.

CONSEQUENCES OF CRIMINALIZATION

If historical trends toward more criminalization and increased growth of
public enforcement bureaus continue, then one can predict increased cor-
ruption among law enforcement officials. At first glance, such a prediction
may appear trivial: Growth of law enforcement bureaucracies means more
government employees, so that if some portion of public officials is corrupt,

corruption should increuNe. But thiNprediction goes beyond such an obvious
relationship. Based on our explorations of the opportunities for and the
incentives to commit corruption, we can anticipate that the number of law
enforcement officials involved in corruption should rise at an increasing rate.

The relationship between public sector growth and the opportunities for
corruption is obvious. Greater criminalization means that more property
rights are controlled by government officials, so there are greater possibilities
for the illegal sale of such rights. Incentives for participation in private
sector underground markets increase, so officials have additional oppor-
tunities to accept bribes in return for altering rights structures or for allowing
some individuals or groups to operate in a private illegal market without
fear of punishment. Clearly, if the incentives to commit corrupt acts do
not change with growth in public sector law enforcement, we could still
predict increasing corruption simply because of the expanded number of
opportunities for corruption. But such growth also leads to stronger and
stronger incentives to become corrupt.

Consider the impact of an expanding governmental role for the potential
payoff to corruption. Governmental growth means that private sector or
market activities are increasingly constrained as property rights allocations
gravitate toward public officials. The more severe the legal constraints on
private markets and private behavior in general, the more valuable become
the rights controlled by public officials. Correspondingly, the payment that
is likely to accrue to a corrupt official increases. Furthermore, as the power
to make ever greater numbers of rights allocations is placed in the hands
of public officials, the potential returns to corruption expand even if no
single right has tremendous value. Because increasing criminalization leads
to greater potential payoffs to corruption, the incentives to be corrupt become
stronger as government grows.

The growth in the size of enforcement bureaus has two implications for
corruption. First, an increase in the number of government employees with
some rights allocation powers means that monitoring for corruption becomes
increasingly ineffective. Monitoring efforts must be spread over more and
larger agencies, so detection of a corrupt public official becomes less likely
and each official's incentive to avoid corruption is reduced. If resources
devoted to monitoring are expanded proportionately to governmental growth,
corruption incentives need not increase, but this possibility is doubtful.
I have found no legislation that delegated power to enforce a new law and
simultaneously provided resources to monitor for possible corruption. There
appears to have been some recent general increase in resources committed



to corruption control, but this commitment falls tar .~()rtof belna p~por·
tional to the tremendous growth in government. The Incentives for prtvate
citizens to become involved with government-watch organizations should
also increase, so private sector monitoring efforts may expand as government
grows. The free-rider or common pool underinvestment problem, however.
is still likely to stand in the way of effective m~nitoring. .

The second implication of the growth of pubhc enforcement agencies
is that the risk of detection to individuals paying bribes falls concurrent
with a reduction of risk to those receiving bribes. Thus, individuals become
more willing to enter into underground transactions with public officials,
and more opportunities for corruption become available. Furthermore, the
reduced risk to bribe-payers is likely to make them willing to pay even
larger bribes to corrupt officials. The payoff to corruption increases, and
corruption becomes more attractive. .

Many government officials would probably counter thiS argument by
pointing out the stepped-up efforts and the success of law enforcement
authorities in detecting corruption during recent years. The U.S. Department
of Justice's public-integrity section has been pursuing charges of corruption
since 1976 the FBI's Abscam and Operation Grey10rd were very successful,
and even ~tate governments have become active in detecting corrupt~on.
The official conclusion typically sounds like this: "Most experts beheve
there is less crookedness in law enforcement today than in the past," or
"all in all, misbehavior on the bench stands a better chance today of being
corrected than ever before."48

There have been numerous corruption scandals in recent years, but is
the surge of judicial and police corruption c~ses eVi~ence ~f ~he s~ccess
of increased policing of corruption as offiCials claim or IS It e~ldence
of increased corruption itself? Certainly, if corruption increases With gov-
ernment growth, then the likelihood increases of some official makin~ a
mistake that brings him into the public eye and necessitates an offiCial
inquiry. Operation Greylord was not initiated by the FBI out of the blue.
Widespread suspicion of cases being fixed in the Chicago court system
sent the state's attorney's office to the FBI for help.49 One judge who
cooperated with the investigation indicated how blatant th~,cor~ption had
become when he characterized many of those charged as pohtIcal hacks
about as smart as a bag of rocks."50 The point is that as corruption increases,
the likelihood of scandal and politically motivated responses also increases.
Governments at all levels will put additional resources into corruption

detection as a con!lequence. But committing additional resources does not
guarantee that they will be used effectively.

How widespread is corruption among law enforcement officials? If the argu-
ments proposed here are true, then it is impossible to estimate since most
corruption is never reported. Smith, however, believed that his examination
of U.S. police systems revealed "the prevailing influence of corruption."51

Of course, from some perspectives, corruption may not be all that bad. As
Becker and Stigler point out, the desirability of the suppression of corruption

depends on whether laws are passed in the "social" interest or to reward special
interest groups. '" For example, bribes that reduced the effectiveness of many
housing codes, of the laws of Nazi Germany against the Jews, or of the laws
restricting oil imports, would improve, not harm social welfare (although not
as defined by the legislature) .52

We may be better off, for example, if bribes persuade police to ignore many
of the victimless actions that have been criminalized so that police resources
can be used to prevent violent and property crimes. And victimless crimes
(prostitution, gambling, narcotics) are the areas that seem to dominate police
corruption. But it is not clear that corruption is this selective. And perhaps
we should be concerned with the moral foundation of a society that requires
corrupt public officials to achieve desirable ends.
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CONTRACTING OUT FOR LAW
AND JUSTICE

While the cost of local government services has been rising, many local
government decision-makers are facing considerable resistance to tax
increases.! Costs are rising faster in the public sector than in any other
major sector of the economy (except construction),2 and local public officials
are being forced to explore options that might allow them to more efficiently
supply the goods and services various interest groups have demanded and
have come to expect. One option that has received widespread attention
is contracting out to private firms.

The interest in contracting out for the delivery of various goods and
services has been heightened by several well-publicized studies whose
authors imply that private profit-seeking firms can deliver the same or
superior quality goods and services at a substantial cost savings over (or
perhaps we should say under) public sector production.3 Documented cost
savings reach as high as 50 percent for fire services in Scottsdale, Arizona,
for example.4 The national average savings from private garbage collection
in cities with over 50,000 people is 40 percent. Orange County, California,
has saved 33 percent on data processing, and there are savings of from
10 to 20 percent in such services as tree trimming, pavement striping, and
park maintenance.s Virtually everything that local governments do is being
contracted out by some city somewhere, including fire services, paramedics
and ambulance services, road construction and maintenance, water, parks,
recreation services, garbage pick-up, tax assessment, police, and jails. By
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1980, "the question of whether or not u locullluvornm.nt IIhould conlrul'l
on its services is ... being replaced by another: How much contmcting should
be encouraged?"6

Most of the contracting out by local governments has been for "prolcs
sional and housekeeping services" like those provided by architecturul,
engineering, and legal firms, as well as for street construction, street and
building maintenance and repairs, garbage collection, and waste disposal,'
Contracting with private police has not been accepted as quickly.8 But the
idea of contracting for police services is beginning to catch on. A few small
communities have contracted for full police services, and many more have
opted for partial contracting for specialized security services such as park
patrols, public housing project guards, and patrols.

A similar story can be told in the area of corrections. Record increases
in the prisoner population and budgets have forced local, state, and federal
administrators to consider contracting with private firms? The nation's
prison population increased by one-third between 1978 and 1982, and
state and federal prison populations increased by approximately 74 percenl
from 1979 to 1986.10According to recent court rulings, 60 to 80 percent
of the nation's jails and prisons are "overcrowded."11 As prison costs
rise, taxpayer dissatisfaction with the correctional system is mounting.12
They see prisons as ineffective and costly, with high rates of recidivism
and repeat offenders, and the critics are calling for reform and innovation.
But as Peter Greenwood concluded in his study of the correctional system,
"when you're looking for innovators you don't look to government; you
look to business."13

Government units are beginning to recognize the potential benefits of partial
privatization of the enterprise of law. Consider the following information
on the level of contracting.

Police Services. In 1972, a survey found no city that contracted directly
with a private firm for all police services, and less than one percent of
cities surveyed dealt with private firms for subservice functions like crime
labs.14Today, many local governments contract with private firms for certain
traditional police functions. For example, Wackenhut, Inc., has provided
patrols for parks and recreation areas to St. Petersburg, Florida, during
hours of peak vandalism. Beginning in 1970,a four-man, twenty-four-hour

.kenhut patrol provided security fur a public housing project in Lexington,
ntucky. Wackenhut received a "merit of safety" award from Lexington
recognition of the fact that no crimes were reported in the area after the
vate patrols were instituted.15 The firm also provides complete police

rvices to the Thmpa Airport and predeparture security at several other
rts. Wackenhut provides the entire police force for the Energy Research
Development Administration's 1,600-square-mile Nevada nuclear test

Ite.16The firm has a similar arrangement with the Kennedy Space Center
Florida, where it also provides fire and rescue services.
Many other firms are also getting into the police business. Houston,
xas, hired a private firm to guard its city halJ.1~IBI Security Services,

DC., which has worked for several New York City area neighborhood
:'usociations since the early 1970s,contracted with the Suffolk school district
in New York for school patrol services. Maricopa County, Arizona, con-

•tracted with the Mesa Merchant Police for security services for the county's
.administration, superior court, mechanical engineering, and highway depart-
ment buildings, as well as the general hospital.18

. Police investigative services have also been contracted to private firms.

. In the mid-1960s, Florida Governor Claude Kirk was not satisfied with the
performance of the public criminal justice system in his "war on organized

- crime" program, so he commissioned Wackenhut to fight the "war."19 The
$500,000 contract lasted about a year and led to over 80 criminal indictments;
many of those arrested were local politicians and government employees.

, In 1973,Multi-State, Inc., began "renting" skilled narcotics agents to small-
town police forces in Ohio and West Virginia.20 Established by a former
Columbus, Ohio, police chief, the firm employed thirteen former police
officers with narcotics experience as "undercover" agents. In their first
few months of operation, Multi-State was responsible for over 150 arrests
and the seizure of about $200,000 in drugs.

One of the longest-standing contract police arrangements is in San
Francisco. The northern section of the city has 62 "private police beats"
which are "owned" by private "patrol specialists."21 All of the police officers
have completed academy training and have full rights to carry firearms and
make arrests, but they received no public support. They are paid by the
businesses, homeowners, and landlords on their "beat." Each patrolman
purchases a beat from its previous owner and negotiates contracts with each
property owner who wishes to purchase his services. The level of attention
a customer requires determines the fee. In describing this system, Robert
Poole pointed out that "the San Francisco system thus provides vast diversity



of police services, tailored to the needs of the individual cUltomers who pay
for what they want."22In 1979,these private police would Witch a vacationer'N
house, rotate house lights, and take in papers and mail for $10 to $20 per
month; a large apartment house could have as many as six nightly inspections
for $450 per month. Small retailers paid as little as $35 per month.

Perhaps the most intriguing development in recent years is communities
contracting for complete police services. In 1975, Oro Valley, Arizona.
contracted for police services with Rural/Metro Fire Department, IncP
Guardsmark, Inc., began providing full police services to Buffalo Creek.
West Virginia, in 1976.24Wackenhut had contracts with three separate Florida
jurisdictions in 1980.25Reminderville, Ohio, contracted with Corporate
Security, Inc., for police services in 1981.26Contracting for police services
is becoming increasingly attractive as communities have begun to recognize
its benefits in terms of cost savings and enhanced service quality.

Corrections. Perhaps the most widely used and fastest growing aspect
of contracting out in law enforcement is in corrections. The Federal Bureau
of Prisons has contracted out all 300 or so of its halfway-house operations
since 1979, and several states are contracting some or all of their halfway-
house programsP In 1985, 32 states had nonsecure, community-based
facilities (e.g., halfway houses, group homes, community treatment centers)
under contract.28 In that same year, approximately 34,080 juvenile offenders
were held in nearly 1,996 privately run facilities nationwide. So far, most
correction contracting has been for juvenile facilities and adult support
services, and several for-profit firms are involved in these markets (although
most of these facilities are operated by private, non-profit organizations).
But almost every aspect of corrections, including food services, counseling,
industrial program, maintenance, security, education, and vocational train-
ing, is under contract with private firms on a piecemeal basis.29 More
significant, however, is the move to privately owned and operated high-
security institutions. The first arrangement of this kind was with RCA, which
in 1975established a high-security intensive treatment unit for 20 juveniles
at Weaversville, Pennsylvania; by 1983, there were 73 private juvenile
facilities with security systems (guards and/or security hardware).3o
Behavioral Systems Southwest, the first company to operate a major adult
detention facility, currently runs minimum security facilities for 600 to 700
illegal aliens for the Immigration and Naturalization Service in San Diego
and Pasadena, California, as well as in Arizona.3! The company also had
a contract for a facility in Aurora, Colorado, but the contract ended in 1987
when Wackenhut got a contract to build a new facility there. Behavioral

Systems SouthweKt aillu hi. IImall contracts with the U.S. Marshalls and
the Federal Bureau of Prisons.

In 1985, the Federal Bureau of Prisons awarded a contract to Palo Duro
Private Detention Services for a 575-bed, minimum security prison for illegal
aliens. Corrections Corporation of America, Inc., formed in 1983, had two
facilities operating by August 1984, and 13 facilities in five states with 3,215
beds by mid-1988.32 Their first two contracts were for a 35-bed juvenile
facility in Memphis and a 350-bed minimum security jail in Houston for
the Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS). In 1985, the company
received a second INS contract for a Laredo, Texas, facility with a daily
population of 175.33It now incarcerates alien criminals for the Federal Bureau
of Prisons, operates a 250-bed medium security facility for Hamilton County,
Tennessee, and the Bay County jail in Panama City, Florida, and manages
the Santa Fe Detention Facility. On July 1, 1988, CCA received a contract
from the state of New Mexico to design, finance, construct, and operate
a prison that will hold all of the state's female felons, becoming the first
private minimum-through-maximum security state prison in recent history.
Similarly, Southwest Detention Facilities has owned and operated county jails
in Texas and Wyoming since September 1985. A private prison was opened
in Marian County, Kentucky, on January 6, 1986, by U.S. Corrections
Corporation as a minimum security institution for inmates nearing parole.34
In 1987, private companies held roughly 1,200 adults for state and local
governments alone (and many more were held for the federal government),
and twelve states had privately run juvenile facilities.35

The government has prevented even more rapid privatization of prisons.
Buchingham Security wanted to construct a 716-bed "interstate" jail in
Lewisburg, Pennsylvania, for protective-custody prisoners from several
government jurisdictions.36 Negotiations were underway with seventeen
states, and by April 1984 the company had letters of intent for more prisoners
than they had planned space for. The project would have cost an estimated
$20 million and was widely supported by the community, but it was aban-
doned following defeat of enabling legislation in the Pennsylvania legislature.
Similarly, when Corrections Corporation of America proposed to take over
the entire Tennessee prison system, state lawmakers turned down the offer
despite substantial cost savings.

Despite these setbacks, Philip Fixler, Jr., contends

private prison construction and operation is the next logical step in an orderly
evolution. Private firms have proven their capabilities by first providing
housekeeping and support services such as prisoner transportation and medical
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the Santa Fe Detention Facility. On July 1, 1988, CCA received a contract
from the state of New Mexico to design, finance, construct, and operate
a prison that will hold all of the state's female felons, becoming the first
private minimum-through-maximum security state prison in recent history.
Similarly, Southwest Detention Facilities has owned and operated county jails
in Texas and Wyoming since September 1985. A private prison was opened

, in Marian County, Kentucky, on January 6, 1986, by U.S. Corrections
Corporation as a minimum security institution for inmates nearing parole.34
In 1987, private companies held roughly 1,200 adults for state and local
governments alone (and many more were held for the federal government),
and twelve states had privately run juvenile facilities.35

The government has prevented even more rapid privatization of prisons.
Buchingham Security wanted to construct a 716-bed "interstate" jail in

: Lewisburg, Pennsylvania, for protective-custody prisoners from several
government jurisdictions.36 Negotiations were underway with seventeen
states, and by April 1984 the company had letters of intent for more prisoners
than they had planned space for. The project would have cost an estimated
$20 million and was widely supported by the community, but it was aban-
doned following defeat of enabling legislation in the Pennsylvania legislature.
Similarly, when Corrections Corporation of America proposed to take over
the entire Tennessee prison system, state lawmakers turned down the offer
despite substantial cost savings.

Despite these setbacks, Philip Fixler, Jr., contends

private prison construction and operation is the next logical step in an orderly
evolution. Private firms have proven their capabilities by first providing
housekeeping and support services such as prisoner transportation and medical



cure. then progrcslling to hulfwlIy houHClNlint! dotontlon o.ntlra, tlnt! now
accepting the responsibility for operating hiah-Ilecurlty IIcllltlell.37

Judicial Services. I could find no examples of complete contracting out
in the area of judicial services. Instead, more complete privatization (e.g.,
arbitration, mediation, private courts) is becoming widespread. There is,
however, contracting for what might be called judicial support services.
In February, 1980, for example, a Pomona, California, law firm was awarded
a contract to provide the municipal court with public defender services.JN
The contract covered hundreds of cases each year in which the public
defender's office could not represent a defendant, primarily because of
conflict of interest. Prior to the contract, these cases had been handled
by court-appointed attorneys who were paid by the hour and had no incen-
tives to efficiently conserve on the time allocated to the cases. The winner
of the competitive bidding process for a 1978pilot study, however, agreed
to payment based on case volume. During the first eight months of operation.
the firm's average cost per case was $205, compared to the $800 average
cost under the previous system.39

Actually, private defense lawyers perform public defender functions quite
regularly, but on a less formal basis than a contractual arrangement. A
standard practice, for example, is for private defense lawyers to represent
defendants where a conflict exists between multiple offenders. Arrangements
are typically made on a case-by-case basis with different firms, apparently
providing a way for young lawyers to gain experience.4o

Why should there be any difference between the quality and costs of services
provided by private firms and public bureaus? The Institute for Local Self
Government has dismissed contracting out for full police services as infea-
sible, because "there are no secret methods, known only to the private sector,
of running an entire police department."41 But the incentives facing public
bureaucrats are very different from those facing private producers. As
Robert Poole observed, "What this statement blithely ignores is the role
of incentives in affecting the choices decision makers end up making."42
It is not a difference in knowledge or even in desires that generates the
cost differentials.

In a market system dominated by private enterprise, the chief guarantor of
product quality, the chief incentive to efficient operations, and the chief force

operating to hold prices reasonably close to production costs are competition
coupled with the profit motive. One of the main objections to the way in which
lovernment bureaucracies operate lies in their tendency to disregard and place
their own convenience over the needs and wishes of their clientele, which is
attributed in turn to absence of any counterpart to the profit motive.43

The incentives facing bureaucrats generally lead bureau managers to strive"r expanded budgets and power, with relatively little concern for efficiency.
Some argue that private firms have similar incentives. They, too, want

to expand and prosper, so they seek economic power. But there is a very
Important difference here. Private firms' desires for expanding power are
limited by two factors: 1) they must produce something consumers are
willing to buy at a price that consumers are willing to pay, and 2) they
must compete for the attention of consumers in a market with other firms

.offering similar goods or services. Private firms must persuade consumers
to buy their product, while government can coerce taxpayers into buying
something they do not want. When coercive power and a bureaucrat's
Incentives are added to the rigidities of most civil servant employment
systems, the inefficiencies of government production are not too surprising.

. The question becomes: Can the incentives and competitive pressures of
the market system be harnessed through contracting out so bureaucratic
inefficiencies can be avoided? Yes, they can be, and the benefits are likely
to be significant.

In 1980, Reminderville, Ohio, and the surrounding Twinsburg Township
contracted with a private security firm. The arrangement was made following

1 an attempt by the Summit County Sheriff's Department to charge the
community $180,000 per year for an emergency response service and an
occasional patrol. For $90,000 a year, Corporate Security provided twice
as many patrol cars and a six-minute emergency response (the sheriff
department offered a 45-minute response time). The firm agreed to select
trained, state-certified candidates for the police positions so the village could
choose among the candidates. Corporate Security then paid the seven
officers' salaries, provided and maintained two patrol cars, maintained
the department's electrical, communications, and radar equipment, and
carried the auto and liability insurance for the force.44 The arrangement
has been challenged by the Ohio Police Chiefs Association, but they have
not been able to find anything in Ohio law to prevent it. The community has
been satisfied with their private police force, and no complaints or charges
have been registered.



"'IMIMIINCI 0' PRIVATI ••.•T• .N~'

A similar but even more completely prlvilte •• ewr polio. tbrc:c Willi.eH~b.
lished in Oro Valley, Arizona, in 1975.In Remindervllle, the village otflcluls
hired, fired, disciplined, and organized the police force, but Rura1./MetfO
Fire Department, Inc. (which provides fire prot~c~i~n for approxlm~tel~
20 percent of Arizona's population), took responsIbIlIty for full operations
management of Oro Valley's police force. Rural/Metro kept all the records
required by the state and decided what equipment and how ~any officers
were needed, what salaries to pay, and when to use non-polIce personnel
(e.g., to write parking tickets and direct traffic )-all for $35POO ~er year.
As a consequence of policies established by Rural/Metro's polIce chief (e.g.,
twice-a-day checks of homes whose residents were away), burglary ~ates
in the 3.5-square-mile town dropped from 14to 0.7 per month and remamed
at that leve1.45

The Oro Valley-Rural/Metro arrangement was challenged by the Arizona
Law Enforcement Officers Advisory Council, which argued that under
Arizona law an employee of a private firm could not be a police officer.
Rural/Metro could not bear the high court fees required to fight the chal-
lenge, so in 1977 the arrangement was terminated ..In 19~2, th~ Oro Val~~~
police budget was $241,000, "a typical police operatIOn WI~ tyPiCal ?~sts.

Cost savings arise because private profit-seeking firms 10 competItIon f?r
government contracts have strong incentives to monitor costs and a:OId
unnecessarily expensive means of production. For example, a CorrectIons
Corporation of America's vice-president pointed out: "We can ... get better
prices from contractors. Contractor~ alwa~s cha~ge the go~ernment more
money."47 Corporate Security's Renunderville polIce operatiOn purc~:sed a
used Kustom HR-12 radar for $350 instead of a new one for $2,600. T~ey
also used one-man patrol cars (unlike many public police forces), which
studies have shown are more cost effective than two-man cars.

Perhaps the major source of savings from contracting out i~ labor c~sts.
Even in corrections, 70 percent of the total costs over the useful life of a pnson
is in staffing.49Corrections Corporation of America reported that because they
are not restricted by civil service rules, they can pay less in wages than go:e~-
ment agencies by hiring nonunion labor. But labor savings go be~ond aVOI~mg
public employee unions. "We can build prisons for almost nothing by deSign-
ing them so they need a smaller staff," reported D. A ..Woltberg of M~tro
Support Services in Miami.50 Travis Snelling, vice-pr~sIdent of CorrectIons
Corporation of America, explained on CBS's 60 Mmutes:

The major expense in corrections is personnel, and the. area of pers.on?el ~s
a function of good corrections practice and also the deSIgn of the bUlldmg 10

which you're worklnil. A. In example, for a post-and that's corrections
vernllcular-whcrc you huvo to have someone doing a function 24 hours a day
lit a given point in your institution, that's going to take you five-point something
people per post. If you can eliminate one post by your architectural design,
just one, that'll save you well over $100,000 in a given marketplace, as far as
labor cost is concerned. So, if you have a large facility, and you can eliminate
one or two or three posts you can start to see those type of savings start
to accrue.51

One reason for more cost-effective government service production by
private firms under contract is their flexibility. Fitch argued that one reason
for the dissatisfaction with local government provision of crime control
(and many other services) is that government units are not able to quickly
respond to changing demands. This inability is at least partly due to "the
political and organizational inflexibility of many local governments."52
51. Petersburg, Florida, officials responded to rising vandalism in their parks
and recreational facilities by contracting with a private firm rather than
adding more city police, both because it was cost-effective and because it
would be easier to end a private contract when the need diminished than

, it would be to reduce the number of public police.53
This flexibility has been an especially important consideration in con-

tracting out for corrections. In 1975,for example, the Pennsylvania attorney
general informed corrections officials that they could not keep hard-core
juvenile delinquents in state prisons. The state's public institutional sys-
tem was unable to respond quickly to this dilemma, so "they turned
for help to RCA, which was then contracting with the state to provide
educational programs for delinquents. RCA set up Weaversville [where
Pennsylvania's worst delinquents are still kept under RCA's supervision]

. in a state owned building in just 10 days and was rewarded with a contract
to run it."54 Corrections Corporation of America received their contract
for the Houston Immigration and Naturalization Service facility because
they could build in seven months what the government would spend two
or three years and millions of dollars planning.55 When the Federal Bureau
of Prisons contracted for its new medium security facility in 1985, a
Bureau spokesman noted:

Rather than build our own institution for something that might be a temporary
phenomenon, we decided not to take the risk. Besides it takes two or three
years for us to site and build a place. This is an immediate need, which the
private sector has offered to fill. If at some point we don't need the place
anymore, we can terminate the contract.56



It is much more difficult to "terminate the contntct" with a public employees'
union and close a publicly owned facility.

The relative flexibility of private firms is also reflected in a greater
likelihood of innovation. The profit motive reinforced by the threat of
competition for contracts leads private firms to seek cost savings and quality
improving innovations. As Lou Witzman, president of Arizona's Rural/Metro
Fire Department, Inc., noted: "We have the greatest incentive in the world
to innovate, to pioneer, to analyze every little step. Sheer survival."57 When
firms must compete every year or two to renew their contracts, they must
look for ways to keep the cost (and, therefore, the price) of their services
lower than that of their potential competitors, but they must still make a
profit. Thus, they have tremendous incentives to look for cost-cutting
innovations. In addition, if a firm offers better services than potential
competitors at similar costs, then the firm will be in a strong position for
contract renewal and for obtaining new contracts elsewhere.

Consider the Associated Marine Institute's facility for "serious" juvenile
offenders in Florida. The Institute has implemented what is considered a
"unique" program involving a four-phase process of increasing the privileges
of offenders based on good behavior.58 The juveniles start out working in
a wilderness camp and gradually earn their way to a city job through a
step-by-step program. Other innovations are also being made. The vice-
president of Corrections Corporation of America reported to 60 Minutes
that "we bring hot meals to the people versus bringing people to the classic
large dining facility, which has always been a corrections problem. And
so, we're operating ... 15 to 20 % under what the national norm is per day,
per inmate, and I'll guarantee you our food quality and nutritional levels
are equal to or better than anywhere in the country." 59

Potential cost savings through contracting out also arise because
economies of scale differ for various governmentally provided services.
There is no reason to expect that the optimum-size city in terms of mini-
mizing average production cost is the same for, say, water, sewer, and police
services. And there is no reason to expect that all police "sub services"
are provided at minimum per-unit costs for the same size city. Even if they
are, it is doubtful that most cities are of the efficient size for producing
them. As Robert Poole pointed out: "Whatever the size of the city or county,
it's not likely to be the optimum (most efficient) size for producing more
than one or two of its public services-if that."60

The implication is that cities can reduce costs by purchasing services
from suppliers that produce at the efficient scale of operation. Some services

Ire likely to require relatively large-scale operations in order to achieve
the cost-minimizing level of production. In those cases a single firm may
oontract with several customers-both private and public.61 Several cities
oontract for maintenance of communications equipment, for example,
because they do not have enough maintenance work to keep full-time
employees busy and they cannot afford to employ a specialist.62 Similarly,
leveral small communities in Ohio and West Virginia contracted for profes-

, lional narcotics agents from Multi-State, Inc., because their small depart-
ments could not afford to staff their own narcotics division with people
of comparable skills and experience.

Other services may be more efficiently produced at scales that are smaller
than what single production organizations need to serve an entire city. One
example is the use of private towing services to remove illegally parked
cars. These services appear to be done best when performed by a number
of small units; besides, it "takes at least a certain amount of police attention

. away from more important duties, the more so because police forces seem
to be incapable of handling towing functions efficiently."63 Contracting out
does not necessarily have to involve big firms.

There are many reasons to expect lower costs as a result of contracting
out, and a substantial amount of evidence indicates that the expectations
are met. Tom Beasley, president of Corrections Corporation of America,
noted on 60 Minutes that his firm's minimum security facility for illegal
aliens cost $23.84 a day per inmate, including debt service and profit and
operation; the same kind of facility operated by the federal government
costs around $34 per day.64But there is some concern about the quality

, level of government services purchased from the private sector:

Many local officials express the view that the quality of basic services will
suffer if basic protective and other crucial services are provided privately. If
the objective of a private firm is to maximize profit in the short run, the public,
they believe, may not receive adequate service.

[On the other hand] ... elected officials have, as their basic objective, the
public good, and can thus assure that public services are in fact being provided
efficiently by public agencies.65

Mark Cunniff, director of the National Association of Criminal Justice
Planners, expects private firms that provide prisons to cut back on costs
by cutting back on services, making the prison situation worse than it already
is.66Similarly, Sandy Rabinowitz of the American Civil Liberties Union
sees the concept of privately provided prisons as "really frightening." The



already inadequate tbod lInd medical tl'OlltmcntIn publicly operated prisons,
she believes, would only get worse because of' prof't Incentives.

There are at least two major flaws in these arguments. First, very few
firms are short-run profit-maximizers. This seems to be particularly true
of private firms that sell police services to government units or that provide
private prisons. Many of these firms have been in business for a long time
and intend to be in business for a lot longer. As Morley Safer noted on
60 Minutes, "they are not fly-by-night outfits."67 They have reputations to
maintain so that they can continue to attract new customers. Perhaps more
importantly, they are likely to have to compete for new customers and for
the renewal of existing contracts. A survey of 89 municipal governments
regarding contracting out found that the most frequently applied criteria
used for awarding large contracts was documented past pelj"ormance.68

The second flaw in the arguments against contracting out is the implicit
assertion that the objective of public officials is to serve the "public good,"
which ensures that public production will generate quality services. But con-
sider that in 1983, 41 states and the District of Columbia were either under
court order to remedy prison conditions or were involved in litigation regard-
ing prison conditions.69 If a government unit demands a certain standard
from a private firm, it will get it or the contract can be voided. But in public
bureaucracies, civil service rules and union contracts virtually prevent the
firing of one inefficient worker, let alone an entire production organization.

Compare the histories of two correctional institutions. RCA has been
running the Weaversville, Pennsylvania, juvenile facility since 1975.
Weaversville is small, with an average of twenty inmates at a time. It
resembles a college dormitory, and "unlike many juvenile institutions, it is
clean, quiet, and relaxed."70 Thirty staff members include psychologists,
caseworkers, and teachers, some of whom are specialists in remedial
education. There are daily group therapy sessions and regular family visits
for counseling sessions.

"Weaversville is better staffed, organized, and equipped than any program of
its size I know," said James Finckenauer, a Rutgers University professor of
criminal justice who has studied delinquency programs nationwide. He thinks
the fact that the facility is privately run helps: "In a lot of public institutions,
you find that the staff has the attitude that it is just there to do a job and then
leave at the end of the day. At Weaversville you've got people who see their
job as more expansive." 71

Contrast Weaversville with the Florida School for Boys at Okeechobee.
The school was taken over from the state in 1982 by the Jack and Ruth

Bckerd Foundation. it nonprofit enterprise that had been running "wilderness
experience" programs for troubled children for several years. The Founda-
tion hoped to do a better job than the state and tried to make improvements
In the facility. Neglected buildings were painted and patched, food was
improved, broken toilets and screens were repaired, and dilapidated equip-
ment was replaced. The Foundation contributed $280,000 for salaries in
1984 to attract better staff and purchased shoes for inmates and computer
,terminals for the education program.72 But even though the facility was
learly improved relative to what it had been under state control, the

American Civil Liberties Union and a coalition of other groups filed suit
ainst the state of Florida because of "cruel and abusive conditions of

onfinement" at Okeechobee?3 Allegations included overcrowding, unsani-
tary conditions, inadequate food and clothing for inmates, poor security
resulting in sexual assaults on and beating of inmates, and inadequate medical
care and psychological counseling.

The Eckerd Foundation was not named in the suit, "nor do most of the
Ichool's critics blame the Foundation for the alleged conditions there. Critics
lay that Eckerd has inherited the fruits of the state's antiquated and harsh
.policies toward delinquents-policies that make it difficult for anyone to run
.• decent facility."74 Florida was funding Eckerd at less than half the money
for each inmate that Pennsylvania was giving RCA for the Weaversville

cility. On top of that, the state used Okeechobee as a "dumping ground;'
lending first-time offenders, hard-core delinquents, and a "large and increas-
Jng number" of retarded and severely disturbed offenders there?5 State
.Senator Don Childers concluded: "I don't think there's anything Eckerd can
o that will have a meaningful effect if they don't control the budget and they

don't control who gets sent to them."76 Quality services clearly must be paid
for, even when profit is not the motivating force for producing the services.

This brings up another advantage of contracting out. The contracting
firm shares part of the liability risk that could arise in a damage suit-
clearly a benefit for taxpayers. A representative of Corrections Corpora-
tion of America told 60 Minutes that "there is no way that ... any govern-
ment entity can ever completely duck their responsibility so far as liability

r any actions that we take, whether it was through contracting or operating
the facilities yourself. But if you are sued, our attorneys will defend you
in that suit. If any damages are awarded, those damages will be borne by
.Corrections Corporation of America and, thereby, we will reduce the liability
exposure of your state."77 This benefits anyone harmed by a firm under
contract as well, since many government entities and their employees are
protected from liability for certain action.



The primary advantages gained from cuntr.",t1nl out I,re vl~tul1l1~ull
(except perhaps economies of scale) generated because ot the, InCentlveN
that face private firms. Competition is the automatic safeguard of the market
process that forces self-interested individuals to efficiently use the resourceN
they control. There is little doubt that such competition can eXi~t.As SuvaN
noted "Under the right conditions, potential contractors Will compete
vigor~usly for this [government contract] business."78.When the muni~ipul
court in Pomona, California, requested bids for pubhc defender serVICCIl.
seven firms responded?9 In the area of contract prisons, there are already
"a number of energetic competitors:'80 Fisk, et al. worried that reasonable
levels of competition might not exist in the contracting process because
"few, if any, private firms exist to provide [certain services] ... ~n most
places,"81 but if the market is attractive (profitable), many firms wIll tr~ to
enter. These need not be previously existing firms who are already producmg
the same service. RCA is certainly not known for producing correctionul
services nor is Wackenhut, but both are actively pursuing contracts in that
area. Control Data Corporation, a conglomerate that deals mainly in com-
puters, has also bid for corrections contracts and obtained controlling interest
in City Venture, which sells vocational-training programs to prisons.82

How do companies enter the corrections market when they have no
previous experience or expertise? It is easy since, as Poole observed.
"privatization is nothing more than the application .of.bu~iness~i~e, ideas,
to the process of dispensing justice-ideas like speclahzatlOn, dlvls~on 01,
labor, and payment for services rendered."83 Corrections CorporatIon 01
America was founded by Thomas Beasley and backed by the Massey Burch
Investment Group, which also started Hospital Corporation of America.
Beasley had no prison management experience, so he hired several former
corrections officials, including a former commissioner of corrections from
Arkansas and Virginia, and a retired chairman of the U.S. Parole Com-
mission. Corrections Corporation is run "with large purchase orders and
centralized accounting and management, andby hiring experienced profes-
sionals from public agencies to run the day-to-day affairs of t?e i~stitu-
tions."84The company has been one of the.most active and aggressive bidders
for contracts and now runs several facilities.

If production of services for sale to the government is profitable a~d
competition is encouraged, the private sector will respond. Problems .ar~se
only if competition is eliminated. Unfortunately, there are charactenstIcs.
of government that threaten competition and, therefore, the success ot
contracting out.

Xrajick has warned: "Efficient as these profit-making concerns may be,
-the institutions they run are bound to reflect to some extent the aims, the
limitations, and perhaps the abuses of the government systems of which

ey become a part:'85 Perhaps governments will do a poor job of contracting
\lIt as they do with most other tasks they undertake. For one thing, the

reaucratic attitudes and incentives that influence government production
(

U1 also affect the contracting process.
Consider the belief that "one efficient firm and a knowledgeable govern-

ent official can reach an agreement to provide services at a cost no higher
·an it would be if ten suppliers were bidding." 86This attitude could quickly

stroy the effectiveness of the contracting process. The threat of competition
rces the private firm to produce efficiently; furthermore, if an official

, so "knowledgeable" why is he or she unable to keep a public bureau
roducing efficiently? When a single private firm is given a contract with

fear of future competition it begins acting like a monopolist, not an
lcient competitor. Also, according to Fitch, "the continuous use of one
a few firms lends itself to the creation of friendly relationships which
y make difficult the exercise of appropriate controls."87

I' Bureaucratic behavior by contracting agencies can destroy competition
bidding even when the bureau claims to seek competition. This occurs

. cause government agencies have imposed a large number and variety
regulations, standards, and other requirements on the contracting process
elf and on post-contract production.88 The result is predictable:

, The high cost of obtaining government contracts, the limitations on salaries
and other costs frequently imposed by government regulation, and tlle problems
raised by zealous auditors make government contracting for tlle typical small
firm, and for many large firms, a chancy business. The risks impel many firms
to limit the amount of government business they seek, and some now go after

- government contracts only because of ancillary advantages (such as access to
~ Information not otherwise available).89

, e federal government, in contracting out for prisons, for example, specifies
ndards for all aspects of prison life and stations observers in private

stitutions,9°
The rationale for the regulations is supposedly to prevent dishonest private

Jrms from providing poor services. Of course, a sufficiently competitive
ntracting process would do precisely that, as potential competitors monitor



those providing services in hopes of spoltlni In,mClllnellli or "busos thut
will allow them to offer a superior contract. But even with 111the regulations,
many critics remain "afraid that contract prisons will generate the same
kinds of scandals as contract nursing homes, which despite numerous
inspectors and standards have still frequently become substandard facili-
ties."91 Such concerns are clearly warranted. As Fitch noted, many of the
regulations "have the effect of putting a greater strain on honest firms than
on dishonest firms, which can often find some way of beating the regula-
tion, if only by buying cooperation of government contracting officers."92

This brings us to another potential barrier to competition in the con-
tracting out process-corruption. Poole observed that "instances of corrup-
tion have occurred, in cases where the selection process was not an openly
competitive situation."93 But the threat of corruption goes beyond that.
Corruption may prevent the selection process from being "an openly
competitive situation." In fact, "contracts are one of the most common and
lucrative sources of corruption in government."94

Political corruption becomes possible when government officials control
the allocation of valuable property rights. The right to act as exclusive
supplier of some government service without fear of competition can be
extremely valuable, particularly if a public official is willing to turn away
when a producer cuts quality to increase profits. Note that in such cases
critics may be absolutely correct in arguing that private firms reduce costs
by cutting quality. But this is not because of the market forces of competition.
Rather, the uncorruptible market regulator called competition has been
terminated and replaced by the regulation of a corrupt public official.
Incentives for private contractors to engage in bribery, kickbacks, and payoffs
obviously exist, and corruption is inevitable if public officials in charge
of the contracting process are sufficiently self-interested.

Of course, firms do not have to resort to illegal means in order to
"purchase" contracts and other advantages from government. Government
decisions reflect the demands of politically active and powerful interest
groups, and it is not surprising to find that "private contractors doing
business with government are ... one of the principal sources of campaign
funds."95 In fact,

In the political community, contractors are expected to make political contribu-
tions in order to be eligible for contracts. Contributions may take the form
of outright bribes and graft but ... the more popular form is the campaign
contribution-outright grants, subscriptions to fund-raising dinners, and so on.

Such pothtlch l11ay h' .lIptOtod to take It. toll by raising the costs of contract
services and 100l •• nll1l the 1IIIIIduouincIIIlof inspection. though the more cautious
political operatorll wllllnllillt that work be at least passable, and only the more
venal will tolerate Iextrcme reductions in quality] .96

Corrections officials have expressed some concern that companies will now
try to influence state and local politics in their drive to secure contracts.97
A Texas law was passed in September 1983, for example, that authorized
counties to contract for private jails. This "private interest bill" passed
because of the political pressure brought to bear "by former lawmen
interested in getting into the business" through their influence with the Texas
Sheriffs' Association.98

In fact, one of the major reasons for the political interest in contracting
out has been the political influence of firms who want to get into the contract
business.99 This political pressure has certainly had an impact. Several
respondents to the Florestano-Gordon survey, for example, admitted that
one "criterion" that had been important in awarding large contracts had been
"political considerations." 100In addition, "giant firms such as a Lockheed-
and smaller firms whose output is crucial to certain government programs
-have received special assistance to keep them in business."101

The implications of this discussion are much more far-reaching than
simply the potential for granting contracts to relatively inefficient producers
or overlooking quality cutting. For instance, some of the major criticisms
of the government production of law and order are not alleviated by
contracting out. One problem-bureaucratic inefficiency-may be partly
overcome if corruption and the bureaucratic tendencies for over-regulation
do not eventually destroy the potential for such benefits. But the other
problems remain. Private firms under contract to the government will
produce what interest groups want, not what individual taxpayers want.
And contracting creates new interest groups-the contracting firms and their
employees-that will demand greater output of whatever good or service

. they sell to the government (not unlike bureaucrats). As Levenson noted,
contracting out "can make for an invisible and often a shadow work force
which could result in the dependency of more people upon the govern-
ment."102The two biggest federal departments-Health and Human Services
and Defense-supported four workers under contract in 1979 for every
one federal employee.103 Contracting in law enforcement is much less
significant, but it does emphasize the dangers of assuming that contracting
for services will necessarily reduce the size of the resource pool controlled



by government, particularly the number of pi •••• .., •• t on publlc
funds.104 Furthermore, because consumers who dtflOCl~ blftlftt from the
services do not pay a unit price, the excess demand wllliud to crowding
or congestion and alternative allocation techniques will have to be estab-
lished. The misallocation of resources due to interest group demands and
nonprice rationing could be far more significant than misallocation due
to bureaucratic production inefficiencies. Thus, the major shortcoming of
contracting out is that it can only overcome a few of the problems that
arise from government failure: "in reality, the factors which militate against
efficient production in the public sector also militate against getting highest-
quality results from contracts."J05 Of course, gains in production efficiency
are better than no gains at all.
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CURRENT TRENDS
IN PRIVATIZATION

There are now more private security personnel than public law enforcement
personnel in the United States, and during the past fifteen to twenty years,
the growth rate of the private securities industry has substantially outpaced
that of public law enforcement.! As Lawrence Sherman observed, "Few
developments are more indicative of public concern about crime-and
declining faith in the ability of public institutions to cope with it-than the
burgeoning growth in private policing. ... Rather than approving funds
for more police, the voters have turned to volunteer and paid private
watchers. . .. "2 But private responses to crime have gone well beyond
voluntary participation and hiring guards. During the 1960s and 1970s,when
crime rates were rising rapidly, households and firms adopted private means
of protection "on an unprecedented scale,"3 including the increased use of
alarm systems, safes, automatic telephone dialers, window bars, and other
protection devices. Private sector involvement in the enterprise of law is
quite substantial.

Sherman classified crime control into three categories: 1) "watching,"
2) "walling," and 3) "wariness."4 "Watching" refers to observing people
and places that criminals may attack and apprehending criminals in the act.



"Walling" describes actions designed to prevont crhnlnulUCCCN"to persons
or property through locks, bars, fences, and other ohHtructions. "Wariness"
characterizes adjustments in behavior to avoid crime, such as self-defense
or firearms classes, staying home at night, and leaving lights on when away
from home. All of these activities are on the rise.

The Figgie Report on Fear of Crime asked citizens what protective
measures they take in their homes and when they go out. "The answers
revealed an extremely cautious and security-minded America."5 For instance,
56 percent of those responding to the survey said they kept their car doors
locked most of the time while driving, and 70 percent did so more often
than not. Sixty percent phoned at least sometimes to inform others that
they had safely reached their destination when traveling, and 44 percent
indicated that they often planned their travel routes to avoid potentially
dangerous places. When going out at night, 25 percent of the sample
frequently had a whistle, carried a weapon, or were accompanied by a dog.
Fifty-four percent of the women made certain they had a companion for
trips at night (only 15 percent of the males surveyed took such action).
Seventy-eight percent of blacks dressed plainly to avoid attracting attention.
while only 54 percent of the whites surveyed did SO.6

Almost everyone interviewed for the Figgie survey locked their doors
when leaving and made people identify themselves before opening doors.
Fifty-two percent had added extra locks to their doors, 82 percent had some-
one watch their homes when they were away for a weekend, and 70 percent
had newspaper and mail delivery stopped. Approximately one-fourth of
the survey sample had automatic timers to switch lights on and off, and
many had installed more sophisticated devices to turn the television or stereo
on and off as well. Fifteen percent had burglar alarms and 8 percent barred
windows. In addition, 36 percent ofthe survey had engraved their valuables
in the hope of discouraging theft or aiding in the recovery of stolen items.?

"Quite often the gun is a household protective device," the report found.
"Gun ownership clearly has the effect of substantially reducing formless
fear" of crime.s Of the 1,043 respondents to the Figgie Report's question-
naire, 542 indicated that they owned a gun to protect their homes. An
estimated fifty million guns are in private hands in the U.S, and the Federal
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms reported domestic production
of 835,169 pistols and 1,702,062 revolvers in 1981, with another 305,576
guns imported that year.

And people are using their guns for protection. Private citizens legally
shoot almost as many criminals as public police do, while in some places

oltizens legally kill up tn tWtl or three times as many violent criminals as
do police. There were 126 Justifiable homicides by private citizens in
CalHbrnia during 1981, compared to 68 justifiable homicides by police.
Residents of Houston, Texas, killed 25 criminal suspects in 1981 and
17 during the first ten months of 1982. Residents of Dallas killed 13 suspects
In self-defense in 1981,while 15criminals died at the hands of private citizens
In New York that year. Houston police and prosecutors concluded that the
city's rising crime rate (up 17.7percent in the first half of 1982) was a key
factor in the shootings by citizens, as "residents and small-business owners
In Houston are turning to deadly force to protect themselves and their
property."9 Private citizens not only own guns for protection, but they are
using them.

Corporate Executives. The Figgie Report also examined the effects of rising
crime on corporate policy and the lifestyle of Fortune 1000 business execu-
tives. Seventy-five percent of the senior executives surveyed secured their
homes with burglar and fire alarms, had guards and guard dogs, had unlisted
phone numbers, or kept their addresses confidential.tO In addition, 46 percent
of the surveyed executives nationwide and 62 percent of those in large cities
Indicated that crime in their corporate neighborhoods had affected program-

. ming, planning, and security policies. Most corporate headquarters had
a "vast array" of security procedures and devices: 88 percent had building
security checks; 87 percent had fire alarms; 84 percent had automatic
sprinkler systems; 66 percent had burglar alarms; 64 percent had flood-
lighting; 50 percent had automatic light timers; 48 percent had closed circuit
television; 38 percent had electronic card identification systems; 30 percent
had photoelectric timers; and 24 percent had armed guards.u Four hundred
of the 1,000 companies used at least six of these ten security systems, and
unarmed guards, plainclothes security personnel, and coded door locks
were common. Most of the surveyed corporations also had comprehensive
security programs, including education programs for employees (73 per-
cent), crisis management plans (63 percent), and employment of a security
specialist (62 percent).

Corporate executives took numerous measures to protect themselves and
their families. Fifty-three percent of those surveyed had burglar and fire
alarms in their homes, for example. Thirty-five percent varied their daily
route to work, and 19 percent alternated cars. The Figgie Report concluded:
"It's obvious that the development of a corporate security program is a



tremendously time-consuming, cumbersome, and Ilptnllve process that
places a burden on the employee as well as the employer."12

Efforts to avoid crime are expensive. A 1970 study by Predicast, Inc.,
estimated that sales of crime deterrent equipment grew at an annual rate
of 8.8 percent between 1958 and 1963, increasing to 11 percent between
1963 and 1968 (see Tables 9.1 and 9.2). Sales of monitoring and detection
equipment grew by 7.1 percent per year over the 1958-1963 period and
10.4percent per year from 1963 to 1968. These equipment sales accounted
for considerably less than half the total expenditures on security during
this period (41 percent in 1958 and 36 percent in 1968). The largest category
of spending was for guard and investigative services.

Table 9.1 Sales of Private Security Equipment ($ Million).

Products 1958 1963 1968

Deterrent Equipment
Fixed Security Equipment

Safes and chests 15 14 21
Safe deposit boxes 9 12 15
Bank vaults and other bank equipment 21 33 54
Insulated filing cabinets II 12 12
Other fixed security equipment 13 20 42- - --

Total 69 91 144

Security Lighting Equipment
High intensity lamps 8 15 31
Area floodlighting systems 12 27 45
Poles and accessory items 3 7 15- - --

Total 23 49 91
Total Deterrent Equipment 92 140 235

Monitoring and Detection Equipment
Central Station Alarm Services 55 80 110
Local and Proprietary Alarms 30 36 54
CCTV Devices 5 9 23
Detection, Surveillance, and Other 27 40 83

- --
Total Monitoring and Detection 117 165 270

Fire-Control Equipment 83 118 245
Total Security Equipment 511 780 1,395

SOURCE: Predicast, Inc., "Special Study 56" (March 5, 1970).

Table 9.2 Markot for lal. 01 Private Security Equipment.

Market 1958 1963 1968

Plnancial, Commercial and Retail
Industrial and Transportation
Consumer
Institutions and Others

Total

190
249

10
62
511

468
729
23
175

1,395

The industry anticipated spending approximately $5.3 billion in intruder
detection equipment sales alone during 1980-1985, with half of those
purchases being made in North AmericaP There is a growing business
in providing bullet-proof cars and vehicle security systems for those in posi-
tions of wealth or power who face high risks of assassination or kidnapping.
In 1983, there were roughly a dozen U.S. firms specializing in armoring
cars at prices ranging from $32,000 to $250,000, depending on the degree
of safety required. Many other privately provided forms of protection equip-
ment are available to those willing to pay.14

A recent Gallup poll indicated that organized volunteer crime prevention
efforts were in place in the neighborhoods of 17 percent of the Americans
surveyed.15 Voluntary groups have sponsored and organized youth-oriented
activities to keep young people off the streets, neighborhood improvement
programs, organized property protection activities (e.g., Operation ID),
escort services, and neighborhood and building patrols. Some groups have
even bought the streets and fenced in their neighborhoods. Participatory
organizations may not be the dominant institutions of the enterprise of law
that they were in Anglo-Saxon England, but they are certainly important.

Programs for Youth. "Most of the activities reported as 'doing something
about crime,' " Podolefsky and Dubow concluded in 1981, "involve attempts
by groups of neighbors to improve the 'quality of life' in their neighbor-
hood."16 In particular, voluntary efforts are directed to keeping children
from turning to criminal activities. In a random digit telephone survey of
residents of San Francisco, Chicago, and Philadelphia, Podolefsky and



Dubow found that youth-oriented activiticH uccnuntld tbr 19.9 percent of
all crime control activities, the largest proportion of allaroup anti-crime
activities. These activities included providing employment or recreation
for youths (70 percent of all efforts in this activity group) as well as counsel-
ing and dealing with gang problemsP Many volunteers see youth programs
designed to keep children busy, particularly sports programs, as major
contributions to crime control, but many groups indicate that "recreation
is not enough, there is a need to combine education, economics and recrea-
tion."18 Thus, community groups also provide activities ranging from
job counseling to employment opportunities. One community group even
tried to set up a non-profit business to hire youths, using funds donated
by local businessmen.

Neighborhood Improvement. Voluntary groups pursued programs to
1) improve the physical and social conditions of their neighborhoods or
communities, 2) alter conditions seen as particularly conducive to crime,
3) reduce access to the community, 4) make changes that facilitate group
watching efforts (e.g., pruning trees and shrubs or installing lighting), and
5) improve the overall economic conditions of the area. Improving or clean-
ing up the neighborhood was the third most frequently mentioned crime
control activity in the Podolefsky- Dubow survey, accounting for 8 percent
of the responses.19 Neighborhood groups cleaned up streets, parks, alleys,
business areas, and housing projects and fixed or destroyed abandoned
buildings to make the area more hospitable. Groups have also tried to
establish or improve neighborhood recreational facilities. One group
responding to the Podolefsky-Dubow survey, for example, claimed respon-
sibility for closing six blocks to traffic to allow for children's play.

Another, but relatively infrequent, group activity is the "sanctioning of
wrongdoers" (e.g., drug addicts, pushers, drunks, prostitutes, and
troublesome families) in an attempt to expel them from the community.
After the murder of a seventeen-year-old youth, for example, a community
group in South Philadelphia organized a demonstration to pressure drug
dealers (who apparently were not connected with the murder) to leave the
neighborhood. Between 500 and 900 residents marched to the residence
of two dealers and shouted at them for 45 minutes to get them to leave.
The dealers did not return.20 It should be noted that such sanctioning
activities are illegal according to authoritarian law. Such actions are not
necessarily to be commended, but they should be noted in order to stress
that private individuals, when faced with a choice between breaking a

legislated luw und tlklna whit they perceive to be a protective action, may
choose to break the Iluthorltarlan law. Illegal firearm ownership for protection
Is another example of' lIuch behavior.

The norms of the community may ultimately rule even when they con-
flict with statutory law. Such "vigilante" behavior is a part of our American
tradition, and as Roger McGrath observed:

The classic era of frontier vigilantism ended by 1900. ... However, a tradi-
tion of "neo-vigilantism"lives on. Examplesinclude... the self-protectionpatrol
groups of the 1960sand 1970soperating in urban neighborhoods beset by crime
or racial problems. The ideology of vigilantism, which stresses popular
sovereignty, self-preservation, and the right of revolution, continues to attract
Americans even though frontier rationales for vigilantism have disappeared.21

The vigilante tradition is still alive, but McGrath is incorrect in claiming
that the "rationale" has disappeared. When it imposes laws, the government
has a reciprocal duty to adequately enforce those laws. When government
fails to adequately fulfill its duty, it has been the custom in both English
and American society to re-establish the rule of customary law through
revolution or vigilante justice.

Property Protection. Community groups promote awareness and home
security by holding meetings, arranging lectures, and distributing crime
prevention literature.22 Some groups go beyond simply providing informa-
tion by organizing property engraving (e.g., Operation I.D.) programs that
advocate marking valuables. Participants are also urged to display decals
that announce to potential burglars that they have marked their property.23
Participation in such programs is estimated to range from 10 to 25 percent
in target areas, and 31 percent of those surveyed by Podolefsky and Dubow
reported marking their property.24

Personal Protection. Group personal protection activities include escort
services and organized responses to signaling devices (e.g., whistles or
freon horns), as well as educational programs. Escort services are typically
designed for a particular purpose, such as escorting senior citizens when
they cash pension, social security, or welfare checks, accompanying children
home from day care centers, or escorting women students crossing a campus
after dark.

The Podolefsky-Dubow survey found that 5 percent of the respondents
carried signaling devices.25 Many people participated in such programs as



WhistleSTOP. a (;ol11munitysignal system. Partidpunts carry a whistle thut
they can blow in emergencies or if they encounter trouble in the streets.
Other WhistleSlDP members respond to a signal by first calling the police
and then blowing their own whistles to signal others that a crime situation
or emergency exists.

Surveillance Patrols. In 1(}77,between 800 and 900 resident patrols
operated in urban areas with over 250,000 people, and there were over 50,000
block watches nationwide.26 An estimated 63 percent of the patrols were
composed of volunteers, 18percent hired guards, 7 percent paid residents,
and the remaining 12percent involved a combination of voluntary and hired
watchers. Patrols can be found in neighborhoods at all income levels (an
estimated 55 percent of all patrols are found in low income areas, 35 percent
in middle income areas, and 10 percent in high income neighborhoods).
Building patrols frequently operate in low crime areas for preventative
purposes, and neighborhood patrols are often formed in areas experiencing
serious crime problems. In 1980, roughly 10,000 of New York's 39,000 city
blocks had functioning block associations to compensate for inadequate
city services, and nearly all had some kind of security patrolP

Building patrols typically operate in areas that receive little attention
from public police. Such patrols are primarily intended to deter crime and
keep undesirable strangers out of the building. These patrols often place
guards at building entrances or gates, and they may also use closed circuit
televisions and other electronic aids. One building patrol set up by the
Woodlawn Organization for the TWO housing complex in a predominantly
black neighborhood of Philadelphia adopted an especially interesting
strategy. Most of the TWO patrol force were or had been members of the
Blackstone Rangers gang. Staff members hired gang members "because
they know the area and the gangsters. That has a pretty good effect on some
people who might be involved in burglaries."28 Residents of the housing
complex reported few crime problems and said that the areas with TWO
patrols were very safe.29

Neighborhood patrols primarily cover streets and public areas rather
than buildings. Unlike building patrols, neighborhood patrols have frequent
contact with public police and often may coordinate their efforts with police.
If the patrols are responsible for large areas, they are not likely to be able
to distinguish strangers from residents so they must focus on observing
undesirable or suspicious behavior. Neighborhood patrols may operate on
foot or in cars, and some observe crime-prone areas from fixed vantage

,....polntlll in buildings. They often employ radios to report observations to a
.Ie station or directly to the police.

A "typical" voluntary patrol might be the East Midwood Patrol in
rooklyn.30 In 1980, the patrol had 120 volunteer members who performed
I-night patrols 365 days per year. They taught security techniques to
useholds and watched for prowlers and muggers. Expenses were covered
$lO/year donations from houses in the 25-block patrol area; 85 percent
the households contributed in 1980.
Many neighborhood patrols supplement police services and are organized

lth the help of public police. Others have taken a more adversarial role,
bstituting for a perceived lack of public police presence.31 For instance,
e West Park Community Protection Agency was organized by a black
sident of Philadelphia because "when Blacks began moving into the area
lice became lax."32 The organizer performed stakeouts and patrols,
ecked in with businesses and signed in on police sign-in sheets. The police
tially accused him of vigilantism, but they eventually recognized the
nefits of cooperating with the West Park patrol group, and after a change
the organization's name, links with police were established. But this kind
cooperation does not always develop. The Black Panthers began as a
all ghetto patrol organization but not to protect the neighborhood from

. inals. "Blacks wanted protection from the ... [police department] that
s supposed to protect them," so the Panthers supplied "guards for the
ards" by following the police cars that patrolled the area and monitor-
arrests.33 They carried legal weapons to discourage the idle harassment

blacks by police. The Black Panthers subsequently became involved in
me controversial projects, and little cooperation between the group and
lice appears to have developed.

,ivate Streets. One of the most complete cooperative privatization
hemes in recent history is underway in St. Louis and University City,
issouri. As Oscar Newman noted,

the decline of 51. Louis, Missouri, has come to epitomize the impotence of
federal, state, and local resources in coping with the consequences of large
scale population change. Yet buried within those very areas of 51. Louis which
have been experiencing the most radical turnover of population are a series

.. of streets where residents have adopted a program to stabilize their communities
to deter crime, and to guarantee the necessities of a middle-class life-style. These
residents have been able to create and maintain for themselves what their city
was no longer able to provide: low crime rates, stable property values and a



sense of community. '" The dhltingulNhln.a chlr.ctorilltic ol' thlllle .l'frt'l1f,YIII
that they have been deeded back from the city to tho I'llllldllntNand llre IInw
legally owned and maintained by the re.l'idenf,~ fht'm,~t'lvt'.I'.~4

The continued existence of private streets in St. Louis, along with incroollod
petitioning by residents for the conversion of their streets to private HtulU.,
indicates that privatizing and closure provide increased security and stuhillty,
In 1970,for example, Westminster Place in St. Louis was dying economicall)',
Middle income residents had seen property values plummet during the 19601
as "urban blight" set in. In addition, an estimated 6,000 cars per day 1I111d

Westminster Place to avoid traffic lights on nearby major boulevard.,
Prostitutes found the neighborhood to be an attractive business area. But
in 1970 the remaining residents petitioned the city to deed the street!! In
them: "Standing up to the urban blight, the crime, and the fear that call",.
residents to flee, the people of [Westminster Place and several otht'rl
neighborhoods ... found an unconventional solution to a common prob-
lem-they bought their neighborhoods."35

The city complied with the requests for privatization in return for th.
residents' assumption of responsibility for street, sewer, and streetlillht
maintenance, garbage pickup, and any security services above normal 11,.
and police response. The titles to the streets are vested in an incorporulld
street association to which all property owners must belong and pay dUt'II,
The street associations, most of which own one or two blocks, have th.
right to close the street to traffic, so the only cars on the street belong tn
residents and their visitors. "It is their street and that ownership gives th.
neighborhood a high degree of coh.esiveness."36 Indeed, a large study n'
St. Louis and University City private streets found that residents "needed
assurance that neighboring homeowners shared both their values and finun-
cial capacity to maintain the standards of homeownership ... concern illr
security of their investment was a critical factor which led urban oriented
residents to the selection of a house on a private street."37 The study found
that such cooperative behavior has substantially reduced crime. A com-
parison of crime rates on private streets and adjacent public streets found
significantly lower crime on private streets in virtually every category. Tho
crime rate was 108percent higher on an adjacent public street than on Ame.
Place, a private street. In general, private streets surrounded by socially
dissimilar populations in high-crime areas have substantially lower level.
of crime than their neighbors,38 Newman concluded: "The ultimate eflcd
of this symbolic definition of the street is that residents come to think or
the street as their neighborhood.39

Prlvuti:r.ationcreules a bond that allows tor reciprocal cooperation in crime
vcntion that is reminiscent of the Anglo-Saxon neighborhood tithing

Item. If a stranger enters the area he is likely to be noticed. As a conse-
. .nee, privatization of streets appears to have the greatest effect in deterring

mes against persons and crimes of opportunity, such as assault, purse
tehing, and auto-related theft.40 Criminals apparently realize that private
et residents are more likely to notice them as strangers, so crime rates
lower on middle-income private streets despite their proximity to poorer

ahborhoods.
Such private street arrangements are becoming increasingly common,
ough few examples are documented to the same degree as the St. Louis

ement. Many residential and commercial developments involve private
cts and private security arrangements. The development I live in in

lahassee, Florida, has private streets including rules for traffic flow and
eighborhood crime watch to supplement the county sheriff's provision

. aeneral police services. Other developments in the area have more
bstantial private security, with walls, private security guards, or gates
uiring codes for entry. In California and Florida, entire developments
e been walled and security guards are posted at the gates.41 Large

mmercial developments generally have their own security force and traffic
rcement, and shopping centers typically have lanes for traffic flow in

ir expansive parking lots, with stop signs, fire lanes, and other traffic
ntrol rules. Private streets are not very unusual.

ring the 1960s, contract and security services expenditures and employ-
nt grew by 170 and 130 percent.42 According to a Virginia law enforce-
nt research firm, in a report prepared for the Department of Justice,

ivate security services now involve substantially more employment and
ney than local, state, and federal law enforcement services combined.43

ble 9.3 details the number of firms and employees in detective agencies
d the protective services industry (SIC 7393). This is only a fraction
the total employment of private police and guards, however, since many
ms and organizations have their own security forces. For instance, there
re an estimated 142,000 private guards in California alone in 1984. "They
m to be visible on nearly every city block-wherever there are office

iIdings and industrial plants that stand as inviting targets of theft, arson
sabotage."44 In 1982, $21.7 billion was paid to an estimated 1.1 million

·ll-time security employees, 449,000 of them in individual enterprises,



Thble 9.3 Number of Firms and EmployecN In SIC "'93, Detective
Agency and Protective Services, 1964-1981.

Number of Number oj'
Year Firms Emp[oyet!.I'

1964 1988 62,170

1965 2146 71,427

1966 2418 85,057

1967 2558 96,614

1968 2981 118,451

1969 3145 133,238

1970 3389 151,637

1971 3570 163,700

1972 3822 182,665

1973 4182 202,561

1974 5295 249,663

1975 5533 253,125

1976 5841 248,050

1977 6312 268,684

1978 6204 287,380

1979 6502 310,333

1980 6752 337,617

1981 7126 331,294

% Changes
1964-81 285.5% 432.9%

1970-79 91.9% 104.7%

SOURCE: County Business Patterns (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau
of the Census, various years.

and the rest involved with contractual services (guard units, investigation,
alarm services, etc.) .45 Large numbers of new firms enter the market
virtually every year, while the average size of firms has also grown. Each
firm employed an average of 31.3 employees in 1964, which increased
to 46.5 in 1981. Furthermore, security industry experts expect the growth
rate in private security to accelerate even more as private firms take over
more responsibility for crime control.

Private police perform many functions beyond patrolling or guarding
residential buildings, neighborhoods, and corporate headquarters. They also
provide security for airports, sports arenas, hospitals, colleges, state and
municipal government buildings, banks, manufacturing plants, hotels, and
retail stores. They provide armored-car services and central-station alarm
systems. Private security employees range from minimum-wage contract

,uards or watchmen in retail •• tabUahmentl where skill requirements are
minimal, to guard polltlona In corporate headquarters that required college
educations and substantial additional training, to highly trained body-
,uards and security consultants. The industry has developed a high level
of specialization over the last 25 years. In fact, "there is emerging a new
security person, highly trained, more highly educated and better able to
satisfy the growing intricacies of the security profession."46

The market for police is growing for several reasons. The rising crime
rate of the 1960s contributed to the industry's growth, but that growth has
continued during the 1910sand 1980s when crime rates have been somewhat
more stable. Furthermore, as the Hallerest Systems report noted, the
accelerating growth in private security employment has occurred at the same
time that "growing numbers of Americans undertook self-help measures
against crime, increasing the use of locks, lighting, guns, burglar alarms,
[and] citizen patrols."47 Technology has played an important role in the
rapid expansion of private police services as new electronic equipment has
made detection and deterrence more efficient. Training has also improved
dramatically, making private police more attractive sources of security.
Finally, the net effect of all private sector crime control efforts has been
to reduce the demand for city police services relative to what it would be,

'.so there has been a transfer of the policing function from the public to the
private sector.48

During the last several years, private courts have come into existence to
resolve many disputes. The private sector has not yet moved into criminal

. adjudication to a great extent, but there are indications that such a move
may be underway. Furthermore, one of the primary reasons for the rapid
expansion of private courts in dispute resolution is the long pre-trial delays
in the public court system. Because criminal cases can move ahead of civil
cases on the court docket, civil litigations suffer the greatest delay, which
gives greater incentive to move the cases out of public courts.

. Mediation and arbitration are the primary techniques of nonjudicial
dispute resolution.49 Mediation involves impartial third parties who help
the parties in dispute reach an agreement. Arbitration involves impartial
persons who are given authority to determine the outcome of the dispute.

,Mediators generally work toward a compromise, but arbitrators reach deci-
sions based on the merits of the case. Both non-judicial mediation and



arbitration are used in commercial and cOnllUmerdllputoll, labOl'-munuMu,
ment relations, neighborhoods and family strife. and even In enviromn~IlUlI
clashes. It has been suggested that "the manifold pO!l!llbleupplicaliollH ur
various forms of dispute resolution are just beginning to be explored."~11
But such methods of dispute resolution have a much longer history lhltn
do government courts, and their "possible applications" are simply begin-
ning to re-emerge.

Mediation. Mediation has been an integral part of business practice lbr
as long as trade has been significant. As Edmund Burke explained in 1791,
"the world is governed by go-betweens. These go-betweens influence lh.
person with whom they carry on the intercourse, by stating their own senN.
to each of them as the sense of the other; and thus they reciprocally mast"r
both sides."51 When an agreement between two parties is reached with th.
aid of a go-between, then the agreement is reached through mediation. Thero
is a mediation element in the negotiation of many and perhaps all contractll.
"That there is a close connection between mediation and the ordering prill·
ciple of contract certainly requires no demonstration. . .. One of the m01l1
common tasks of the mediator is to facilitate the negotiation of complicated
contracts."52 Therefore, because ever-increasing specialization and trade
characterizes all modern societies and increasingly complex contractuill
agreements are needed to facilitate such trade, the use of mediation in thiN
area has been growing continuously for centuries.

One of the most visible uses of mediation is in labor-managemenl
disputes. The consequence of this conflict resolution generates mutual gains.
which are sought by two traders and achieved with the help of a mediator.
Trade that requires a contract typically involves two parties attracted by
potential reciprocal gains and repelled by lack of mutual familiarity and
trust. The level of trust may be sufficient for two parties to negotiate their
contract without a mediator, of course, but under these circumstances the
two parties have joined to perform the "mediational function."53 Potential
conflict still exists, or the contract would not be necessary.

Mediation can resolve a dispute only when both parties voluntarily agree
to the suggested solution. Thus, there must be potential for reciprocal gain
if mediation is to be a viable option for solving a disagreement. Indeed.
a primary "function that the mediator can perform ... [is] that of reminding
the parties that their negotiations constitute a cooperative enterprise and
that one does not necessarily make a gain for himself simply because he
denies the other fellow something he wants."54

One purticulur example of mediation is especially intriguing. It is typically
.l11ued that the existence of environmental externalities requires interven-
tion by a coercive authority because private sector individuals will not be
,ble to solve such problems (this argument parallels the argument for

uthoritarian provision oflaw and order in Chapter 11).But environmental
sputes are increasingly being solved through private mediation. For
stance, a proposed logging operation in South Carolina's Francis Marion
atlona! Forest threatened the nesting grounds of the rare Backman's warbler.

, Denenberg and Denenberg reported: "The warbler dispute ... was settled
. ply and amicably, because the antagonists, the National Wildlife Federation

d the U.S. Forest Service, hit upon an ingenious way around their
passe."55 Each side of the dispute chose a biologist to sit on a mediating
nel, and they jointly chose a third. After six months of deliberation, the

scientists proposed that no logging would occur in the bottomland hard-
ods environment the warblers preferred, and that cutting of upland pines
uld be allowed. Both sides accepted the recommendation.
A National Wildlife Federation attorney found the experience to be "unex-

ectedly agreeable" and concluded that a judge and jury clearly are not
'lways needed to solve environmental disputes. "Increasingly, his belief
••shared on both sides of the environmental battle lines, reflecting disen-
hantment with the courtroom as the forum for making decisions about
e use of natural resources, protection of flora and fauna, preservation
clean air and water, disposal of toxic wastes, and a host of related issues.

,•he antagonists have begun to turn to the services of an expanding corps
environmental mediators. ''56

There are numerous examples of successful mediation of environmental
isputes, including 1) an agreement on water levels between a lakeside
ommunity in Maine and the hydroelectric dam controlling the levels;
) agreements needed to convert a large power plant in Massachusetts from
urning (imported) oil to (domestic) coal; 3) the settlement of a dispute
er the siting of a city landfill in Wisconsin; and 4) the establishment

'f a recreation trail along an abandoned rail spur in Missouri. These and
, ther successes have led some observers to conclude that "litigation is just
ot efficient. There are incredible delays, high costs and even when someone
declared the winner he doesn't feel like a winner."57 For example, public

ourt rulings may be made on the basis of some narrow technical point
at leaves the basic issue unresolved. Furthermore, the adversarial court

ystem does not seek a compromise; it forces a solution and virtually
uarantees future confrontations between the parties.



The private sector is capable of generatlna lare.menta .ven when no
guiding law (like a contract) exists, so that adjudication (that Is, the clarifica-
tion of existing property rights) is all that is needed. Arbitration, for example.
is used primarily to adjudicate disputes over existing contracts. Beyond that.
mediation has other advantages. It may be used to focus discussion on the
real dispute. For example, in a confrontation regarding the siting of a land 11II
for Eau Claire, Wisconsin, various groups had been quarrelling about the
adequacy of the environmental impact statement for the proposed site. The
quarrel appeared to focus on water pollution concerns, but the mediator
~dentified the real concerns-how the site was to be operated, what hours
It would be open, who could use it, what kinds of trucks would be travel-
ing to it, and what would happen to the site when it was full. Once the
true concerns were delineated, it took only three meetings to reach an
agreement guaranteeing the neighbors that the site would be operated in
an acceptable manner.58

Community Dispute Resolution Centers. Since the 1960s, mediation has
been used in about 100 programs to resolve "conflicts that courts may find
too trivial or too elusive: domestic quarrels, squabbles between neighbors
and similar animosities among ethnic groupS."59Programs in Los Angeles.
Philadelphia, Kansas City, Atlanta, San Francisco, Miami, Boston, Garden
City, New York, and Cleveland have been designed to seek compromise
solutions to disputes by using neighborhood volunteers to serve as mediators
(and sometimes arbitrators). These programs recently have been going
beyond domestic and neighborhood disputes to consider criminal incidents.
In one example, a Los Angeles grocer filed a complaint against a black
youth who had robbed his store. The store owner did not want to involve
the police because he wanted to avoid alienating his black customers.60

One of the earliest community dispute resolution projects was run by
th~ Amer.ic~n Arbitrati?n Association in Philadelphia, which began hearing
mmor cnmmal cases m 1969. The success of this private court provided
the impetus for moving minor criminal cases into neighborhood justice
centers. Some of these arrangements were not actually voluntary private
alternatives to the public courts; they required a substantial authoritarian
ro~e in their development, financing, and administration. If the programs
fall when funding is withdrawn, as it has been over the past few years,
some observers may conclude that the private sector is simply unable to
provide neighborhood- or community-based conflict resolution services.
We must recognize the potential for such failures at this point and realize

that in ulllilwllhuud, the failures reflect the characteristics of those particular
community-based systems that have been imposed by public officials.

Potential Failure of "Community Conflict Resolution" Arrangements: Private
Sector or Government Failure? The concept of "alternative dispute resolu-
tion" ?ecame a focal point for legal reformers some time ago, but it was
also picked up by the American Bar Association and by judges as a poten-
tial ~e~edy for court congestion. Lawyers andjudges began designing new
mediatIOn programs for low income and minority neighborhoods in an effort
to move their disputes out of the public courts. These "minor" disputes
were considered to be "inappropriate for adjudication" by government

· courts. Many of the new neighborhood justice centers were sponsored and
financed by the Department of Justice "and securely located within the
jUdicial system."61 Virtually all cases were referred to the centers by judges
or prosecutors, and few members of the "community" voluntarily have taken
disput~s there for resolution. In a 1980 report, the Justice Department
recogmzed that several of its projects were basically extensions of the public
court system.62In many cases, prosecutors and other officials in the criminal
justice system have used "very persuasive" means to get people involved
in "neighborhood dispute resolution" arrangements. A Department of Justice
report found that "subtle forms of coercive pressure (like the threat of
criminal prosecution if someone failed to appear) are important elements
in the building of sizable caseloads."63 These courts are accurately perceived
as part of the public sector justice system. Mediators may be community
v?lunteers, thus giving them certain private sector appearances, but the
dIsputants are not volunteers and a program's failure should not be

Icharacterized as a failure of the private sector.
Doe~ this me~ that private mediation is not a viable alternative for dispute

resolutIOn? Defimtely not. The role of mediation in contracting, in environ-
mental disputes, and in some communities, continues to grow. Community
dispute resolution centers in stable neighborhoods founded on voluntary

· recognition of reciprocities rather than government coercion may succeed.
The failure of a government-sponsored program does not imply that other
institutions truly designed for the benefits of potential disputants would fail.

· Arbitration. It has been argued that the modern resurgence of commercial
arbitration in the United States can be traced to the American Civil War.64
!he naval blockade of the South resulted in tremendous court congestion
m England due to contract disputes over the purchase, delivery, and sale

I of cotton to British markets. Many ship owners were unwilling to run the



blockade, vessels were sunk, and prices Iluclultld unpredictably. Furth~r
complications arose due to British neutrality and contraband-of-war laws.
Insurance was either unavailable or it carried new and extremely complex
provisions developed because of the tremendous uncertainty. These provi-
sions required reinterpretation with each new contingency.

Because of the difficulties and uncertainties associated with the blockade
and the resulting backlog in the public court, the Liverpool Cotton Associu·
tion agreed to insert arbitration clauses in their contracts to avoid governmenl
courts when disputes arose. "Arbitration proved so successful in adjusting
differences without the ex;pense, inconvenience, and hard feelings of suits
that other Liverpool commercial associations took up the device, first the
Corn Trade Association and then the General Brokers Association."6~

The success in Liverpool led to the adoption of arbitration in London,
first by the large commodity dealers (corn, oil seed, cotton, and coffee),
followed by stock dealers and produce merchants, and then by professional
associations of architects, engineers, estate agents, and auctioneers. "By
1883 a correspondent of the London Times could write that 'whole trades
and professions have virtually turned their back on the courts.' ... Once
'private courts' were tried their advantages quickly became apparent, and
the London mercantile community, which only a few years before had been
making tentative inquiries about Liverpool's experience with arbitration,
now found itself the object of an American investigation."66

The Philadelphia Bar Society sent an investigator to London to learn
about the arbitration process and his report may have been partly respon-
sible for the re-emergence of commercial arbitration in the United States
at the end of the nineteenth century. More significantly, however,

its revivalwas nourishedby the convergenceofbusinessorganizationand govern-
ment regulation during the early years of the twentieth century... the stronger
the regulatory state, the stronger the desire for spheres of voluntary activity
beyond its control. The growth of the regulatory state unsettled advocates of
commercial autonomy who turned to arbitration as a shield against govern-
ment intrusion. Arbitration ... permitted businessmen to solve their own
problems "in their own way-without resorting to the clumsy and heavy hand
of government."67

Commercial law began to return to private hands.
The main area of rapid redevelopment of commercial arbitration was

in the trade associations. By the end of World War I, arbitration had become
the preferred practice among many of these groups, and it has since "grown

to proportionN thttt mike the courts secondary recourse in many areas and
completely supertluous in others."68 By 1977, insurance companies were
arbitrating over fifty thousand claims.69 The American Arbitration Associa-
tion (AAA), the largest single group of arbitrators with 25 regional offices
and 23,000 associates around the country in 1970,helped settle some 22,000
disputes that year. In 1978, the AAA settled 48,000 disputes, an increase
of 118.2percent in only eight years?O Since the association's founding in
1926, entire classes of legal disputes have been removed from the courts
altogether? 1 Even so, a study conducted in the mid-1950s found that the
AAA conducted only 'I7 percent of all commercial arbitration.72

One way to get an idea of the extent of the use of arbitration is to examine
lome of the disputes that are being arbitrated. Commercial arbitration is
widespread, for example, and many business agreements have an arbitra-
tion clause built into their contracts. The AAA has a standard clause that
is inserted into virtually every agreement, bill of sale, or contract in many
industries. It reads:

Any controversy or claim arising out of or relating to this contract, or breach
thereof, shall be settled by arbitration in accordance with the Rules of the
American Arbitration Association, and judgment upon the award rendering by
the arbitrators may be entered in any court having jurisdiction thereof,73

In addition, Construction Industry Arbitration Rules have been adopted
by national associations of architects, engineers, contractors, and subcon-
tractors. About 2,800 cases per year are filed with the AAA under these
rules, mostly involving disputes between contractors or subcontractors and
building owners. The National Association of Home Builders has begun a
Home Owners Warranty program that offers arbitration of buyers' complaints

. against the association's builders. The warranty had been applied to roughly
950,000 homes by 1981, and the AAA resolved 1,800 cases in 1980.14

Many industries and trade associations have established their own
arbitration clauses and proceedings. Industries that require close contin-
uing relationships among members (e.g., the New York Stock Exchange)
typically adopt arbitration. Similarly, industries in which product quality
is a matter of interpretation-such as the textile industry, and the Associa-
tion of Food Distributors-use arbitration. Several associations have even
established appeals boards (e.g., the Spice Trade Association and the
American Cotton Shippers Association). Most associations testify to the
increasing acceptability of arbitration and a decrease in their members'
use of public courtS?5



Consumer disputes are increasingly handled thmu.h arbltratiun. The
Council of Better Business Bureaus operates arbitration programs fur
consumers in many parts of the country and encourages businesses tu
precommit to arbitration of customer complaints,?6 Typically, the BBB
attempts informal conciliation in such cases; if that fails, the customer and
business are given the choice of an arbitrator from a pool of volunteerll.
In many cases, the arbitration hearing is held in the consumer's home so
the defective merchandise can be examined. Several automobile manufac-
turers have contracts with the Council of BBB to arbitrate car ownerll'
complaints. In addition, the AAA arbitrates over 15,000auto insurance casoll
per year?7

Arbitration is being used in other consumer disputes as well. For example,
medical malpractice arbitration, begun in 1929, is on the rise as malprac-
tice litigation has become more costly and widespread. Prior agreement
is important in this case. For example, subscribers to the Kaiser Foundation
of health plans in California, the nation's largest prepaid medical care system,
agree to arbitrate any claims when they sign up. The hospital and medical
associations in California sponsor a 200-hospital arbitration system, and
the AAA also offers medical malpractice arbitration.78

Some countries have formal "labor courts," but the United States relies
principally on arbitration of labor/management disputes. Most collective
bargaining agreements now have arbitration clauses for employee grievances,
and tens of thousands of labor-management cases are decided every year.
Some industries appoint "permanent umpires" who hear all cases that arise.
Others incorporate a list of arbitrators in the collective bargaining agree-
ment, and still others choose arbitrators on a case-by-case basis from lists
supplied by neutral agencies. The AAA, for example, had a list of around
3,000 labor arbitrators in 1983 and administered some 17,000labor cases
a year?9 Similarly, the Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service had a
roster of about 1,400 arbitrators for labor disputes and reported that around
14,000 arbitration appointments were made.

During the 1910sand early 1980s, the AAA became increasinglyinvolved
in minor criminal and civil disputes, such as neighborhood fightsandjuvenile
offenses,8othrough its Community Disputes Division. Similar arrangements
with local courts also exist. Of course, some of the same qualificationsmade
above about some neighborhood dispute resolution systems apply.

Government Influence on the Evolution of Arbitration. Arbitration, and
particularly commercial arbitration, is undeniably a private sectorprocess

of dillpute resolution, but it is in competition with government institutions
aat may attempt to suppress it. After the turn of the century, lawyers began
\to recognize this threat to the government's adversarial dispute resolution
process, which they had come to dominate. In 1915, the New York Bar

sociation established a committee to examine ways to alleviate the pressure
n the court docket. "Arbitration captured the committee's attention but

yers and businessmen wanted different results from it. Lawyers, defensive
bout criticism, were eager to improve their public image, without losing

.Hents, while retaining control over dispute resolution."81 Businessmen
nted speedy, inexpensive dispute resolution based on business custom
d practice but the New York Bar and the Chamber of Commerce joined
rces to pass a 1920 New York statute that made arbitration agreements

binding under New York law and enforceable in New York courts. Since
, en, all the other states have passed similar laws.
I Many observers contend that these laws make arbitration viable. Landes

"landPosner, for example, argued that the arbitration clauses in contracts
are "effective, in a major part anyway only because the public courts enforce
such contracts; if they did not, there would often be no effective sanction
against the party who simply breaches the contract to arbitrate."82 In other
words, private arbitration is a viable option to public courts, because it
4s backed by those public courts. This claim is demonstrably false. The
historic development of the Law Merchant demonstrates that a significant
boycott sanction can be produced by the commercial community. In fact,

! the international Law Merchant continues to survive and flourish without
the backing of a coercive government authority. Beyond that, however, it
was during the years prior to 1920 that arbitration began to catch on,
particularly among trade associations, so the process was well established
before government coercion was available. The merchant community backed

'. the rulings with sanctions similar to those that evolved under the medieval
law merchant. Anyone who refused to accept an arbiter's decision found
access to his trade association's arbitration tribunal withdrawn or saw his
name released to the association's membership: "these penalties were far
more fearsome than the cost of the award with which he disagreed. Voluntary
and private adjudications were voluntarily and privately adhered to if not
out of honor, out of self interest:'83 This does not mean, however, that the
New York statute and all those that followed have not had an impact on
arbitration. In fact, the effect is precisely the opposite of that suggested by
Landes and Posner: Arbitration became a less attractive alternative to the
public courts than it would have otherwise been in the absence of these laws.



How can this he'! The problem is that what stututt' law prtltected. govemc

ment also controlled.84 An enormous number of court clt!les were f1led aner
the New York statute was passed, for instance, as businessmen tried to
determine what characteristics of arbitration would be considered "legal"
by the courts. Cases involved such issues as the appropriate way to select
arbitrators, whether lawyers had to be present (lawyers became active in
arbitration because of these statutes), whether stenographic notes of the
proceedings should be taken, and so on. One case involved courts in two
states, led to two appeals before a circuit court of appeals, produced five
court opinions-three on jurisdictional issues-and took more than five
years to resolve. Businessmen, forced to pay attention to the prospect of
judicial review, had to make their arbitration processes compatible with
statute and precedent law, including public court procedure.

Some of the most attractive aspects of the arbitration alternative were
substantially weakened as a direct result of the statutory legalization of the
process. In particular, arbitration has taken a much more complex
"legalistic" character, arbitration is less a summary proceeding, concern
for government-imposed laws is relatively more significant, and arbitra-
tion is costlier. The government has not eliminated arbitration as a
competitor, but the arbitration statutes have limited its competitiveness.
A Harvard business law professor who observed the period immediately
following passage of the arbitration statutes suggested as much when he
wrote: "There is irony in the fate of one who takes precautions to avoid
litigation by submitting to arbitration, and who, as a reward for his pain,
finds himself in court fighting not on the merits of his case but on the merits
of arbitration ... [this] monumental tragicomedy [demonstrates the success
of the government legal process at] thwarting legitimate efforts to escape
its tortuous procedure."85

Commercial arbitration has continued to face attacks from the legal
establishment since the 1920s. During the 1930s, for example, many saw
it as a way for business to avoid the rule of government law. But the advan-
tages of commercial arbitration are simply too significant, and private
arbitration continues to grow at the expense of the public court system.
While the character ofprivate arbitration has been substantially influenced
by the efforts of government to subjugate it, by the 1950s almost 75 percent
of all commercial disputes were being adjudicated before arbitrators rather
than public courtS.86The same factors explain the recent phenomenon of
private for-profit dispute resolution firms and "rent-a-judge" systems.

R'nt-a-Judge Justice. In 1976, two California lawyers discovered an 1872
.tatute that states that individuals in a dispute have the right to a full court
hearing before any referee they choose.87 At that time, California had a
70,000 case public court backlog, with a median pre-trial delay of 50 and
one-half months.88 The two lawyers, who wanted a complex case settled
quickly, found a retired judge with expertise in the area of the dispute, paid
him at attorney's fee rates, and saved their clients a tremendous amount
of time and expense.89

The California law (and similar laws in several other states) allows
opposing parties to choose a referee to "try any or all of the issues in an
action or proceeding, whether of fact or of law, and to report a finding
and judgment thereon."9o The findings will "stand as the findings of the
court." Anyone who meets the requirements for jury duty can serve as a

. private judge, although virtually all have been retired public court judges.
There is no count of the number of rent-a-judge cases tried since 1976,
but the civil court coordinator of the Los Angeles County Superior Court
estimated that several hundred disputes had been so settled during the first
five years. Most of the cases involve complex business disputes that litigants
"feel the public courts cannot quickly and adequately" try.91

Private for-profit firms have entered the justice market during the last
few years in virtually every state. Civicourt in Phoenix and Judicate in
Philadelphia have offered quick and inexpensive dispute resolution since
1983.92As of March 1987, Judicate employed 308 judges in 45 states and
has been called the "national private court." A typical hearing at Judicate
takes one or two days. Charges for simple cases are $600 per court session,
while more complex suits involving multiple parties cost $1,000 a session.93
Half the money is paid to the judge. Judicate's procedures are streamlined
adaptations of government court procedures, allowing pretrial conferences,
discovery process, settlement conferences, and so on. At Civicourt, three
hours of judge time costs each litigant $250; thereafter, each additional
hour costs $75. Most trials are completed quickly, with no juries to contend
with, and the trials are held at the convenience of the parties in the dispute.

Similar systems are developing elsewhere. The Washington Arbitration
Services, Inc., established in 1981, has four franchised offices around the
state. Judicial Mediation, Inc., of Santa Ana, California, and Resolution,
Inc., of Connecticut are more recent entrants into the private judicial market.
One of the earliest for-profit dispute resolution firms was EnDispute, Inc.,
which opened in Washington, D.C., and Los Angeles in 1982 and offers



"mini-trials." The firm has since added oftlee. In Chicqo, Cambridllc,
Massachusetts, and Santa Ana, California. One of their lIuccesses involved
a $61 million suit between American Can Co. and Wisconsin Electric Power
Co., which was expected to last at least 75 days in the public court,
EnDispute arranged a tribunal made up of an executive from each company
and a neutral advisor. All lawsuits were dropped, and a solution to tho
problem was found.94 Mini-trials are now considered an attractive option
for companies involved in what are expected to be large, time-consuming.
and expensive litigations.

Private sector adjudication is likely to continue to increase in impor-
tance. As Denenberg and Denenberg point out, private "[d]ispute resolu-
tion is a method whose potential applications are limited only by the
ingenuity of the potential users. It satisfies a widely felt need for flexible,
accessible justice."95

The Re-emergence of the Law Merchant. In 1606, when Lord Edward Coke
ruled that the decisions of private courts could be reversed by royal courts,
the common law courts gained a substantial advantage in competing for
commercial cases. In essence, Coke's ruling asserted that the Law Merchant
was not a separate, identifiable system of law but a part of the common
law. The use of private courts for commercial disputes virtually disappeared.
But the Law Merchant did not die. During the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries, the Law Merchant became less universal and more localized and
began to reflect the policies, interest, and procedures of the various nation
states. Merchant custom remained the underlying source of much of com-
mercial law in Europe, in the United States, and to a lesser degree in
England, but it differed from place to place. "National states inevitably
required that their indigenous policies and concerns be given direct con-
sideration in the regulation of commerce. As a result, distinctly domestic
systems of law evolved as the official regulators of both domestic and
international business."96 As commercial cases were taken over by govern-
ment courts dominated by domestic lawyers rather than merchant judges,
localized procedures and national laws were naturally applied.

The changes were most striking in England, where the courts rejected
many of the underpinnings of the Law Merchant. But even in England,
the Law Merchant survived. England was a great trading nation, and custom
still prevailed in international trade. English judges had to compete with

other national courts for the attention of international merchants' disputes,
to they had to recognize commercial custom in cases involving international
itrade if they hoped to attract such cases. One important reason for this
was that the European countries' civil law had been much more receptive

.to the Law Merchant than had English common law. "On the Continent
,the Law Merchant suffered to a limited extent. Merchant practices were

n codified within commercial codes which bore a strong resemblance
the medieval Law Merchant. Consequently, the commercial laws of

)Iuropean states often embodied trade practices within their legal frame-
iworks."97 There was some fragmentation in the form of the Law Merchant
, ross Europe, but there was little difference in its substance. Trade between

ese geographically contiguous countries had become vital, and there was
'Iubstantial benefit associated with "free trade unimpeded by needless legal
lfestraint."98 Thus, continental codes were a much more direct reflection
:of the Law Merchant than was English common law.

The trend toward increasing subjugation of the Law Merchant began to
change in the nineteenth century when "the decisions of Lord Holt and
Lord Mansfield introduced into English common law most of the customs

.,and usages of English merchants, and the Law Merchant became an integral
',part of the common law realm, and the common law courtS."99 Some legal
,historians call Mansfield the "founder of commercial law" in England,
but "Mansfield pioneered the reception into English law of an international

, Law Merchant based on practices of the merchants of both the continent
and Britain." 100 Mansfield argued quite forcefully that England's commer-
cial law had to develop as business practice developed and that it had to

, recognize business custom and usage. The primary impetus for recognizing
merchant's law at this time, however, was the significant competitive threat

.:to the common law court's hold on commercial law. International com-
petition by national courts for the attention of merchants was apparently
getting more intense, and as England's relative position in world trade began
to decline, common law courts began to lose international business disputes
to other nations' courts. In addition, the Liverpool Cotton Traders Associa-
tion adopted arbitration clauses in their contracts during the early 1860s.
Common law courts witnessed a rapid loss of jurisdiction and had little
alternative but to respond to the competitive threat by recognizing the Law

, Merchant. At roughly the same time, many of the various competitive
I jurisdictions (e.g., common law, equity) were being combined so the

intensity of inter-jurisdictional competition between government courts was
declining. This may have contributed to the impetus for turning to private



arbitration, as the combined courts would clearly IDee even weaker incentivoN
than the more competitive courts in recognizing tho law IlSthe merchant
community desired. The merchants, therefore, had to create another source
of competitive pressure to induce the public courts to recognize their lawN.
As it turned out, this new source became a much more significant com-
petitive threat than the alternative public courts.

The long period of subjugation was not without its costs, however. "The
fact that the Law Merchant lost some of its identifying characteristics in
English law, in effect, reduces the function of the Law Merchant to an
uncertain role in our common law system. It becomes unclear in what
circumstances the English courts will have recourse to the institutions of
the Law Merchant in deciding commercial cases."lOl Furthermore, aN
common law developed through judicial precedent, particularly before
Mansfield's influence, the evolution of Merchant custom and practice waN
altered from what it might have been. "Customs of the Law Merchant which
were adopted in the early common law have sometimes been so rigidified
in legal content that they have varied from their merchant origins."lo2 The
rigid definition of custom and the requirement that it be consistent with
the law remain an integral part of British common law as it applies to
commercial disputes. Numerous conflicts between common law and the
international Law Merchant remain.

The end result is that the common law courts took over the adjudication
of business law through successful competition with other court systems.
Once they gained a substantial share of this market they began acting more
like coercive monopolists, dictating or administering law rather than
recognizing the more important body of customary law. When the situa-
tion got sufficiently out of line with the Law Merchant, common law courts
once again began to feel competitive pressures with commercial arbitra-
tion and with other nations' tribunals in international trade. The courts
responded to the pressure but did not welcome the Law Merchant with
open arms. The long period of subjugation had so altered business prac-
tices in England that merchants had become used to functioning under
common law rigidities. Trakman concluded that "English courts have paid
lip service to the precepts of the Law Merchant, while in reality under-
mining the flexible foundations of Law Merchant principles."lo3 But this
was not the case in the United States.

American judges have been somewhat more receptive of the Law
Merchant than their English counterparts. This probably reflects competi-
tion due to the widespread acceptance of commercial arbitration in the

oounlry prior 10 1800 Ilnd its revitulizatlon since 1900. In addition, many
litigants can choose among different jurisdictions, and competition for
hlaring disputes may be much more significant than in England. Thus,
t~merican courts have revitalized the medieval Law Merchant in a number
of respects." In fact, the Uniform Commercial Code indicates that business
practices and customs have served as the primary source of substantive

..business law, as "the positive law of the realm was forced to conform to
the mandate of the merchants, not vice versa."104
. Trakman suggested that the uniformity of commercial law might be under-
mined because of separate state court systems and regional specific federal
oourt jurisdictions, if local custom supersedes more uniform national or
international business practices.105 The potential for the same kind of
breakdown in the universality of the Law Merchant that occurred with the
rising power of royal law in England may be present in the United States.
In fact, substantial differences in business practices across local American
communities are rare, so uniformity of the law has generally prevailed in
the American legal system.l°6 Given the open nature of the U.S. economy,
the potential for competition between geographically separated court systems
remains significant. If judges were only interested in monopolized local
disputes, then state precedents might differ significantly; but interstate
competition for business disputes is likely to reduce the tendency to favor
local merchants and customs. Furthermore, commercial arbitration has

. re-emerged as a viable option for business disputes and its competitive
influence has been substantial.

Creation of Customary Law. U.S. courts enforce business practice and
custom as law. Therefore, if businessmen develop a new practice, it is likely
to take on the force of government-backed law. More importantly, the private
sector continues to develop an expanding base of customary law. For
example, enforceable rights and duties derive from a contract just as they
do from the provisions of a statute.t07 Thus, contracts negotiated and volun-
tarily entered into by private individuals provide one form of privately created
law. If the contract is a standard one reflecting long-standing tradition, then
it reflects customary commercial law. If the contract develops a new business
practice in the face of a new situation, then it is likely to add to customary
law, just as a new court precedent adds to common law. Because commerce
operates in a dynamic environment, new contractual arrangements are always
being developed.



The contracting process involves a mediation .l.m.nt, 10 it follows that
private mediation often creates law. As Fuller explained, "mediation i,\'
commonly directed, not toward achieving conformity to norms, but toward
the creation of the relevant norms themselves." 108 Arbitrators (like govern-
ment judges) also may create precedents that become part of customary
law (as opposed to common law). This contradicts Landes and Posner'"
contention that commercial arbitration does not set precedents but simply
applies laws established by the public sector.109 That they are wrong can
be superficially demonstrated. When individuals make an agreement in
a contract that may not stand up in government courts, they frequently write
an arbitration clause into the contract.110 Private commercial arbitrators
will consider the contractual agreement valid.

More fundamentally, when a dispute arises because a contract did not
anticipate a change in the business environment, the arbitrator must deter-
mine what business practice should be under the new conditions based on
custom and practice under related circumstances. When this occurs then
"even in the absence of any formalized doctrine of state decisis or res judicata.
an adjudicative determination will normally enter in some degree into the
litigants' future relations and into the future relations of other parties who
see themselves as possible litigants before the same [type of] tribunal. Even
if there is no statement by the tribunal of the reasons for its decision, some
reason will be perceived or guessed at, and the parties will tend to govern
their conduct accordingly."lll In other words, a new law has been created
that begins to "govern" the behavior of parties entering into similar circum-
stances in the future. Such a law is likely to be recognized quickly when
the arbitration is internal to a trade association; it may take longer to spread
through the entire population if the relevant group is more diverse. But if
the law is an effective remedy to a frequent potential conflict, then it will
become part of customary law-the "language of interaction." The law-making
consequences of private arbitration led Wooldridge to suggest that its substan-
tial growth in this century has involved a "silent displacement of not only
the judiciary but even the legislature."ll2 Actually, it simply reflects the evolu-
tion of commercial law as business practices develop and change.

It is often difficult to see the important role that customary law plays in
determining the social order, since so much of custom has been codified
or co-opted by common law courts and claimed as state law. One instance
of social order through customary law does remain relatively free of govern-
ment interference, however. International trade is still largely ruled by cus-
tomary commercial law as it has evolved from the medieval Law Merchant.

'1ht International Law Merchant. International commercial law is a universal
law. It has moved away from the restrictions of national law, thus overcoming
the difference in the political and authoritarian legal systems of the world.
"Moreover, the demand for uniform principles of international trade law,
acceptable to the international community of merchants at large, looms ever
larger in a world dominated by an uncertain balance of political-economical

er."ll3 The merchants themselves are the only potential source of such
uniformity, of course, and their agreements have to produce that uniformity
tinee agreements between governments are unlikely.

Arbitration and mediation are the means of resolving disputes in inter-
adonal trade. The decisions and agreements that arise are not backed by
overnment, but by the reciprocal arrangements of the international

commercial community. Many international trade associations have their
n conflict resolution procedures. Other traders rely on the International

Chamber of Commerce (ICC), which has established a substantial arbitra-
tion institution. Experts in international commerce, ICC arbitrators are
'typically chosen from a different national origin than those of the parties
'In the dispute. ICC procedures are speedy and flexible reflections of

ommercial interest.
The Law Merchant has certainly changed substantially since its medieval

eginnings, but it is still firmly in place governing international trade. It
as also proven to be a very effective source of order:

Continuing experience in world trade provides a tested environment in which
merchants can interact freely, choosing their trade partners and contract terms
with an expanding awareness of both the marketplace and of one another.
Together, market, agreement and time allow business instruments to evolve into
uniform codes and documents, comprehensive in their terms and farsighted
in their application to an ever-changing business world. .,.

Studies of industry usage reveal the sophistication of the international
merchants to adapt their trade agreement to meet the demands of interdisci-
plinary change.l14

The international Law Merchant, free from the dominant influences of
overnments and localized politics, has developed and grown much more
asHy and effectively than has the intra-national commercial law of most
ation-states.

'The General Impact of Customary Law. Even some legal scholars of the
, ositivist school have been forced to recognize the role of customary law
n international trade. However, as Fuller noted,



the prevailing tcndcl1l:y to rcgurd sOl'lul orl!cr IINilllllllNCdfl'lllll uhovc hils 1"11
to a general neglect of the phenolllenon of cUlI!llllllll'y IllW in IIImkrn 11'11111
scholarship. Outside the field of internationlll IllW und thut of collll1\crd.1
dealings legal theorists have been uncomfortable about the use of the word Illw
to describe the obligatory force of expectations that arise tacitly out of hUlIInll
interaction. The most common escape from this dilemma is to downgradl' Ih.
significance of customary law and to assert that it has largely lost the signifkulIl"
it once had in human affairs. Another and more radical way out was ... to USH""

that what is called customary law becomes truly law only after it has hCCln

adopted by a court as a standard of decision and thus received the imprillllllllr
of the state. This linguistic expedient, it should be noted, would deny the desillllll"
tion law to a custom so firmly rooted and so plainly just and useful that no 01\1

would waste his time taking it to court to be tested for its right to be called lawl"

Customary law continues to govern a tremendous amount of social inlel
actions, from family relations to commercial exchanges to internatiulIIlI
relations between governments. It is difficult to visualize this for a numh •."
of reasons. First, many customary laws are not adopted and "enacted" hy
a state authority and are not necessarily written down. Second, custOllllll'y
law "owes its force to the fact that it has found direct expression in Ih.
conduct of men toward one another." 116 Third, customary law requires volulI·
tary acceptance in recognition of reciprocal benefits, so it is much less likely
to be violated than enacted authoritarian law. Customary law, theref( ll'O,
is less likely to require adjudication, and its role and impact are less likely
to be noticed as a consequence. Nonetheless, customary law flourishes alld
promotes order in many facets of modern society.
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BENEFITS OF PRIVATIZATION

The increase in private sector efforts to prevent crimes and adjudicate
disputes reflects more than a negative response to certain aspects of public
sector performance. Benefits of private production are substantial, and they
apply to crime control and dispute resolution just as they do in other areas
of production. Several aspects of privatization in the enterprise of law shall
be considered here, including the potential for avoiding the congestion and
resource misallocation that arise from the commons problem of public
provision, the benefits of specialization that characterize private sector crime
control, the relative production costs in private and public production, and
the impact that privatization has on the effectiveness of the public sector.

EFFICIENCY GAINS AND RATIONING OF
LAW ENFORCEMENT

Judge Learned Hand contended that the "chief judicial commandment"
should be "Thou shalt not ration justice." 1 But justice is rationed-it must
be because it involves limited supplies of scarce resources. Due to court
congestion, justice is rationed by waiting. Those willing to wait might get
a trial. The court also terminates a large number of cases without trial (91
percent of all federal civil cases in 1978)because they are seen as "weak"
cases. This usually means that they are difficult cases that would be time
consuming because the merits of the arguments are not obvious and



compelling. The courts choose instead to try the eMMlollt CRllell. In Person's
view: "Such patterns occur particularly when a judge III under pressure ... to
produce a large number of case terminations without costly time-consuming
trials. Government courts and judges have no choice but to violate Judge
Hand's injunction against the rationing of justice."2

Similar rationing techniques have been adopted by prosecutors and even
the police. In order to build up conviction records, prosecutors pursue the
easiest cases and ration through plea bargaining. Police build up arrest
records by pursuing relatively easy cases and ignoring many others that
are difficult to solve.

In contrast, a market system allocates scarce resources on the basis of
willingness to pay. This method of allocation results in scarce goods and
services being allocated to the highest valued uses, because those who arc
willing to pay the market clearing price clearly value the right to consume
the purchase more than those who are unwilling to pay. As a result, resources
are guided toward their most efficient uses. If a resource is scarce, then
the potential competitive uses of the resource will vie for its attention. In
a price system, this competition for the use of resources means that the
winner must pay a price at least equal to, if not greater than, the price
someone else is willing to pay. The individual who gets the greatest benefit
from using the resource will be willing to pay the most for it. Those who
would get lesser benefits are outbid and cannot use the resource.

There is a market-like structure to the criminal justice process and those
with the greatest ability and willingness to pay often get the most out of
the system. Superficially, this appears to imply the possibility of efficiency,
and some have suggested that at least some aspects of the criminal justice
system may be efficient because the wealthy are able to influence deci-
sions? But most police, court, and other law enforcement resources are
not allocated according to willingness to pay; first-co~e, first-served or
some other discriminatory criteria apply. These rationing systems do not
guarantee that resources go to their highest valued use. One advantage of
privatization, then, is that allocation by price replaces less efficient rationing
techniques.4 Individuals turn to the private sector when they are unable
to benefit from the services of the public criminal justice system because
the public sector has misallocated resources to lower valued uses. For
instance, the American Banking Association and the American Hotel-
Motel Association retain the William 1. Burns International Detective Agency
to investigate crimes committed against their members. A bank security
director pointed out why: "[I]t was necessary to employ private investigators

becauso the public pollco and inve.UaRtlve torces were too busy to devote
the amount of effort required by [banks] .'" Private investigators generally
perrorm tasks that public police do not, such as pre-employment background
checks or undercover work to detect employee dishonesty or customer
shoplifting.

Private guards and patrolmen also perform tasks that the public police
cannot or will not do, such as making routine checks on buildings for
residents or businesses and "watching to prevent" crime. Private courts
also take cases that the public sector has been unwilling to handle. The
inability of government to provide the types of security measures and
adjudicative services that individuals required has historically produced
a demand for private alternatives. Private sector alternatives must provide
benefits, of course, or they would not be purchased. One of these benefits
is that privately employed resources tend to specialize.

One reason that the private sector might be expected to do well what the
government criminal justice system does badly is that consumers generally
have narrowly focused concerns. Thus, when they pay a private firm to
alleviate those concerns, they can hire someone with expertise. Both the
evidence and economic theory tell us that when resources specialize in
their area of comparative advantage, economic efficiency is enhanced. More
is produced with the same resources, or fewer resources are needed to
produce the same level of output.

Specialization in Private Courts. Justice William 0. Douglas once observed
that "the labor arbitrator is usually chosen because of the parties' con-
fidence in his knowledge of the common law of the shop."6 Because
disputants can pick the judge who hears their case in private court, they
pick a judge with expertise in the matter at hand. "Perhaps the most
important advantage" of private courts, Poole reported, "is specialized
expertise. Since a referee does not even have to be a judge ... cases involv-
ing complex technical matters can be handled by someone skilled in the
field."? The private sector has responded to the demand for specialized
judges. The American Arbitration Association's list of arbitrators includes
attorneys, professors, engineers, and numerous other types of professionals,
as well as many manufacturing and trade association executives.



How does this specialization generate henel'lua 1)IMpUleR cun be settled
more quickly, thus tying up resources for shorter periods of time. Privut~
judges have expertise and need no "education" in technical issues of II

particular case, which saves considerable time.s

Specialization in Private Crime Prevention and Protection. Security
personnel range from minimum wage guards who work on a temporary
basis, to full-time guards with relatively few skills, to highly trained
professionals. Security equipment ranges from the simplest locks to the
most complex alarm and monitoring equipment. Naturally, relatively few
private resources will be used to police victimless crimes (although
neighborhood groups may choose to exclude prostitutes or addicts); they
will be concentrated on prevention of and protection against violent crimcN
and property crimes. This concentration of effort can be very effective.
Consider, for example, the success of the railroad police.

At the end of World War I, railroad police were established as complete
and autonomous police forces. They compiled what must be considercd
a "remarkable" record of effectiveness, particularly relative to public police
forces. Between the end of World War I and 1929, for instance, freight claim
payments for robberies fell by 92.7 percent, from $12,726,947 to $704,262.Y

Furthermore, arrests by railroad police produced a substantially higher
percentage of convictions than that achieved by public police: a five-year
sample from the Pennsylvania Railroad, for instance, resulted in convic-
tion of 83.4 percent of those arrested; a thirteen-year sample from another
line showed a fJ7.47 percent conviction rate.lO The overall conviction rate
of railroad police arrests has been maintained at close to 98 percent over
the years, with an average of 60,000 arrests per year.11Wooldridge observed
that the primary reason for this success is that the railroad police specialized
in one area of enforcement, developing "an expertise not realistically within
the grasp of public forces."12 This specialization and the consequent gain
in proficiency and efficiency often characterize private sector police firms.

Specialization in crime prevention has two major benefits. First,
specialization makes it less likely that a criminal will succeed in his attempt
at theft or violence. That is, increasing levels of private protection increase
the potential cost to the criminal by increasing the probability of capture
(or, in the case of guns for protection, the probability of personal injury
or death). Second, as the potential cost of committing crime rises, poten-
tial criminals are less likely to become actual criminals. In other words,
there is a deterrent effect.

l1nfbrtlll1utely,mOMt Iltudl.M of crime deterrence have examined the effects
of puhlic sector enill1,., There I" Homeevidence, however, that private sector
production of protection does deter crime. Using a Tobit maximum
likelihood statistical procedure, Timothy Hannan found that the presence
of guards in banks "significantly reduce [s] the risk of robbery. Accepting
point estimates, the magnitude of this reduction is approximately one rob-
bery attempt a year for those offices which would have otherwise suffered
• positive number of robbery attempts." 13This result supports the findings
ofO. M. Camp whose interviews of imprisoned bank robbers revealed that
77 percent of them found out whether the bank had a guard before com-
mitting the robbery.14Only 6 percent of those interviewed bothered to learn
the police routine in the area before the robbery. One implication is that
these criminals were more concerned with the private protection measure
than with public enforcement (although another is that information about
police routine is both more costly to obtain and less valuable because police
change their routines).

Charles Clotfelter considered the impact of private and public security
services on the manufacturing, wholesaling, finance, insurance, and real
estate sectors. His empirical results "appear to indicate that private pro-

. tective firms are more effective than public police at protecting firms in
these industries." 15He also found that private protection is more effective
and more readily responsive in areas experiencing rapid population growth.
Thus, there is some support for the expectation that these specialized private
services should generate benefits in terms of reduced criminal activity, at
least for those who employ private police. Indeed, "few would argue that
ceterus paribus, if private security services were drastically reduced or
eliminated, reported crime, fear of crime, and prices of retail merchan-
dise would rise." 16But beyond that, what little evidence exists implies that
the private sector is more effective than the public sector in meeting needs
such as those of some large industrial groups and in areas of rapid popula-
tion growth.

Firearm ownership is a specialized form of protection that generates the
benefit of deterring crime and preventing successful completion of crimes.
Many private citizens keep guns in their homes to address potential situa-
tions where relatively delayed actions by public or private police are likely
to failP There is some evidence that the immediate response of gun owners



can be effective. Although information on the relative IUCCI.I of the privnto
use of firearms to interrupt crime and apprehend criminals is scarce, It
appears that such private efforts are at least as successful as police effortN,
Kates compared the success rates of police and private citizens by examin-
ing every story in 42 of the nation's largest newspapers between January
and June 1975 and May and July 1976 that reported the use of firearmll
for protection or prevention of crime. He estimated that police successfully
prevented a crime or apprehended a criminal 68 percent of the time when
they used firearms, while private citizen firearm use resulted in an 83 percent
success rate.18 It is true that firearms are a relatively risky means of
protection, but Carol Silver and Don Kates found that benefits from using
handguns for protection may be very high relative to the risk from criminal
handgun use. They concluded that it "appears that the number of instanceN
in which handguns were used for defense exceeds the number in which
they were misused to kill (between 1960 and 1975) by a factor of 15-1."1\1
If handgun use for defense outstrips handgun use to kill by anything close
to that amount, then the risk of death associated with handgun use for defense
is quite small.

The deterrent effect of private handgun ownership cannot be accurately
measured, of course, but there is some powerful evidence that gun owner-
ship deters crime. Philip Cook used cross-section data to examine the
relationship between armed robbery rates and the strength of gun control
laws.20He found that areas with strong gun controls have higher levels of
armed robbery than areas with weaker controls. This could mean that when
individuals' ability to defend themselves with guns is limited, they become
more vulnerable to crime and are more likely to become victims. That is.
gun ownership is a deterrent. There is a danger in such an interpretation
because correlation does not necessarily imply causation. In this case, the
correlation may arise because the strictest gun controls have been established
in high crime areas in an unsuccessful effort to reduce crime, based on
the mistaken but widely held belief that guns cause crime.21

There is more persuasive evidence. For example, surveys of prisoners
"uniformly find felons stating that, whenever possible, they avoid victims
who are thought to be armed, and that they know of planned crimes that
were abandoned when it was discovered that the prospective victim was
armed."22 Based on data from Atlanta, Georgia, Cook concluded that a
robber doubles his chances of dying by committing only seven robberies,
because of the risk of being attacked by a victim.23

Some of the bo.t IYldinol of tho dlterrent effect of gun ownership tor
protection cornea from pubUcized programs to provide firearms training
for potential victims, Between October 1966 and March 1967, the Orlando
police department sponsored a program designed to train women in the
lafe use of firearms because of the increase in rapes in the city during 1966.
The program was widely publicized in Orlando newspapers. Kleck and
Bordua found that the rape rate in Orlando fell from a 1966 level of 35.91
per 100,000 inhabitants to only 4.18 in 1967.24This was not a part of any

! seneral downward trend, since the national rate was increasing, and rates
in surrounding metropolitan areas and Florida were either constant or
increasing. Furthermore, this decrease did not reflect a continual downward
trend for Orlando, since the trend had been erratic but upward for several
years. It seems obvious that the knowledge that potential rape victims might
be carrying a gun and might know how to use it was a significant deterrent.

The Orlando example is not unique. Publicized training programs in
the use of firearms have led to a reduction in armed robberies in Highland
Park, Michigan, drug store robberies in New Orleans, and grocery store
robberies in Detroit. When potential criminals become aware that poten-
tial victims might be ready to protect themselves with a gun, the increased
perceived risk of committing a crime can lead to the abandonment of the
crime. Of course, it may also lead to the choice of another victim, perhaps
in an area where guns for protection are less likely. As a consequence,
location-specific gun control could easily lead to higher crime rates in that
area, as the Cook results imply.

This brings up an important point. Wealthy individuals typically have
many options for protecting themselves.25 They often live in high income
communities where the tax base allows for a well-financed public police
department. The number of police per crime committed is probably very

: high in these communities, relative-to most intercity low income neigh-
borhoods. In addition, wealthy individuals can buy alarms, guard dogs,
and bulletproof cars, and can hire private police for protection. No gun
control advocate has contended that private police should have their rights
to carry firearms limited, so gun control laws will not be very limiting
as far as the wealthy's self-protection efforts are concerned. The effect could

, be significant for middle and lower income individuals, however, because
they typically are not as well protected by the public police and have far
fewer self-protection options available. As evidence of the relative importance
of guns for protection for lower income individuals, of the 120 justifiable



homicides by private citizens in Calilbrniu durin. 1981,28.6 percent were
committed by Hispanics, 47.6 percent by blacks, and 2\.4 percent by whitcs.111

There is no reason to expect that particular races are more likely to be
crime victims or to kill criminals than other races. But a much larger percen-
tage of blacks and Hispanics are in the lower income classes in Californiu
than are whites, so we might conclude that lower income individuals tend
to turn to firearms for protection more often than higher income individuals,
simply because their choices are more limited. In addition, they are more
likely to be the victims of crimes, so they are more likely to seek some
means of self-protection. If strict gun control laws are passed, many lower
income individuals will be forced to choose between giving up their primary
tool for protecting their persons and property or becoming criminals
themselves by disobeying the gun control laws (evidence is that they will
choose the latter; an estimated one million illegal guns are held in New
York City despite its gun control statute).

Other evidence must be noted here. The city council of Kennesaw,
Georgia, passed a highly publicized ordinance on March 15, 1982, that
required each household to keep a firearm. The publicity surrounding the
passage of this ordinance apparently provided potential criminals in the
area with the knowledge that many Kennesaw residents owned firearms
and were willing to use them for protection. Consequently, crime in
Kennesaw dropped at a dramatic rate. Serious crime dropped by 74.4 percent
from 1981 to 1982,27Residential burglaries fell from 55 in 1981 to 19 in
1982; aggravated assault declined from nine to two, rapes fell from three
to zero, armed robbery declined from four to zero, and homicide from one
to zero. In the seven months immediately following the passage of the
ordinance, there were only five burglaries as compared to 45 during the
same seven-month period in 1981.28Reviewing the evidence from Orlando,
Kennesaw and other sources led Kleck and Bordua to conclude:

it is a perfectly plausible hypothesis that private gun ownership currently exerts
as much or more deterrent effect on criminals as do the activities of the criminal
justice system ... there is the distinct possibility that although gun ownership
among the crime-prone may tend to increase crime, gun ownership among the
noncriminal majority may tend to depress crime rates below the levels they
otherwise would achieve.29

Other protection equipment has also proven effective in detecting and
preventing crime. In Cedar Rapids, Iowa, for example, a fairly inexpensive
alarm system was installed in 350 businesses that had been frequent targets

of burghlrs.JlI The lIylltern e08t $100,000 during the first year, $185 per
business to buy and install the equipment plus $185 a year for phone line
charges and maintenance. Forty burglars were caught during the first year
and a half after the system was in place, more than had been caught in

. the previous four years combined. All forty were convicted.
Other actions also appear to be successful. A National Institute of Law

Enforcement and Criminal Justice study of four cities, for example, found
that households that engrave identification numbers on their property appear
to reduce their chances of being burglarized.3l Surveys of people involved
in similar projects in 78 other communities indicated similar results.

Another study, conducted by the Western Behavioral Science Institute
with Southland Corporation's 7-Eleven stores, worked with former armed
robbers to rate a large number of stores according to their attractiveness
as robbery targets.32 Using a sample of 120 stores of similar attractiveness,
60 were used as a control group and experimental changes were tested on

.the other 60. The changes were quite inexpensive (about $100 per store)
and included stripping store windows of ad banners after dark and posting
signs reading "Clerk cannot open this safe." The result was a 30 percent
,lower robbery rate in the test stores than in the control stores during the
'first eight months of the study. Prior to the study, Southland was experi-

ncing an average of one robbery per store per year.
Patrols and neighborhood watches are also desirable crime prevention

alternatives because of their low COSt.33In fact, because volunteer and paid
private security patrols are effective watchers, Sherman suggested that for
cost-effectiveness reasons public police should not be the primary providers
pf crime prevention through watching. According to Sherman, public police
Should assist in the organization and use of both private voluntary watch
organizations and private police, rather than viewing these other watchers
as threats.34

One final privatization effort deserves attention-the private streets of
St. Louis, as discussed in Chapter 9. Some observers have argued that the
lower crime rates on these streets are the result of limiting access, not
rivatization. Certainly limited access might be expected to have been a

I ajor factor, but closures of public streets have been tried elsewhere with
ittle success. A Department of Justice experiment in Hartford, Connecticut,
r example, closed streets and assigned police teams to the neighborhood.
ut "to the disappointment of the project directors, police statistics did
ot show any dramatic drop in crime."35 Private streets have two advan-
ges that simple street closures and even neighborhood associations do



not. First, "ownership gives the neighborhood u hlUh dellroe of cohesivc~
ness." Second, all residents sign a contract agreeing to property use and
maintenance. The resulting incentives for cooperative crime control arc
apparently very strong.

Although empirical evidence is scarce, there are indications that the
specialized uses of private resources are effective-and in many cases more
effective than public resources. Of course, the fact that private resources
that are substituted for public resources (or for which public resources could
be substituted) are effective at crime deterrence is not necessarily suffi-
cient justification for their use. The same resources might be used more
efficiently by the public bureaucracy.

Private sector production of protection or dispute resolution is likely to
be relatively efficient when compared to public sector production. One
reason is that private firms that produce protection services or adjudica-
tion c~n only survive if they make a profit. In an effort to be profitable,
the pnvate entrepreneur attempts to produce the level of service demanded
at the lowest possible cost. If he is successful, he reaps the benefits. But
citizens do not expect a public police department or court to make a profit.
Taxes cover costs, and police departments and courts survive regardless
of costs. Because police chiefs and judges do not have to make profits to
survive, they have weaker incentives for concern about production costs.
Furthermore, they reap no special reward by successfully producing at the
lowest possible cost. This does not imply that police chiefs and judges will
be completely ambivalent to the costs a department or court generates; it
means that they are likely to make a relatively smaller effort at monitoring
employees to check on wasted time and resources.

But the differences go beyond the incentives of public bureau managers.
Even a manager who ignores his incentives and acts like a profit maximizer
(cost minimizer) would not be effective, given bureaucratic rigidities. A
study of public production versus contracting out by New York City's Office
of Administration found:

It is clear that municipal enterprises function under handicaps. Labor produc-
tivity is influenced by civil service rules and a union-management situation
entirely different from that in private industry. A municipal worker costs more
per unit of work. Other handicaps result from the prevailing attitude that

w"tchd(l~ NyNtt'IlINIU'O IInl 1I0041odIII prevent municipal officials from stealing
puhlic fundN.

The point is hutiicully thul the rules of the game handicap productivity in
municipal enterprise. A good manager will be able to do better than a poor
manager, but it will be nearly impossible for him to do as well as he could
in private industry, playing under a different set of rules.36

. The organizational inflexibility inherent in the civil service system prevents
management from disciplining inefficient employees unless their behavior
Is extreme. Lateral movement to adjust manpower needs in the face of
changing demands is virtually impossible, as is hiring at any but the lowest
grades. "Such dysfunctional qualities of civil service systems commonly
reflect employee pressure which tends to emphasize continuity and seniority
over competence as qualifications for higher-level positions, and by employee
unions which emphasize the traditional union goals of more pay, less work,
and job security."37

The profit motive provides strong incentives to produce at low costs.
Because consumers are free to choose among private protection options,
the only way that a private firm can legally obtain customers is by persuading
people that it offers a quality service at a reasonable price. Government
producers of protection (or even governments contracting out for protec-
tion services) have another option: they can use the government's power
of coercion to collect taxes and produce protection whether it is valued
at the price paid or not.

Resources are most efficiently used when they are guided to the use that
generates the greatest benefit to members of society. Competitive markets
tend to guide resources to their highest and best uses, because the price con-
sumers are willing to pay for a good or service reflects the benefits they
expect to obtain from its consumption. Public police departments do not
take advantage of price signals in deciding how to allocate resources, while

, private providers of protection service and equipment are forced to pay
attention to price signals. As Gustave de Molinari, a nineteenth-century French
economist, wrote, the "option the consumer retains of being able to buy
security wherever he pleases brings about a constant emulation among all
producers, each producer striving to maintain or augment his clientele with
the attraction of cheapness or of faster, more complete and better [services]."38

The importance of price signals and competition for clientele should
not be overlooked in a discussion of efficiency. Most police departments
have not perceived the pressures of competition (except in terms of
competition for a share of the budget that other bureaucracies are also



seeking) because their clientele is guaranteed. In the privatl.ector, howev".',
firms must compete for consumer dollars, and conllumerll choose arnoll¥
the options available. Under these circumstances, if a consumer buys u
gun, installs an alarm, or hires a guard for protection, then the decision
implies a rational, efficient allocation of protection resources. Such It
decision reflects the fact that these are specialized resources for protection
that provide benefits the public police cannot provide.

The Relative Efficiency of Private Courts. Private police are relatively cost-
effective, but what about private courts? Robert McLucas, director for
casualty property claims at Travelers Insurance explained: "There are two
reasons to use [private courts]. One, they're cheap. And two, they'rtl
inexpensive."39 For example, a small Virginia wholesale supplier had 1I
disagreement with a large computer company over problems it was havin8
with a recently purchased computer. A court dispute would have cost them
at least $25,000 each,40 so they arranged a mini-trial with EnDispute. The
issue was settled in a day and a half at a total cost of $4,500 each. A major
reason for the savings is that mini-trials operate under extremely simplified
procedures and rules relative to those set up by the public court bureaucra'-'Y'

Simplification of rules and procedures characterizes arbitration, and
businessmen who choose arbitration typically recognize the desirablo
relationship between informality and speed.41 Arbitration avoids the time-
consuming procedural aspects of public litigation and offers considerable
flexibility due to its simpler proceedings. In fact, there is still a relatively
widespread rejection of lawyers as arbitrators, reflecting a desire to maintain
the informality that distinguishes it from public courts (see Chapter 2),4~

Consider this example. Suing one's neighbor is one of the simplest
procedures in the law, but what is involved injust filing such a suit? First,
a lawyer is engaged and the problem is explained. A retainer is paid. Then
the lawyer draws up a complaint-a formal, legal document that explains
the grounds on which the court's jurisdiction rests, details why the suit
is being filed, and outlines what the plaintiff wants the defendant to do,
Numerous copies of this complaint are made for the court and the person
being sued. "Certificates of service" are drawn up to inform the plaintiff
that the defendant has received the complaint. Once the papers have gotten
to the defendant, after passing through the Clerk of Court and the sheriff and
then back to the plaintiff (again through the sheriff and the Clerk of Court),
the suit has officially commenced, "with as few papers and as few lawyer-
hours and as little complexity as almost any process known to the law."4.1

What if the same diNputc had gone to arbitration? The complaining
party can obtain a one-page form from the AAA and briefly describe
his complaint. The form is mailed to the other party and a copy is de-
posited at the nearest regional office of the AAA. "That commences the
arbitration, at the cost of five minutes and a few postage stamps."44
Wooldridge concluded: "The process for bringing an argument before a
private court is ... infinitely more speedy and economical than that for
bringing an identical dispute before an official court. ... Whatever the
historical, theoretical and practical reasons for the painstaking, measured
pace of the courts, that pace also entails an abundance of two increas-
ingly expensive commodities, paper and lawyers."45 Wooldridge predicted
that the complexity of the public sector legal process might push people
to greater uses of private means of dispute resolution even if court conges-
tion does not.

Allocative decisions made in private markets are typically based on better
information for both demanders and suppliers than allocative decisions
made in the public sector. David Friedman provided an interesting analogy
that emphasizes a reason why buyers have better information in markets.
Consumers making purchases in a market can compare substitutes. Con-
sumer information is clearly not perfect, nor is the information needed
to make most decisions, so mistakes can be made. But alternatives actually

,exist and can be compared on the basis of past performance records. On
,the other hand,

when you elect a politician, you buy nothing but promises. You may know how
one politician ran the country for the past four years, but not how his competitor
might have run it. You can compare 1968 Fords, Chryslers, and Volkswagens,
but nobody will ever be able to compare the Nixon administration of 1968 with
the Humphrey and Wallace administrations of the same year. It is as if we had
only Fords from 1920 to 1928, Chryslers from 1928 to 1936, and had to decide
what firm would make a better car for the next four years. Perhaps an expert
automotive engineer could make an educated guess as to whether Ford had
used the technology of 1920 to satisfy the demands of 1920 better than Chrysler
had used the technology of 1928 to satisfy the demands of 1928. The rest of
us might just as well flip a coin. If you threw in Volkswagen or American
Motors, which had not made any cars in America but wanted to, the situation



gets ridiculous. Each of us would have to knowevery t1rmunlimitedly in order
to have any reasonable basis for deciding.46

Consumers buying goods or services in competitive markets have relatively
good bases for comparison, so they have a better idea of the quality available.

Consumers in private markets have relatively strong incentives to use
information that is available, because when they make a purchase decision,
they consume the good or service. They benefit directly from any time,
effort, and expenses invested. Consumers of publicly produced goods have
relatively weak incentives to obtain information, however, because after
obtaining information and making a choice the individual has no guarantee
that government will respond in the desired fashion. Indeed, in representative
politics, there is no guarantee that the individual's choice, after seeking
information, will matter at all. As Friedman suggested,

Imagine buying cars the waywe buy governments. Ten thousand people would
get together and agree to vote, each for the car he preferred. Whichever car
won each of the ten thousand would have to buy it. It would not pay any of
us to make any serious effort to find out which car was best; whatever I decide,
my car is being picked for me by the other members of the group. Under such
institutions the quality of cars would quickly decline.

That is how I must buy products on the political marketplace. I not only
cannot compare alternative products, it would not be worth my while to do
so even if I could. This may have something to do with the quality of the goods
sold on that market. Caveat emptor.47

Indeed it does have something to do with the quality of government output,
because it clearly affects the incentives of those in government who produce
goods and services.

Individual voters and taxpayers have little incentive to inform them-
selves regarding the workings of their government. That is, they have
few incentives to monitor the performance of those who produce govern-
ment goods and services. This generates the possibilities for interest groups
to influence government decisions, for bureaucrats to produce inefficiently,
and for corruption to flourish. Producers in competitive markets, on the
other hand, must provide what consumers want in order to survive and
prosper.

Neighborhood watches and patrols generally involve private cooperative
actions to deter crime. When a crime is observed, the private individual

on patml calls tho public pollc •. Bleau •• crimes are more likely to be solved
if observed In proare •• than if discovered after completion, the police are
more likely to apprehend and successfully prosecute a criminal. So
neighborhood watches are likely to reduce crime because of the deterrent
effect of the visible patrol, and they are also likely to increase the probability
of the police solving crimes actually committed. Thus, it is not surprising
that police departments actively support neighborhood watch organizations
and aid in their formation. There is similar support for Operation ID, which
involves marking property so it can be easily identified when stolen.

There are other examples. Gun ownership allows individuals to respond
much more quickly to a crime in progress than the response time of most
public police efforts. A relatively quick response by a gun owner increases
the likelihood of apprehending the criminal. It is not surprising, then, to

, find an overwhelming majority of police officers opposing gun control.
· The Second Amendment Foundation found in lW7 that approximately
64 percent of the 34,000 police officers surveyed believed that an armed

, citizenry serves as a deterrent to crime; 86 percent indicated that even if
they were not police officers they would keep a gun for protection; and

· more than 83 percent indicated that banning handguns would benefit
criminals rather than citizens.48 A 1976 survey conducted by the Planning
and Research Division of the Boston Police Department found that over
66 percent of the nation's leading police administrators favored possession

· of handguns by the citizenry; 80 percent approved of possession of handguns
in homes and business places.49

Kakalik and Wildhorn pointed out that "private police often act as
extended eyes and ears for the public police; they occasionally assist in
serving warrants and citations on private property, or in traffic control around
private property; they report suspicious persons and circumstances to public
police; they may make preliminary investigations; they may make, or assist

, in making, arrests; they may apprise police of impending unusual situations,
such as strikes; and so on."50 When private police work with public police,

'. law enforcement appears to be enhanced.

Public and Private Crime Control: Substitutes or Complements? If public
and private services are complements, then the growth of the private sector
will clearly enhance the performance of the public sector. If they are
substitutes, however, then the apparent impact on public sector performance
is likely to be mostly illusory. Kakalik and Wildhorn argued that public
and private security services are largely complementary: "with very few
exceptions, [private] guards perform work that the regular public police



cannot or will not perlbrm .... Typically, prlVlltlllulrd. perform function"
that complement those of public police." They ,,11m maintained that tilt'
private sector does very little investigation work and those investigation"
that are performed by private firms occur where public police are unahl~
or unwilling to investigate. So, "the vast majority of private investigative
effort is complementary to the public police." Private patrolmen on private
property patrol where police rarely do, so their role is said to be "primarily
complementary to police." In addition, "the intrusion alarm systems comple··
ment the functions of public police because they are intended to prevent
crime (if the alarm system is conspicuous), to detect crime, and to report
crimes that occur on the premises where alarms are located." Finally,
"armored delivery service personnel ... provide security during transit of
items between locations ... [where] the public police will generally take
no preventative action. Thus, the typical roles of public police and private
armored delivery personnel are complementary."51 In fact, virtually all of
these activities "complement" public police only in the sense that they
have taken up potential crime protection and prevention functions that the
police are either unable or unwilling to perform. In other words, they arc
substituting for public police.

There are probably private crime control actions that really are comple-
ments to public police in the economic sense. By definition, two goodM
are complements if a price reduction for one leads to increased purchaseM
of both. The relationship holds in the opposite direction as well; price
increase of one good leads to reduced purchases of both. So, for example,
more public and private police services should be purchased because of
a lower price for public police. But the increasing privatization has occurred
in the face of rising prices for public police services. The economic defini·
tion of a substitute is that the purchase of one good or service increaseM
as a consequence of rising prices of another.52

Most private security efforts appear to be complements to public police
because as private sector crime control efforts increase crimes are deterred
and criminals are caught; that is, the output of the entire system (private and
public) that is attributed solely to the public police, increases as measured
by arrests and relatively less crime. What actually occurs, however, is that
private security efforts are substituted for some of the duties that public
police might perform, partially relieving the public police of congestion
problems. Public police appear to become more effective as a consequence.

There is, however, one way that the availability of substitutes could
actually enhance public performance. As more citizens turn to the private

acetOl' to Hupplcmenl pubU~pruttcUon or dhlputc resolution, they should
come to realize the Ildvlntq •• uf privatization. Private sector services will
become specialized, and consequently, relatively more effective than the
public sector. Furthermore. private sector efforts will generally be available
at relatively low costs, and citizens will become increasingly reluctant to
pay taxes for public police and courts. The threat of loss of budgets and
jobs may be great enough for public bureaucrats to have stronger cost
monitoring incentives and for public employees to modify their wage and
working condition demands. In this way, some of the benefits of private
sector competition may spill over into public sector production.

The same occurs with the growth of private courts. As Pruitt observed,
the shift from public to private courts tends to alleviate some of the problems

· in the public courts that created the incentives for shifting to private courts
· in the first place.53 In particular, court congestion might be eased both
because a number of cases are diverted from the docket and because those
cases tend to be relatively complex and time consuming. Consequently,
availability of private courts may make public courts appear to be more
efficient. But private courts are substituting for public courts, not comple-
menting them. Again, privatization of protection and dispute resolution
can have positive spillover effects on the public sector criminal justice system
if public producers perceive private substitutes as a real competitive threat
to their budgets.

How much privatization should be allowed? There are conflicting views
as to the answer to this question. Consider, for example, the study by
Marshall Clinnard that contrasted crime rates in Switzerland and Sweden
and attempted to explain observed differences in crime rates by noting
differences in the social and political makeup of the two countries.54
Clinnard's explanation for the relatively low crime rate in Switzerland
stressed the different degrees of government control. Sweden has a strong
central government that has tended to inhibit individual initiative and
responsibility in all areas, including crime. The Swiss have relied more
on individual efforts with a much weaker central government. In fact, private

· sector provision of police services is common in Switzerland, with more
than 30 Swiss villages and townships currently purchasing protection at
what the Swiss Association of Towns and Townships describes as "substantial

I savings."55Clinnard concluded: "Communities or cities that wish to prevent



crime should encourngc greater politicul dccentntlll.&ttinnhy developing smull
government units and encouraging citizen rcsponNlhlllty It)r obe.di,c~cc,10
the law and crime control. The increased delegation and responslbtltty for
crime control to the police and to governmental agencies ... should he
reversed."56 Clinnard's findings clearly support greater privatization.

A growing number of scholars contend that government should have no
role whatever in crime protection or dispute resolution.57 Their argument
is an appealing one, stressing the advantages of freedom of choi~e and
competition, the cost-minimizing incentives of profit-seekers, the aVOIdance
of the commons problem, and the benefits of specialization. This point of
view stresses the efficiency and effectiveness of supply by private producers
relative to supply by public producers. Some would contend, however, thaI
it tends to overlook certain problems that may emanate from the demand
side of the market. These arguments are considered in the next chapter,

APPENDIX 'IU CHAPTER 10
THE ECONOMIC THEORY OF CRIME AND PRIVATIZATION

The economic theory of crime approaches criminal activity in a manner
that differs significantly from other paradigms. This theory does not try
to specify the ultimate causes of crime; instead, it attempts to identify
variables that structure the costs of and returns to criminal activity in order
to predict the incidence of crime. In other words, the economic theory of
crime attempts to explain crime rates directly through examination of social
and economic variables rather than indirectly as a result of the psychological
makeup of potential criminals. The underlying rationale is that criminals
respond consistently to incentives. Thus, crime is explained as a problem
of constrained utility maximization. Individuals maximize expected utility
by choosing between legal and illegal activities after considering the expected
gains and costs associated with each alternative. Many reasons for the
significant trend toward privatization can be visualized by adding the private
sector to Gary Becker's path-breaking model.58

THE ECONOMIC THEORY OF CRIME WITHOUT
PRIVATE ENFORCEMENT
Following Becker and Ehrlich,59 consider a supply of offenses in which per
capita crimes are related to the probability and severity of punishment for
that type of crime, the expected income from the criminal activity, and
returns from alternative legal activities (and perhaps other environmental
factors). The first two factors represent the potential criminal's assessments
of the costs he might bear if he commits the crime. If the probability of
punishment rises, an individual is less likely to commit the crime, and the
supply of offenses should diminish. Similarly, if the severity of punishment
increases, then the number of offenses can be expected to fall. On the other
hand, if the gains from committing this crime rise, then more such crimes
should occur. Finally, if the opportunities for or level of legitimate income
generation increase, then criminal activity should decline. Some might point
out that "crimes of passion" do not generate monetary rewards. As Sedgwick
observed, however, "the economic model can be applied to any situation
where an individual is seeking to maximize his subjective utility: Thus,
the fact that crimes of passion often do not involve transfers of money does
not mean that they cannot be explained by the economic model."60



Becker, Ehrlich, and others have pointed mlt that the lIupply of ol'lOllli(l1i
is determined simultaneously with the demand for criminal enf<m:cmcnt
services. But they generally only consider the public sector's contrihutlun
to enforcement. Thus, production of enforcement affecting the prohahilily
of punishment depends on such factors as the number of police per capillI Uf
for a geographic area, the level of a suspect's rights, and characteristics of tho
community in which the crimes are carried out. Similarly, the production
of enforcement services affecting the severity of punishment depends on
factors such as the length of prison terms, the rights of prisoners, the prison
environment, and perhaps the potential for capital punishment.

Given these relationships, Ehrlich and others have developed predictionll
regarding the allocation of and demand for enforcement. For instance, 11
community's demand for such services depends on the crime rate, the levol
of income or wealth of the community, the opportunity costs of using tho
community's resources for criminal enforcement, and other community
characteristics.

So, the economic theory of crime envisions an interdependent (OJ"

simultaneous) system in which the supply of offenses cannot be determined
without simultaneously determining the community's demand for enforcc"
ment services. But the demand for enforcement services is a much more
complex issue than has typically been assumed. First, let us consider thc
evidence supporting this theory and then see whether the economic theory
can explain the growth in demand for private enforcement services.

EMPIRICAL SUPPORT FOR THE ECONOMIC
THEORY OF CRIME

Because the economic theory of crime hypothesizes that criminal activity
can increase with a reduction in the cost of committing crime or an increase
in its benefits, two empirical questions have been examined: Do crime rates
rise with a reduction in the opportunity costs of crime? Do crime rates
rise with a decline in the expected cost of crime due to reduction in the
probability of and severity of punishment? A large amount of literature
indicates that a fall in the opportunity costs of crime either in terms of
a reduction of wages or an increase in unemployment leads to an increase
in crime.61 These findings are not unique to economics; virtually all social
scientists agree on this point. Thus, one explanation for the rapidly rising
(through the 1960s) and then relatively stable but high crime rates (during
the 1970s and early 1980s) has to be the long and deep recessions and the

certainty of' 101lnl opportunltlel Ilrlldng from continual high inflation and.h unemployment. SImilarly, the slight drops in crime rates may be
e to improving economic conditions. In fact, a general conclusion of
• empirical literature on the economic theory of crime may be that the
It way to reduce crime is to increase legitimate opportunities.62 There
evidence to support the hypothesis that crime rates rise with reductions
the probability of and severity of punishment, however, and this hypothesis
of particular interest.
Tests of this "deterrence hypothesis" are widespread in the economics,

ociology, and criminology literatures. As Palmer noted: "It is probably
fe to say that many economists have concluded that an increase in the
pected punishment does reduce crime, while many sociologists have

oncluded such an increase does not deter crime or has too small an effect
be considered a useful instrument of society."63 The economic tbeory

ssentially contends that criminals are about like anyone else in that they
rationally maximize utility given their estimates and evaluations of the
potential costs and benefits of alternative criminal and legal activities.
Criminals may have different preferences than non-criminals, but they do
respond to incentives, so punishment can deter crime.64

In his examination of the deterrent impact of the likelihood (and severity)
'of punishment on all seven of the FBI index crimes, Isaac Ehrlich found
that "the rate of specific crime categories, with virtually no exception, -varies
inversely with estimates of the probability of apprehension and punishment
by imprisonment."65 Perhaps the most important result of his findiogs is
that so-called crimes of passion (murder, rape, assault) respond jtJst as
strongly to the expected costs of punishment as do the property crir1les.66
This provides strong support for the economic theory of crime, which
assumes that even potential criminals who may have different preferences
respond to incentives.

To sum up, we might conclude that: 1) relatively poor legal inc:::;ome
generating opportunity will result in more crime; and 2) crime rat~S are

, reduced by higher probabilities of punishment.67 Some critics may not ~gree
with these conclusions, pointing out that the data and at least some of the
econometric techniques used to obtain the results were poor. As Blliot
observed, however, "these problems do not appear to make existing ~rime
data unsuitable for empirical tests of the economic theory of crime" since,
when the biases of under-reporting are eliminated, it appears that the effect
of sanctions is greater.68In addition, "the econometric problems ass00iated
with recent studies of crime are not noticeably more serious than in other



areas of applied econometrics-especially when one '•••• onally adjusts'
for its relatively late development-and, moreover, that the findings arc
in agreement with a priori theoretical expectations and are robust across
widely different geographic cross-sections."69 Thus, it seems reasonable
to conclude that if there are noticeable trends in the direction of reduced
certainty (and perhaps severity) of punishment, this would provide at least
a partial explanation for increasing crime rates.

If crime rates are negatively related to chances of punishment, when the
probability of punishment declines, crime rates will rise. Such a decline
is easily documented, at least in part. For example, criminals are increasingly
likely to get away with their crimes, and over the 1960-1980 period the
percentages of reported crimes cleared have diminished considerably (see
Table 10.1).Additional indicators of expected chances of punishment include
conviction and dismissal rates. David Jones reported that total conviction
rates in federal courts peaked and dismissal rates bottomed out in 1952;
after that, conviction rates declined while dismissal rates increased gradually
through 1970. Jones also examined states' conviction and dismissal rates
and found that in many states the chances of punishment have declined.
One possible reason for declining conviction rates may be the general
constriction in the willingness of many courts to admit evidence against
criminal defendants, especially when it has been obtained by means of police

Table 10.1 Percentage of Offenses Known Cleared by Arrest.

Murder and
Total Violent N onneg ligible Forcible Aggravated}ear Crime* Crimes** Manslaughter Rape Robbery Assault

1980 19.2 43.6 72.3 48.8 23.8 58.71975 21.0 44.7 70.3 51.3 27.0 63.51970 21.0 47.6 86.5 56.4 29.1 64.91965 24.6 90.5 64.0 37.6 72.91960 26.1 92.3 72.5 38.5 75.81955 92.7 78.6 42.8 77.41950 93.8 80.3 43.5 76.6

SOURCE: U.S. Department of Justice, Uniform Crime Reports, Federal Bureau of Investigation,
for various years.

*The values for the Aggregated Crime Index were not reported for 1950 and 1955.
**The Aggregated Violent Crime Index was not reported for 1950, 1955, 1960, and 1965.

.earch and seizure,10 David Jon,. reported that "lower court judges and
prosecutors have complained that the 'criminal law revolution' and its
aftermath have shackled their ability to bring the guilty to justice, forcing
them to stay out of the courtroom and to rely upon the willingness of many
defendants to admit their guilt in consideration of promises for lenience
in punishment."7! The National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice
Standards and Goals found that a major factor contributing to increases
in serious crime is that courts have applied more stringent standards for
admitting evidence without adequately explaining their reasoning for doing
so and often without providing sufficient guidelines for obtaining sufficiently
admissible evidence.72

One reason for the reduced probability of arrest is an increasing trend
to criminalize activities. Discussion of this trend and its consequences can
be found in Chapters 4, 5, and 6.

David Jones observed trends in plea bargaining that also indicate that
the severity of punishment is on the decline. Increasingly, criminals are
able to have their charges reduced if they are willing to plead guilty;
defendants charged with multiple crimes can get most of the charges dropped
if they plead guilty to one or two; and charges against the use of a weapon in
commission of a crime are routinely dismissed in exchange for a guilty plea
to another charge. It is clear that reductions in the probability of punishment
are far more widespread than the measurable statistical evidence indicates,?3

With the changes in the expected costs of committing criminal acts, it
is not surprising to see rising and then continually high crime rates. As
the potential costs of crime to the potential criminal fall, it becomes increas-
ingly likely that crime will pay.

When compared to legal options, crime is an attractive source of income
for large numbers of people. Clearly, the relative gains from criminal activity
playa major role in determining the number of crimes committed. The
most effective way to reduce crime appears to be to increase legitimate
opportunities through economic and, therefore, income and employment
growth, thereby making the returns to crime relatively less attractive.

Explanations offered by many observers for the sharp rise in crime rates
through the 1960s and the continuing high rates through the 1970sand early
1980s may appear to conflict with the economic theory of crime. For

f instance, there is a strong statistical correlation between crime rates and
I the portion of the population in the teenage and early twenties age group.

The post-war "baby boom" began moving into this age group in the early
1960s, expanded rapidly through the 1960s and more slowly during the



1970s, peaked in the early 1980s, and has declined Mince. Thus, the crime
rates rose rapidly through the 1960s, stabilized in the 19708, and fluctuated
only slightly for the last few years because of changes in this "crime-prone"
age group. This would seem to deny the claims made in this appendix.
B~t this argu~ent fails to address the more fundamental question of why
thISage group ISmore prone to commit crimes. The answer comes directly
from Becker's economic theory of crime. Virtually any proxy measure for
the opportunity costs that members of this group face as an alternative to
crime indicate that crime should be relatively attractive. Wages for young
people are low, and their unemployment is always substantially higher than
for the older population. In addition, punishment for young criminals tends
to be less severe, particularly for those under eighteen who are prosecuted as
juveniles. Even for those over 18,punishment may be less severe in a relative
sense. A fifteen-year prison sentence is, in all likelihood, considerably less
frightening for a 20-year-old who expects to live 50 or 60 more years than
for someone who is 50 and expects to live only 20 more years.

The economic theory of crime predicts that crime rates among young
people should be relatively high and an increase in the number of young
people should raise overall crime rates. Does this deny that the reductions
in the likelihood of punishment have also led to higher crime rates? Not
at all. It simply says that there are also other forces at work-forces that
cannot be directly influenced by the criminal justice system. In one sense, it
even reinforces the contentions made here. If the citizenry wants government
to control crime with the resources and techniques available while at the
same t~me a ~rowing portion of the population finds crime to be a relatively
attractIve optIon, then trends in the probability and severity of punishment
are precisely the opposite of what they should be.

This discussion should not be interpreted as an advocation of more severe
criminal sanctions or an expansion of the public sector's law enforcement
bureaucracy in order to increase the probability of punishment. As Thllock
noted, "The fact that we can deter a crime by a particular punishment is
not a sufficient argument for that punishment."74 Similarly, Ehrlich pointed
out that "the results of the empirical investigation indicate that the rate
of murder and other related crimes may also be reduced through increased
employment and earning opportunities. The range of effective methods for
defense against murder thus extends beyond conventional means of law
enforcement and crime prevention."75 These arguments stress a significant
shortcoming in viewing crime with an emphasis on publicly produced
enforcement efforts, ignoring the role of the private sector. Indeed, many

of the rcusonK lhr tho tlurrent level of prlvutization in the criminal justice
arena and the Hlgnlt1clnt trends toward increased privatization can be
visualized by adding the private sector to Becker's model of crime.

Becker's model recognizes that the probability and severity of punishment
are affected by public law enforcement activities, but there is no mention
of how private sector efforts affect crime protection and prevention.76 Yet,
such private efforts are likely to have a major effect, particularly on the
probability of punishment. In Becker's model, the demand for public
enforcement services applied to a crime was a function of the wealth of
the community, the opportunity cost of the community's tax dollars used
for publicly produced criminal law enforcement, the level of criminal
activity, and other community characteristics. Private sector crime control
efforts should be added to these factors.

An additional relationship can also be added to the Becker model of
crime. What determines the demand for various private crime control
activities? In this case, demand functions are true "market demands." Each
is a function of the price of the activity that individuals must pay-in money
or in terms of individual commitments of time and effort. The aggregate
demand for each of the private sector's crime control activities is a function
of the price of that crime control activity, the prices of the other private
crime control goods and services (substitutes and complements), the levels
of wealth and crimes in the community, and the nature of public investments
and punishments.

Increasing Demand for Privately Provided Crime Control. Kakalik and
Wildhorn asked: "What are the forces spurring the growth of private secu-
rity?" They answered by pointing out that most observers would list at least
some of the following factors:

The high level of and rate of increase in reported crime of all types
and in all regions.
Increasing public awareness and fear of crime.
The federal government's need for security in its space and defense
activities during the past decade and, more recently, for security
against violent demonstration, bombings, and hijackings.



The basic trend toward specialization of .11 lervlceN.

Rising claims to fire and casualty insurance losses.

Withdrawal of some insurers from the market.

Insurers raising rates and/or requiring use of certain private security
systems.

Insurers offering premium discounts when certain private security
measures are used.

The nation's growth and advancing state of the art in electronics and
other scientific areas, which has sparked new and distinct manufac-
turing branches of several companies, providing greatly improved
security devices, especially for intrusion detection.

The general increase in corporate and private income; this means
there is more property to protect and, at the same time, more income
to pay for protection.

A feeling in some quarters that the regular police are overburdened
and have not been able to stem the tide of rising crime, and therefore,
that private security measures are needed to supplement regular police
protection in some situations.20

Many of these forces have already been well documented in this book,
such as the increase in crime rates, the fear of crime, and the failure of
government's crime control efforts. Some of the other factors listed above
have not been discussed, but their consequences are straightforward when
considered in terms of the current discussion. Growing income will normally
lead to increasing purchases of most private protection equipment and
services. Economic growth has occurred through virtually all the 1960s,
1970s,and 1980s. This has led to a growing demand for private (and perhaps
public) crime prevention and protection.

Most of the other factors listed by Kakalik and Wildhorn enter our analysis
through consideration of the prices of substitutes and complements. For
instance, insurance is obviously a substitute for property protection equip-
ment and services. As insurance has become increasingly expensive, indi-
viduals and firms have switched to relatively more protection and less
insurance. Much of the electronic security equipment, on the other hand,
apparently is complementary to other protection services, particularly the
use of guards to monitor the equipment and respond to its signals. Because
of technological advances, the price of this kind of security has fallen-

more security clln be obtained t\)r the Ililme level of outlay for equipment,
or the same level of lecurlty could be obtained with a smaller expenditure.
This lower price hos two Implications. First, as the price of effective security
through the use of advanced security equipment falls, more of that equipment
is purchased. Thus, it is not surprising that "the progression from vacuum
tubes to transistors to integrated circuit technology has played a major role
in the growth of the security industry. Today, electronic security products
and services comprise a sizable portion of the security market."78 Second,
as the price of security produced with this equipment has fallen, the demand
for complementary security services (e.g., guards) has increased.

Substitution of Private for Public Crime Control. Because most private
and public crime control goods and services are substitutes in an economic
sense, as the price of one source of crime control rises relative to the price
of another, demand for the now relatively low priced good or service will
increase. Table 10.2 details the rising price (proxied by average monthly
payroll) for public police for 1970-1979. This trend existed.throughout the
1950s and 1960s as well. Of course, the price of private police has also
been rising, as Table 10.2indicates. During the decade of the 1960s, however,
the wages of public police increased much faster. During the 1970s, public
police monthly payroll per police officer increased by frl.7 percent over
the ten-year period, while private police payroll per employee rose by only
68.1 percent. Thus, as the ratio of public police payroll per officer to private
police payroll per employee in Table 10.2 indicates, the relative prices of the
two services have changed. Public police cost 2.5 times as much as private
police in 1970, but this ratio had risen to 2.79 by 1979. Other conditions
(e.g., income) might lead to increasing purchases of both public and private
police even though prices are rising (and, in fact, explain in part why the
prices are rising), but given the changes in relative prices, consumers should
substitute private police (and other private security services and equipment)
for public police to the degree that they can. As Clotfelter concluded:
"Substitution may well provide one explanation for recent growth of private
means of protection in the United States."79

There are legal opportunities for substitution, such as surveillance,
guarding, and some maintenance of order; and Clotfelter found evidence
that communities' demands for public and private protection are quite
sensitive to relative wage rates. Clotfelter's point estimate for the elasticity of
substitution was 2.47, implying that expenditures for private sector pro-
tection should be rising more than proportionally for public police, given



Table 10.2 Average and Relative Average Monthly WllKeN for P"blk
Police and Employees in Private Detective Agencies and Protective
Services, 1970-1979.*

Ratio of Public Polia
Payroll to PrivatI'

Year Public Police** Private Police*** Police Payroll

1970 793 317 2.50
1971 842 331 2.54
1972 915 353 2.59
1973 993 363 2.74
1974 1,062 384 2.77
1975 1,134 422 2.69
1976 1,230 456 2.70
1977 1,312 458 2.86
1978 1,385 492 2.82
1979 1,489 533 2.79

% Change
1970-79 87.7% 68.1 % 11.6%

*Average monthly salaries for public police are calculated from data provided in Tables 5.1 and
5.2 while data for private employment in detective agencies and protective services is from Table 9.1
Payroll data for these employees is from the same source as the data in 9.3.

**Calculated as payroll for the month of October (from Table 5.2) divided by police employmcnt
(Table 5.1).

***Calculated as payroll for the first quarter of the year divided by 3, and then divided by employmclli
from Table 9.3.

the relative prices in Table 10.2. But the implications go beyond just public
police versus private police. During 1967-1973, the average salary for public
police rose by 56 percent, while the average salary of employees of private
protective and detective agencies rose by 34 percent. In addition, however,
the average price of door locks and other locking equipment rose by 15 to
35 percent and the price of small arms rose by only 23 percent. Many private
sector protection options appear to be getting increasingly attractive relative'
to public police.80

Can private citizens really substitute private protection for increasingly
expensive public police, given that interest group politics determine the
budgets for public police and citizens have no choice but to pay the resulting
taxes? This question is addressed in more detail in Chapter 13, but for now

Iclus rcl'ogllil',t' Ihlll II VIII(,I'li 1It'1 Nul'Iklcntly disillusioncd with public policc
or hccoll1c more llWltl't'of the I't'llllivcudvuntagcs of private protection, they
may refusc 10 puy Ihose lux.cs. Shcrman noted that as dissatisfaction with
increasingly ex.pensive public police has risen, voters have turned to private
sources of watching (volunteer groups and private police).81 The same is
true of other private crime control services and equipment. In fact, three
cities have recently rejected taxes explicitly designated to pay for additional
police.82 Thus, an obvious explanation for the rapid privatization we are
observing is the inadequacy of publicly provided services. This clearly goes
a long way towards accounting for the phenomenon.83
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11

MARKET FAILURE IN LAW
AND JUSTICE

The arguments for public provision of law and its enforcement are largely
"market failure" arguments, which imply that the private sector will not
efficiently produce law and order. The implicit assumption underlying such
justifications for public production is that when the market fails, government
can do better. But even if the market failure arguments are correct, it does
not necessarily follow that government production of law and order is
justified. As Tullock explained: "In every case, the problem that we face
when deciding whether some activity shall be market or government is ... the
maximization of the [net] benefit. Clearly, neither method is perfect, and
clearly, we are choosing between two techniques that will produce less than
if we lived in a perfect world."l The evidence presented thus far suggests
that market imperfection may not be nearly as severe as many advocates
of public law and law enforcement have suggested. Let us now bring the
relevant historical and current facts to bear on each of the arguments for
public (against private) provision of law and order. Some are simply unsub-
stantiated, while others may have some validity in our modern enterprise
of law.

There are two basic types of market failure: 1) externality or spillover
costs and benefits (including public good externalities), whereby the private
sector is presumably unable to internalize either some of the costs or the
benefits associated with production or consumption of a particular good
or service; and 2) monopoly power, whereby the forces of competition are
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presumably not sufficient to guarantee efficient production, Both types of
market failure have been suggested as likely if law and law enforcement
are not publicly produced. The first is addressed in this chapter, and the
second is examined in Chapter 12.

The externality argument for public provision of law and order might be
characterized this way. Private sector production of law and law enforcement
generates external benefits for which private suppliers may be unable to
charge. Suppose that a few individuals hire a private security firm to patrol
their neighborhood. The patrol deters criminals, both for those who pay
the firm and those who do not. Thus, there are strong free-rider incen-
tives at work here. If everyone paid for the benefits received, the firm would
patrol more often and prevent more crime; but because individuals can
reap benefits without paying, they have strong incentives not to enter into
the neighborhood group that hired the firm. Even many strong free market
advocates have accepted the validity of this argumenU

If there is a significant free-rider problem, it means that too little private
sector protection is purchased and produced. The problem arises because
individuals cannot be persuaded to cooperate in buying the good or service
in question, not because the private sector would not produce it if producers
were fully compensated for the benefits they provide. When free riding
is prevalent, people have to be coerced into paying for a service, and
government is the only entity that is widely recognized to have the power
to coerce. Professor Richard Epstein concluded:

In essence the entire systemof governance presupposes that in a state of nature
there are two, and only two, failures of the system of private rights. The first
is the inability to control private aggression, to which the police power is the
proper response. The second is that voluntary transactions cannot generate
the centralized power needed to combat private aggression. There are trans-
actions costs, holdout and free-rider problems that are almost insurmountable
when the conduct of a large number of individuals must be organized. To this
problem, the proper response is the power to force exchanges upon payment
for public use.3

This argument has been used to a greater or lesser degree to justify the
historical trend of increasing government production of such services to
supplement or replace private sector protection efforts.

A similur natlunal. hu bien made to Justify the public provision of courts.4
Perhaps the mOlt wld.ly Clilimed external benefit of court decisions is the
body of law or precedents that court decisions generate. Mabry, et aI., for
instance, wrote that "the continuous creation of a collection of decisions,
interpretations, opinions, and precedents is the production of a collectively
consumed service. ... Since they are available to others at no additional
cost, precedents are externalities. Indeed the entire set of law known as
common law has developed as an external benefit of past adjudication."5
While individuals would be willing to pay for the private benefits they obtain
from a private court (e.g., dispute resolution, restitution), they would be
the only benefits considered. The failure to recognize and capture payment
for the additional benefits accruing to the community at large implies that
suppliers in a private market would be unwilling to provide enough judicial
services to maximize the net benefits of adjudication.6

A similar but perhaps even more fundamental externality argument is
put forth by even the staunchest supporters of the market economy. F. A.
Hayek, for instance, argued that "government becomes indispensable ... in
order to see that the mechanism which regulates the production of ... goods
and services is kept in working order ... it provides an essential condition
for preservation of ... overall order."7 Clearly defined property rights are
critical requirements for the operation of a market system, so some system
of defining and then protecting and enforcing property rights is needed before
a market economy can develop. Enforcement of property rights, it is
suggested, requires coercion, and only government is widely viewed to have
coercive powers. The establishment of laws and a mechanism for their
enforcement, therefore, has the beneficial external effect of allowing the
market economy to develop and function. Because no private individual
who might benefit from laws and their enforcement would be able to charge
for all the benefits generated, too few laws and too little enforcement would
develop without government. Besides, individuals would not freely grant
other individuals the power to coerce.

It could be contended that the existence of nonexclusionary external
benefits makes laws and law enforcement "public goods." And they are,
given Samuelson's delineation of the domain of public goods: ''A public
good is one that enters two or more persons' utility. What are we left with?
With a knife-edge pole of the private good case, and with all the rest of
the world in the public good domain by virtue of involving some consump-
tion externality."8 As Goldin pointed out, however, the theory of public
goods "is a dangerous and misleading theory if it suggests to the unwary



that gove~nment se~~ices should be handled as ~t'theywere public goods."9
The effi~Ient provIsIOn ~f goods that generate external benefits requires
cooperation, but cooperation does not always require government. Whenever
external benefits exist, there are tremendous incentives to internalize them.
Consequently, ~olu~tary cooperation occurs daily in t1Ieprivate sector. Every
market transa~tIOn mvolves cooperation between the buyer and seller, every
good. or serVIce produced requires the voluntary cooperation of input
s~p~lIe~s, and every contract is a formal agreement to cooperate. A major
dIstmctIon between government and t1Ieprivate sector is the means used
to induce cooperation.

Let us consider the policing stage of law and order. First, note that some
aspects of the policing function clearly do not generate large external
~nefits. ~vestiga~ion of crimes already committed, arrests, and t1Iepresenta-
tion of eVIdence mvolve specific crimes with specific victims so there is
typically an identifiable primary benefactor from these polic~ activities.
Then~ are scale economies and gains from specialization, so enforcement
fun~t~ons have been performed by family units or villages in primitive
socIet~es;.byvolun~ associations under surety arrangements; by temporary
organ~zat~ons .of mdIViduals with common concerns such as vigilante
orgamzatIons m the American West and medieval merchant fairs; by more
permanent 'arrangements such as cattlemen's associations and merchant
org~nizations; .and by individuals and firms specializing in solving crimes.1O
~unn~ t~e mId-1800s, public police began to expand and broaden their
mvestIgatIOn/pros~cution roles in the United States, primarily for political
reasons. The polIce proved useful for politicians and powerful interest
groups, and, of course, police bureaucrats were seeking expanded budgets
and power.ll

There. can be ~ ~eterrent effect from the successful apprehension and
prosecutIOn of cnmmals, but this deterrence is not likely to be an external
benefit. ~t should be internal to the group or organization that successfully
solves c~es. Membe~s of an especially effective private surety organization
or sUbsc~bers to a partIcularly efficient enforcement agency's services would
be the pnmary benefactors of the deterrent effects. As Friedman pointed out:

If "~nforcers" contract in advanceto pursue those who perpetrate crimes against
partIcular people, and so notify the criminals (by a notice on the door of their

customers). th" l!otlrront o",,,t tlf' catching criminals is internalized; the
entbrcers cun churlilcthe cUlltomcr8for the service. Such arrangements are used
by private gUllrd flrm8 and the American Automobile Association, among
others.... Under medievalIcelandic institutions, who was protected by whom
was to a considerable degree known in advance.12

Similar arrangements characterized other primitive and medieval legal
Iystems, but these surety groups no longer exist. What is stopping the
private sector from organizing and internalizing the scale economies as
it once did?

Free Riding or Common Pool Underinvestment? Government has effectively
created a different type of externality problem by significantly altering the
property rights structure. If property rights are clearly defined and assigned
to private individuals, then no externalities need ariseP That is precisely
what customary law did before European kings began to concentrate and
centralize power.I4 One consequence of the development of monarchical
government was the creation of criminal law as a way to generate revenues
and power for the kings. Criminalization took away the right to restitution,
along with the incentives to voluntarily cooperate in law enforcement. The
result is not a public good externality but a common pool problem. When

, property rights are assigned to t1Ie"public" rat1Ierthan to private individuals,
people not only have incentives to overuse the common pool service, they
do not have incentives to invest in inputs as replacements for the services

, they consume. Underinvestment is a result of free riding, of course, but
it also occurs in common pool situations. The same incentives apply to
other policing functions as well.

Consider crime prevention. First, note that the benefits of many crime
prevention efforts are internal as individuals use burglar alarms, locks, and
ot1Ierdevices to protect themselves and t1Ieirproperty. The preventive action
of visibly patrolling and watching, however, are often cited as sources of
positive externalities. That the benefits are localized is important. The
individual tendencies to underinvest in patrolling to prevent crime (with
emphasis on the fact that we are referring to offenses defined to be against
society at large, or the state, rather than against individuals) are clearly
of different orders of magnitude t1Iant1Iesame characteristics of, say, national
defense. Far fewer people are involved, so the likelihood of a private sector
contractual arrangement for patrolling is far greater. This does not mean
that underinvestment will be avoided, of course. There are hundreds of



neighborhood watch and patrol groups uround th~ l'ounlry. &tm.lmuny sum'l
from incomplete cooperation.

Stigler relabeled the free-rider problem the "cheup rider problem." I'

When the potential cost of free riding is large or the benefits of not frcl'
riding are significant, then free riding is considerably less likely. Free riding
is still possible, of course, but we can expect that contractual arrangements
will evolve that exclude free riders from the benefits of reciprocally organized
protection arrangements, as they did in Anglo-Saxon England. Residential
neighborhoods and business districts will develop where individuals will
be unable to buy property without contracting to support the crime preven-
tion system. Such communities already exist, but developers would find
it profitable to provide similar arrangements for a much wider range of
income groups.

Government Failure in Policing. Appropriate private assignments of prop-
erty rights (e.g., recognition that crimes are torts and that victims should
have rights to restitution) would eliminate many of the underinvestment
incentives. In the absence of such changes, there is another question that
should be asked when arguments are made that the private sector inefficiently
produces police services: Do the public police allocate resources more
efficiently than private police? The allocation of resources by the public
police is far from efficient. The commons problem is pronounced in the
system due to the incentives associated with non-price rationing of police
services. Because police resources are limited and fees are not charged
for services rendered, there is an excess demand for services. Under these
circumstances, there is no guarantee that the services will be allocated to
their highest and best use. Similarly, special interest groups influence the
allocation of investigative resources. Because costs are shifted onto others,
the benefits that interest groups receive may be considerably less than the
total cost of production.

Another significant factor in the inefficient allocation of police resources
is the incentives the public police face. The aspect of policing that is most
likely to generate external benefits, given existing rights structures, is that
of watching and patrolling to prevent crimes. But rewards and prestige come
when police solve crimes after they occur. Thus, public police have incen-
tives to concentrate their efforts on police functions other than those which
may have "public good" characteristics. Even if free riding leads the private
sector to produce too little patrolling, it is not clear that the public sector
does a more efficient job. When we add the other aspects of bureaucratic

inccntivc" to flluducc Incfllciently (see Chapters 4 and 6) and the advantages
of private S~l·t()r Incentives to produce efficiently (see Chapter 10), the
external benefits argument against private sector law enforcement appears
pretty weak.

A typical "efficiency" argument for courts has been stated by Landes and
Posner:

because of the difficulty of establishing property rights in a precedent, private
judges may have little incentive to produce precedents. They will strive for a
fair result between the parties in order to preserve a reputation for impartiality,
but why should they make any effort to explain the result in a way that would
provide guidance for future parties? To do so would confer an external, an
uncompensated benefit, not only on future parties but also on competing judges.
If anything, judges might deliberately avoid explaining their results because
the demand for their services would be reduced by rules that, by clarifying
the meaning of the law, reduce the incidence of disputes.16

As Friedman commented, this argument "shows insufficient ingenuity"
in envisioning the system of private courts that would probably ariseP
Indeed, Landes and Posner cited evidence contradicting their own argu-
ments. For instance, they contended that "a problem is that a system of
voluntary adjudication is strongly biased against the creation of precise rules
of any sort;' but then observed that "precise rules are familiar features
of primitive legal systems." 18As explained in Chapter 2, primitive law was
privately adjudicated customary law. Landes and Posner also criticized
private law for being too precise, preferring what they perceived to be the
flexibility and potential for setting precedents of modern common law to
the inflexible precision of primitive law. Such inflexibility, they predicted,
would probably characterize private law today. Of course, this is simply
not the case. If a primitive society was characterized by very few and very
slow changes, then the benefits of precision would far outweigh any advan-
tage of extreme flexibility.19 But when flexibility and growth in the law are
vital to facilitate growth and change, then customary law-including primitive
law-has been characterized by such flexibility.20Witness the rapid develop-
ment of privately produced mercantile law, for example. The number of
important precedents set in a relatively short span of time is phenomenal.
The foundation of today's commercial law was established by this customary



system of law within a few centuries.21 Purthermore, aner common htw
courts absorbed the medieval Law Merchant it IOHta good deal of t1exibilily,
became relatively rigid, and its development slowed.22

Landes and Posner also explained that commercial arbitration docs !lot
set precedents but simply applies the laws established by the public sector,
I have already shown the fallacy of this in Chapter 9. More significantly,
however, consider that the Law Merchant was developed by the merchant
community and disputes were handled in private merchant courts until,
as Landes and Posner report,

gradually, the doctrines developed by the merchant courts to deal with contract
and commercial matters were absorbed into common law and official courts
began winning business from merchant courts. Conceivably the financial sell~
interest of the English judges, who ... were paid in part out of litigation fees
during the period was a factor in the absorption of the law merchant into the
common law. In similar vein, English procedural reform in the nineteenth
century has been attributed in part to the competition from private arbitration,21

A more complete explanation recognizes that only part of the cost of
litigation arose from user fees when mercantile law was absorbed; therefore,
part of the costs were being shifted from the merchants to others. The
merchants certainly would find this to be an attractive arrangement, given
that the public courts enforced the law as the merchants had developed
it. When the common law or public court procedures departed too far from
what merchants desired and began to generate costs to merchants that
exceeded the benefits associated with the costs, commercial arbitration
surfaced again (see Chapter 9).24 It follows that under these circumstances,
commercial arbitration should enforce virtually the same laws recognized
by the public sector, but the causation actually flows in the opposite direction.
Public courts enforce virtually the same laws as commercial arbitrators
do. If they did not, the public court bureaucracy would lose its commercial
business because businessmen would use their own courts (as they are).

Even if this argument were not true, it cannot be denied that privately
produced mercantile law in the medieval period and the modem international
Law Merchant have both generated substantial numbers of significant
precedents. The merchants have internalized the benefits of the precedents
and jointly supported their judicial system. Similar arrangements would
arise in a more extensive system of customary law. In fact, many international
(and intranational) industrial and trade groups have their own arbitration
systems today. Landes and Posner recognized that the benefits of precedents

could bo lntel'nallzed If the partlill "qree on the judge (or on the method
of selecting him) bofure the dispute arises, as is done in contracts with
arbitration claulleH:'~~Nonetheless, they went on to argue that "this solution
i. available, however, only where the dispute arises from a preexisting
voluntary relationship between the parties; the typical tort or crime does
not."26 They are largely correct, of course. Under existing incentives and
Institutions, such arrangements may not provide for judgments of torts or
crimes. However, the current system is far from the historic norm. The
claim that a modem free-market judicial system would not produce contrac-
tual arrangements to cope with the complexities of modern society has no
basis in historical fact. We may not be able to visualize the arrangements
that would arise, but there is little doubt that what we see today in a system
dominated by public courts and criminal law does not correspond with
what would arise in the process of privatizing law and order.

Landes and Posner argued that in a private judicial system judges are
likely to "deliberately avoid explaining their results" in order to create
demand for their services, although

privatejudges just might produce precedents ... competitiveprivatejudges would
strive for a reputation for competence and impartiality.One method of obtaining
such a reputation is to give reasons for a decision that convince the disputants
and the public that the judge is competent and impartial. Competition could
lead private judges to issue formal or informal "opinions" declaring their inter-
pretation of the law,and these opinions-though intended simply as advertising
-would function as precedents, under a public judicial system??

Landes and Posner contended that this is an unlikely scenario because,
in an effort to reduce costs, other methods of advertising would be sought.
As with the policing function, however, contractual organizations and surety
arrangements that would characterize a privatized legal system would
internalize the benefits of precedents. These organizations would either have
their own judges or contract with judges who applied a clear set of rules
and provided clear rulings that would reduce future disputes. Under such
an arrangement, maximizing profit does not involve maximizing the number
of cases decided. A judge who provided clear rules and opinions would
command a relatively high price for contracts with various organizations.
Once under contract, the judge would actually have incentives to minimize
the number of disputes that go to trial by making his rules clear-that is,
by setting precedents. Under this scenario, private judges have precisely
the opposite incentives to those predicted by Landes and Posner. Those



judges who "tend to promulgate vague standardl which live each party
to a dispute a fighting chance"28 would actually do Ie•• business. The point
is not that these internalization procedures arise in all private adjudication
arrangements, but that institutions can be envisioned that produce incentives
to write clear opinions and set precedents. Furthermore, such institutions
are likely to arise if they generate substantial benefits. Thus, Fuller contended
that private arbitrators' incentives are diametrically opposed to those pro-
posed by Landes and Posner. He proposed: "Being unbacked by state
power ... the arbitrator must concern himself directly with the acceptability
of his award. He may be at greater pains than a judge to get his facts straight.
to state accurately the arguments of the parties, and generally to display
in his award a full understanding of the case."29

In the area of medical care, some have argued that physicians have
incentives to "create demand" for their services by advising uninformed
consumers that they need more medical care than they actually do. This
is quite similar to the argument Landes and Posner made regarding private
judges. But new institutional arrangements have been created during recent
years in the face of rapidly rising costs of medical care. Consumers can now
pay a flat fee for services at HMOs and PPOs, reversing the physicians' incen-
tives. Physicians have incentives to keep their patients healthy with preventive
medicine that avoids more costly treatments after an illness arises. Similar
arrangements are certainly possible in the provision of judicial services.311

Of course, none of the preceding arguments are intended to imply that
the external benefits of the judicial process must be entirely internalized
by private court systems. They suggest that the misallocation of resources
under private adjudication may not be tremendous. On the other hand, the
misallocation of resources by the public courts already documented in this
book is demonstrably substantial. The public inputs to the process play
significant roles in determining what cases come to trial and which rules
are clarified or overturned.

Assume, for example, that private judges have incentives to promulgate
vague and confusing rules that create uncertainty and thereby maximize
demand for their services, but also consider what occurs with the public
courts. The vice president of Control Data, after a privately arbitrated
construction dispute stated, "We will use these contractors and architects
again. I guarantee that if we had gone to court, there would have been no
further business relationships with them."3! Such an outcome is relatively
unlikely in a publicly settled dispute because the public court process
is designed to be adversarial. It "isolates disputants, sets them against

adversaries, conltln. them to prott ••tonal specialists [lawyersJ, and resolves
their dispute Ilccordlna to rule. and procedures that are remote and inacces-
.lble."32 In addition, a lovernment court ruling may be made on procedural
arounds that have nothing to do with the essentials of the dispute itself
10 the parties remain adversaries and future conflicts in similar circum-
stances remain possible. In other words, the public courts are more likely
to create uncertainty and additional litigation than are private courts. The
uncertainty generated by the public court system's myriad of confusing
procedural rules is undeniable.

Jeremy Bentham may have had as much to do with the way legal scholars
. think about law as anyone. Property and state-made law, he wrote, "are
born and must die together."33 Without state law, he contended, there would
be no property. But does government have to assign property rights to
establish the basis for a market economy? Rothbard argued that

the principles of a free society do imply a very definite theory of property rights,
namely, self-ownership and the ownership of natural resources found and
transformed by one's labor. Therefore, no State or similar agency contrary to
the market is needed to define or allocate property rights. This can and will
be done by the use of reason and through market processes themselves; any
other allocation or definition would be completely arbitrary and contrary to
the principles of the free society.34

As Fuller noted, "it is clear that property and contract were ... functioning
'·Iocial institutions before state-made laws existed or were even conceived
,of."35 Examples of private creation of private property rights range from
the complex system of water rights among the primitive Ifugao, to the
allocation of mining rights in the western territories of the United States
during the l800s, to development of a system of mercantile law in the tenth
and eleventh centuries.36

Government Legislation ~rsus Evolutionary Customary Law. Laws that are
legislatively created generally are not designed for some "public interest"

j goal like maximizing social welfare by supporting a market economy. Much
of common law was simply a codification of the basic norms common to
Anglo-Saxon society (that is, from customary law). But common law was

. also royal law; therefore, even during its earliest periods of development



some aspects of it were legislatcd by kingN. The !lA.le ehurlll'tcr of mudl
common law can be traced back to such ruylll IClllHlutiol1,which WllN
designed to either enhance the power of the kingship or to increase govcJ'll
ment revenues. Of course, the legislated portion of the law that has becn
growing in relative importance in our representative democracy is onc of
the most striking features of recent history.37 But legislation in a represclI
tative democracy is generally designed to meet the demands of special
interest groups, not to establish and maintain property rights.

Furthermore, it must be recognized that the judicial system is also pari
of the political market (see Chapters 4 and 6). When courts make new law
through "creative interpretation" of legislation or by setting a new precedent.
it is frequently as a consequence of a political dispute between interest groups
rather than a dispute arising out of the need for clarifying private property
rights. Court time is increasingly being taken up by political issues or by
disputes involving conflicting interest groups' efforts to influence govern-
ment. As Neely explained, "There are certain classes of cases on the fronticr
of the law where there are real disputes, but these are political disputcs
between interest groups where the battleground is a lawsuit. Efforts to change
existing laws can be characterized as 'disputes,' but they are political disputes
rather than the factual disputes that courts are theoretically in business to
resolve."38 There is no reason to expect that the resulting precedents arc
desirable in the sense that they produce important external benefits. Benefits
are likely to accrue to the interest group involved, but others can bear
substantial costs.

Politically dictated rules are not designed to support the market process;
in fact, government-made law is likely to do precisely the opposite. As
Leoni explained: "Even those economists who have brilliantly defended
the free market against the interference of the authorities have usually
neglected the parallel consideration that no free market is really compatible
with a law-making process centralized by authorities."39 Indeed, it appears
that the increasing centralization of law-making has been associated with
increasing transfers of property rights from private individuals to government
or perhaps, more accurately, to interest groupS.40 In other words, public
production of law undermines the private property arrangements that support
a free market system.

Beyond that, the continual and growing process of taking private rights
creates considerable uncertainty about the future value of those private rights
that have not yet been taken.41When resource owners are relatively uncertain
about their continued ownership of those resources, they tend to use them

up rclativdy rupidly, Whcn producers of rcsources (or those who may
improve resources to enhance future production) are relatively uncertain
about their ability to retain control of those resources, they will produce
less (01' expend less on improvements). Thus, the government process of
taking private rights creates negative externalities for society since resources
will be overused and underproduced.

This does not mean that the law should be rigid. Law has to grow in
the face of changing technology and social norms, which is precisely the
characteristic of common law that Landes and Posner, Leoni, and others
have found desirable.42 They attribute this characteristic to the fact that
common law is judge-made law. But assuming away legislature inteiference
by non-judges (e.g., kings, legislators, and bureaucrats) and outright
authoritarian legislation imposed at the discretion of judges, common law
would grow gradually. It would grow and develop in the same way that
all customary law grows and develops, particularly as a consequence of
the mutual consent of parties entering into reciprocal arrangements. For
example, two parties may enter into a contract, but something then occurs
that the contract did not clearly account for. The parties agree to call upon
an arbitrator or mediator to help lead them to a solution. The solution affects
only those parties in the dispute, but if it turns out to be effective and the
same potential conflict arises again, it may be voluntarily adopted by others.
In this way, the solution becomes a part of customary law.43In effect, then,
private arbitrators/mediators have no authority beyond what individuals
voluntarily give them.

The basic substantive principles underlying the law are not likely to
change, nor should they.44University of Chicago Law Professor Richard
Epstein suggested an example of evolving contract law:

the merits of freedom of contract in no way depend upon the accidents of time
and place. Acceptance of that basic principle will not however put an end to
all contractual disputes. It remains to discover the terms of given contracts,
usually gathered from language itself, and the circumstances of its formation
and performance. Even with these aids, many contractual gaps will remain,
and the [private or public] courts will be obliged, especially with partially
executed contracts, to fashion the terms which the parties have not fashioned
themselves. To fill the gaps, the courts have looked often to the custom or
industry practice. The judicial practice makes good sense and for our purposes
introduces an element of dynamism into the system. .,. But it by no meanS
followsthat conduct in conformity with the custom of one generation is accept-
able conduct in the next. The principles for the implication of terms, I believe,



remain constant over generations. Yetthe spcdfk I'ul,,"of condut~tso implkd
will vary with time and with place. At one level thero/bl'o. the major part of
the thesis is secure. At another level, it is subject to sensible modification.4'

The basic rules of private property and freedom of contract characterize
all primitive law systems. As such systems evolve, the need for extensions
of these basic principles to cover unanticipated circumstances always arises,
however, and customary law adapts, building on the existing base of substan-
tive principles.

Hayek pointed out that the articulation of pre-existing customary law
often produces changes in the law, but the process should be regarded as
one of discovering the law rather than creating it. As a consequence.
however, something new is sometimes created: "In this sense, a rule not
yet existing in any sense may yet appear to be 'implicit' in the body of
the existing rules, not in the sense that it is logically derivable from them,
but in the sense that if the other rules are to achieve their aim, an additional
rule is required."46

The Negative Externalities of Legislation. When authoritarian legislation
makes major changes in property rights assignments that affect many parties,
then negative externalities are generated. Leoni explained it well when he
noted that

legislation may have and actually has in many cases today a negative effect
on the very efficacy of the rules and on the homogeneity of the feelings and
convictions already prevailing in a given society. For legislation may also
deliberately or accidentallydisrupt homogeneityby destroyingestablished rules
and by nullifying existing conventions and agreements that have hitherto been
voluntarily accepted and kept. Even more disruptive is the fact that the very
possibility of nullifying agreements and conventionsthrough superveninglegis-
lation tends in the long run to induce people to fail to rely on any existing
conventions or to keep any accepted agreements. On the other hand, the con-
tinual change of rules brought about by inflated legislation prevents it from
replacing successfully and enduringly the set of nonlegislative rules (usages,
conventions, agreements) that happen to be destroyed in the process.47

When negative externalities arise in the process of producing some good
or service, too much of the good or service is being produced. This is the
case with government production of laws through legislation.

Some of the founding fathers of the United States recognized this potential
misuse of legislation and its resulting uncertainty. James Madison wrote:

"The i'lohcl' poopl" or Alt\lrlul I"" wcnry of the lluduuting policy which
has directed the puhllc counull., They huve seen with regret and indignation
thut sudden chUIl!tleNtlllt! ICMllilutiveinferences ... become ... snares to the
more industrious IIlldIOHHinfbrmed part of the community. They have seen,
too, that one legislative interence is but the first link of a long chain of
repetitions."48 The division of power dictated in the Constitution between
the three branches of the federal government and between federal and state
government was clearly an effort to limit the government's ability and
authority to legislate. One legal scholar has even suggested that "the better
the society the less law there will be. In Heaven there will be no law ... in
Hell there will be nothing but law, and due process will be meticulously
observed."49 "Law" here refers to government-imposed law, of course, rather
than customary law. But Auerbach observed that both government laws and
lawyers have proliferated so rapidly in the United States that our society
is burdened by "legal pollution so that American citizens in general suffer
from the malady of hyperlexis."50 The Constitution has clearly not accom-
plished what Madison hoped it would. . .

Coercive power in the hands of judges also produces legIslative exter-
, nalities. Leoni, despite his strong support for court-created law as opposed

to legislation, noted that judicial law may acquire the characteristics of
legislation, including all its undesirable ones, whenever judges have the
discretion to decide "ultimately" on a case.51In particular, when "supreme
courts" are established, the members of these courts can impose law on
all citizens concerned. Thus, according to Leoni, establishment of a supreme
court actually introduces the legislative process into the judiciary.

Any government court is in a sense "supreme" if its rulings are backed
by coercive power. Thus, the tendency for "legal pollution" arises whether
legislation comes from a legislature or from a public court. Furthermore,
given the allocation mechanism for court time, it would appear that many
of the issues that should get court attention never get through the system.
So, not only are there too many legislated laws by courts, they are not
necessarily the laws that the court should be making. As Neely reported:
"The mass of precedent in law is so enormous that nothing is open-and-
shut once it hits the courtS."52 Tremendous uncertainty results from rapid
legislative change, whether the legislation comes from a king, a judge, .01'

a representative body. In this regard, it is especially relevant to note wI.th
Epstein that in property, contract, and tort law matters, law perfor~s I~S
essential function best only if it remains constant: "Social dynamIsm IS
not an undesirable feature. To the contrary, it is wholly desirable, but not



bel'll implemenled hy .Juulcllli decision. Tilt' d•• lrod Initiative" l'om~ h~"l
from private sources, who should l")l~spllrod the hurd,," nl' plnl1ninlottheir
affairs in an environment filled with unwllnled IClE"1 uncorluinties."'1

One other negative externality arises with Icgisilltinn. Fuller pinpointed
the problem when he noted that much of legislated law does not 1-acilitlltl'
interaction. As an example, he cited those criminal law statutes that un.'
often characterized as victimless crimes. Indeed, given that participants
are of sound mind and that there is no deception involved, laws against
gambling, prostitution, marijuana use, and so on are intended to prevent
forms of interaction. And as Fuller stressed, it is precisely with this kind
oflaw that "the grossest failures oflaw have everywhere occurred."54 Such
laws lead to selective enforcement, corruption, and open tolerance of illegul
acts. Clearly a negative externality is created as respect for and fidelity
to all law is harmed when large numbers of such largely unenforceable
laws are openly defied. As Fuller concluded: "Legal morality is seriously
affected. There is no way to quarantine this contagion against a spread 10
other parts of the legal system."55

Once again, such negative externalities imply government produces too
much law. Thus, even if the private sector would produce too little law,
as is implied by the public good externality argument for governmenl
provision of law, it does not follow that the public sector does a better job.
Neither system is likely to be perfect. The question is: Which creates the
most significant imperfections? This discussion implies that private sector
failures have been substantially exaggerated by government law advocates
while significant government failure arguments have been overlooked.
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THE LEGAL MONOPOLY
ON COERCION

Two conflicting monopoly arguments are presented to justify state provision
of police, courts, and law. First, a single law-and-order firm will naturally
emerge to monopolize the entire industry, which means that this firm will
be able to dictate citizens' behavior. A benevolent government monopoly,
therefore, is presumably necessary to preserve freedom. Second, there must
be a single centralized authority of last resort (e.g., a supreme court) to
prevent the development of the conflicting (competing) systems of law and
the inefficient duplication of services that privatization would generate. If
one argument is correct, then the other cannot be-privatized law and order
either leads to a monopoly or to a competitive arrangement. But in fact,
neither argument is valid.

The primary reason given for fearing monopolized private policing is that
the agencies could become organized criminal firms that would use threats
of violence to coerce "protection money" from citizens and to force their
will on the rest of the population. Innocent people or people simply "guilty"
of resistance will be killed or driven out without receiving fair trials, or
without trials at all. After all, government systems of law and order have
been misused in this way throughout modern history. It is doubtful that
the political dissidents in eighteenth-century Ireland, nineteenth-century



France, or twentieth-century Russia and China wert jUltly treated befhre
they were killed, banished, or imprisoned. It is doubtful that the Jews sent
to death by the German government during the 19308 and 1940s or the
Cambodians slaughtered by their government during the 1970s and 1980s
felt they had received justice.

Before you say, "but that cannot happen in a democracy," consider the
lives ruined by Joe McCarthy and the u.s. Congress or the racial discrimi-
nation that flourished in the United States as a consequence of interest
group manipulation of government and government-produced law and order. I
And consider the use of force to extract taxes (protection money) and
impose the will of some people on others by every g'overnment in history.
The American Revolution was, in a large part, a tax revolt against what
was supposedly one of the most advanced liberal and enlightened govern-
ments of the day. Hitler hoped to impose his will on the entire world in
the 1930s and 1940s, as did Napoleon, the Romans before that, and countless
other governments through recorded history. Clearly, we have reason to
fear that government will misuse force and summarily "punish" citizens
without trial.

Of course, the fact that government has misused power does not address
the question of whether or not the private sector would do the same thing.
In the absence of public police, what would prevent an armed private police
from setting themselves up as a government? Friedman responded to this
concern by noting that nothing can completely prevent such an abuse of
power, except perhaps an armed populace willing to use those arms. He
stressed, however, that "we must ask, not whether [a society where the
private sector produces law and law enforcement] would be safe from a
power grab by the men with guns (safety is not an available option), but
whether it would be safer than our society is from a comparable seizure
of power by the men with guns. I think the answer is yes."z

Friedman summed up the basic argument for private protection. First,
he wrote:

in our society the men who must engineer such a coup are politicians, military
officers, and policemen, men selectedprecisely for the characteristics of desiring
power and being good at using it. They are men who already believe that they
have a right to push other men around-that is their job. They are particularly
well qualified for the job of seizing power. Under [a private systemof law and
law enforcement] the men in control of protection agencies are "selected" for
their ability to run an efficient business and please their customers. It is always
possible that some will turn out to be secret power freaks as well, but it is

lell" likely than undtr our I)'Itim where corre"ponding jobs are labeled "non-
power freeb" nlld not apply.'

The institutional framework is different under the two systems. Under the
present system, power has been accumulated and concentrated in the hands
of a relatively small number. When one political power broker goes out
of business, the power simply passes to another and continues to build.
In a private system, a seller of protection services has to convince customers
that he is going to protect them before he even can begin amassing power.
If he suddenly turns on his customers, they can hire another protection
firm and the power dissipates.

This brings us to Friedman's second point:

In addition to the temperament [and incentives] of potential conspirators, there
is another relevant factor: the number of protection agencies. If there are only
two or three agencies in the entire area now covered by the United States, a
conspiracy among them may be practical. If there are 10,000,then when any
group of them start acting like a government, their customers will hire someone
else to protect them against their protectors.

How many agencies there are depends on what size agency does the most
efficient job protecting its clients. My own guess is that there will be nearer
10,000agencies than 3. If the performance of present-day police forces is any
indication, a protection agency protecting as many as one million people is
far above optimum size.4

Friedman's guess is probably fairly accurate, although it may err on the
low side. The number of private protection and detective agencies in the
United States is probably approaching 10,000; if all police were private,
the number could easily be twice that. In other words, competition would
probably be fierce.5 Let us review the facts of the case. From 1964 to 1981,
employment in the detective agency and protective services industry in the
United States grew by 432.9 percent. Privatization would certainly generate
similar or even greater growth. There is also no evidence that the industry
would be monopolized since the number of firms offering such services grew
from 1,988 to 7,126 during 1964-1981. Some of these firms are very large, of
course, and, interestingly, many of the largest owe their success to govern-
ment contracts. The Pinkerton Agency, clearly the biggest detective agency
during the nineteenth century, earned a large portion of its income from
the federal government.6 Today, large companies like Wackenhut contract
with government units to protect everything from airports to Cape Kennedy.
But just because these companies are large under current institutional



arrangements docs not imply that thcy would hI.' 11I1'1l~wllhoul gOVCl'lllllell1
contracts. Beyond that, with more than scvcn tholiNlIlIUcompctitors, CWII
large companies are not likely to have monopoly powcr; thcy are only lar~l'
in terms of the dollar value of their business, not relative to the size of
the market. And if competitive firms become large because they are efficient.
then they are desirable; big is not synonymous with bad.

There is one more point to be considered here. In a free market arrange
ment, protection firms have only those rights that each individual has. Thus.
they "cannot engage in legitimized coercion" as they can under a system
of government law and order? Public police and military have the right
to coerce; private firms would have to take that power before they would
be in the position to use it. As Rothbard explained,

in a stateless society there would be no regular, legalized channel for crime
and aggression, no government apparatus the control of which provides a secure
monopoly for invasion of person and property. When a state exists, there docs
exist such a built-in channel, namely the coercive taxation power, and the
compulsory monopoly of forcible protection. In the purely free market society
the would-be criminal police or judiciary would find it very difficult to take
power, since there would be no organized State apparatus to seize and use as
the instrumentality of command. To create such an instrumentality de novo is
very difficult, and, indeed, almost impossible; historically, it took State rulers
centuries to establish a functioning State apparatus.8

What are the sources of the persistent belief that without government,
terror would reign? One source is popular fiction, which has given us stories
of outlaw bands seizing control of a frontier town, big ranchers and their
hired guns running roughshod over meek sodbusters, or vigilantes hanging
innocent citizens. Certainly such things may have happened on occasion;
but the shopkeepers, peasants, and sodbusters were not as meek as the
movies have made them out to be, and vigilantes were organizations of
concerned individuals attempting to quell violence and establish order. Good
usually triumphs over evil in the movies, but in reality evil rarely amassed
enough power to force its will on entire communities. "Shane" or the
"Magnificent Seven" were not needed to triumph, nor were situations such
as that depicted in the "Ox-Bow Incident" likely to arise. In fact, virtually
every instance of temporary reigns of terror involved the power of some
centralized government authority (see appendix).9

THE NECESSITY IfOK COI~KCIVE POWER

If laws cannot he cn/brced without the government's power to coerce, it
is irrelevant whether or not public officials are relatively likely to misuse
power. It has been argued that "public" intervention may be required 1) to
ensure compliance with a (private) judge's decision and 2) to compel submis-
sion of the dispute to adjudication.lo While it is certainly true that a credible
threat is needed to create sufficient iricentives to submit to and then to comply
with a court's judgment, this threat does not have to corne from government.

Even today, as Fuller explained, rules of duty and entitlements established
by government cannot regulate complex, interdependent relationships; but
that does not mean that such relationships cannot be established and main-
tained: they "receive an effective ordering by silent processes, which,
manifested in a primitive society, would be called customary law."ll Indeed,
while it is often assumed that our society functions because of individuals'
moral control (typically attributed to a Judeo-Christian upbringing) com-
bined with sanctions established by state-made law, Fuller argued, "we
constantly orient our actions toward one another by sign-posts that are set
neither by morals, in any ordinary sense, nor by words in law books."12

Most laws require some threat of sanction, of course. Umbeck explained
that the threat of violence underlies any system of exclusive property rights:

Whenever a group of individuals agrees to some system by which exclusive
rights to scarce resources will be rationed, they are implicitly agreeing not to
use violence. Yet this contract must provide for the use of violence to punish
any member who does not follow the rules and maintain the rights of members
against attacks from nonmembers. If the group is not willing or able to use
violence in either of these two situations their property rights will be lost to
those who are. Ultimately, all exclusive rights are based on the threat or the
use of violence.13

Two points should be noted here. First, government enforcement of property
rights is based on the threat of violence in the same way that a customary
property rights system is (e.g., as in primitive societies, or gold camps).
If someone refuses to comply with government's rules, he is declared an
outlaw. Outlaws may be killed if they refuse to submit to arrest, trial, or
punishment. So, even though Umbeck's study was of the customary systems
of law established during the California gold rush, his argument is general.



Second, just because the threat of violence "ultimately" underlies lilly
system of laws, whether privately or publicly enforced. violence need
not be threatened to induce most people to comply with laws. In mallY
cases a sufficient threat can take some form of nonviolent ostracism 0/'

boycott sanction.
In basketball, for example, a player is allowed to commit up to four fouls

and still continue to play, but a fifth foul results in ejection from the game.
Most players try not to commit five fouls before the end of a game, and
a large majority are successful. This is an effective form of ostracism that
creates incentives to comply with a rule but does not require government
coercion or a threat of violence. Some might argue that 1) this is not an
effective mechanism because players still foul out, or 2) this is not a relevant
example because crimes are far more serious violations than fouling out
of a basketball game. The first objection is simply not valid, because no
system that citizens would find acceptable would prevent all violations
of laws. The second objection is also not relevant. There are thousands
of cooperative arrangements that enforce taeir rules through the threat of
ostracism, including contracts between firms from different countries and
between firms in producer organizations that have their own arbitration
systems. In fact, throughout history, international commercial law has been
enforced through threat of boycott,14 and anyone who violated a contract
under the medieval Law Merchant and refu sed to submit to the judgment
by a commercial arbitrator was boycotted by other merchants.15

For some types of offenses, of course, the nature of the ostracism or
boycott sanction would have to be severe. When the potential punishment
is severe or costly, the threat must be severe to create sufficient incentives
to comply. For many breaches of another individual's rights in primitive
and medieval societies with private law and e>rder, a violator was considered
an outlaw or outcast if he or she refused to submit to arbitration (or, in
some cases, mediation) and could be killed by anyone without fear of
punishment,16 This is similar to the threat used by government law enforcers
today, and there is little doubt that similar sanctions would arise under
modem privatization of law and law enforcement.

Should the power to coerce ever be exc1usively granted? Should the state
be able to monopolize policing? Even in the absence of clear misuses of
police power, as Gustave de Molinari predicted in 1849, if "the consumer
is not free to buy security wherever he pleases, you forthwith see open
up a large profession dedicated to arbitrariness and bad management. Justice
becomes slow and costly, the police vexatious, individual liberty is no longer

respected, the prl". af .,curlty I. abullively inflated and inequitably appor-
tioned, according to the power and influence of this or that class of con-
sumers." 17 De Molinari could be describing current public provision of
police services (see Chapters 5, 6, and 7). In other words, there is every
reason to fear and avoid monopolization of police coercion; but it is not
the private sector that is likely to monopolize and abuse the police power-it
is the public sector.

Without a doubt, most public law enforcement officials are good people
with good intentions. But the discretion and power they are given create
almost irresistible incentives to use the position for personal or political
gain. Of course, there are those who argue that people are inherently bad
so government must have the power to prevent such a monopoly. If this
is true, then there is even more reason to avoid a public monopoly by
encouraging private sector competition. As Barnett suggested, when it is
assumed that people are either essentially corrupt or that they will try to
gain an unfair advantage over others, then advocates of granting government
coercive powers are immediately faced with a difficult question: Who should
get the power?18 Whoever gets power must, by assumption, be essentially
corrupt or try to take unfair advantage over others. What we must recog-
nize is that coercive power, whether we assume that people are inherently
good or bad, is neither necessary nor desirable in law enforcement.

There appear to be significant economies of size (or standardization) for
some systems of law. Still, it is likely that several specialized systems would
arise under private enforcement arrangements. These systems may have

- a functional basis and be extensive geographically (e.g., the international
Law Merchant), or have a geographic basis and be extensive in terms of
subject area (see Chapter 14), but it is doubtful that there would be one
monopoly system.

The development of our present Western legal system involved several
separate law systems. In fact, as Berman explained, "perhaps the most
distinctive characteristic of the Western legal tradition is the coexistence
and competition within the same community of diverse jurisdictions and
legal systems."19 During the early middle ages, there was canon law and
several secular legal systems, including mercantile, urban, manorial, feudal,
and royal law. Only royal law was truly centralized law, but the other systems
did not emulate this government law. In fact, "all the various secular legal



systems ... adapted to their own uses many bailie ide••• nd tcehnlqucN of
canon law, if only because the canon law waNmore highly developed uno
was available for imitation. . .. At the same time, the secular authoriticN
resisted the encroachments of the ecclesiastical authorities upon the seculur
jurisdiction; and for that reason, too, they sought to achieve for secular
law the cohesion and sophistication of the canon law."20 A significant
difference from most of the secular legal systems was that canon law WUN
more directly connected with and influenced by political events and less
directly influenced by social and economic developments.

Competing systems of law are not unique to periods when legal systems
are developing or to privately produced law, of course. Every country hus
its own legal system and there are competing systems within countries as
well. For instance, "each of the fifty-three separate court systems in the
United States, including the federal court system, has its own substantive
and procedural rules that are often in conflict with one another. Each side
of any quarrel rushes to get the case started in that jurisdiction that has
the laws most favorable to its side."21 There are legal systems for the fifty
states and the District of Columbia in addition to the federal system. There
are municipal and county systems, military systems, and customary systems
with arbitration and mediation arrangements. When we define law as Fuller
did as "the enterprise of subjecting human conduct to the governance of
rules," then "this enterprise is being conducted, not on two or three fronts,
but on thousands. Engaged in this enterprise are those who draft and
administer rules governing the internal affairs of clubs, churches, schools,
labor unions, trade associations, agricultural fairs, and a hundred and one
other forms of human association ... there are in this country alone 'systems
of law' numbering in the hundreds of thousands."22

It might be argued that there is a hierarchical arrangement of law in
the United States, with federal law at the pinnacle. Government law backed
by powers to coerce can forcefully overrule the customary systems, and
state systems are subject to federal control. These government systems,
including the federal system, have their constitutional limitations, of course.
In fact, appeal to the U.S. Supreme Court requires the consideration of
a constitutional issue, so many court cases are outside its jurisdiction.
Berman contended, however, that "the plurality of legal jurisdictions and
legal systems within the same legal order is threatened in the twentieth
century by the tendency within each country to swallow up all the diverse
jurisdictions and systems in a single central program of legislation and
administrative regulation. . .. In federal systems such as that of the United

StateH. the opportunity tu 11101" from one !let of courts to another has
radicully dimlnltlh"d,"J.t

Is this trend toward monopolization under government law necessary or
even desirable? Many argue that it is, and Landes and Posner put the case
as clearly as any: "There would appear to be tremendous economies of
standardization in [law], akin to those that have given us standard dimen-
sions for electrical sockets and railroad gauges. While many industries have
achieved standardization without monopoly, it is unclear how the requisite
standardization of commonality could be achieved in the [law] without a
single source for [law]-without, that is to say, a monopoly."24 This is
especially true, they argue, with today's highly mobile population where
lawbreakers can leave the jurisdiction of "regional monopolies" in law.25
Rothbard offered an obvious counter argument, however, by noting that
those who assume that there must be a monopoly in coercion and decision-
making (e.g., one Supreme Court to hand down unquestioned decisions)
have failed to recognize that

the Argentinean, for example, lives in a state of "anarchy" of nongovernment,
in relation to the citizen of Uruguay ... and yet the private citizens ofthese and
other countries live and trade together without getting into insoluble legal
conflicts. ... Although it is true that the separate nation-states have warred
interminably against each other, the private citizens of the various countries
... have managed to live together in harmony without having a single govern-
ment over them. If the citizens of northern Montana and of Saskatchewan across
the border can live and trade together in harmony without a common govern-
ment, so can the citizens of northern and of southern Montana. In short, the
present-day boundaries of nations are purely historical and arbitrary, and there
is no more need for a monopoly government over the citizens of one country
than there is for one between the citizens of two countries.26

Rothbard could have gone even further. It took privately produced and
adjudicated mercantile law to overcome the limitations of political boun-
daries and localized protectionism, paving the way for the commercial
revolution and development of international trade (see Chapter 2). In fact,
modern international commerce still relies on private customary law and
arbitration to adjudicate disputes. The International Chamber of Commerce
Court of Arbitration, established in 1923, is just one of at least 120 arbitration



organizations concerned with international trade dl!lpute!l.Z7Where the
"tremendous economies of standardization" that Landes and Posner alluded
to exist, the private sector will take advantage of them. Government typically
cannot respond because of the artificial constraints of political boundaries.
There is no reason to believe that any national government is of the ideal
size to take full advantage of the economies of standardization in law. In
some areas oflaw (e.g., commercial law), these economies appear to be
greater than any existing nation can encompass. In other areas, such
economies may be considerably more limited so that existing political entities
are too large. A private system of law would generate efficiently sized
"market areas" for the various aspects of law, and perhaps many would
be smaller than most nations while others would overlap many of today's
political jurisdictions. The existence of economies of standardization really
provides a justification for private law, then, in order to break away from
the inefficient artificial political restrictions.

Finally, consider the desirability of a diversified legal arrangement
consisting of several specialized but competing jurisdictions and legal
systems. As Berman explained,

It is this plurality of jurisdictions and legal systems that makes the supremacy
of law both necessary and possible. ... The very complexity of a common
legal order containing diverse legal systems contributes to legal sophistication.
Which court has jurisdiction? Which law is applicable? How are legal differences
to be reconciled? Behind the technical questions lay important political and
economic considerations: church versus crown, crown versus town, town versus
lord, lord versus merchant, and so on. Law was a way of resolving the political
and economic conflicts. ... The pluralism of Western law, which both reflected
and reinforced the pluralism of Western political and economic life, has been,
or once was, a source of development, or growth-legal growth as well as
political and economic growth. It also has been, or once was, a source of
freedom. A serf might run to the town court for protection against his master.
A vassal might run to the king's court for protection against his lord. A cleric
might run to the ecclesiastical court for protection against the king.28

In contrast to those who believe that the entire system of law must be
monopolized, there appears to be substantial benefit from not having
monopoly, just as there is for the production of all other goods and services.

A number of arguments against privatization of law enforcement are not
couched in terms of monopoly power. These arguments are commonly raised

against fmukct pmo••••• In lIeneral by people who either do not under-
stand the wuy competitive markets work or refuse to believe that they work
as they do. TheMecritics anticipate abuses that cannot arise in a competitive
environment. We shall consider these arguments to illustrate that they are
simply incorrect when applied to markets and that they would be correct
if applied to government production.

Self-interest Motives Lead to Cost Cutting, Poor Service Quality, andAbuses
of Power. Private police are often criticized for being undertrained, too
old, and often abusive of their authority.29 This view is particularly strong
among public police and is frequently expressed by the media: "Most law
enforcement officers view [private police] as that minimum-wage, averaged,
overweight, half-asleep, rent-a-cop nodding against the wall at a mall or
retail store. Scarcely better is the earlier image of the elderly night watchman
asleep in a chair with a time clock on the floor beside him."30 The reason
for expecting low quality private police, so the argument goes, is that security
firms cut corners in order to cut costs and raise profits.

The same sort of argument has been applied to other aspects of law
enforcement. Mark Conniff, director of the National Association of Criminal
Justice Planners, for instance, predicted that firms that provide prisons on
contract will cut costs by cutting back on services and the quality of staff.
The American Civil Liberties Union brought suit in federal court in an
attempt to ban private contracting of prisons, "contending that private
agencies are not adequately equipped and trained to do a humane job of
incarceration, and that a profit motive is likely to generate cost-cutting
measures not in the interest ofthe prisoners or the public."3! Private courts
have been similarly maligned.32 Ira Glasser, executive director of the ACLU,
expressed the fear that private, for-profit courts, such as Judicate, will take
shortcuts and ignore procedures that guarantee fairness in public courtS.33

There are several problems with using these arguments to justify public
production of law enforcement and adjudication services. First, it is doubtful
that sellers in private markets are motivated in the way these arguments
assume. Second, even if the private producers of such services were so
motivated, market forces would probably prevent such behavior. Third,
even if these predictions are born out, it does not follow that government
does a better job; in fact, the evidence indicates that government provision
of such services is far more likely to involve abuses and poor quality than
private production. Let us expand on each of these points in turn.

Are private producers motivated to increase profits by cutting costs and
reducing quality? There is no question that they have incentives to minimize



production costs and there are clearly product. that vary In quality, but
neither of these circumstances implies an incentive to cut corners and reduce
quality below the level that consumers desire. The only way the arguments
can be valid is if cutting costs by reducing quality does not generate an
offsetting reduction in revenues. But that is precisely what happens in a
competitive market.

Consider the ACLU's argument about private contract prisons. If a firm
wants only one contract for a relatively short period of time, it may provide
unsatisfactory services; but there are not many firms that have such narrow
goals. If a firm acquires a reputation for doing unsatisfactory work, it will
not survive for very long in a competitive market. As Tom Beasley, president
of Corrections Corporation of America, explained: "The great incentive
for us ... is that [we] will be judged on performance ... we want that contract
renewed next year and the year after."34 William MacQueen of Judicate
noted that "if we can't guarantee fair and impartial justice we're a failure.
We would put ourselves out of business."35 In a competitive environment
where sellers have long-range profit goals, the incentives are to offer the
same quality of service at lower prices (and, therefore, cost) than com-
petitors or to offer a superior quality product than competitors but at a
comparable price.

A free market for law enforcement generates precisely the opposite
incentives to those ascribed to it by its critics. The only circumstances under
which this would not be the case is if the market were to result in monopoly
(which we have already discounted) or if sellers had only short-term profit
goals. There are con men and hucksters who move into an area, defraud
a number of consumers, and move on; but no matter how ignorant con-
sumers might be, it is unlikely that many of them would buy security or
adjudicative services from such fly-by-night operations. A sense of
permanence and a reputation for quality services would clearly be much
more important criteria for consumers choosing such services than the
"quality cutting" argument assumes.

What about the obvious lack of training and skills and the age of so many
guards and watchmen? It would be foolish for someone who simply wants
a night watchman to check LD.s and set off an alarm in the event oftrouble
to pay $20,000 or $30,000 to hire a person with the training of an urban
police officer. On the other hand, it would be foolish for a large corpora-
tion that wants a large-scale security system installed to hire someone to
design and initiate that system who only has the training and skills of an
urban police officer. The market does provide minimum-wage watchmen

to those COnNUmel'llwho demand them. but "virtually ignored [by the critics
of private security! Ire the many thousands of well-qualified proprietary
loss control personnel earning salaries of $18,000 to $100,000 and earning
it in supervisory, management, and consultant roles."36 The current trend
in private security is toward more training and an upgrading of personnel,
practices, and procedure, which is not surprising given the increased demand
for private protection against property and violent crimes (see Chapter 9).

Other Abuses. Abuses by private police supposedly go beyond their cost-
cutting efforts. Landes and Posner contended that

the private enforcer is paid per offender convicted, regardless of the actual guilt
or innocence of the accused. There are several ways in which the enforcer can
increase his "catch" and hence his income, by augmenting the supply of
"offenders." (1) He can fabricate an offense. (2) He can prosecute an innocent
person for an offense that in fact occurred. (3) He can encourage an individual
to commit an offense that he would not have committed without encourage-
ment, and then prosecute him for the offense; this is the practice known as
"entrapment." (4) Knowing that an individual is about to attempt the commis-
sion of a crime, the enforcer can wait until the crime has been committed and
then prosecute him for a criminal attempt. The incentive for waiting is to obtain
greater compensation, since the penalty for the completed crime will presumably
be heavier than the penalty for the attempt.

These abuses would doubtless occur under any system of private enforce-
ment, but how frequently?3?

But a security firm whose employees abuse the rights of citizens is not
going to attract much business. An enforcer who fabricates offenses,
intentionally prosecutes innocent people, practices entrapment, or waits
for crimes to be committed is not going to receive many contracts once
consumers of enforcement services catch on. After all, even though such
actions may initially generate more work and profit for the enforcer, they
also generate higher costs and poorer quality services for the purchasers
of enforcement. Thus, competitors should easily be able to offer better
services at a lower cost. Once again, competition instills incentives to offer
quality services at competitive prices. As Smith noted, "Its own public
reputation ... demands that it shun fabricated or poorly founded accusa-
tions."38 Furthermore, a prerequisite for the incentives to commit abuses
listed is that the enforcer is paid on a per offender convicted basis. But
it is easy to envision contractual arrangements that include flat fees for



services over a period of time, thus creatina Incentivet to prevent crime
and minimize the number of offenses prosecuted.

Quality Cutting and Other Abuses by Government. The final point to be
considered here is evidence of the actual level of abuses resulting from
cost cutting or other incentives in private sector production of law enforce-
ment, relative to similar occurrences in the public provision of those
services. My argument is that firms in private competitive markets are not
nearly as likely to offer poor quality services and abuse their powers as
is frequently claimed. On the other hand, government bureaus often provide
poor services and bureaucrats can be abusive.

Consider the incident that triggered an ACLU suit to ban private prisons.
The Immigration and Naturalization Service had placed some illegal aliens
in a private Texas security firm's detention facilities. There had been no
competitive bidding for this job, and no contract with the firm existed.
When an alien was killed and two were wounded during an escape attempt,
the ACLU concluded that the private sector provides prisons of poor quality.
But what about the public prison system's performance? An AP story in
October 1984 reported the nineteenth inmate killing of the year in the Texas
prison system.39 At the time that the ACLU suit was initiated, at least
32 states were under federal court orders to remedy what federal judges
considered to be unconstitutionally cruel conditions in state prisons. As
of April 1984, some 150 county governments and 39 states were jn litiga-
tion or under court order to improve their prisons, with entire prison systems
in some states declared unconstitutional.40 In themid-1980s, investigators
discovered that prisoners' medical needs in the Florida state prison system
were so neglected that between April 1983 and April 1984 "17 inmates
died preventable deaths" at the system's Medical Center Hospital. A review
team, appointed by a federal judge, "found medical care in the department
shot through with incompetence, negligence and indifference toward inmates'
health. It found doctors who could not speak English, medical technicians
who were untrained and unsupervised, and a medical administration with
little authority in an unresponsive prison hierarchy."41 Deaths in prison
will occur under any system. Does one death in a private detention facility
warrant a claim that private prisons produce poorer quality and greater
abuse than the public system?

Critics of private sector police frequently cite violent acts by those police
as evidence of their poor training and lack of skills. Edward Iwata reported
that in 1983 twenty-two people in California were killed in shooting incidents

involving privutc ".,curlty penonnel, "including both guards and suspects
(or victims).""2 The report failed to point out, however, that there are
probably twice us many private police as public police in California and
that public police kill more people than private police do. In 1981, for
instance, 68 "justifiable homicides" were committed by public police in
California.43 This figure does not include police killed or unjustified
homicides by police; the figure for killings involving private police encom-
passes all these categories.

In 1970,a study of complaints fJJ.edagainst licensed private security firms
was conducted under the auspices of the National Institute of Law Enforce-
ment and Criminal Justice.44 Of the 17state licensing authorities contacted,
five apparently did not believe the problem was sufficient to warrant com-
piling data; three states-Delaware, Iowa, and Minnesota-collected data
but had no complaints to report for 1970. Similarly, 24 local licensing
agencies were contacted, with seven not compiling data and three reporting
no complaints. The average complaint rate was 6 percent of the private firms
for state regulators and 4.3 percent for local regulators. Private firms may
abuse their power, and they may make mistakes. But there are strong reasons
to expect that public police will be much more abusive than private police.

First, an individual who is not fully responsible for the consequences
of his actions is likely to be relatively unconcerned about those conse-

, quences. A civil suit brought against a private security firm for abuse of
an individual's rights can be costly, and could destroy the business. In a
suit against a public law enforcement agency, taxpayers pick up the tab,
so the cost to the manager of that bureau is relatively small. Furthermore,
the incentives under a private system where individuals can be held fully
liable for their mistakes or their abuses (see Chapter 14) are quite different
from those of a governmental system where a police officer (or a judge)
has only limited liability. A policeman cannot be sued for false arrest, for
example, unless it can be proven that the individual arrested is innocent
and that the police officer had no reason to suspect that individual. No
legal claim against the government or its officials can be made by an innocent
person who is wrongly imprisoned. It might be recognized that the govern-
ment has made an error, but government officials have the right to make
such errors and are not liable for them; private citizens, of course, generally
are liable. As Friedman explained:

Such special rights allow a government to kill off its opponents and then
apologize for the mistake. Unless the evidence of criminal intent is very clear,



the murderers are immune from punishlllClI1. EVt'1Iwh~lIlhl.' tlvldenn~ is OWl'

whelming, as in the case of the Chicago Black PUlllhcr rilitl of II lcw years ago,
there is no question of trying those responsible f(>rtheir uduul crime. Hannahull.
the Cook County district attorney responsible for the raid, is being charged.
not with conspiracy to commit murder, but with the obstruction of justice-
not, in other words, with arranging to have people he disliked killed, but with
lying about it afterward. This is not an isolated instance of the miscarriage
of justice, it is the inevitable result of a system under which the governmcnl
has certain special rights, above and beyond the rights of ordinary individuals
-among them the right not to be held responsible for its mistakes [or abuses I.
When these rights are taken away, when the agent of government is reduced
to the status of a private citizen and has the same rights and responsibilities
as his neighbors, what remains is no longer government.45

Judge Neely wrote that in order to understand why judges act the way
they do we must consider the interaction of judges with the structure of
the courts, for it is the institutional setting that generates much of the
behavior we observe. "Certain personal vices are not remarkable in people
employed outside the judiciary (immediately arrogance and indolence spring
to mind)," Neely observed. ''And if the people appointed to the bench
exhibited various qualities to excess before their appointments, they would
not have been selected. It is the nature of the judiciary, with its life tenure.
or long elected terms, that it can encourage arrogance and indolence as
the occupation of salesperson tends to mask them:'46 This is a very important
point. Many individuals would abuse their positions by cutting costs, doing
poor quality work, and bullying if they could. The institutional arrange-
ments within which people perform their tasks determine whether or not
such abuses can be carried out, and competitive markets are one of the
best (if not the best) institutional arrangements designed to discourage
abusive, inefficient behavior. A public judge can abuse every party in every
dispute he adjudicates without fear of losing his job. But a private judge
"needs" litigants to stay in business, and he must treat litigants with respect.

The differences between public institutions and competitive private
institutions go well beyond the difficulty in firing public officials who do
poor jobs. The premise underlying the predictions of much of the abusive
behavior that many expect from private judges is that private judges will
be rewarded according to the number of cases tried. In fact, private producers
are rewarded for providing what consumers want-clear, quick resolution
of disputes with opinions based on the commonly held norms of society.
Public bureaucrats obtained their rewards through the political process,

where rewllnlN III~ l'mqll~nlly lied to som~ measurable representation of
the size of lho hllfOllucrucies' operations. Thus, public employees who
provide law cnthreemcnt and adjudication face the same incentives that
some have attributed to private police and judges, but they are not regulated
by the threat of competition at anything close to the level that exists in private
markets. Consequently, public producers are far more likely to react to
those incentives than private producers.

Markets Favor the Rich. Mabry, et aI. argued that "if the rendering of
verdicts is to be independent of the relative wealth of the litigants, then
the provision of judicial services naturally requires separation of the decision-
maker's gain from that of each litigant. This fact either requires heavy
regulation or it requires public provision of the judge directly."47 This
presumably occurs because of the "possible corruption in a private payment
system"48-that is, the wealthy can pay a judge more so they will be favored.
Private justice will not be impartial justice.49 This argument has also been
applied to the privatization of police. Are such arguments valid?

After arguing that competitive courts should produce biased opinions,
Landes and Posner admitted some difficulty with the argument: "Left unex-
plained by this analysis is the actual pattern of competition in the English
courts during the centuries when judges were paid out of litigant fees and
plaintiffs frequently had a choice among competitive courts ... none (of
which we are aware) of the kind of blatant favoritism that our economic
analysis predicts ... emerge[d] in such a competitive setting. Why it did
not emerge (assuming it has not simply been overlooked by legal historians)
presents an interesting question."50 Similar evidence can be found in many
primitive and medieval systems of private law. The Comanche and the
medieval Icelanders had private institutional arrangements to ensure that
there was no bias against the poor, and the medieval Irish system was noted
for its development and protection of the rights of women.51 In his analysis
of private Icelandic law and order, Friedman explained that victims were
given a transferable property right, the right to restitution, which meant
that "a man who did not have sufficient resources to prosecute a case or
enforce a verdict could sell it to another who did and who expected to make
a profit in both money and reputation by winning the case and collecting
the fine. This meant that an attack on even the poorest victim could lead
to eventual punishment."52 In addition, the wealthy in Iceland were not
immune from prosecution. Anyone refusing to pay restitution was outlawed,
and an outlaw who defended himself by force was liable to pay for every



injury inflicted on those trying to bring him to jurdlctl. The point here is
that the private sector will produce some urrungcment to prevent favOl'inlot
one group over another in the justice process. In a private system, wherl~
no state power to coerce exists, a plaintiff cannot force a defendant to submit
to trial before a particular judge. The defendant must be persuaded that
participation is in his best interest. That persuasion may come from some
form of ostracism that is strong enough to convince him to submit to u
fair tria1.53But a defendant is not likely to agree to appear before a judge
who is biased against him, particularly if other judges are available.
Arbitrators and mediators who have successfully stayed in business have
done so by providing fair, impartial judgments.

What guarantees this impartiality? Might not all the private judges have
the same biases because it is the wealthy who can afford to pay the most?
In a private system where the wealthy are not protected by the government,
it is doubtful that the wealthy as a group would want such a biased court
system. First of all, one rich man may at some point have a dispute with
an even richer man, so he would be reluctant to support a system wherc
a decision goes to the highest bidder. But more importantly, the poor would
simply opt out of such a system and establish their own. If the wealthy
tried to force their brand of justice on the poor (e.g., form a government),
there would be a violent confrontation, which in the long run typically
costs the rich more than it does the poor. As Smith pointed out, "The fear
of governmentalists that free-market agencies will sell mock-justice to the
highest bidder without regard for justice, objectivity and reliable procedures
is without foundation .... For an agency to use (allegedly) restitutive force
without public verification is to brand itself an outlaw in the public eye."54

One might respond that the poor will not be able to afford privately
provided justice, so it is irrelevant that private courts are not biased against
them-the system is. But we have seen that arrangements can be and have
been made to ensure that attacks against poor victims are brought to justice.
Beyond that, privatization does not just mean private firms selling law
enforcement and adjudication. It means private citizens freely choosing
among competitive options, one of which is the arbitration or mediation
of disputes between some people in a group (e.g., in a neighborhood) by
others in the same group.

Consider an even more important question. Is access to the public court
system "free" to the poor, or is it biased in favor of the rich? Supreme
Court Justice William Rehnquist explained that a great deal of time and
money typically must be spent before trial and in appealing cases afterward.

"The result INtt llyNtomIdoa\l')' IlUltedto a IllW!'luithy General Motors against
IBM-ooth of which huvo the resources to accommodate the delay. But
how well suited i!'l It thr the countless other litigants who are not in that
class,?"55 Under the current public system, it frequently seems that only
the wealthy can afford to use the public courts. This, Rehnquist pointed
out, is forcing more and more people to turn to private alternatives to get
their disputes resolved.

Although a private dispute resolution system would provide the poor
with access to an arbitrator or mediator that is unavailable from the public
courts, some observers maintain that availability of such private arrangements
is unjust. Laura Nader argued that "one of the worries is that you're creating
a two-tiered system, one for the poor and one for the rich. The courts become
for important problems ofthe rich and the poor use the mediation."56 Such
criticisms are irrelevant, of course, because the choice is not between public
courts freely and equally available to everyone and a "two-tiered system";
for many of the poor, the choice is between private justice and no justice.

An interesting twist is that some have argued that privatization favors
the rich because they can opt out of the public system, leaving only the
poor. When this happens, the argument goes, "public services deprived
of their most influential customers inevitably decline."57 Another critic
argued that private adjudication should be illegal, because "so long as there
are two systems of justice, one of which is readily accessible, relatively
inexpensive, and efficient, the major defects of our legal system as a whole
will remain uncorrected, thereby making permanent exclusion of the
majority of middle class and poor persons from effective use of our legal
system."58 In other words, there is alot wrong with the public courts
including their tendency to exclude the poor and middle class from justice,
and the private adjudication system is more efficient, relatively inexpen-
sive, and readily accessible. The solution, then, is to outlaw private
adjudication to force the wealthy back to the public courts so they will
demand that the public system be improved. Clearly, however, if private
adjudication is "relatively inexpensive," it is not justice for the rich-it
is justice of relatively easy access to everyone. A much better solution would
eliminate the public courts (or at least let them compete with private alter-
natives) so the poor, and the middle class, and the wealthy all have access
to adjudication.

The argument that privatization would favor the rich has also been applied
against the use of private police. Only the wealthy will be able to afford
to have their neighborhoods patrolled and crimes against them investigated,



it is said. Again, institutional and contractual urrungomcnts muy urise thul
insure that even the poor have private police protection. Beyond that, undel'
privatization a whole array of options would be available to the POOl',
including voluntary neighborhood watches and patrols.

Under the current system, the cost of crime is disproportionately borne
by the poor. They are victims of the largest portion of crimes committed
and receive a disproportionately small portion of the benefits of public
expenditures on both preventing and solving crime cases. The probability
that a woman from a family making under $3,000 a year will be raped
is almost four times the probability that a woman from a family that makes
$25,000 or more will be raped; the same is true for other violent crimes.~9
The government's performance in providing the poor with law and order
is, to say the least, bleak. For the poor, privatization means switching from
a system to which they currently contribute but from which they feel
alienated to a system where they get the protection and justice they pay for.

Some might retort that the poor often do not pay taxes and that whatever
public law enforcement they get is more than they would get in a private
arrangement. But their rent includes the capitalized taxes of landlords and
the prices they pay for other goods and services cover taxes paid by
producers, so that argument is not valid. Furthermore, as Neely explained:
"In terms of tax revenues, the release of dangerous felons is very cheap.
The cost of the sanction is then shifted from the government treasury [that
is, from the middle and upper classes who pay taxes] to the lower socio-
economic class because that is the class that disproportionately bears the
brunt of crime."60 If privatization leads to greater concern for preventing
offenses against persons and property and for recovering victims' losses,
then many costs currently shifted onto the poor in lieu of taxes will decline
and more resources may be available to purchase protection should they
choose to.

The current publicly dominated system of justice also appears to favor
the relatively wealthy eriminal.61 For instance, the punishment of some
crimes involves a criminal choosing between paying a fine or spending
time in prison. Becker explained that many laws in the United States that
permit either fmes or imprisonment place a very low value on time in prison:
For example, Class A misdemeanors in New York State can be punished
by a prison term as long as one year or a fine no larger than $1,000;
Class B misdemeanors are punished by a term as long as three months
or a fine no larger than $500. "These statutes permit excessive prison
sentences relative to fines, which may explain why imprisonment in lieu

of fines is ~·oIlMldlll'.dunl\dr 10 poor offenders, who often must 'choose'
the prison lllt~rnlltlve."u

The prccedill!l dlHcussion docs not imply that under a private system
the rich and pOOl'alike wiIl have access to precisely the same enforcement
and adjudicative resources. As Lott stressed, efficiency requires that different
resources be employed by relatively wealthy individuals.63 Someone who
earns a high wage, for example, should have the option of employing security
services rather than producing them himself, because his own time has
valuable alternative uses. Thus, an array of policing and adjudicative options
would be available in a privatized system, and different options would be
used by individuals according to their own choices, based on willingness
and ability to pay. In our current politicized common pool system of justice,
individuals are excluded from considering some options because other
individuals have the power to make decisions for them; taxpayers are forced
to pay for public services and mistakes whether they want to or not. As
a consequence, the poor are much worse off under the current system than
they would be under privatized law enforcement.

Some of the arguments against privatization of law and order may have
some validity, but the answer to the question of whether or not to privatize
must involve an examination of the relative performance of private and public
systems of law and order. Neither system will be perfect. Neely noted:
"Perfect justice under ideal conditions is illusory. To ask perfect justice
of a court system is like asking a skilled surgeon to perform brain surgery
with a meat ax. He might be able to do it 5 percent of the time if he is
really skilled, but smart money does not bet on it."64 The "meat ax" that
must be used under the public system of law and order consists of the
institutional arrangements that have arisen in the public sector and the
incentives that those institutions create. A competitive private sector involves
a very different set of institutions and incentives that are far less cumber-
some. They probably should not be likened to a perfect scalpel, but rather,
to a set of cutlery consisting of several well-sharpened knives with
specialized functions and uses. The surgeon still will not perform perfectly
100percent of the time, but the patient's chances of survival are a lot better
than when a meat ax is used.



APPENDIX TO CHAPI'ER 12:
VIOLENCE AND VIGILANTE JUSTICE
IN THE AMERICAN WEST

The eighteenth-century American West is widely cited as an example of'
a lawless society dominated by violence, where the strong and ruthlcNII
ruled by force. It is true that miners, farmers, ranchers, and other individualN
moved westward much more rapidly than the U.S. government could expand
its law enforcement system, particularly from 1830 to 1900. But this docN
not mean that the frontier was lawless. While government law enforcement
may have been the norm in the original thirteen states (and even this iN
questionable65), order for virtually the entire westward expansion was based
to a large extent on private sector production oflaw and law enforcement.MI

In most cases, there was no alternative. But a private sector enterprise of
law was chosen mainly because it worked. As Anderson and Hill concluded
after considering several of these non-governmental systems, "the western
frontier was not as wild as legend would have us believe. The market did
provide protection and arbitration agencies that functioned very effectively,
either as a complete replacement for formal government or as a supple-
ment to that government."67 Similarly, historian Roger McGrath concluded
that "some long-cherished notions about violence, lawlessness, and justice
in the Old West. .. are nothing more than myth."68 Let us briefly examine
the historical evidence regarding the violent, lawless frontier.

Violence in the ffi?st:Myth or Reality?69 According to Mabel Elliott, the
American frontier was a place "where a man could exist without tribute
to tax collectors, or law makers, and if he moved fast enough he did not
need to defer even to his neighbor's opinion."70 This lack of effective govern-
ment, Elliot suggested, encouraged a sense of individualism that supposedly
produced frequent violent confrontations, particularly in the mining and
cattle frontier. R. W. Mondy noted that men found no stable social order
waiting for them as they moved westward'?! This lack of social order
presumably forced frontiersmen to act independently and to establish social
relationships without the framework of an existing order. The resulting lack
of law and order, Mondy concluded, led to frequent violent confrontations
and deaths. Mondy also cited the physical and cultural isolation of the
frontier communities as contributing factors to the problem of violence.

Interestingly, Elliott and Mondy provided no proof of widespread violence
on the frontier. They simply assumed (or asserted) that violence was

prevalent and then prooeeded to explain why that should be the case. In
this same vein, Gilbert Gels wrote: "We can report with some assurance
that, compared to frontier days, there has been a significant decrease in

, [crimes of violence] ."72 But Geis cited no evidence. Joe Frantz even
..luggested that American violence today reflects our frontier heritage.B

Is there any real evidence of relatively violent behavior in the West?
H. S. Drago found cases where violence broke out over the use of range
lands, but he pointed out that such confrontations were not very common,?4
A number of authors have written about gunfighters in the West, and it
is true that some gunfighters were involved in a number of killings,?5 The
reasons for such violent behavior, according to some historians, are the

. nonexistence of government institutions of law and order, the isolation of
, communities and the need for individuals to defend themselves and pursue
attackers themselves or in conjunction with vigilante committees, who

i generally contributed more to violence than to order. Beyond these problems
, with law enforcement, there were supposedly many sources of confronta-
tions, such as scarce land and large numbers of saloons, gambling, and
prostitution establishments.

Some writers have focused on vigilante activity as a source of violence.
Historian Richard Maxwell Brown cited at least 300 historical vigilante
movements in the United States and its western territories,?6 These occur-
rences began as early as 1767 in South Carolina, but they have been
particularly prominent in the western frontier because private citizens had
to enforce their own laws. These vigilante movements were frequently

, effective at establishing social order and deterring offenses, but in doing
so they often resorted to capital or corporal punishment.

Some historical accounts have focused on regions that have contained
a particularly notorious event or individual, so there may be a selection
bias problem in trying to characterize the entire West on the basis of their
conclusions. Interestingly, however, these studies discover a good deal of
social order. W. C. Holden studied the Texas frontier from 1875-1890 and
found that many kinds of offenses were simply nonexistent,?7 Burglaries
and robberies of homes and businesses (except for banks) simply did not
occur. Doors were not locked, and hospitality was widespread, indicating
that citizens had relatively little fear of invasive violent offenses. Shootings
did occur, but they typically involved what the citizenry considered to be
"fair fights." Stage and train robberies occurred, but these incidents were
isolated from most citizens and caused them little or no concern,?8

The conclusion that the western frontier was a lawless, violent place
comes from one of two sources: 1) it is simply assumed that since the West



had no effective governmcnt law cnl()I'(,;clllcntUppUl'lltllH,it mu.\'1 have Ill'l'n
lawless and violent; or 2) violent individuals or ~vcnts have been aSSUlIIt't/

to represent the general character of the western frontier. UCLA historian
Roger McGrath concluded that

the frontier-was-violent authors are not, for the most part, attempting to prow
that the frontier was violent. Rather, they assume that it was violent and thl'1l
proffer explanations for that alleged violence. These explanations are basl'd
on conditions that the authors think were peculiar to or exaggerated on thl'
frontier and to the personality traits of the frontiersman himself. The authors
reason that it must have been the unique frontier conditions and the frontiers
man's personality that caused the violence.

Their conclusions are not based on a thorough investigation of all forms of
violence and lawlessness in the West or even in a particular town or region ....
These authors provide a less than complete-in some cases a highly selectiw
and perhaps unrepresentative-picture of frontier violence· and lawlessness:")

There is a growing literature that concludes that the West was not very
violent. W. Eugene Hollon found that the western frontier "was a far mort'
civilized, more peaceful and safer place than American society today."HIi
According to Hollon, violence became a problem in the West only after
urban development. Frank Prassel concluded: "It would appear that, in
the American West, crime may have been more closely related to the
developing urban environment than the former existence of a frontier" and
that in general a westerner "probably enjoyed greater security in both person
and property than did his contemporary in the urban centers of the east."H)
Both Hollon and Prassel provided reasonable explanations for the impres-
sion that the West was a violent place. Prassel pointed out that, in part
because of the general absence of disorder, the notorious actions of a few
individuals received undue attention. He emphasized that western fiction,
movies, and television have all created inaccurate perceptions ofthe West.
Hollon made similar arguments, suggesting that the western frontier has
a poetic image where its extremes have been exaggerated.

Both Hollon and Prassel were surprised to find that the West was really
quite orderly. Prassel wrote, "Considering the factors present it is surpris-
ing that even more murders, assaults, and robberies did not occur [in the
western frontier] ."82Hollon concluded that "it is miraculous that the last
and largest frontier region in the United States was settled in as orderly
a fashion as it was."83

Hollon and Prassel are not the only scholars who have begun to recognize
that the frontier West was not the lawless society of popular fiction or of

Icudclllk' UliliUlIlptlUll ,14 Tholr ImtbUhy to oxpluill thc sodal ordcr that was
the norm in the WeNt,hnwt'ivor, INtyplcul of much of this literature. McGrath
concludcd that

the frontier-was-not-especially-violent authors, while contending that there was
relatively little violence on the frontier, nevertheless indicate that the unique
frontier conditions which the frontier-was-violent authors enumerate were
present, and they believe that those conditions should have caused violence.
That those conditions did not do so suggests that they might have actually
promoted peacefulness-though none of the frontier-was-not-so-violent authors
proposes such a connection.85

But this is not quite accurate. As economic historians Terry Anderson and
P. 1. Hill explained:

The West during this time often is perceived as a place of great chaos, with
little respect for property or life. Our research indicates that this was not the
case; property rights were protected and civil order prevailed. Private agencies
provided the necessary basis for an orderly society in which property was
protected and conflicts were resolved. These agencies often did not qualify as
governments because they did not have a legal monopoly on "keeping order."
They soon discovered that "warfare" was a costly way of resolving disputes
and lower cost methods of settlement (arbitration, courts, etc.) resulted. In
summary. . .a characterization of the American West as chaotic would appear
to be incorrect.86

Anderson and Hill illustrated the role of private arrangements in making
and enforcing law in the American West by examining the historical literature
on and records of the law established by land claim clubs, cattlemen's
associations, wagon trains, and mining camps. Their analysis is consistent
with the brief discussion of customary law systems in Chapter 2.

Vigilante Justice in Response to the Failure of Government Law. Local
governments were established to replace privately produced law fairly rapidly
in some places in the western frontier, and public police (e.g., sheriffs)
were appointed. State and federal officials also appeared on the scene. But
in several instances this government law enforcement was so ineffective
or corrupt that private citizens had to re-establish law and order. As Alan
Valentine wrote, "If the people had the right to make their own laws and
to elect their own officials, then it followed in pioneer logic that the people
had the right to change or overrule them. When they were sufficiently



aroused to do so, they were not inclined to waite Ume on flne poi ntHof'
procedure or to show much deference to a protesting officer of the law,""
Perhaps the best known cases of this kind occurred in San Francisco,

Most of San Francisco's laws during the late 1840s and early 1850s were
developed through popular assemblies of citizens.88 Governmental law
enforcement was instituted early, however, so anyone accused of a crime
had to be arrested by the publicly employed sheriff and waited for a trial
in the next Court of Sessions, which met every two months at the county
seat. Lawyers often got trials delayed, and because jail facilities were scarce
or nonexistent "postponements almost always meant that the accused would
be discharged if he had not escaped first."89 Witnesses had to pay their
own expenses; and given the delays, many did not wait for the trial. With
the swelling of San Francisco's population during the gold rush, things began
to get out of hand. In Valentine's words:

As they became increasingly harassed by crime and arson, San Franciscans
became more and more ready to sacrifice legal procedure for elementary justice
and security. The situation was becoming worse, not better, as new criminals
moved in and more and larger fires swept across the city. The better citizens
were torn between two fears: fear that nothing short of popular tribunals could
cope with crime and fear that popular tribunals would degenerate into lynching
mobs, led by the worst elements in town ....

Many of the most respectable citizens believed that the only compromise
between rampant crime and rampant lynching was an organized, stable popular
tribunal that could be controlled by the better elements in the city. . ..

San Franciscans wanted something better than slapdash justice, whether legal
or popular, but above all they wanted crime reduced.90

The city's press was urging drastic action by early 1849, but the citizens
of San Francisco held back until February of 1851.

On February 19, 1851, the owner of a San Francisco clothing store was
robbed and beaten. The sheriff arrested two men and charged them, A large
number of people gathered the next day before the city offices, demanding
quick action against the accused. Some speakers advocated an immediate
hanging, but one, William T. Coleman, prevailed. He told public officials,

We will not leave it to the courts. The people here have no confidence in your
promises, and unfortunately they have no confidence in the execution of the
law by its officers. Matters have gone too far! I propose that the people here
present form themselves into a court ... that the prisoners be brought before
it. That testimony be taken, counsel on each side allotted ... if the prisoners

be found lnnnc:ont I.t th.m b. dllc:hargcd, but if guilty let them be hung ... ,
We don't wont. mobl We won't have a mob! Let us organize as becomes men!SI

A committee of fourteen prominent citizens, including Coleman, was
chosen to take charge of the case. The legal authorities were invited to
participate but declined, although they raised no resistance and handed over
the prisoners. The committee impaneled a jury and appointed three judges
and a clerk. Two "highly regarded" lawyers were appointed to represent
the prisoners; Coleman acted as prosecutor. After hearing the case, the
jury voted nine guilty and three for acquittal. The prisoners were turned
.back over to the authorities. The impetus for a vigilante organization was
'in place, however.

In May 1851, a volunteer force was organized to "assist" city officers
in discovering and apprehending criminals, with the "reluctant" coopera-
tion of the sheriff. Some 3,000 citizens gathered in early June during the

. trial of a suspected arsonist, and during the next few days small groups
of businessmen began meeting and discussing the possibility of forming

.. a "committee of vigilance." Finally, a "selected group of responsible
i citizens" was called together, and a committee was formed on June 10, 1851.
. The June 13 San Francisco Alfa printed a statement from the committee:

Whereas, It has become apparent to the citizens of San Francisco that there
is no security to life and property, either under the regulations of society as
it at present exists, or under the laws as now administered, therefore, the citizens
whose names are hereunto attached, do unite themselves into an association,
for the maintenance of the peace and good order of society and the preservation
of the lives and property of the citizens of San Francisco, and do bind themselves
each unto the others, to do and perform every lawful act for the maintenance
of law and order, and to sustain the laws when faithfully and properly admin-
istered. But we are determined that no thief, burglar, incendiary or assassin shall
escape punishment either by the quibbles of the law, the insecurity of prisons,
or laxity of those who PRETEND to administer justice.S2

The committee took its first action even before the statement appeared.
On the night after the group had organized, John Jenkins was caught
stealing a safe from an office. Two vigilantes assisted in the capture and
took the prisoner to their headquarters. A trial was immediately organ-

J ized, and Jenkins was easily convicted. The statutory penalty under
California law for grand larceny was death, and Jenkins was hanged.
There was only token resistance by public officials. A coroner's jury
ruled that Jenkins died as a consequence of violent means and that the



committee was guilty of thc crime, hut no st~ps w~r~ taken hy Sail
Francisco's public officials to act on thc jury's verdict.

The Jenkins case was only the vigilantes' first stcp in their driw to
eliminate crime from San Francisco. One source of criminals to Calil(ll"Ilia
was the British penal colonies in Australia. The vigilantes, apparently with
permission from federal authorities, began boarding every ship that entered
the port from Australia to examine the papers of anyone wishing to disclll
bark. If someone did not have a permit issued by the U.S. consul in Sydney,
he was not allowed to enter San Francisco. The committee also invoked
an old Mexican law that forbade admission to the territory of anyone
previously convicted of a crime in another country. Many city residents
were examined by the committee and expelled from the city. Many others
simply left to avoid the process. "There was no question," Valentine con
cluded, "that the Vigilantes had become the most powerful force in the
city and had the support of most of the citizens."93

On August 21, the vigilance committee was preparing to hang tWII
convicted criminals when the sheriff and a small group of police arrived
with a warrant of habeas corpus procured at the request of the governor.'I'!
The prisoners were turned over to the sheriff's authority but no action was
taken. Two days later, an organized group of thirty-six vigilantes went to
the jail, removed the two prisoners, and hanged them.

This double hanging was the committee's last major act. It had hanged
four men, banished several others from the city, and frightened off still
more.95The committee officially made 91 arrests during their hundred days.9Il
In addition to the four who were hanged, one was whipped, fourteen were
deported to Australia, and fourteen were informally ordered to leave
California. Fifteen were handed over to public authorities, and forty-one
were discharged (two others for whom no decision is recorded were
apparently discharged). George Stewart concluded:

The record is eloquent in itself. It speaks of moderation and of the attempt
to render justice. There were no mass hangings, no men shot down in the street.
There was none of the grim nonsense, "Give him a fair trial and then hang
him!" To be arrested did not mean that a man was already condemned, but
only that he stood trial, with a half-and-half chance of being cleanly acquitted??

But this "moderation" was evidently more effective than the public law
enforcement system had been. "Crime had declined so rapidly that for a
few months, at least, San Francisco was a city of normal order and safety."98

The l'OlIlIllittct' llnnolllU.'t'dIhnl It WitSslIspending action as of September
16, IH51. An l'XCl'lItiVt'l'ommlttcc was appointed to act as a "watchdog of
puhlie order," hilt il took only two actions and both were in support of
city officials. The deterrent impact of vigilante actions in 1851 was short-
lived. "By the spring of 1855 the city administration had become so corrupt
and crime so prevalent again that the Herald called for a return of the good
and vigorous days of the vigilance committee."99

Between November 1855 and May 1856, more than one hundred murders
were committed in San Francisco. One such incident occurred on November
17, 1855, when a machine politician named Charles Cora shot and killed
U.S. Marshall William Richardson. Cora was arrested, but he was not very
concerned. The sheriff was one of his "cronies," and the best lawyers in
the city had been retained to defend him. James King of William, publisher
of the Bulletin and former vigilante, reported that $40,000 had been spent
to get Cora acquitted. The trial was held on January 3, 1856, but "the jury
was fixed, the witnesses were rehearsed in perjury, and the proceedings
were a farce. On the seventeenth the jury reported disagreement, as planned
by Cora, and was discharged."lOo

On May 14, 1856, the Bulletin reported that James Casey, a city super-
visor, had been a convict in Sing Sing. When Casey went to the Bulletin's
office and confronted the publisher, King ordered him out of the office
and told him never to come back. That evening, Casey shot the publisher
as King was walking home, and that night the committee on vigilance was
revived as some ten thousand citizens gathered in the streets demanding
action. William Coleman was chosen to head the new committee and within
two days 5,500 members were enrolled.101Casey had been arrested and was
being held at the city jail. On May 18, 500 vigilantes marched to the jail
armed with rifles and bayonets. Coleman threatened to destroy the jail with
cannon fire if both Casey and Cora were not turned over to the committee.

Cora went on trial on May 20 before the vigilante court for the murder
of Richardson. James King of William died that afternoon and Casey also
went on trial. Both politicians were found guilty of murder and sentenced
to be hanged. But, "this was no judicial farce or lynching mob."102 The
defendants had chosen their own counsel, and the jury had reached a
unanimous verdict. The two men were hanged within a few hours of King's
funeral. The committee remained active for another three months, its
membership growing to 8,000 (during those three months there were two
murders in San Francisco).



On August 18, 1856, the committee on vigilance dlllbtlndcd. The leader-
ship was extremely popular and William Coleman was urged to accept a
senatorial nomination. The London Times observed: "It is seldom that self·
constituted authorities retire with grace and dignity, but it is due to thc
vigilance committee to say that they have done SO."103Perhaps Stewart's
observation about the 1851 committee is even more appropriate for the
1856 committee. He concluded that the committee was "remarkable, not
so much for what it did as for what it did not do. Against the background
of all the executions and killings of history, the hanging of four rascals
is insignificant. We should rather remember that the Committee did not
yield to the temptations of power, and did not carry its revolution to a
logical conclusion."104

Similar stories could be told about other communities in the American
West. Henry Plummer, the sheriff of Bannack, Montana, in 1863, was also
the organizer of "an intricate network of bandits, agents, and hideouts in
southwestern Montana." 105Plummer participated in numerous robberies and
was responsible for several deaths. When the citizens finally organized their
vigilante justice, they hanged Plummer and twenty-one of his gang, banished
several others from the area, and frightened most of the rest off. The Montana
vigilante courts were less formal than those in San Francisco, but "they had
good leadership and seldom acted except in extreme cases. Usually they
gave the defendant an opportunity to clear himself if he could ... the
[Montana] vigilance committees were called into existence by frontier neces-
sity. When the need for them passed, they quietly and quickly faded away."I06

Generally, vigilante movements involved law-abiding citizens enforcing
the law and re-establishing order. Those who view a vigilante movement
under any circumstances as an example of lawlessness are victims of one
of the most serious flaws in the argument that law and its enforcement must
be monopolized by government. When law is only what government says
it is, then vigilantes are always lawless and deserve to be "put down by
force:' This implies the law-must-be-monopolized contention, wherein there
seems to be "no recognition that. .. a single source oflegal power ... may
be so ineptly or corruptly exercised that an effective legal system is not
achieved."lo7 But government officials have a reciprocal obligation to duty,
just as do citizens. As Lon Fuller explained,

If we accept the view that the central purpose of law is to furnish baselines
for human interaction, it then becomes apparent why the existence of enacted
law as an effectively functioning system depends upon the establishment of stable
interactional expectancies between lawgiver and subject. On the one hand, the

Iuwlllvcl' lIlUllt b. Ibl. tu Intj"lplt. whit the citizenry us Uwhole will accept
us law Itntl j.norilly ob•• rve tho body of rules he has promulgated. On the
other hund. th, I,gul .,ubjtet must be able to anticipate that government will
itself abidt, by Its own declared rules. ... A gross failure in the realization
of either of these anticipations-of government toward citizens and of citizens
toward government-can have the result that the most carefully drafted code
will fail to become a functioning system of law,lo8

Furthermore, recognition of a system of law breaks down when reciprocities
are not maintained, whether those reciprocities were established through
kinship, contract, or legislation. A sufficient breakdown "must-if we are
to judge the matter with any rationality at all-release men from those duties
that had as their only reason for being, maintaining a pattern of social
interaction that has now been destroyed." 109Such a breakdown in the govern-
mentally backed legal system occurred in San Francisco and most other
places where vigilante action was taken. Importantly, however, this did not
result in lawlessness. Customary law still prevailed, and private arrangements
arose to enforce that law.

CONCLUSIONS: CUSTOMARY LAW AS AN
IMPLICIT CONSTITUTION

The widely held perception that government must establish and enforce
law is a recent phenomenon. When government law was unavailable or
undesirable to a particular community, private options filled the void. The
vigilante movements that were so common in the American West and the
decisions by many to establish and enforce their own custom-based
laws illustrate an important point about a valid legal system. Vigilantes
re-established law when government officials were ineffective or corrupt
and, therefore, in violation of the law. The power of law is not absolute,
even when it is in the hands of a government authority. As Hayek observed,
"the allegiance on which this [rules established by a legislature, or govern-
ment] sovereignty rests depends on the sovereign's satisfying certain
expectations concerning the general character of those rules, and will vanish
when this expectation is disappointed. In this sense all power rests on, and
is limited by, opinion."11O

Government law is not paramount, and there is some implicit constraint
on power or authority. This fact is probably not widely perceived today;
it is a firmly established force in American culture and clearly part of our
customary law. During the American Revolution, revolutionaries chose



to establish their own law, and similar "vigllantillm" h•• been a common
occurrence ever since. As with Fuller,

every kind of social power, whether designated as formal or real, is suhjecl
to an implicit constitution limiting its exercise. ... When we speak of power
as an aspect of social relations, we mean the power holder, A ... has the capacity
to control B's actions in certain respects. In other words, A is in a position
to take advantage of B's capacity for self-direction and to shape B's exercise
of that capacity for purposes of his own, which may of course include that of
benefiting B. The fact that A must leave in the address of his power some remnant
at least of his [B's] capacity of self-direction introduces into every power
relationship an element of reciprocity, though the reciprocity may be most
unwelcome to A. . .. Nevertheless, this element of reciprocity is always present
and may under changing conditions grow in force.l1l

Thus, the "implicit constitution" emanates from reciprocity, as does the
recognition of duty (and, therefore, law) in general.

Customary law reflects the norms of those who choose to function in
the particular social order "governed" by those laws. In a very real sense,
then, such customary law is a unanimously adopted "social contract" or
"constitution." It establishes the rules that are the basis for spontaneous
social order. This social contract evolves and adapts to changing social
conditions. Even when people consent to live under the authority of a govern-
ment, reciprocity requires that certain duties be effectively performed by
that government.

Our government has a primary role in making law and keeping order.
But that does not mean that individuals consented to the development of
government legal institutions and increasing domination of the private sector,
or that government was better than the private institutions and their
customary law. Furthermore, it should be noted that authority can be granted
as part of a reciprocally beneficial arrangement, wherein such authority
is implicitly or explicitly limited, or it can be taken through coercion and
force. As Fuller suggested, those with power often prefer not to recognize
any reciprocal duty on their part; and as more and more power is taken,
government's reciprocal duties are reduced-the social contract is weakened.
But "even the lawmaking of a dictator commonly undergoes some accom-
modation to demands tacitly expressed in rumbling discontent."112 If even
a very powerful government fails to fulfill its duties or takes more than
citizens are ready to give, revolution (or vigilantism) occurs. In fact, the
rise of government law in England and the United States reflected a gradual

but almONt cuntinuoul I.rlvl.,. fbr ."Iter power by those in government
In the lace of continual but arltdually weakening resistance by citizens.113
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POLITICAL BARRIERS
TO PRIVATIZATION

I have argued that the market fuilure justifications for government involvement
in the enterprise of law are not valid, particularly when compared to the
tremendous level of government failure in law-making and enforcement.
Furthermore, there are substantial benefits to be gained from privatization
in law and order. While the resulting system of justice may not be perfect,
it would be considerably more effective, efficient, and equitable than the
current system. Realistically, however, theoretical justifications for privatiza-
tion and even examples of private sector successes do not go far toward
reducing public sector involvement in the justice process. The political
barriers to privatization must be recognized before substantial progress can
be made.

Privatization in law and order involves two separate processes: 1)increases
in the privately owned and allocated resources devoted to the protection
of persons and property, including the establishment and clarification of
property rights through rule-making and adjudication; and 2) decreases
in publicly controlled resources devoted to the same purposes. There may
be resistance to both of these processes, but given the ingenuity of the private
sector for innovating means of getting around legislated barriers, fuirly
significant strides are likely to be made in increasing the private resources
allocated to law and order. Some components of this process will probably
occur much more rapidly than others. Privately provided equipment and
services for protection against violent and property crimes should continue



to increase. Private dispute resolution should continue to be a rapid growth
industry. Privately produced customary laws will also playa signif1cllllt
role, arising in part through private dispute resolution processes. But
barriers to rapid reductions in publicly controlled resources used in law
enforcement, law-making, and corrections appear to be more substantial.
In other words, the shrinking of the public sector is likely to face stronll
resistance.

The primary forces that will resist a shrinking public sector role in law
and order are the same as those that generated its rapid growth. Interest
groups that have demanded an ever-increasing government role will resist
any reduction in that role. At the same time, much of the cost arising from
government expansion have been borne by unorganized and politically
ineffective individuals; the same people remain relatively ineffective
politically in pressing demands for a smaller government. The groups with
the largest stake in government's law and its enforcement will provide the
strongest opposition to its dismantling.

Public Employees. The major growth area for unionization now is the
public sector. Between 1960 and 1970,government worker union member-
ship doubled while total union membership increased by only 14percent. I

During the 1970s,total union membership declined in the U.S., and member-
ship as a percentage of employees declined dramatically, from 30 percent
in 1970 to 24.7 percent in 1980.2 At the same time, membership in public
employee unions has risen sharply. In 1960, about one-third of all federal
employees were unionized; by 1979,60 percent of non-postal workers and
74 percent of postal workers belonged to unions. More significantly, there
were roughly one million union members at the state and local levels in
1960.3This number rose to over five million in 1979,when about 40 percent
of all state and local government employees were organized. During that
period, total government employment almost doubled.

One of the most rapidly growing areas of public sector unionization has
been police. As of 1976,55 percent of all police had been organized, with
some 255,000 members in several unions.4 Correctional institution personnel
have also unionized in increasing numbers. In 1978,the American Federa-
tion of State, County, and Municipal Employees had 20,000 members out
of the nation's 75,000 state corrections employees; by 1986, the figure had

rillen to ~O.ooo.·Beyond thill, other unions have actively recruited and attracted
membel'!lhip from corrections employees, including the Service Employment
International Union and the Teamsters.6 In addition, police and corrections
personnel have organized associations (e.g., Policemen's Benevolent Associa-
tions, various state police associations) that are politically active.

Public sector labor-management relationships were institutionalized
during the 1970s, and unions and their representatives now have a legal
right to voice their demands and confer in the shaping of political decisions.
The rapid organization of public sector unions has allowed the accumula-
tion of large amounts of funds that have been used to press union demands.
The unions are strong, active, and effective in the political arena, and they
will attempt to prevent or at least delay any programs that might reduc~
their members' wages, job security, or number of positions. Even partial
privatization through contracting out runs into opposition from unions. In
Lyle Fitch's words, "once a public employee union has gotten a firm hold
on a government function, any attempt to escape by resorting to private
contracts will be considered union-busting and dealt with accordingly."7

Funds collected through dues mean that the tactics available to all organized
interest groups-lobbying, publicity campaigns, political contributions and
support, and lawsuits-are available to and are actively employed by public
sector unions and associations. But beyond the political tactics that can be
used by any interest group, public employees have additional strength. They
can threaten or take job actions to force their demands on political decision
makers. Police have "blue-flu" and corrections workers have "sick-outs"
and "lock-ins," even though such actions are illegal in most states.s For
example, during the spring of 1975, New York state proposed to close one
prison, transfer 380 prison inmates to another facility, and layoff a number
of corrections employees. The union representative called a press conference
and reported that "the announced closing, transfer of inmates, and the
proposed layoffs of employees represent total fiscal irresponsibility and this
union will not be a party to it."9 The union membership refused to do the
work necessary for transferring the prisoners and threatened that if the
employees were replaced by "scabs" the union would prevent the transfer.
As a result, the facility was not closed.lO In 1975, illegally striking correc-
tions officers in Ohio stopped delivery trucks from entering the prisons,
forcing the state to use national guard helicopters to send in needed supplies.11

Similar stories can be told about police strikes and job actions.
The threat posed by police and corrections employee unions is often even

more substantial because of cooperation with other unionized public



employees. For example, Massachusetts tired Ntrlklng correctional ofticers
in 1973, but the officers were reinstated after the president of the state's
American Federation of State, County and Municipal Employees threatened
to declare a strike of all state emp10yeesP

The majority of the political activity and job actions by police and
corrections unions have been economic in nature, with demands for higher
wages, earlier retirement, disability pay, sick leave, shorter hours, and so
on. Other factors can also playa role, but as Wynne reported: "The chief
causes [for strikes by correctional institution employees] appear to be
(1)economic issues and (2) issues pertaining to safety and security, a matter
made particularly complex by the presence of covert motives."13 For
instance, a prison employees union may try to prevent community-based
programs and deinstitutionalization (e.g., halfway houses) out of an
expressed concern for "public safety," but the fact is that such programs
result in relatively reduced needs for prison facilities and institutional jobs.
Perhaps all such demands represent true concerns for public safety, but
one has to at least recognize the potential self-interest motives.

Contracting out in corrections is a recent threat to prison employees,
but their unions expressed opposition as early as 1976.14Corrections unions
have actively opposed virtually any new program that reduces the tradi-
tional custodial role of public correctional institutions, so strong opposition
to contracting out (particularly for existing facilities) can be anticipated.
And any move toward eliminating public facilities in favor of a fully private
system will run up against violent opposition.

The perceived threat to public police of contracting out is probably much
less than for corrections officers. Nonetheless, public police organizations
have reacted to contracting efforts in both Arizona and Ohio (see Chapter
8). The threat of contracting is much more obvious in the area of fire
protection, and some idea of the options available to and the likely reactions
by public police can be gained by looking at what happens when com-
munities with public fire departments try to contract out.

During 1982-1983, Willimantic, Connecticut, and Dover, New Hampshire,
attempted to contract out for fire protection services. The International
Association of Fire Fighters (lAFF) actively opposed both efforts, for fear
that "this apparent threat to their members' job security could spread rapidly,
leaping across state boundaries" throughout New England.15 Willimantic
was considering a 1983 cost for fire protection of about $900,000, one-fourth
of the city's budget and approximately $180 per household per year. At
that time, private subscription fire services charged between $30 and

$50 per household per year, so early in 1982 the city announced it was
receiving bids for fire services. Three companies responded, and the city
council began negotiations with one: Wackenhut Services, Inc. Wackenhut's
offer would have generated savings of $1.4 million for the city over five
years, primarily by economizing on personnel.

The union denounced the bids, accused the city of "union busting," and
predicted that contract fire fighting could "like a cancer, spread all the
way through the state of Connecticut."16 The union campaigned hard for
the city-county consolidation referendum that was on the ballot in December
1982; if the referendum passed, a new city government would be elected
and they hoped to influence that vote. The referendum passed, but the
consolidation was not to take place until six months later. The city council
decided to vote on the proposed contract in February. The union packed
the city hall, and "when the meeting was called to order, Deputy Fire
Marshal Joseph Beaulieu announced the hall was overcrowded. The meeting
would have to be closed down, he said, or moved elsewhere, because fire
regulations were being violated." 17When the Wackenhut representative went
out to his car, he found his tires slashed.

Once the meeting resumed, the IAFF claimed that the union had
submitted an alternative proposal that was competitive with Wackenhut's.
No city officials had seen the proposal, but the council agreed to postpone
its vote. A week later, the council again postponed its vote because the
union representative wanted additional time to "prepare the proposal that
he previously claimed had already been submitted."18 The union was also
working on the state legislature to pass a bill that would ban private fire
services. The bill did not pass.

The union finally produced its proposal for fire protection services. It
offered concessions on overtime and fire engine manning, which would
reduce the city's costs by $340,000 over five years. The city council accepted
the union's proposal by a 4 to 3 vote. According to one council member,
a majority of the council favored the Wackenhut contract, "but the common
knowledge that the fire fighters would have called successfully for a refer-
endum on the issue-which the city might lose-had a strong deterrent effect.
'If the fire fighters were successful in the referendum, it would severely
damage the concessions [the union had otherwise agreed to],' council
member Rita Cantor told local newspapers. And so the city settled on a
sure $340,000 rather than pushing for $1.4 million."19 The union had won.

Dover, New Hampshire, began looking into contract fire fighting in
May of 1982. Once again Wackenhut made the most attractive bid for fire



services, resulting in a net savings over throe year. of $3S0,OOO. The IAFfI
began its fight in the state legislature by having a blll introduced to ban
private fire services. The bill was defeated, but another was introduced
requiring private fire companies to be certified by the state fire marshal.

The IAFF's regional vice-president and other union officials began a
media campaign in Dover with advertisements in the local paper asking,
"Should the City Gamble with Your Life and Property?" and urging,
"DON'T PERMIT A PRIVATE FIRE SERVICE IN1D DOVER."20 Union
officials were quoted as saying: "Hi~tory has proven that when profit is
considered, safety takes a back seat"; and "You can't make a profit and
protect private property at the same time. If profit isn't high enough, the
people of Dover will suffer."21

Finally, the union announced: "It is the unanimous decision of Local
1312that we would not work for a profit-making company. We are concerned
with life and property. We have no interest in working with a company
working to make a profit, with no interest in life or property."22 The threat
did not work. Council members accepted the Wackenhut contract by a
5 to 3 vote.

Within two days, lawsuits were filed claiming the contract was illegal
and requesting an injunction to stop its implementation. The county superior
court denied the request, and another suit was filed claiming that fire
protection was a "police power" so state law prevented it from being
delegated to a private company. The superior court granted a temporary
restraining order, and the question was referred to the state supreme court.
Attorneys for Wackenhut and the city were confident of winning the case,
but they suspected that the real purpose was to delay implementation. The
contract stipulated a 90-day trial period, so substantial delay would result
in a new election before the 90-day period had passed. Regional union
representatives made regular trips to Dover, and the IAFF sent in a full-
time political organizer. A petition drive was started to amend the city charter
through a referendum to prohibit contracting out for police and fire services.
The political pressure was effective. One council member who voted against
the contract conceded that he voted that way to avoid losing his job, and
another believed contracting was best for the city but admitted voting against
contracting because of the union's campaignP

Dover was the first city with a unionized fire department to actually
sign a contract with a private firm. But the fight is far from over. Similar
confrontations can be expected in any effort to contract policing. Such
resistance may be extremely costly to overcome, both in terms of monetary

outlays (c,y" 1••• 1 .') and polltl".1 concerns. In order to overcome the
unions' political clout, .Ivln elected officials' incentives to ensure their
re-election, there mUlt be sufficient organized support for public sector
cost-cutting and privatization.

Other Public Sector Opposition. Public employee unions and associations
will not be the only source of resistance to privatization. Bureau managers
who enjoy the income, power, and prestige of their positions should resist
the loss of these sources of utility. Consider the implications of the follow-
ing example.

A privatized system would require a market for convicted offenders' labor
and in prison work programs to generate restitution and fines. At the Maine
State Prison, inmates were given access to the prison's shop equipment
to produce novelties. Other prisons have done the same thing, but Maine's
program differed from others in some significant ways. First, there is a
strong market for novelties because the prison is located on a major tourist
route. Second, inmates were allowed to hire one another, thus allowing
for specialization and the division of labor. The prisoners could not use
dollars for these transactions so the currency used was canteen coupons,
which could be spent in the prison's canteen or banked in the prison's
business office.

After Warden Richard Oliver was appointed in 1976, prisoners were
allowed to "patent" their novelty designs so they had incentives to innovate
and expand their production. More significantly, Oliver lifted the limit on

, inmates' economic activity, and by 1978, the cap of $5,000 and 5 novelty
patterns that existed in 1976was tripled.24A "miniature economy" developed
inside the prison, with two-thirds of the inmates participating as employers,
employees, or both. Some entrepreneurs were extremely successful. One
took over the prison's canteen and turned it into a profit-making opera-
tion. This prisoner also had 30 to 50 employees in novelty production,
and had diversified into other areas (e.g., he owned and rented about 100
TV sets to inmates). One prison administrator considered him to be the
"most brilliant businessman I've ever seen."25 He is now out of prison
running a novelty firm that employs former prisoners. As Shedd concluded,
"It wasn't called that, but Maine State Prison had a rehabilitation program
that was working."26

Despite the program's significant benefits, on April 16, 1980, a lockdown
of the Maine State Prison began. Inmates were confined to their cells
24 hours a day for 10 weeks. An extensive search and seizure operation



destroyed the prisoners' businesses. Aftt~rthe IOt:kdown. ~uhstllntilliredllt'
tions in economic rights and incentives were implcmcllted that destroyed
any potential for reviving the program. Why'? One explanation may ht'
political. For several years, the Maine Corrections Bureau had tried
unsuccessfully to obtain larger budgets and to have the bureau elevated to
cabinet level. Following the lockdown, budget increases were approved,
and the Bureau of Corrections was elevated to cabinet-level status. Key
legislators had switched their position on both issues because of tht'
lockdown. Another explanation may simply be bureaucratic rigidity ami
resistance to change. Prison authorities wanted complete control over
prisoners, not "ambitious and talented individuals finding a way around
bureaucratic restrictions on their activities."27

These situations are not unique. As Poole explained, "one characteristic
that's most typical of local government is adherence to tradition. . ..
[E]xamples of real innovation ... are hardly typical .... [D]epartment heads,
mayors, councils, and city managers are far more likely to tell you why.
say, private contracting of fire protection may work in Scottsdale but would
never work in your town than they are to take a serious look at it as a way
of providing more services for less money."28

There are other reasons to expect government officials to resist reductions
in public sector involvement in the enterprise of law. For example, 5,523
ofthe 25,589 civil cases concluded in New York City public courts during
the first forty weeks ofthe 1979-1980 fiscal year were brought against New
York City. There are billions of dollars in potential liabilities facing the
city from civil suits now waiting for trial. Judge Neely concluded: "New
York City cannot afford an efficient court system because it would be
bankrupt beyond bail-out if all those suits got to trial in one or two years."2,j
Suits challenging conditions in public mental hospitals, prisons, schools.
and other state and local facilities threaten governments with billions in
unbudgeted expenditures. The longer such suits can be delayed, the smallcr
will be their political impact on current office-holders.

Private Sector Benefactors of Public Law and Order. Every special interest
group that benefits from the current public laws and their enforcement will
fight to protect its benefits. Consider the public court system. Judge Neely
noted that "the current antiquated and overloaded structure is a political
advantage to many groups."30 If courts become more efficient, then there
will be many losers. For example, if court delay keeps a case against an
insurance company from being settled for several years, then the company

can invest its muney during thut period tbr a substantial return. Because
billions of dollur~ change hands through litigation, the interest payments
on money that can be retained for several years is enormous. On top of
that, long delays encourage early settlement for relatively low amounts.
The non-price rationing that generates the court congestion and delay also
benefits lawyers. A proposal to charge for the use of courts, as privatiza-
tion would require, attracts intense, organized resistance from lawyers.

Private interests are also opposed to other changes that would accom-
pany privatization. Consider this example. In Montana, the "production
and distribution of wood furniture by state prison inmates has angered office
furniture dealers, who say it represents a threat to the free enterprise
system."31 A substantial political and publicity campaign was mounted to
destroy this modest project that employed twelve prisoners being paid
31 to 58 cents an hour in a small prison factory.

The production and sale of goods is not restricted by statute in Montana
as it is in many other states. In most states, political pressure has resulted
in laws or constitutional provisions that prevent the sale of all but a few
prison-made items (e.g., license plates). New York passed the first of these
laws in 1801 in the face of business pressure to eliminate competition from
the then self-supporting prisons.32 The federal government also restricts
the sale of prison-made goods, prohibiting interstate commerce in prison-
made products when the receiving state has laws against the marketing of
such goods. Private contractors are also prohibited from using prison labor
to meet government contracts. "The effect of all these statutes was virtually
to wipe out the market for prisoner labor and for prisoner-made goods,"
Shedd reported; "in virtually every prison the only work opportunities are
in the traditional prison industries-the making of license plates being, of
course, the classic example-and in prison maintenance and custodial work.
In almost every case these positions are low-paying, and in spite of that
the industries involved are almost everywhere money losers."33

Another source of opposition to more complete privatization is likely
to be the firms and industries that contract to produce for the public sector.
Private industry sees "a large, essentially untapped market for business ... in
the local government sector."34 Firms currently contracting to provide
services could provide similar services in private markets, but doing business
with government may be more profitable than doing business in competitive
private markets. One reason that private firms can have a corrections facility
built for less money is that they can get a better price from construction
contractors than public bureaus can. The implication is that government



ends up paying more than a private linn ewn when it liNCH competitive hiddinj.l,
processes. And when competitive bidding hrcuks down due to pol itil'1II
influence, corruption, or bureaucratic interference, the result is likely to he
quite profitable. Government officials even admit that price and reputation
(e.g., documented past performance) are not the only criteria for awardinj.l,
contracts: political considerations also influence contract decisions.3~

Resistance to eliminating the public legal system will also come from
those who believe that law and order must be produced by the public sector
and that the private sector will be ineffective, inefficient, and abusive. Many
"experts" and "public interest" advocates consistently oppose policies that
might lead to greater privatization. As Savas noted: "Unfortunately, politi-
cians campaigning on an economy platform, aided and abetted by students
of public administration and management consultants, have devoted their
energies to reducing and eliminating competitive behavior among govern-
ment units, on the erroneous assumption that such competition was
invariably, by definition, a wasteful duplication of effort."36 They fail to
consider that competition is the key to effective law and its enforcement.

Political Barriers to Privatization. The consequence of the political
pressures brought on by self-interest or mistaken public-interest motives
is that government-imposed laws now stand in the way of reducing the
government's role in law and order and in instituting policies that might
move us toward greater privatization. Most states ban private ownership of
maximum security prisons, for example, and many states have statutes against
private individuals making arrests.37 In fact, the power to take a person into
custody is frequently vested in local government employees. Other laws sel
maximum and minimum wages that can be paid to individuals producing
contracted "public services." Legislated restrictions on victim participation
in criminal prosecution are even more substantial. Repeal of all such barriers
will not take place without sufficient political pressure to dominate the existing
groups who demanded and now benefit from the laws.

There have been organized demands for court reform, better govern-
ment, and tax cutting, and some of these efforts could lead to a smaller
public legal system. "Reform" advocates are not likely to have a govern-
ment reducing effect, at least given their current demands. Most see
corruption and inefficiencies and call for new personnel, perhaps for more
laws to regulate these personnel, and ultimately for a larger government
sector. And in general, it would appear that tax cuts are likely to have larger
impacts on public services other than law-making and enforcement. Law

/lnd order ""eIl1M In h. vl.wed 11M1\ nccesHury function of' government by
even the mONtlwld wx-,,'utWfN(e.g., many political conservatives want greater
expenditures Ihr crime control and lower taxes). Nonetheless, at least three
communities have refused to pass levies specifically designated for expan-
sion of their police departments.38 It is possible that the "tax revolt" may
ultimately reach police, courts, and corrections.

The problem is that there is no organized political interest group
advocating a smaller public legal system to be supplanted by the private
sector. "Succinctly stated, in the legislative process the squeaky wheel
gets the oil, and there is no organized squeaking lobby for [privatiza-
tion] ."39 No privatization group with any size or resources is making
campaign contributions, mailing out newsletters describing public perfor-
mance in law and order, or bargaining in the back rooms of legislatures.
Even if interest groups were to form, the changes advocated here would
not be implemented. The full self-interested force of those opposed to
privatization would coalesce and apply all its political power to prevent
the process.

Are there reasons to expect politically effective groups to begin pressing
for changes that might ultimately lead to privatization? We should not rule
out such a possibility. For example, the increasing militancy of police and
corrections unions may eventually work against them. Already, "in most
strikes in the public sector, the outrage over the resulting inconvenience
to the public helps to bring about an early settlement."40 Early settlement
may involve giving in to the unions now, but in the future it may mean
refusal to deal with a union. President Reagan obviously believed he had
sufficient political support to fire striking air traffic controllers, and
Ohio successfully fired thirty correctional officers in 1975 for participating
in a strike.41

The best way to convince people of something is to show them that it
works. If the private sector crime control and adjudication industries
continue to grow and provide superior services to those coming from the
government, increasing numbers of citizens may recognize the benefits of
privatization. The question is: Will these industries continue to grow?

PROSPECTS FOR GROWTH OF PRIVATE SECTOR LAW

The same groups that oppose the decline of the public system for law and
order probably have incentives to resist growth of the private sector's
provision of those services, but the resistance is likely to be substantially



weaker. For instanl.:c, public policc unions have rclerrcd to private polil,:c
as "scab labor,"42 and police executivcs, in rcsponse to a reccnt survey.
also indicated considerable "distaste" for private policc.43 Yet private poliCt~
and other private crime control efforts often cooperate with public polin~
in ways that make the police appear more effective. Thus, the police oftell
support these private sector activities. These conflicting incentives CUll
substantially weaken and perhaps even eliminate opposition to privatization.
Similarly, many judges favor diverting some cases to private arbitratioll
to help relieve court congestion,44 and perhaps citizens' discontent with
the court system.

Many private sector interest groups face similar conflicts. For example.
while "marketing ... private courts presents a major challenge because lawyers
stand to lose enormous fees by referring their cases," it was lawyers who
rediscovered the law in California that started its now thriving rent-a-judge
business.45 In a competitive market for legal services, it is ultimately tlw
lawyers who best serve their clients that get the bulk of the legal busincss
and income. As a reflection of these conflicting incentives, many bar associa
tion committees have spoken in favor of private forums for dispute resolution .4(,

Legislated barriers to private police and private courts do exist, however.
Commercial arbitration is a "legal" option all over the country, with state
recognition of arbitrated decisions, but the California rent-a-judge system
can be legally reproduced in very few states. Seven states have similar
statutes (Idaho, Nebraska, New York, Oregon, Rhode Island, Utah, and
Washington), but Washington's law limits a private judge's pay to no highcr
than what a public judge receives, and Utah's law can only be invoked whcn
a public judge is not available.47 Furthermore, while arbitration is possible
in all states, arbitrators cannot legally issue rulings on state-made "legal"
issues. Litigation increasingly reflects legislated rules rather than customary
law. For instance, workplace disputes that require settlement involve claimed
violations of federal and state statutes such as anti-discrimination legisla·
tion, health and safety regulations, and laws regulating pensions and welfart'
funds. As a result, "such cases may gravitate away from the arena of'
arbitration and towards the courtS."48

Another governmentally erected barrier to the use of private arbitratioll
and dispute resolution has been established by the public courts. Rel.:all
from Chapter 12 that a system of private dispute resolution that does nlII
have government's power to coerce people into accepting a judgment musl
rely on threat of expulsion, ostracism, and other forms of boycotting. For
example, if a businessman refuses to accept an arbitration decision, other

husineSSllIOII11Itl,Y •••rull. In C"I~I' into U l.:ontrul.:1with him in the future.
Bul in I'ammolmt lA,Yky Corporation v. United States, the Supreme Court
ruled that il WUNlllegul Ii)!' a group of motion picture producers to boycott
any motion pkture exhibitor who refused arbitration or refused to accept
an arbitration ruling, even though arbitration clauses were in all contracts
between producers and exhibitors.49 What may appear to be a liberalization
of Paramount Lasky was rendered in Silver vs. New York Stock Exchange.5o

The court held that enforcement of stock exchange rules by boycott was
not in violation of the antitrust laws, given that adequate procedural
safeguards existed in the exchange's procedures. "Yet before Silver it was
generally assumed that the antitrust laws had no application to the private
self-government scheme ofthe regulated exchanges."51 The courts maintain
the power to make rulings that could undercut the move toward more
arbitration. In fact, "the result in Paramount Lasky is sometimes explained
on the basis of hostility to private government."52

Government-erected barriers to privatization exist in non-adjudication
areas as well. For instance, private police and citizens in general cannot
take people into custody in many states. Gun control statutes limit the
availability of guns for protection. Licensing and regulatory restrictions,
often supervised by public police, limit entry into private police markets
and prevent existing firms from providing many services. The same situation
characterizes the potential legislative repeal of such statutes as characterizes
the repeal of government laws supporting public sector law enforcement
institutions. There are simply not enough effective political interest groups
actively pursuing repeal.

Private individuals can often effectively "repeal" a government-produced
law, however, if they feel it is unjust or inappropriate. Consider the huge
underground economy that exists as citizens avoid tax laws, for example,
or the utter failure of the constitutional amendment that attempted to outlaw
alcoholic beverages. Or examine Umbeck's discussion of privately produced
mineral laws during the California gold rush.53But in many cases the private
sector does not have to violate a government-imposed law to repeal it. If
incentives exist to subvert the law, innovative individuals can often find
an unanticipated and "legal" way to do so. Thus, for instance, some have
viewed arbitration as a "silent displacement of not only the judiciary but
even the legislature."54

Consider an example. The public courts consistently rule that the
aggrieved party in a breach-of-contract suit can only collect the losses
actually suffered or a reasonable advance estimate of such losses. Thus,



even if a contract stipulates the payment of dame,•• plua a penalty, tho
courts would not award the penalty. If the contract contains an arbitration
clause, however, arbitrators can and consistently do award the penalty despite
its presumed illegality.55 The fact is that whenever a law appears inappro-
priate or too complicated, arbitration abandons the enacted law for other
standards of judgment.56 But this phenomenon goes well beyond arbitra-
tion. There are many government laws for which "we see apparently
paradoxical instances of nonlegislated [customary] law prevailing over
legislated law, as a sort of unrecognized, but still effective, 'common law.' "51

In the case of enforcement of criminal laws, as an increasing share of
the resources devoted to crime control is shifted to the private sector, we
can anticipate that victimless crime laws will be "repealed" simply through
neglect, as private resources are devoted to prevention of or recovery from
violent and property crimes (see Chapter 14). In effect, then, the privatization
process "passes" laws or, more accurately, enforces property rights assign-
ments that are important to citizens and ignores those that are not. Law!!
against property crimes may be codified but they are meaningless if they
are not effectively enforced. Privatization would make these laws meaningful.

We cannot expect to see reductions in the size of the public law enforce-
ment sector in the immediate future. Why, then, go to all the trouble of
detailing the shortcomings of publicly provided law and order and the
benefits of privatization? As Friedman pointed out, the "fundamental task"
for those of us who envision substantial benefits from reductions in govern-
ment power "is one of education."58 If this book convinces a few people
that the components of the process of law and order do not have to be
produced by government, it will have served its purpose. Political reality
dictates the effect these arguments can have on the current system, of course,
but when the role of customary law and the benefits of the growing markets
for private crime prevention and dispute resolution become more obvious,
advocates of privatization can support their political demands with argument'>
such as those put forth here and elsewhere (e.g., by Barnett, Friedman,
Rothbard, Wooldridge, de Molinari, Leoni, Becker, and Stigler).

The fact remains, however, that "the most effective way to demonstrate
that these things can be done privately is to do them."59 It is not the
"academic scribblers" who will convince people of the benefits of customary
law and privatized police, courts, and corrections; it is Wackenhut, Judicate,

RCA, InternltiOftllIMllh_. lid aU theother provide•.•of private pollc.,
courts, unct ootreotton'l 010•••• lollY of Wackcnhut foresees a "aradual
building proceal In which the private sector will establish a good track record
and prove it can do the Job."eo As this process continues, citizens should
begin to see the shortcomings of the public sector. Then, perhaps political
coalitions supported by academic research will begin to develop and demand
less government in the area of law and order.62Perhaps a political coalition
will not even be needed. Perhaps the private sector will have effectively
"repealed" all the laws barring privatization by innovating ways around them
and taxpayers will have "revolted" to such a degree that the public law
production and enforcement system is eliminated. Friedman contended:
"There is no reason for us to accept politics as a way of running the conspiracy
to abolish politics. If this society is made freer, it will be done by a large
number of people working individually or in small groupS."62He may be right.
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It is impossible to describe what a fully privatized enterprise of law would
look like in our complex society. One cannot describe what does not exist,
and guesses based on historic privatized systems and current trends may
miss the mark substantially. The sophisticated equipment and the level of
training possessed by many crime prevention specialists today may be archaic
compared to what would emerge from the incentives created by full privatiza-
tion. Today's contractual arrangements may be considered as simple and
as inefficient as businessmen today would consider thirteenth-century Irish
contract law or eleventh-century mercantile systems. Who but the "wildest,
most fantastic" science fiction writers at the turn of the century could have
predicted a revolution in communications and computer technology? Who
but the most fantastic dreamers in the tenth century could have envisioned
the commercial revolution that was made possible by the innovations in
contractual arrangements and dispute resolution that we now call the
international Law Merchant.

Some may consider the arguments in this book to fit in the category
of science fiction as well. But it is important to take the final step and
describe how a modem society might function under a system of customarily
produced and privately enforced and adjudicated laws. Some of the following
"predictions" are made with considerable confidence, but some are no more
than "educated guesses." It should also be acknowledged that this is not
the first attempt to visualize such a system and that the following discussion



draws heavily from analysts including Barnett, Prledmun, Rnthhurd, '1\Il'kN.
Smith, Sneed, Becker, and Stigler.

THE UNWRITTEN SOCIAL CONTRACT

Without a centralized state government, how do laws emerge and comlllund
respect?l Some analysts contend that collective action is necessary to dcvlM~
a "social contract" or "constitution" designed to define the rights of tho
people and to establish a limited government to enforce them.2 But custOn1ury
law emerges spontaneously as a consequence of cooperation induced ny
reciprocities, and reciprocity provides the basis for recognition of duty or
obligation.3 Cooperation does not require collective action. Furthermoro,
systems of customary law have always defined individual rights, includillil
the right to private property.4 Such law no more requires a written
constitution than it requires legislative authority. As Hayek suggested.
"Individual freedom, wherever it has existed, has been largely the produl'l
of a prevailing respect for such principles which, however, have never heen
fully articulated in constitutional documents. Freedom has been preserved
for prolonged periods because such principles, vaguely and dimly percei ved,
have governed public opinion."5

Lon Fuller maintained that modern aspects of customary law arc
appropriately viewed as

a branch of constitutional law, largely and properly developed outside tho
frameworkof our written constitutions. It is constitutional law in that it involvcH
the allocation among various institutions of our society (e.g., churches, SOcilll

clubs, labor unions, trade associations, etc.) of legalpower, that is, the authority
to enact rules and to reach decisions that will be regarded as properly bindinil
on those affected by them. That this body of constitutional law should have
grown outside our written constitution should not be a source of concern. It
would have been impossible to have anticipated the rich institutional growth
that has occurred since their time. Furthermore, the intellectual climate of thc
late eighteenth century was such to obscure a recognition of the centers of
authority created when men form voluntary associations.6

Today's intellectual climate apparently obscures recognition of the poten-
tial for voluntary law creation even more than it did in the eighteenth century.

CHARACTERISTICS OF CUSTOMARY LAW

Individual rights were the basis of customary law in primitive societies,
through the Middle Ages, and for all the remnants of such law that exist

tnduy.7 As 'lucker pointed out, in u free society without government
Imposition or enforcement of laws, "man's only duty is to respect others'
rights ... [and] man's only right over others is to enforce that duty."8
Exceptions to this general rule may arise, but such occurrences should. be
rare under a system of customary law. Individuals will pay for protectIOn
(and investing in an effort to recover losses if an offense occurs), and will
be willing to make payments when their own rights are at stake. This does
not mean that there will be no cooperative efforts to protect everyone's private
rights. It means that because individuals are paying directly for law
enforcement, either with their own time and effort or with money, there
will. be a strong tendency to protect those individuals and their property
and considerably less willingness to support (or interest in) the enforce-
ment of other types of laws.

Epstein noted that when the purpose of law is to facilitate interaction
and minimize conflict, three functions or branches of law are important:
1) determining individuals' property holdings (property law); 2) govern-
ing cooperative exchanges of property (contract law, including conveyanc-
ing); and 3) protecting persons and their property, including methods of
property transfer, from third-party aggression (tort law).9 Customary law
has always defined private property rights while stipulating rules for
reciprocal interaction through custom and contract and treating all offenses
as torts.lO Privatized law would fulfill all three functions.

One function of modern law is conspicuously absent from Epstein's
analysis: criminal law. Offenses in a customary legal system with private
law enforcement would be treated as torts-offenses against victims rather
than against society-so there would be no criminal law. Many "crimes"
would still be illegal, particularly if there are victims. But certain types
of activities that are currently defined as "criminal" will probably be
allowed. Because black market activities-such as gambling, prostitution,
the use and sale of marijuana and most other drugs-generally do not have
identifiable victims, few people are likely to be willing to pay for their
enforcement. It is possible, of course, that a group may voluntarily cooperate
to enforce a law where no identifiable victim exists, but the allocation of
enforcement resources will be determined by individuals' willingness to
pay rather than by political strength or bureaucratic discretion over common
pool resources. "People who want to control other people's lives are rarely
eager to pay for the privilege. They usually expect to be paid for the 'service'
they provide for their victims. And those on the receiving end-whether
of laws against drugs, laws against pornography, or laws against sex-get



a lot more pain out of the oppression than their OpprcllllOfliget plclUlUre."II
A private system of law enforcement will be strongly biased tnwurd
individual freedom when individual action does no harm to another'.
physical person or property. As Friedman suggested. "compulNnry
puritanism" should be much rarer under customary law than it is under
politicized law.12

The possibility of a community having its own law that differs substun·
tially from law in other communities brings up an important point. FriedmAn
noted that one advantage of a private legal system "is its ability to tailor
its product to its customers-geographically as well as in other ways. II
the maximum return comes from having heroin illegal in some places und
legal in others, that is what will happen."13 But this does not mean th••
an irrational patchwork of entirely different law systems will exist (ll.'
Chapters 2 and 12). There may be relatively minor localized difference.,
perhaps as there are from state to state and even city to city under the curren,
system, but standardization of many aspects of private law over lur,.
geographic areas will arise. Mercantile law was largely standardized ov.r
all of Europe during the Middle Ages even though political systems of th.
day differed sharply.14 There is little doubt that the same would be true
in many other aspects of privately produced and enforced law.

PUNISHMENT OF LAWBREAKERS

When the rights of individuals are paramount, there is no need for "crimll1ll
law." Under a system of customary law, aggressive acts against anothor't'
person or property will be analogous to the law of torts. When .t,
offense is committed, the victim will seek restitution from the offender.,,'
A significant advantage of such a "victim oriented" system of law is "th ••
specifying the victim has the practical function of giving someonC:lI'
incentive to pursue the case."15 These incentives arise because of the nlltu"
of the "punishment" that will exist under a system of private laW',
and order.

Punishment will typically take the form of a "fine" payable to the victim
of at least sufficient magnitude to compensate the victim for alliosscs II.'
cover the full cost of bringing the offender to justice. All systems of privlllfl~i'
produced law have been oriented toward restitution, with fines as the 1lll\IUf
form of punishment,16 Robert Poole wrote of a recent revival of victim fCstltu.
tion experiments:

When "Pro,1 Slun," brokt hUa th. Tuo.un huuMeIlnd !ltole the color TV, he
had little Illeslllhlllh. WQuld bt C1Au.ht.Stl1lle." did he expect to be confronted
lilctHo-titce by tho vlutlm, In tho county prosecutor's office. In the course of
lhe meeting, Stone learned that the TV set was the center of the elderly, invalid
woman's lite. With the approval of the Pima County, Arizona prosecutor, he
agreed not only to return the TV, but also to paint her house, mow her lawn,
and drive her to the doctor for her weekly checkup. By doing so he avoided
a jail sentence, and saved Thcson area taxpayers several thousand dollars.

The Pima County program under which Fred Stone was handled is just one
exampleof a promising new concept in criminal justice: restitution by offenders
to victimsP

But this "promising new concept" is not new at all. It has been a bench-
mark of law and order through history.

Poole makes three valuable points, however. First, he raises another aspect
of the current turn back to a private system of law and order, even though

·sovernment officials are involved. One part of government's failure to
adequately provide law and order has been the abandonment of concern
for victims. Citizen reaction has forced the public sector to begin to consider

\victims again, however, thus experimentally adopting some characteristics
,of private systems of law and law enforcement. Several states have passed
aws urging judges to sentence criminals to restitution, and the federal

\sovernment began supporting some short-term restitution program
experiments in 1978. Some of the restitution programs, even though sanc-
:ttionedby public prosecutors and courts, produce private restitution contracts

egotiated by the offender and the victim and sanctioned by the court.Is
these cases, the prosecutor and court become an arbitrator-mediator.
The second point to be taken from Poole is that the payment of restitu-

on need not be monetary. One criticism of fines as a means of punishment
8 that criminals may not be able to pay a fine large enough to either com-

pensate the victim or to be an effective deterrent. It is likely, however, that
, private system of justice would allow for working off the fine, either by

orking directly for the victim or by the offender selling his labor.
The third point is that fines are an efficient form of punishment. In 1977,

hen Poole wrote about the Pima County case, roughly 200,000 prisoners
re in jails and prisons in the United States (today there are over 300,000)

ith an annual cost to taxpayers of three billion dollars. Imprisonment is
n inefficient form of punishment. It uses up social resources like guards

and otl;ler personnel, the capital and resources needed to build the prisons,
Qnd the prisoners' time. Fines require far fewer resources. Some offenders



may require close supervision in prison-like work pluccHto ensure paymellt.
but the prisoners are working to produce goods and services that cun h(l

sold to payoff their debts. From a social perspective, "a fine is a [relatively I
costless punishment: the cost to the payer is balanced by a benefit to tho
recipient. It is in this respect superior to punishments such as execution,
which imposes cost but no corresponding benefit, or imprisonment, whit'"
imposes costs on both the criminal and the taxpayers." 19

There are other advantages to imposing fmes as the major form of punish-
ment. Suppose that fines are set equal to the full cost to the victim plUM
the full cost of bringing the offender to justice, all divided by the probabi litY
that the offender will be brought to justice.20For example, the fine for stealing
a car would be the value of the loss plus the cost of pursuit, court time
and so on associated with solving and prosecuting the offense, all divided
by the probability of successful solution and prosecution. If half the cur
thefts are solved, the long list of costs would be divided by .5, or, in effect.
multiplied by two. The fine would be double the damages. The benefit III

the offender is the value of the car. The expected cost is the probability
of being brought to justice multiplied by the resulting fine; or, given thut
the offender and the judge perceive the same probability (.5), the full cost
to the victim plus the cost of bringing the offender to justice. The expected
cost of the crime is greater than the expected benefit, if the courts set the
same probabilities that the offenders perceive. Offenders will probably have
a different perception of risk than victims and, perhaps, judges, but the
actual fine is still large relative to the gain. Private courts may not deter-
mine fines in precisely the manner discussed here?1 but private citizens
who contract with courts and enforcers will be attracted to firms that are
effective at preventing offenses-that is, to enforcers who make signifi-
cant efforts to recover for the victim and to judges whose fines are high
enough to compensate the victim and the enforcer (naturally, a judge will
be concerned about recovering his own costs as well).

The fine and victim restitution emphasis of privately produced law and
order provides another reason to expect few laws against victimless crimes
to arise and, even if they do, few resources to be devoted to their enforce-
ment. It is certainly possible that fines could be dictated by the common
will of some tightly knit community. Incentives could be created to enforce
such laws as well if, for instance, a right to the collected fine is given to
a successful enforcer. In other words, a successful enforcer could be treated
as if he was the victim of a victimless crime.

One nctlvlty thut wilt ho IIU~llOt to nnell IN offenses by private law enfurcers
uguinst innocent cltl,.nfll, B,~.ulle l\lhlifying violations, falsely charging
Innocent people of wronlldnlng. and bullying citizens violate the rights of
those who are innocent. a private. victim-oriented system of law will require
full compensation from enforcers for anyone who is mistreated or acquitted
of a charge. The loser in a court case would pay the full cost of the court
appearance. Fines for restitution will not only deter the potential abuses of
police, they will also deter frivolous and unfounded lawsuits. As Neely noted,
"Placing the cost of frivolous litigation on the party who demands it will
ultimately result in a dramatic reduction in frivolous litigation."22

Fines as a primary form of punishment will also create incentives for
those who commit an offense to avoid unnecessary uses of court time.
Because fines will include court costs, unsuccessful efforts by a guilty party
to hide his guilt or to drag out a trial will result in higher fines. This
encourages out-of-court settlements between offenders and victims. Unlike
the plea bargaining used in the current system, however, victims will receive
satisfactory restitution because the bargain will be between the victim and
offender, not between the offender and a public prosecutor. Differential
fines for those who admit guilt and those who try to hide it may become
a formal part of the private law system. In Iceland, for instance, "the
difference between two sorts of offenses provided a high 'differential punish-
ment' for the 'offense' of concealing one's crime, an offense which imposed
serious costS."23

There are advantages of fines as the primary form of punishment for
the offender as well. Typically, three goals of punishment are cited: deter-
rence, preventing further crimes by the offender, and revenge.24 As I have
already argued, fines can serve as deterrents. In addition, optimal restitu-
tion will fully compensate victims so they are no worse off than before
the offense occurred. Imprisonment not only fails to compensate victims,
but it requires them to bear more costs (e.g., the cost of cooperating in
prosecution, as discussed in Chapter 6). Under these circumstances, "it
is not surprising, therefore, that the anger and fear felt toward ex-convicts
who in fact have not 'paid their debt to society' have resulted in additional
punishments, including legal restrictions on their political and economic
opportunities and informal restrictions on their social acceptance."25 But
because fines for restitution do "restore" the victim, additional anger toward
and demands for more punishment of the offender are less likely. Fines
and restitution, particularly of a sufficient level to fully compensate the



victim, eliminate incentives for further revenge. Thill 11110 tends to minimize
the potential for other forms of violence, such us feuds between families
or other enforcement organizations.

Fines will be the primary type of punishment in a system of private law
and order, but they may not be the only type of punishment. It is possible
that the common will of members of a group may hold that some offenses.
perhaps murder or rape, are so heinous that it is impossible to compensate
for the harm inflicted.26 Medieval Icelandic and primitive Kapauku systems
of law considered capital punishment appropriate for some crimes (see
Chapter 2). It is difficult to predict whether such punishment would arise
in the private law system of a modern society. Possibly, the rest of an
offender's life would be committed to working to pay the victim or the
victim's family, even though full restitution could never be achieved.

Another characteristic of privately produced law can be predicted in light
of its emphasis on individual rights. As with any private property right,
the right to restitution is transferable in virtually all systems of privately
produced law. Many primitive systems allowed an individual to join a group
(e.g., a family, a religious congregation, a neighborhood) that would, in
exchange for some portion of the settlement, back him in a dispute, providing
the threat necessary to induce an offender to submit to nonviolent dispute
resolutionP Friedman argued that a system of privately produced law and
order would involve a marketable claim for a victim, such as in medieval
Iceland, so that it can be sold to someone willing to pursue and prosecute
the offender.28 This, in turn, helps create arrangements under which those
who violate the rights of the poor and the weak are pursued and prosecuted.
Victims could offer bounties or rewards, but they might simply sell the
right to collect a particular fine. Specialized firms (thief-takers, bounty
hunters) could arise to pursue criminals and collect fines, or individuals
might contract with firms that attempt to prevent aggression against clients,
pay clients who are victimized as insurance companies do, and pursue
offenders to recover the insurance payment.

If there is potential for external benefits of enforcement in the form of
deterrence, then a private law enforcement system could involve a free-
rider problem. Nonpurchasers oflaw enforcement services would benefit
from the deterrence from enforcement activities purchased by others. As
Landes and Posner recognized, however, "the free-rider problem does not
arise under systems of private enforcement in which enforcers purchase
rights from victims ... or acquire rights by apprehending and convicting
an offender. The reason is that in these systems the return to enforcement

is II flne. whorea. und.r I .y.tom In which enforcers are precluded from
receiving 11nelltho return to enforcement must come from those buying
protecti()n.'·~v The one criticism of privatization of law and order that
may have some validity is less of a problem under the rights structure that
arises under privatization.

A variety of individual and cooperative arrangements can be anticipated
under a privatized enterprise of law that will emphasize the protection of
persons and property and the recovery of losses suffered by victims.
Cooperative arrangements will involve everything from informal volun-
tary association to formal contractual exchanges. Sneed explained why such
diversity is expected: "Once the State law-enforcement monopoly is
destroyed, and the inadequate State protection of person and property is
no longer forced upon us, each ex-citizen will have the opportunity to
consume protection services according to his own tastes and preferences. . ..
As in any other industry, there will be specialization on the basis of the
economies to be derived from the division of labor. Each consumer will
balance his purchases of protection services relative to self-supplied defense
so as to maximize his utility."30 Individuals may protect themselves and
their property by owning guns, installing burglar alarms, building fences,
or barring windows, much as they do today. These are private property
rights that would be supported by customary law.

Cooperative arrangements would also arise. There would be strong
incentives to share the watching and patrolling of geographic areas. In some
communities or neighborhoods where individuals' budget constraints are
more binding than their time constraints, residents will contribute their
time to a voluntary patrol. Where budget constraints are less binding, people
will contribute money to hire a private security firm that furnishes patrols,
watchmen, guards, electronic watching devices, or whatever the community
will pay for.

There may be free-rider incentives inherent in such localized watching
arrangements (see Chapter 11). Over time, however, contractual arrange-
ments will internalize the deterrent benefits of patrol systems, thus
eliminating the free-rider problem. This might not take long in our highly
mobile society, where people move an average of once every three years.
Enterprising real estate developers would quickly see the benefit of
establishing developments that offer, as part of the purchase price of a home



or business location, a guarantee that evcryone In the develupmcnt will
sign a legally binding contract to contributc to the community's security
arrangements. As people move, these contractual arrangements will uttl'llct
increasing numbers, because the communities are relatively safe from viohle

tions of property rights. Those least likely to free ride will find such
contractual arrangements quite attractive, leaving relatively large number",
of free riders in noncontracting neighborhoods.

Voluntary arrangements without legally binding contracts will become
relatively less effective, and these neighborhoods will face relatively greutcr
threats to persons and property. As the threat increases, more people will
move out or the cost of free riding will increase to such a level that more
and more of those who remain will be willing to contract for protection.
Free riders will face the increasing ire of their neighbors, ultimately backed
by ostracism as they are prevented from consuming the benefits of living
in the area. Communities that fail to internalize the benefits of group
protection because offree riders will be at a competitive disadvantage with
those that eliminate free riding. They will find it increasingly difficult \I)

attract new residents and businesses, and property values will fall. Under
privatization, the cost of free riding will rise tremendously.

Someone will undoubtedly argue that the contracting communities that
internalize the deterrent benefits of group protection efforts will be havens
for the rich. But this is not likely. Middle and lower income communities
may employ different joint protection systems than some wealthy com-
munities do (e.g., a combination of participatory and hired patrols, or simply
participatory patrols), but contractual arrangements should still arise. They
can also be part of rental contracts, so home ownership is not a prerequisite
for entering into cooperative associations for the purpose of protection.
Rothbard has reminded us that public "police service is not 'free'; it is
paid for by the taxpayers, and the taxpayer is very often the poor person
himself. He may very well be paying more in taxes for police now than
he would in fees to private, and far more efficient, police companies ...
police protection would undoubtedly be much cheaper."31 Subscribers to
police services will no longer have to pay for enforcement of all the
victimless crime laws; they will only pay for protection of their own person
and property. None of this means that all free riding must be eliminated
as every individual (or even every community) contracts to internalize the
deterrent benefits of protection. Communities could survive without develop-
ing such security systems, although they would probably have "citizens"
who choose very high levels of self-protection or have little they feel is
worth protecting.

Security Ilrmll may ut'ftlr pmtcwtlon NorvlccHlike patrols and guards, but
they may aillu he vertllJ.dly ulllllnlzcd to oner recovery of losses as well.
Some advocutell uf' prlvllte law enibrcement have theorized that the private
security market wllJ he organized much like a mutual insurance market.
Under these arrangements, a firm or cooperative surety group organization
insures individuals and their property against violations.32 The firm or
organization, therefore, would have strong incentives to prevent offenses by
supplying police services with an emphasis on patrolling, watching, and other
deterrents. If an offense does occur against a subscriber, then the insurance
would pay the subscriber's claim unless all losses are recovered. In paying
off the subscriber, the firm or organization purchases the right to collect
at least some portion of the fine from the offender. Therefore, there are strong
incentives to pursue offenders and gather evidence for court prosecution.
This system guarantees recovery of losses for the victim or payment of claims,
and it is much more likely that private insurance detectives will recover stolen
property than that the public police wilp3 In fact, the insurance companies'
approach would be quite different from the approach taken by public police.
Public police are most concerned with making arrests; therefore, "restoring
the stolen loot to the victim is strictly secondary. To the insurance company
and its detectives, on the other hand, the prime concem is recovery of the
loot, and apprehension and punishment of the criminal is secondary to
the prime purpose of aiding the victim of crime. Here we see again the
difference between a private firm impelled to serve the customer-victim of
crime and the public police, which is under no such economic compulsion."34

Insurance arrangements with vertically organized firms providing both
protection and investigative services may not arise. Individuals might buy
protection from one company and contract with another to pursue the
offender, or they might offer a reward to attract the attention of specialized
thief-taking firms. Market forces of demand and supply will dictate the
actual industrial organization that evolves, but there are strong reasons to
suspect that insurance-like arrangements will emerge. Risk-averse indi-
viduals shift the risk of loss by purchasing insurance. Furthermore, such
arrangements alleviate "a nightmare question of people who first hear about
the idea of a totally private police: 'Why that means that if you're attacked
or robbed you have to rush over to a policeman and start dickering on how
much it will cost to defend you.' "35 Obviously, many people will find it
desirable to contract ahead of time for the potential need of investigative
services, thus guaranteeing their availability should the need arise.

Numerous other contractual arrangements can be anticipated. The
contract with a particular protection firm could include an arbitration clause



so that disputes between clients of that firm Cllll htl Kcttlt'd internally. The
company may provide an arbitrator or arbitratorH <mediation may chur·,
acterize some dispute resolutions as well) or contract with a particular
dispute resolution firm. Under such arrangements, the benefits of prece-
dent production are at least partially internalized. In addition, incentives
are created to produce clear, impartial opinions and thereby minimize the
number of disputes that require adjudication. An arbitration clause in u
legal contract also means that refusal to submit to arbitration would be
unlikely because it would probably result in ostracism, loss of protection
services, and perhaps loss of ownership rights to property purchased under
the contract (e.g., a residence or business location).

Similar contractual arrangements will probably arise between different
communities and their protection agencies. Even if a formal contract does
not exist, the desire to avoid violence will likely lead to submission to
arbitration. Such arrangements might be likened to formal or informal
extradition treaties among political entities. Because there are substantial
economies of standardization in many areas of law, consider first an offense
by a member of one group against a member of a different law enforce-
ment organization where both law systems hold the act to be illegal. The
organization whose member is alleged to be the offender has strong incen-
tives to allow him to be arrested and to apply considerable pressure on
him to submit to arbitration. Sneed noted that a protection organization
that refused to allow the arrest of a member, given good cause, would suffer
in several ways. First, other organizations will similarly resist attempts to
arrest their clients in the future, so the organization's ability to protect its
members will be reduced and the chances of violent confrontations will
rise. Either violent confrontations or reciprocal impotence will result in
a loss of membership. Second, reciprocal working relationships for the
pursuit and capture of geographically mobile offenders would develop, but
refusal to cooperate in other areas would jeopardize the chance to participate
in such arrangements. Third, an organization that refused to turn over
members who committed offenses would tend to attract members who intend
to commit offenses, thus placing the organization in more confrontations.36

These incentives apply whether the individual arrested is guilty or innocent.
Indeed, "anticipation of such conflicts will generally lead to formal
procedures agreed to by most companies in a given area concerning the
limits of reciprocal powers of arrest. Similar 'treaties' will develop to define
procedure in several other areas as well, assuming that companies have
some degree of foresight, an assumption implicitly denied by most critics

101' murkol I1nwl_lun uf law Dnfurcomentl.",\7 Above all, then, "such wars
and conllichl would he! bad-very bad-fur business."38 Thus, every policing
organization would probably require that disputes between members of
different organizations be decided by impartial private courts or arbitrators.
Such reciprocal arrangements benefit both groups.

Sneed also suggested that bail bonds might be posted by an accused
offender's protection company or organization.39 Under the surety system
in medieval Ireland, for example, a large fine levied against a member of
a particular tuath might be paid by the group as a whole, and they could
collect from the offender.40Such bonding or credit arrangements have some
significant advantages. First, the victim's enforcement organization requires
a bail sufficient to compensate the victim or his heirs and to cover the
organization's cost associated with the case. Consequently, the victim and
his organization will be relatively unconcerned if the accused fails to appear.
The accused's own defense organization would be responsible for collect-
ing from him if he is guilty.41 Ostracism must playa predominant role in
inducing someone to submit to arbitration, and this bail bonding arrange-
ment makes ostracism possible. If the members of an accused offender's
community or other mutual defense group have strong incentives to apply
pressure on the accused to submit, then ostracism can be effective.
Furthermore, in contracting with a particular organization or firm for the
option of bail, the individual may voluntarily agree to submit to confine-
ment or to yield a portion of his income to repay the bond, should he be
found guilty. Whatever the arrangement, the onus is on the members of the
accused's organization, not on the victim, to collect if the accused is guilty.

When the bail or credit arrangement is part of a contract with an organiza-
tion, that organization has incentives to work on behalf of the accused to
recover the bond (those acquitted of a violation will have the right to restitu-
tion of costs, including the cost of any investigation on his behalf). Thus,
someone accused of an offense will "regularly have investigative agencies
working on his behalf which wield powers of the same order as those of
the arresting company. Deliberate as well as accidental conviction of the
innocent would be far less feasible. Falsification of evidence would be
considerably more risky."42 This contrasts sharply with the current reliance
on public police for investigations wherein the accused can mount an
investigation of his own only if he hires a private firm-no firm or organiza-
tion is already in place with incentives to perform an investigation.

Contractual arrangements have clear advantages for those who are guilty
of an offense. The offender may be able to arrange for credit to pay the



victim or his representative and then work off the deht In hlNown cmnlllullily,
avoiding the consequences of an inability to pay a Hne or of having to work
off a debt in a relatively hostile environment. Of course, even if a guilty
individual is held by the victim's organization, the likelihood of abuse is
minimal, because

if a company has a reputation for abusing prisoners, other companies will thus
be provided with a legitimate ground for preventing the arrest of their clients,
and will be able to thwart the offending company's enforcement efforts withoul
the loss of respect and working relationships that non-eo-operation would
generally entail. The only sound position competitively is for the company to
be able to point to its humane treatment of prisoners to prove to all that the
innocent have nothing to fear from them, and therefore that any company refus-
ing to allow them power to arrest must be harboring a man it knows to be guilty.4\

No competitive private law enforcement firm could have the potential for
abusing prisons that a government has. The torture, mutilation, experimen-
tation, and elimination of prisoners that has characterized governments
throughout history would be much less likely in a privatized system of
law enforcement.44

My discussion of reciprocal arrangements between different law enforce-
ment organizations was predicated on the assumption that the law that was
violated was common to both communities and their enforcement organiza-
tions. But some differences in law could arise across communities or groups.
Minor differences are quite likely and major differences are possible. (The
same is true with governmentally produced law, of course, and perhaps
to a greater degree because artificial political boundaries may prevent the
most efficient level of standardization.) How could the private sector handle
a situation in which a member of one legal organization violates a law unique
to another legal organization? Several arrangements are possible. For
instance, a risk-averse individual who expects to be in situations where
he may inadvertently violate an unknown law could insure himself against
that possibility. Thus, his protection company would pay his fine (or bail),
and he would not suffer any exorbitant personal loss. Under this scenario,
the relevant law is that of the group being violated.

A community's law could involve a fine that most of society considers
unreasonable, or the law itself may be commonly held to be unreasonable.
Imposition on outsiders of laws that are out of line with those that exist
in most other communities certainly increases the chances of violence.
If such a law is violated by someone from another community, however,

both groups have strong incentives to avoid a violent confrontation. In most
cases, a negotiated or arbitrated settlement would lower the cost to the
accused and his insurers below that which would induce violence. A commu-
nity that insists on strictly imposing its own morality and penalties on
outsiders will initially face continual clashes, followed by boycott sanctions
by other communities whose residents refuse to travel to or trade with them,
or to enter into reciprocal arrangements to yield accused violators of their
laws. A community that isolates itself will not survive in a competitive
free market environment. Those who hold the norms the community wishes
to impose, but relatively weakly, will leave first, and others will follow
as property values and trade-generated incomes decline. If a community
wishes to impose laws that differ substantially from the norm, its members
have strong incentives to inform outsiders of the differences in order to
avoid conflict and minimize the difficulty of maintaining non-standard laws.
Part of the reciprocal agreements with other communities and enforcers
for extradition may be the explicit recognition of differences in laws and
procedures for treating conflicts.

This argument provides another reason for the tendency toward standardi-
zation of law under privatization. No community can effectively enforce
its will on outsiders without the support of outsiders. Laws for members
of a community may be relatively restrictive, but the laws that apply to
outsiders will have to be moderated if the community is to survive. Sneed
concluded that while laws will not be uniform, there is a strong tendency
for them to standardize in the treatment of violence and of commerce "due
to considerations of transactions costs and the costs of maintaining a stock
of knowledge of other [laws]. Differences ... would exist only in those areas
where the demand for non-standard enforcement over-rides the economies
of standardization. These areas would consist largely of enforcement
demands based on moral and religious conviction."45

There undoubtedly will be individuals who will not join any cooperative
law enforcement arrangement and who refuse to recognize any rules of law.
After all, there are thousands ofthem in our society now and there is little
reason to expect that privatization will somehow change all of them. How
will these people be treated under privatization? First, they will be left alone
unless they violate someone else's rights. Second, they will have to defend
themselves and their property on their own. But what happens when they
violate a law? Historically, all customary legal systems and the law of many
more recent private legal systems had as a threat of last resort, the ultimate
form of ostracism.46 An individual who committed a major offense and



then refused to yield to the legal justice syHtem WltN declared an oUtlllw,
and anyone was free to take any of that person's property and to take his
life. Such actions were not illegal when committed against an outlaw. so
the victim or the organization he belonged to had strong incentives to pUfHue
the outlaw and take restitution (or revenge). Such a contingency would
probably arise in a modem system of privatized law and order as well.

''Ah ha," the governmentalist might say, "private law ultimately does
come down to no law, to rule by violence!" But, as I have stressed over
and over, the private sector will establish laws and institutions that minimize
the chances of turning to this last resort. More importantly, the same last
resort already underlies the current system of publicly produced law. A
criminal who resists arrest can be killed by the police and his property
taken by the state. All systems break down when people refuse to participate
in them. The question is: Which system is most likely to have to resort
to that ultimate form of ostracism? The historical evidence is that privatized
law and order has been relatively free of violence.47

I have suggested that contractual arrangements for arbitration and mediation
are likely to arise within the groups and communities that organize for joint
security. These groups and communities may be geographically localized,
but they may also be geographically dispersed and functionally "localized."
For example, the "business community" will probably establish its own
legal and adjudicative systems, given the historical evidence of the Law
Merchant and the widespread modem-day use of arbitration by business
groups, trade associations, and other industrial organizations.48Furthermore,
if the reciprocal arrangements between communities should arise, then
communities and agencies will have very strong incentives to seek out judges
for both inter- and intra-community dispute resolutions who not only have
reputations for impartiality but for issuing clear opinions that can be used
as a guide in settling future disputes-that is, precedents. Judges who hand
down such opinions will gamer much more business (if not all the business)
than judges who issue vague, uninterpretable, or secret opinions. Why?
Disputes are costly and always raise the possibility of violence, and private
sector law enforcers will avoid these costs if possible. Note that the concern
for a security agency or community representing a victim is much stronger
in this regard than the concern of individual disputants in our current system,

Hince these firmH or communities represent many potential victims and
offenders and, therefore, many possible future confrontations.

There is another reason for demanding clear, well founded decisions.
Smith referred to it as the "verification aspect."49 In order to satisfactorily
end a dispute, the decision must be acceptable-verifiable-not just to the
victim and offender but also to the groups or firms representing these parties
and to groups that might be drawn into a confrontation with one of the groups
involved in the dispute. The willingness of other firms and organizations
to enter into and honor reciprocal arrangements, such as extradition con-
tracts, with those involved in the dispute depends in part on the way this
and other disputes are handled. If an organization's disputes are submitted
to judges whose opinions are not clear and well founded, then that organiza-
tion will have problems influencing the choice of a judge and otherwise
supporting their clientele in non-internal disputes.

Smith predicted that private courts would have to 1) allow citizen access
to trials so third parties could observe proceedings (exceptions could arise
if the parties in the suit had strong demands for privacy), 2) make details
of that court's procedures accessible to any interested third party, and 3) make
accurate records of a trial available to anyone who might want to review
them.50 These predictions certainly seem to be supported by most historical
examples of private courts. Popisil's description of trial procedures among
the primitive Kapauku, for instance, stressed the "public" nature of trials
and the efforts that the tonowi took to firmly establish the legal precedent
for their solution to a dispute.51 Similarly, the medieval Icelandic, Anglo-
Saxon, and Law Merchant courts were public forums.52 Even though a well-
publicized aspect of modem arbitration and rent-a-judge systems is their
secrecy, this does not necessarily contradict Smith or the historical evidence
that supports him. After all, what we see today is a relatively limited system
of private courts. Those disputants who have a strong desire for privacy
cannot get it from the public courts, so they may have the strongest incentives
to employ private courts today. Under complete privatization, there will
be many disputes that demand clear decisions for public scrutiny.

Private contractual arrangements can create a strong demand for clear,
well-founded, impartial decisions-the types of decisions that serve as prece-
dents whether that is their intent or not. In effect, given the contracts and
agreements between diverse groups and protection firms, the benefits of prece-
dents would be internalized. Internalization arises because of the reciprocal
cooperation and competition between numerous identifiable groups rather
than by merger of those groups into a single political entity (government).



Contractual arrangements between dispcr!!ed urgunlzlItions to encourage.
arbitration of disputes between members also incrcllses the likelihood of
standardization of certain aspects of law. In effect, law will develop through
dispute resolution to facilitate the interaction between groups-law based
on common custom as reflected in previous judgments. Aspects of a par-
ticular group's law that prove to be efficient can be revealed to another
group in the process, and they can also adopt it. This kind of process
characterized the standardization of the Law Merchant throughout Western
Europe.53 Efficient rules adopted by one merchant community tended to
spread to other communities quite rapidly. Furthermore, economies of stan-
dardization will become available as between-group judgments are made that
might facilitate solution of (set precedents for) future within-group disputes.

Some have criticized private adjudication systems for lacking two insti-
tutional arrangements: trial by jury and courts of appeal. Under a private
system, jury trials will be supplied if they are demanded, assuming that
the demand is sufficiently strong to pay the full cost of the trial. Of course,
jury trials would be relatively more expensive than judge-only trials, so
they are relatively less likely under privatization than under a public system.
But that is not necessarily bad. As Person noted, jury trials "are of great
importance in the government courts as a means of protection from a hostile
judge but ofless importance when parties select their ownjudges."54 Indeed,
juries were developed by Norman kings for inquisitional purposes and were
ultimately accepted as a desirable institution because they served as a
counterforce to the judges of the king's courtS.55

Courts of appeal will also be available if there is sufficient demand. There
will be no monopolized "supreme court," of course, simply because there
are not sufficient economies of standardization in adjudication to expect
that. But there may be competitive appeals courts, just as there are competi-
tive judges for the initial consideration of a dispute. Courts could serve
as initial forums for some disputes and appeals courts for others, but there
could also be a specialized group of judges who only consider appeals.
Given the existence of appeals courts but no supreme court, what will
prevent an offender from making a never-ending number of appeals? In
all likelihood, the contractual arrangements for dispute settlement within
a particular community or security organization will specify an appeals
procedure and put a limit on the number of appeals. Rothbard suggested
that a likely "cut off point ... since there are two parties to any crime or
dispute ... [is that] a decision arrived at by any two courts shall be binding.
This will cover the situation when both the plaintiff's and the defendant's

Ipreferred IcmartN,",'elm. tn tho IlIUnC dccl!lion, as well as the situation when
Itn uppeut!! courl docldolt on u disagreement between the two original
courts."~fl This suggCllltionhas an appealing logic and may be adopted in
privute contracting arrangements. Other arrangements may develop, of
course (the Law Merchant allowed no appeals, for instance, because the
costs in terms of delay and disruptions of commerce were considered to
be too high).57 Because formal and informal contracts will arise between
sroups to establish procedures for intergroup dispute resolution, appeals
procedures may be established for those disputes as well. Alternatively,
as part of the agreement to submit to arbitration, the parties may specify
an appeals procedure and cut-off point.

It should be noted that the current system does not guarantee a right
of appeal to the U.S. Supreme Court in all but the most unusual cases.
A party must petition for review, generally on some constitutional issue,
and the petition can be denied. The same is true of state supreme courts.
In fact, then, our system has appellate courts of no resort.

OSTRACISM AND BOYCOTT SANCTIONS, PRIVATE
PRISONS AND THE COLLECTION OF FINES

Once a dispute resolution has been reached, how does the winner collect
from the loser? If the accused posted a bond and loses, then he and his
insurers may simply forfeit the bond. But the insurers are faced with the
same question: How are they reimbursed by the offender? Why would
someone pay a fine or payoff a debt if the coercive power of the state
does not exist to force payment? Ostracism and boycott sanctions will
convince many to pay their debts. As Swartz suggested, "On account of
the gregarious habits of human beings, to be put wholly beyond the pale
of society would be more painful to many than to be incarcerated in a prison
with others. To inflict such punishment has many advantages for the defen-
sive organization that makes use of it. It is simple; it is easily and inexpen-
sively applied; it involves, theoretically, none of the elements of physical
force and, above all, it is not in itself an invasive act."58 The potential
effectiveness of ostracism/boycott threats is enhanced under the contractual
arrangements predicted above. If part of the insurance arrangements entered
into by a society is the provision of credit to pay bails or large fines, then
the responsibility of collecting from the offender is shifted from the victim
to the offender's security organization, and, therefore, to his community
(whether it be localized geographically or functionally).



Some might argue that ostracism will not be effective in our Illodol'll,
mobile society. An individual could leave his community and join another,
obtaining the benefits of social interaction but avoiding payment of debt.
But "nowadays, modern technology, computers, and credit ratings would
make such ... ostracism even more effective than it has ever been in thl'
past."59 This does not mean that some guilty offenders will not flee and
attempt to hide. It means that the network of cooperative reciprocal contracts
between various communities and their justice agencies are likely to prevent
such an individual from obtaining the benefits of joining some other commu-
nity. The incentives of members of a protection organization to exclude
individuals who are likely to bring them into confrontational situations,
thereby raising their costs (e.g., their insurance premiums), will be very
strong under a privatized system. Thus, they will check any new entrant's
background, much as a private bank checks on a loan applicant, through
an established market arrangement that performs credit checks. The same
technology would easily adapt to perform background checks before admit-
ting someone into a protection organization.

A more relevant concern is that offenders may be unable to meet their
financial obligations. If an offender cannot be appropriately fined, will the
system break down? Friedman, in his examination of medieval Icelandic
justice, suggested that a variation on the Icelandic debt-thralldom would
solve the problem of judgment-proof offenders. He proposed: '~n arrange-
ment which protects the convicted criminal against the most obvious abuses
would be for the ... criminal. .. [to] have the choice of. .. accepting bids
for his services. The employer making such a bid would offer the criminal
some specified working conditions (possibly inside a private prison, possibly
not) and a specified rate at which the employer would payoff the fine.
In order to get custody of the criminal, the employer would obtain his consent
and post bond with the court for the amount of the fine."60 The offender
would have a choice between ostracism or voluntarily working off the fine.
Contracts between a debtor and a victim, or more likely the debtor's insurers,
would specify the work conditions. If the insurers perceive little risk that
a debtor will renege, they may allow him to continue in his current trade
and make periodic payments. If the risk of reneging is perceived to be large,
security and supervision may be provided for in the contract. For instance,
in a restitution program called EARN-IT, in Quincy County, Massachusetts,
forty local businessmen provided jobs to offenders who are unable to find
work elsewhere.61 The employers acted as supervisors during work hours,
and offenders reported to probation officers. In other experimental restitution
programs, offenders returned to jail or a "half-way house" at night.

If the riNk uf' rene.ln. III htrll' enough, a "penal specialist" could be
employed. Sn",od prodlctod that It competitive penal system would arise
wherein severnl flrmll would bid fur employment of the convict under secure
conditions.62 Furthermore. the insurance company/convict would have the
right to withdraw from the contract if the prison firm did not live up to
its agreement, guaranteeing that the convict would make the highest possible
wage so he could earn his way out of prison as quickly as possible. Whether
this contractual arrangement arises or not, the private penal system will
differ from current public prisons.

One important difference between prisons under a fully privatized system
and current government prisons is that those who run private penal firms
will have strong incentives to treat prisoners well. Such incentives are
enhanced by an arrangement that insures prisoner mobility, as Sneed empha-
sized, but they exist even without a high degree of mobility. After all, a
person's productivity and, therefore, the rate of debt repayment under such
a system is likely to be significantly influenced by his treatment. A person
who is brutalized will be unable or unwilling to perform well. The penal
firm will either purchase a contract with the debtor from a victim or his
insurer and assume the risk of debt payment, or contract to supervise the
offender as he makes payments directly to the insurer (or perhaps victim)
who wants the debt paid off as quickly as possible. A firm with a reputation
for mistreating prisoners will not receive much business. Competitive forces
work to preclude inhumane treatment of prisoners, then, even without
prisoner mobility. This contrasts sharply with treatment of prisoners under
our current penal system.63

Because a prisoner's effort is directly rewarded, he can predict and
partially determine the length of his prison term. Prisoner morale would
improve, making eventual rehabilitation easier.64 There are a number of
reasons to expect rehabilitation to be far more effective under such a system
than it is with current efforts.65

In discussing work programs to generate restitution, Poole stressed that
"by integrating the offender into the workforce and making him assume
responsibility for his offense, restitution may just do more to rehabilitate
offenders than all the fancy programs dreamed up by psychologists and
sociologists over the past quarter century."66 Because the purpose of prison
in such a system is to allow the offender to work toward repayment of a
debt, there are incentives to put the prisoner's time to its most productive
use. This contrasts with current prison systems where prisoners are idle,
put to work at menial labor to support the prison (e.g., in the prison laundry,
kitchen, or shop), or engaged in make-work programs (e.g., making license



plates). Productive use of inmate time will provide them with incentives
to develop new or to strengthen existing marketable skills. It will teach
them the discipline needed to hold a job in the marketplace after their
release.67 Prisoners will have incentives to cooperate with the program.
But these incentives go beyond the potential for gaining a marketable skill.
The self-determinative nature of a sentence means that the harder a prisoner
works, the faster he obtains release. "He would be master of his fate
and would have to face the responsibility. This would encourage useful,
productive activity and instill a conception of reward for good behavior
and hard work."68 These incentives could have a significant rehabilita-
tive impact.

Violence and drug abuse are significant problems in modern prisons.69
Neither are as likely in a privatized system. Under current arrangements,
an inmate sacrifices very little if he participates in violence or uses drugs;
under a privatized system, he sacrifices much more because he is working
toward his release. Drugs may reduce productivity and delay release and
the risk of injury that significantly delays release is a substantial deterrent
to violence. Under a private system, "the convict will have a direct incentive
to exhibit good behavior. The better risk he appears to the penal agency,
the more likely he is to be allowed parole or other freedoms in the interest
of increasing his productivity."70 Even under the Maine novelty program
where greater freedoms were not likely to be available, the major novelty
producers used their economic power to "counteract theft ... and general
thuggism" because it threatened their enterprises? 1

Sneed concluded: "Our analog to prison would not be, as today, a brutal
institution primarily functioning to teach brutes how to be more brutish,
but would become almost a treatment center, a place to learn how to live
peaceably in outside society. Our present system only teaches a person
how to live in prison."72 This is an important consideration for those who
question the effectiveness of ostracism and boycott sanctions. The "prison"
experience under privatization will not be comparable to what a convict
faces in our "modern" public prisons. The offender will get something
in return for his agreement to submit to a supervised work program: he
will receive training and on-the-job experience with a marketable skill in
a humane environment. The incentives to avoid such "punishment,"
therefore, are considerably weaker than under the current system, so the
severity of threatened ostracism necessary to induce compliance will be
considerably less than what might be expected given existing publicly
produced punishment.

Some readers may find the proposals outlined here outlandish and even
frightening. They may maintain that such a system could never work and
that efforts to implement it would push us toward a lawless, violent society.
For those who are so inclined, let me emphasize that the laws and institutions
described in this chapter are simply predictions. Something far more
sophisticated would probably emerge-something that even I cannot
visualize. Certainly, any proposal to abandon a system that does work, no
matter how imperfectly, must be treated with caution. The possibility of
ending up with a system that does not work is definitely frightening. Of
course, the movement toward a system like the one described here is likely
to be a gradual one, so we need not fear an immediate disruption of life
and law.

But consider the following question: Why do we entrust the decisions
regarding the supplies of our food and clothing, two commodity groups
that are more immediately vital to our survival than law and law enforce-
ment, to private sector individuals operating in a market system that was
created through a process of spontaneous evolution? Why do we allow
government to interfere with and try to dominate the same kind of system
that would efficiently and effectively produce law and its enforcement? If
a government monopoly can do a better job producing law and distributing
law enforcement resources, why can it not also do a better job of producing
food and distributing it? American consumers are used to the efficient
and effective way that they obtain food, and they would not stand for a
"U.S. Food Service" patterned after the U.S. Postal Service with its lines
and slow-moving clerks. Yet, we tolerate delays and slow-moving justice,
perhaps because we do not have to obtain justice nearly as often as we
need to obtain food and clothing and because we are not used to a more
efficient arrangement.

Despite all the sophistication many observers attribute to it, our govern-
mental legal system interrupted and slowed down the evolution of a superior
legal system. Customary law still rules most of our interactions, but it is
not recognized as law by most members of society. Recognition of customary
law as a superior system may re-emerge, and the government institutions
that impede its growth and application may be dismantled. I hope that
the arguments presented in this book are sufficiently strong to convince
readers that relying on customary law and private sector provision of law



enforcement is not "outlandish" or "frightening." Some may even he
convinced that the private sector could do a relatively good job of creating
and protecting individual freedom and private property rights. Perhaps the
process of privatization will accelerate a little as a consequence.

The time for significant change may be approaching. The last few decades
have witnessed a substantial reduction in Americans' confidence in their
government institutions and leaders?3 From the late 1950s to the mid-I970s,
self-reported trust in government fell from almost 80 percent of the popula-
tion to roughly 33 percent.74 Perhaps people will soon be ready to consider
abandoning government institutions in favor of private sector alternatives,
even in law and its enforcement. The rapid growth of private police and
adjudicative industries attests to the fact that many Americans are already
adopting such alternatives.

Many questions might remain, of course, even for those who find the
arguments for privatization to be compelling. Some may accept the idea
of partial privatization and a relatively limited government involvement
in the production and enforcement of law to fully internalize external
benefits. Possibly a limited government involvement would be even better
than complete privatization. Friedman considers this possibility in the
following way:

Perhaps it would be-if the government stayedthat way.... One cannot simply
build any imaginable characteristics into a government; governmentshave their
own internal dynamic. And the internal dynamic of limited governments is
something with which we, to our sorrow, have a good deal of practical experi-
ence. It took 150years, starting with a Bill of Rights that reserved to the states
and the people all powers not explicitly delegated to the federal government
to produce a Supreme Court willing to rule that growing corn to feed your
own hogs is interstate commerce and can therefore be regulated by Congress.

... [T]he logic of limited government is to grow. There are obvious reasons
for that in the nature of government, and plenty of evidence. Constitutions
provide, at the most, a modest and temporary restraint. As Murray Rothbard
is supposed to have said, the idea of a limited government that stays limited
is truly Utopian?5

Every aspect of government involvement in law and order started out
to be very limited (or non-existent). English royal courts initially had very
limited jurisdictions. Then they began competing with other courts in
adjudicating more diverse laws. They had a "competitive" advantage in
that part of the cost of using them was shifted onto taxpayers rather than

boing horne by 1I11a.nta.VMrlnuaInterelll groups were happy to shift their
costs Ibr protection a"rvle". and the enforcement of their laws onto others
by using government courts and later government watchmen, police, and
prosecutors. Government entities were happy to oblige. The combination
of power-seeking and bureaucratic growth by government officials and
transfer (or rent) seeking by interest groups inevitably turns limited govern-
ment into big government. Our founding fathers certainly could never have
envisioned the pervasive government system we have today, given their clear
and obvious efforts to limit its power. A customary system of law with private
enforcement may not be perfect. An ideal and permanently limited govern-
ment might be an improvement, but no government is going to be ideal
nor can government be permanently limited. Within a relatively short time,
government inefficiency would become significantly greater than the market
inefficiencies a limited government might alleviate. And once government
has grown, particularly to the level we currently experience, it is extremely
difficult to shrink it back to its optimal limited size.

There is a problem with this argument, however. The enterprise of
law described here assumes no coercive government. Such a system would
require an insufficient concentration of power for anyone group or organi-
zation to impose its will on others. Such diversification of power is certainly
possible, and monopolization of internal security services in a private
competitive market is very unlikely. But an external threat from aforeign
government may require organization of military forces (consolidation of
defense organizations, rather than competition).

Government law and coercive enforcement could arise for one of two
reasons: 1) the external threat is so strong that it overcomes the internal
population and subjugates that population to its government law, or 2) to
resist the external threat, power becomes so concentrated internally that
government formation cannot be resisted. Once that happens, the inevitable
growth of government referred to by Friedman will follow, in part because
those in government want more power and take it at every opportunity.
If everyone were to resist such government growth, a truly limited govern-
ment might be feasible, but many individuals will see the potential for
personal gain through the use of governmental power. Government can take
property from and restrict the rights of some individuals in order to transfer
property or privileges to others. Thus, those in power can buy support from
part of the population. Altering property rights requires legislation, of
course, and the government law-making function is born.



Does this pessimistic outlook for the potentl"l Burvlval of a customary
system of law and order mean that the arguments presented here are uselesN'l
Not at all. Privatization of many aspects of the enterprise of law are occurring.
the benefits of privatization are substantial, and historical exampleN of
successful customary law systems abound. Furthermore, the arguments fbr
government production of law and order are generally false. Major resistance
to privatization arises from the self-interest motives of those in government
or those who gain transfers through the legal system, and government failure
in providing law and order is significant. Finally, private arrangements fbr
law production and enforcement can be visualized. Thus, government
production of internal order is unnecessary, and there is justification for
as much privatization as can be developed. If excuses for expanding govern-
ment involvement in the enterprise of law are recognized as invalid, perhaps
resistance to government growth will be a little stronger. Perhaps the trend
can even be reversed. The fact that government may be inevitable for one
society as long as an aggressive government exists someplace else is certainly
no reason to accept the level of government involvement we have today
or to discourage or prevent any of the privatization that is currently underway.
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